
I. NRC SPAR Models vs. Licensee CAFTA Models -

a. Stat1.1s of Licensee PRAs 
i. Licensee risk models are not "required'' with the exception of NFPA~805 

transitioning existing reactors, and new construction plants. 
ii. All exist~ng plants have peer-reviewed internal events PRAs 
iii. Some plants have external events PRAs (internal fire and seismic of varying 

quality) 
iv. There are ASME standards and NRC regulatory guides for PRA quality, with 

varying requirements based on what the.licensee isattemptiog to do with the 
model 

b .. As regulators,we need to remember that the purposes of the CAFTAand SPAR 
models are at odds. They are tools that are designed for very different goals and 
purposes. The SPAR models are. in most cases attempting to characterize the risk 
within an order of magnitude or determine if greater than or less than a threshold 
(e.g., 5E-7 for NOED approval). The licensee's models are being used for very 
detailed work such as supporting licensee amendments and Maintenance Rule 
50.65.a(4) characterizations. Using a "car analogy'' the NRC SPAR model is a. 
reliable sedari, maybe a little well-worn, that gets-you Jo·work reliably and 
consistently, whereas a licensee model is a tractor with many add-on attachments 
that can perform multiple tasks but one you wouldn't.drive to work every day. 

c. The NRC SPAR models,are being used by a varic;!ty of offices and are "woven 
into the fabric" of.much of our everyday work. Many individuals use these 
models and only a few of them are: 

i. Regional Offices -the SRAs use them for SOP, NOED, and MD8.3 evals 
ii. Office of Research-Accident Sequence Precursor reports to Congress and 

evaluation of thermal-hy<;!raullc iss~es at various sites 
iii. Regional Offices - the Resident Inspectors and the DRS inspectors use the 

SPAR models for inspection sample selection 

d. Non-T~chnical Downsides to Using the Licensee Models: If we were to use the 
licensee's tool exclusively (or ·even for a.majority) ~of our risk determinations. 
we could lose much of our independence and our credibility with the public. 
Further, our ability to critically scrutinize results would be advel'Sely affected 
because in many ways the CAFT A models are "black b«>xes''; "[l]ndependent 
oversight of licensee performance is critical for effective NRC oversight and is an 
important aspect of upholding public confidence in the [SOP} process" (letter from 
EDO to NEI, October.2007, ML072490'566}; also include rererenq~s to our Principles 
of Good Regulation and !SOCCER 

·e. Standardized models have some significant advantages: 
i. Standard models facilitate plant specific changes 
ii. Ease of use for agency analysts, because .naming conventions are similar, 

structure of the eventtrees 'and fault trees is nearly identical from model to 
model; eliminating.this would mean steep learning curves on licens~e models 
very frequently and this would be further challenging fqr sop timeliness .•. 



iii. Efficient model maintenance-this makes it easier for INL to customize a 
rn.odel for the SRAs or other analysts, and allows them to modify more 
models per year, which improves fidelity 

iv. Quality control - without going into a great amount of detail, there exists a QA 
program for the SPAR models including a QA plan, a SPAR·PM handbook, 
Model Makers Handbook, the fact that SPAR models are benchmarked 
against licensee models once major updates have been performed, etc. 

f. Key Messages to Convey 
i. No PAA {whether NAG SPAR or licensee CAFTA} can accurately capture 

every nuance of an event or condition 
1. Experienced risk analysts must make modeling decisions 
2. Process controls are being constantly performed "behind the scenes" 

to verify quality, compare models, peer reviews, etc. 
ii. The exchange of technical Information between the NAG and licensees is 

expected as part of the SOP; though trying at times, rather than a weakness, 
this adversarial approach should be perceived as a strength because it's 
open & yields a better answer 

iii. SPAR models provide an independent and effective risk assessment tool and 
are fully capable of supporting AOP activities 

g. Background Information or Additional Slides 
i. Recommendations from 2006 OIG auctit, "Evaluation of the NRC's Use of 

PAA In Regulating the Commercial Nuclear Power Industry, (OIG-06-A-24)" 
1. Develop and implement a formal, written process for maintaining PRA 

models that is sufficiently representative. of the as-built, as operated 
plant to support model uses 

2. Develop and Implement a fully documented process to conduct and 
maintain configuration control of PAA software 

3. Conduct a full V&V of SAPHIRE Version 7 
ii. Miscellaneous Information 

1. SPAR models are non-public 
2. Differences ideally between SPAR and licensee models would be 

resolved before an SOP issue, but this is difficult In practice 
3. AES/INL implement the QA plan for agency SPAR models e>f record, 

but agency risk analysts are responsible for making temporary 
changes on an as needed basis 



Weber, Michael 

From: Weber, Michael 
Sent 
To: 

Wednesday, December 02, 2015 6:21 PM 
Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
West1 Steven Cc 

Subject: FYI- SUMMARY ON THE USE OF RISK ESTIMATES TO SUPPORT REGULATORY 
DEQSION-MAKING 

Attachments: Notes for EDO on NRC SPAR Models.docx 

Good evening. Here is John Hanna's response to my request for the attachment I will share with Glenn and 
Mike Johnson for their awareness. 

From.: Hanna, John 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 1:$0.PM 
To: Weber, Michael <Michael.Weber@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: QUERY -SUMMARY ON THE· USE OF RISK ESTIMATES TO SUPPORT REGULATORY DECISION-MAKING 

Mike .• · 

As requested attached is the document that I .sent to Vic. 

However:; here are a couple of disclaimel'.s. Th.is information: 1) was developed in support of some risk trainin~ 
forSES managers that I was working on, 2) is not an exhaustive iist of all the possible pitfalls -to using the 
licensee's models - but it ·is in my opinion a good start. and 3) has not been formally reviewed and approved 
by Region ii management or the NRC risk community, though it was developed with the assistance of others, 
e;g., Kevin Coyne in Research, Laura Kozak in Rill. · 

H~re are a couple of additional thoughts to consider that I thought of since yesterday and aren't mentioned in 
the attached material: 

• Because the licensee models for the existing fleet are not "requir~d." they can b~ modified, deleted at 
the licensee~s discretion 

• The SRAs are comfortable, t<> some degree, with using the OAFTA models, but many others in the 
~gency rely on SPAR models and don't have the training and ~xpertise tp make such a transition, e .. g., 
Resident Inspectors · 

• In heavily relying on the licensee models, there may be some very real implementation difficulties. For 
example, woul.d llcensees willingly change t~eir models to conforrn with the agency approach to 
Cqmmon Qaus~ Failure (as detailed i.n RASP Man·ual Volume 1)? Would they apply rea.sonable value; 
for op~rator actions ex-contro_I room in B.5.b or FLEX scenarios? If the answers 'to theslS' questions· 
were "no,'' what would we do? 

I hope this information will be helpful to you. Please let me know if I can assist further ... 

John 

F.rom: Weber, Michael 
Sent:We'dnesday~ December02, 201512:38'PM 
To: Hann~f John <John.Hanna@nrc.goV> 
Cc: Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: QU,EfW- $UMMARY ON THE_ USE OF RISK ESTIMATES TO SUPPQRT REGULATORY DECISION.-MAKING 
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Good afternoon, John. I saw your recent ernail to Vic (12/1) regarding concerns about reliance on licensee 
PRA models and SRA familiarity (or lack thereof) with these models. As you may know, this concern surfaced 
at our recent all RES meeting on Monday morning (11/30) in response to a question posed to Vic. As a result, 
RES is initiating an effort to pull together the various NRC internal stakeholders to discuss the merits on 
plaCing greater reliance on licensE?e PRA or continued maintenance and development of NRC's SPAR 
models. We expect the SRAs and Regions will be involved in this dialogue, as well as RES, NRR. OGG, and 
others. We expect that this will help inform the discussions and could ultimately support on agency decision on 
how we should proceed. 

I saw in your email that you referenced an attachment regarding the use of risk estimates in support of 
decision-making. Can you share that document with me or tell me where to find it? · 

Thanks, 

Michael Weber 
Director of Nudear Regulatory' Research 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301-415-1902 
Mail Stop T-10016 

DE!/VfRl/'JG OUR ;:uru.~• 
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I. NRC SPAR Models vs. Licensee CAFTA Models-

a. Status of Licensee PRAs 
i. Licensee risk models are not "required" with the exception of NFPA-805 

transitioning existing reactors, and new construction plants. 
ii. All existing plants have peer-reviewed internaf events PRAs 
iii. Some plants have external events PRAs (internal fire and seismic of varying 

quality) 
iv. there are ASME standards and NRC regulatory guides for PRA quality, with 

varying requirements based .on what the licensee is attempting to do with the 
model 

b. As regulators, we need to remember that the purposes of the CAFTA and SPAR 
models are at odds. They are tools that are designed for very different goals and 
purposes. The SPAR models are in most cases attempting to characterize the risk 
within an order of magnitude or determine if greater than or less than a threshold 
(e.g., 5E~7 for NOED approval). The licensee's models are being used for very 
detailed work .such as supporting licensee amendments and Maintenance Rule 
50.65.a(4) characterizations. Using a "car analogy" the NRC SPAR model is a 
reliable sedan, maybe a little well~wom, that gets you to work reliably and 
consistently, whereas a licensee model is a tractor with many add-on attachments 
that can perform multiple-tasks but one you wouldn't drive to work every day. 

c. The NRC SPAR models are being used by a variety of offices and are "woven 
into the fabric" of much of our everyday work. Many individuals use these 
models and only a few of them are: 

L Regional Offices - the SRAs use them for SDP, NOED. and MD8.3 evals 
iL Office of Research - Accident Sequence Precursor reports to Congress and 

evaluation of thermal-hydraulic issues at various sites 
iii. Regional Offices - the Resident Inspectors and the DRS inspect9rs use the 

SPAR models for inspection sample selection 

d. Non-Technical Downsides to Using the Licensee Models: lfwe were to use the 
licensee's tool exclusively (or .even for a majority) of our risk determinations, 
we could lose much of our independence and our credibility with the public. 
Further, our ability to critically scrutinize results would be adversely affected 
because In many ways the CAFTA models are "black boxes•'; "[l]ridependent 
oversight of licensee performance is critical for effective NRC oversight and is an 
i_mportant aspect of upholding public confidence in the [SDP] process" (letter from 
EDQ to NEI, October 2007, ML072490566); also include references to our Principles 
of Good Regulation and IS,OCCER 

e. Standardized models have some significant advantages: 
i. Standarcj moqels facilitate plant specific changes 
ii. Ease of use for agency analysts, because naming conventions.are similar, 

structure.of the eve~t trees·and fault trees.is nearly identical from model. to. 
model; eliminating this would mean steep l~aming curves on licens~e mo~els 
very frequently and this would be further challenging for SDP timeliness ... 



iii. Efficient model maintenance - this makes it easier for INL to customize a 
model for the SRAs or other analysts, and allows them to modify more 
models per year, which improves fidelity 

iv. Quality control - without going into a great amount of detail1 there exists a QA 
program for the SPAR models including a QA plan, a SPAR-PM handbook, 
Model Makers Handbook, the fact that SPAR models are benchmarked 
against licensee models once major updates have been performed, etc. 

f. Key Messages to Convey 
i. No PRA (whether NRC SPAR or licensee CAFTA) can accurately capture 

every nuance of ah event or condition 
1. Experienced risk analysts must make modeling decisions 
2. Process controls are being constantly performed "behind the scenes" 

to verify quality, compare models, peer reviews, etc. 
ii. The exchange of technical information between the NRC and licensees is 

expected as part of the SOP; though trying at times, rather than a weakness, 
thi~ a.dversarial approach should be perceived as a strength because it's 
open & yields a better answer 

iii. SPAR models provide an independent and effective risk assessment tool and 
are fully capable of supporting ROP activities 

g. Background Information or Additional Slides 
i. Recommendations from 2006 OIG audit, "Evaluation of the NRC's Use of 

PRA in Regulating the Commercial Nucle.ar Power Industry, (OIG-06-A-24)" 
1. Develop and implement a formal, written process for maintaining PRA 

models that is sufficiently representative of the as·built, as operated 
plant to support model uses 

2. Develop and implement a fully documented process to conduct and 
maintain configuration control of PRA software 

3. Conduct a tull V&V of SAPHIRE Version .7 
iL Miscellaneous Information 

1. SPAR models are non-public 
2. Differences ideally between SPAR and licensee models would be 

resolved before an sop· issue, but this is difficult in practice 
3. RES/INL implement the QA plan for agency SPAR models of record, 

but agency risk analysts are responsible for making temporary 
changes on an as needed basis 



Weber, Michael 

From: Weber, Mic::hael 
Sent: Wedne~pay, Decell1ber 02, 2015 6:19 PM 

Hanna,.John To: 
Subject: RESPONSE-SUMMARY ON THE USE OF RISK ESTIMATES TO SUPPORT REGULATORY 

DEOSION•MAKING 

Thanks, John. Quite helpflll. We'll be in touch. 

From: Hanna, John 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 1:30 PM 
To: Weber, Michael <Michael.Weber@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: QUERY - SUMMARY ON THE' USE OF RISK ESTIMATES TO S.UPPORT REGULATORY o'ECl,SION-MAKING 

Mike, 

As requested attached is the document that I sent to Vic. 

However, here are a couple of disclaimers. This informatiom 1} was developed in support of some risk training 
for SES managers that I was working on, 2) is not an exhaustive. Ost.of all the possible pitfalls to using the 
licensee'.s models - but it is in my op!riion a good start, and 3) has not been formally reviewed and approved 
by Region II management or the N'RC· risk community, though it was developed with tl'Je,as~istance of others, 
e.g., Kevin Coyne in Research, Laura Kozak in Riii. 

Here are a couple of additional thoughts to consider that I thought of since yesterday and aren't mentioned !n 
the attached material: 

• Because the licensee models forthe existh:igfleet are not "required," they can be modified, deleted at 
the licensee's discretion 

• The SRAs are comfortabl~. to some degree, with using the CAFTA models, but many others in the. 
agency rely on SPAR models and don't have the traini11g and expertise to make such a transition. e.g., 
Resident lnspe¢tors 

• lri heavily relylng.on the licensee models, there may be some very real implementation,difficulties. For 
example.· would licensees willingly changetheir models to conform with the agency approach to 
Common Cause Failure. (as d~~alled in RASP Manual Volume 1)? Would they apply. reasonable values 
for operator .aQtipns ex-control room in B.5.b ·or FLEX scenarios? If the answers to. these questions 
were "no,"·what would we do? 

I hope this information will be helpful to you. Please let me know if l can assist further. .. 

John 

From: Weber~ Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015· 12:38 PM 
To: Halina, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Lund, J.ouise <Louise.lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: QUERY -SUMMARY ON THE USE OF RISK ESTIMATES TO SOPPORT REGULATORY DECISION·MAKING 

Gooc;f afternoon, John. I saw your reqentemail to Vic (1211) regan]ing concerns about reliance on licensee 
PRA models.and SRA familiarity (or laek thereof) with these mod_els. As you may know, this concern surface~ 
at our recer,tt,all. RE$ me~ting 01"! Mo1.1day mon:iing (11/30) in response to a question posed to Vic .. As a result. 
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RES is initiating an effort.to pull together the· various NRC Internal stakeholders to d.iscUSI:? the merits .<:m 
placing greater reliance cm licensee PRA or continued maintenance and development of NRC's SPAR 
models: We expect the SRAs and Regions will be involved ih this dialogue, as Well as RES, NRR, OGC, an~ 
others. We expect that thiswilfhe!p Inform the discussio.ns and couJd ultimately supp.art on agen~y d~cision on 
how we should proceed. 

I.saw in your email: that you referenced an attachment regarding the use of risk estima~es in. suppo.rt of 
decision-making. Can you share. that document with me or tell me where to find it? 

Thahks. 

Michael Weber 
Oirectqr of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

g:o1..:41s~ 1902 
Mail Stop T-lOB16 



Correia, Richard 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

For your awareness 

From: Weber, Michael 

Lund, Louise 
Wednesday, December 02, 2015 12:59 PM 
Correia, Richard; Circle, Jeff 
FW: RESPONSE - Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 12:40 PM 
To: Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RESPONSE - Information Only: NRE: SPAR models 

Thanks, Louise. Note that I queried John for a copy of the attachment in his original email. I plan to share this· 
with Glenn and Mike Johnson for awareness and plan to attach the document for completeness in the 
message. It will also answer a question that arose yesterday during our Aim Steering Committee meeting 
regarding the scope of the reductjons listed in priority C on the Common Prioritizqtiqn (confirms what I 
explained to the committee). 

From: Lund, Louise 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 11:34 AM 
To: Weber, Michael.<Michael.Weber@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FYI: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

Mike, 

As discussed ... provided so you can see Vic's response to the Region II SRA Also note the two different 
aspects being discussed by folks in this thread ... reducing the number of routine updates per year (discussed 
in the context of Project AIM) vis..:a-vis using licensee models in lieu of SPAR models. 

Louise 

............. •·······• ····•···· ... ______ ·····------.. --.. ···--··--···········-· ... -·· .... --,·-··- ...... . 

From: Circje, Jeff 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 9:46 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

Kevin, 

Thanks for the info. I agree that slowing down·the rate of upd;:tte wm not create an unmanagea.bly large 
information gap between SPAR and licensees' motjels. What I am concerned -ever - and you .correctly notice( 
this as well - is the assumption that SRAs are very familiar with licensees' models. Call it paranoia on my .part 
but, I see in it the formation of the logic that we can use their models in lieu bf SPAR since our SRAs already 
know them so well. -· 

Jeff. 



Jeff A Circfe 
Chief (acting) 
Probaliilistic Risk Assessrnent Brandi 
RES/D/Vislem Qf Risk Arwly.sls 

BB \b (GJ (~ocrl'·l::j 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: We~nesday, December 02, 2015 8:53 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Cin::le@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia,. Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; lund, Louise <louise.ltmd@rm:,gov:> 
Subject: RE: lnformatio'O Only: NRC SPAR models 

Jeff-

You need to be ~ware tNlt we did offer' 1,1p a .modest reduction in funding fi;lr rotJtihe upqates to SPAR - this 
was a relatively smi;ill amount of funding pla,ced in th(7 rebaselining category "c" to go from doing 12 updates a 
year to 6. As you are aware, you maintain a help desk and can make· a wide variety bhanges when needed to 
deal With a specific assessmetit. So, it is likely that the move to reduce the mm1oer of routine, L..!pdates eacb 
year would result in some in~fficienci~s, .bµt i generally agree with Vic's assessment that itwauld not result in ( 
signific;ant handiC¢ip $f nee we wo1 .. tld'. still em~ure that the SPAR model reflects the: as-built. as-operated p!ant 
each time we use them for an assessment (and that is why it was offered up as part ofthe-AIM rebaselining 
cuts- in f~ct, this was a proposed reduction that was essentially ncm-riegotiable with NRRIDRA)-the r"'"'"""r""' 

are dlff~rent than what Vicci!ed (Le., the assistance INL can heip with updating a SPAR model when neE~oeo, 
1.JOHhe $RAs familiarity with li~_nsee models). · _, 

Obviously .this i~ a different anim?ll than simply cutting the program (as has also been kicked i;!round), but kee~ 
in mind jhat thi~ ·particular propol;>~ reguc;tie>nfor routine update.s h¢:1s been vetted through the ~!2S 
organization. 

Kevin 

From: circle, Jeff 
Sen~; Wednesday; December 04, 2015 8":3tlAM 
T():,Appig11ani; Peter.<Peter.Appignani@nrc;gov>; Eer:rante,.Ferria(ldo <Fernando.Ferrante@nrt.gov>; Gonzalfi~, 
Michelle <Michelle.Gonz:alez@nrc.gov>; Helton; DonatCf<Donald.Helton@nrc:goV>; Hudson, D1.mlc:~I 
<Daniel.Hudscm@nrt.gov>.; Kurifiky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; L.eschek, Walter <Walter:lesthek@nrc.gov>; Li, 
Ming <Ming.Li@nrc.gov>;-Ning, Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; San~aktar# Se{im · · 
<SeUm.Sancakta r@n rc,gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven. Wessels@nrc;gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery :Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Corr~la@nn::.gov>;t1-1nd1 l()u,s.e <Loulse;tund@nrc:gov>; N~koski, John 
<Jbhn.Nakoski@nrc.gcrli>. 
Subject: FW: lnrorm~tion Only: NRCSPAR models 

PRABers, 

FYI_. 

Jn reference to.what we .hea_ro on Monday, r had~· converaation this morning with George. MacDonald (R,11) 
:and of'\e ye:sterday with l;aur<? Koza~ (R-111) who both feefthat we need tQ retain SPAR mopel.s. Checking the 
e1:rnan thread below •. Vic reeJs·ffiahhere .can be.a reduction-in 'funding 'tor SPAR mod~I ~pdate.s. He ls oasing 
this opinion thaN:egh:mal sRAs have ari intimate kn'owledge of license~s· models, which is not: necessarily 
frue, l'rri.ass4rn!l1g that.the term_ SP:ARJ1.1pdel "ihaccuracies0 ref~rs to l~g;.in performing model updates: due to 
reduced funding. · · · · - · 
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We need to put together documentation in support for a meeting with NRR on this subject and it should also 
cover the proposed development of a pilot project. I would appreciate it if any of you can foiward Pete 
Appignani .information lhat you feel can help us with our meeting. There will be more to follow on this topic. 

Thankl:>, 
Jeff. 

Jeff:A. Circle 
Ghlef (acting) 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Bronc.Ii 
R~S /Division of Risk Andlysis 
(301) 415"1152 
9Bj\ti)(ti) 

from: MacDonald, George 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02., 2015' 7:56 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Circle@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

From: Mccree, Victor 
Sen~: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 7:U PM 
To: Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov>· 
Cc: Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Information Only: ·NRC SPAR models 

HiJohnl 

It's great to hear from you ant;I t appreciat~ your timely insights. 

During a very free flowing discussion today, we debated the wisdom of accepting a recommended cost reduction that 
could delay (not eliminate} updates to SPAR models. I opined that some reasonable delay in updating SPAR models 
would likely, not represent a significant handicap due to Regional SRA familiarity with licensee risk'lnodels (and 
their strengths and lirni.tations) relative.to the SPAR. I offered that this could mitigate. the imp~ct of SPAR model 

, .. inaccuracies." , 

Your thoughts? 

Vic 

0n: ·01 December·2015 15:07, "Hanna~ John11 <John.Hanna@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Vfo, 

The putpose of this e-mail is. to provide you some background ·about NRC SPAR models and hopefully 
address ·some i.na<;curate information that may be circulating in HQ. 
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We had recently heard anecdotally that some views are being shared at your level that assert that the SRAs 
are in favor: of eliminating the SPAR models and using the licensee's CAFT A models. This is not the opinion c 
the Region II SRAs. George MacDonald will be polling some of the other SRAs in different regions and 
sending you a separale e-mail, but we strongly suspect that they are also not in favor of~fiminating SPAR 
models. lfwe are actively considering eliminating the SPAR models as a cost savings.measure, I would 
recommend that we have a panel to discuss this option and all ofthe positives and negatives. 

I have attached some additional information to this e-mail regarding this topic. (I developed this outline h:l 
support of some risk training for SES managers.) If you desire a bit more detail and why moving towards only 
using the licensee models would tiave some adverse effects. please read the attached document. The 
highlights and key messages are in bolded type so you can scan it quickly. 

I normally would not send an e-mail like this directly to you and would follow the normal protocol for 
communicating up the chain. However I thought the topic was significant enough and urgent enough that you 
should hear the "unfiltered" message promptly. I have not vetted this message with Region II management 
and am only representin,g the views ofthe' SRAs. 

Thanks. Hope all is well with you·in Headquarters and that the transition up there went smoothly .•. 

John 

John David Hanna 
Senior ~eactor Analyst 
US NRC, Region II Office 
John.Hanna@tirc.gov 
404-997-4552 
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Aeeignani, Peter 
mnnr 

From: Gonzalez, Michelle 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, December 02, 2015 12:02 PM 
Appignani, Peter 

Subject: RE: Informqtion Only: NRC SPAR models 

Thank you, I wasn't aware qf this proposed reduction either. 

Michelle 

from: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 10:08 AM 
To: Gonzalez, Michelle 
Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

Michelle 

FYI ... 

To keep you in the loop. 

Pete 

From: Coyne, Kevin · 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015- 8:53 AM 
To: Circlet Jeff <Jeff .Cln::le@mc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@1m::.go~; Lund, Louise <louise.Lund@rm:.gov> 
Subject: RE: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

Jeff-

You need to be aware that we did qffer up a modest reduction ln funding for routine updates to SPAR -this 
was a relatively small amount of funding placed in the rebasellnlng category "c" to go from doing 12 updates a 
year to 6. As you are aware, you maintain a help desk and can make a wide variety changes when needed to 
deal with a specific assessment. So, it is likely that the move to reduce the number of routine updates each 
year wotild result in some inefficiencies, but I generally agree with Vic's assessment that it would not result in a 
significant handicap since we would .still ensure that the SPAR model reflects the as-built, as-operated plant 
each time we use them for an assessment (and that is why it was offered up as part of the AIM rebase!ining 
cuts - in fact, this was a proposed reduction that was essentially non~negotiable with NRA/DRA) -the reasons 
are differentthan what Viccited (i.e., the assistance INL can help with updating a SPAR modal when needed. 
not the SRAs familiarity with licensee models). 

Obviously this is a different animal than simply cutting the program (as has also been kicked around). but keep 
in mind that this particular proposed reduction for routine updates lias been vetted through the RES 
org~mization. 

Kavin 
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from: Circle, Jeff 
S~nt: Wednesday, December 02,.2015 8:30 AM 
To: Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appigna:ni@nrc.gov:>; Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, 
Michelle Helton, Donald Hµdson, Daniel 
<Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky, Alan <Aian.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Lescheki Walter <Walter.leschek@nrc:go11>; Li, 
Ming <Mlng.U@nrc.gov>; Ning, Lauren (Killian) <laurenKilllan.Ning@rm::.gov>; San~aktar, Selim · · 
<Se:llm.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels,·Steveli <Steven.Wessels@rirc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> . 
Cc: Correia, Richard <fUchard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc~gov>; Nakos~i,John · · 
<John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
S~bJect:-fw: information Only:.NRC.SPAR models 

PRABers, 

FYI. 

In reference to what we heard on Mom;.iay, I t)ad a conversation this morning with Ge()rge MacDonald (R'"'.11) 
and one yesterday with Laura Kozak (R'"'.111) who both feel that we need to retain ·SPAR models. Checking the 
email thread below1 Vic feels that there can be a reduction in funding for SPAR model l!Pdates. He is basing . 
thi$ opinion ~hat regional SRAs h1;1ve_ f,ll1 ihtimCl;te, knowledge of licensees• models, vithlph is not nec~ssarily 
true. rm assuming-thatthe term SPAR model "inaccuracies1

' refers to lag lo performing_ model updates dt;.1e t.o 
reduced funding. 

We ne~d ~o put together documentation in support for a m$etlng with NRA on ttiis:subject and it should also 
cover the proposed development of a pilot project;. I wol!ld appree:iate it if any of you can forward Pete 
Appignani information that you feel can help us with our-meeting. T-here will be more fo follow on this topic. 

Thank~. 
Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
thief (acrlrtg) 
Pwhabmsuc Risk Asse~sment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Arwlysis . 

· ~1isi · · -

From: Mac,Donald, ,George 
Sent: Wednesqay, oecemb~r-02, 201~7:56.~M 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff,drde@nrc.gov> 
S~l>j~ct: fW: Information Only: NRC:SPAR .tnodels 

From: Mccree, Victor 
Sent:T~~sday, De~emQer 01; 20157:11 PM 
To: Hanna, John <J.Q.!111.~!m!.t!!..!l!Yim& 
Cc:"Beml)ard, Rudolpn <Rudolph.Beinhard@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@rm::.goV> 
s.-llject: Re~ Information Only: NRCSPAAJf)Odels . . . . 

Hi John! 
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During a very free flowing discussion today; we debated the wisdom of accepting a recommended cost reduction that 
could delay (not eliminate) updates to SPAR models. I opined that some reasonable delay in updating SPAR models 
would likely not represent a significant handicap due to Regional SRA familiarity with licensee risk models (and 
their strengths and limitations} relative to the SPAR. I offered that this could mitigate the impact of SPAR model 
"inaccuracies." 

Your thoughts? 

Vic 

On: 01December201515:07, "Hanna, John" <John.Hanna@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Vic, 

The purpose of this e-mail is to provide you some background about NRC SPAR mod.els and hopefully 
address some inaccurate information that may be circulating in HQ. 

We had recently heard anecdotally that some views are being shared at your level that assert that the SRAs 
are in favor of eliminating the SPAR models and using the licensee's CAFTA models. This is not the opinion of 
the Region 11 SRAs. George MacDonald will be polling some of the other SRAs in different regions and 
sending you a separate e-mail, but we strongly suspect that they are also not in favor of eliminating SPAR 
models. If we are actively considering eliminating the SPAR models as a cost savings measure, I would 
recommend that we have a panel to discuss this option and all of the positives and negatives. 

I have attached some additional information to this e-mail regarding this topic. (I developed this outline in 
support of some risk· training for SES managers.) If you desire a bit more detail and why moving towards only 
using the licensee models would have some adverse effects, please read the attached document The 
highlights and key messages are in bolded type so you can scan it quickly. 

I normally would not send an e-mail like this directly to you and would follow the normal protocol for 
communicating up the chain. However I thought the topic was significant enough and urgent enough that you 
should hear the "unfiltered,. message promptly. I have not vetted this message with Region II management 
and am only representing the views of the SRAs. 

Thanks. Hope all is well with you in Headquarters and that the transition up there went smoothly •.. 

John 

John David Hanna 
Senior Reactor Analyst 
US NRC, Region II Office 
John.Hanna@nrc.gov 
404-997-4552 
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Appignani, Peter 

Gonzalez; Michelle From: 
sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, December O~, 201,S 9:52 AM 
Appignani, Peter 

Subject: RE: Information Only: NRC SPA~ models 

Pete; 

Let me know if there is anything I can help you out with or if you need any specific info from my projects. 

Michelle 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 8:30 AM 
To: Appfgnanl, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; ~onzalez,. Michelle; Helton, Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Leschek, 
Walter; LI, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian); ~ncaktar, Selim; Wessel~, Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Cc: Corr~ia, Richard; Lund, Louise; Nakoski, John 
Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

PRABer$, 

FYI. 

In re.ference to what we. heard on Monday, I had a convers_ation this morning With George MacDonald:(R~ll) 
and one yesterday with Laura Kozak (R,.111)· who both feel that we need to retain SPAR models. Checking the 
email thread below, Vic feels that there can be a reduction in funding for SPAR model updates. He is basing 
this opinion that regional $RAs have an intimate knowledge of licenseesf models. which is not necessarily 
true. I'm assurning that the term SPAR model i•inaccuracie~" refers to lag in performing: model up<;Jates due to 
reduced funding~ 

We need to put together doc,umentaticin in support for a meeting with NRR on this subject and it should also 
coyer the 'proppsed development ofa pilot project. I woufd appreqiate it if c;tny of you ca.n forward Pete 
Appignc;1ni i'nformatibn ~hat you.feel can help us with our meeting. There will be .more to follow on this topic. 

Thanks, 
Jeff.' 

Jeff A. Qrcle 
Chlef (acting} 
Prr;ibabllistic Rlsk Assessment 8ronch 
REs/Dlvisiah of Risk Analysis · 
(301.) 415-.1.152 
88,~0)(6) 

From: MacDonald~ George 
Sent: Wednesday, Decemoer02,,2015 7:56 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Circle@nrc;gov> 
Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 
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From: McCree, Victor 
Sent: Tuesday; December 01:, 2015 7:11 PM 
To: Hanna, John <Jolm.Hanna@mc.gov> 
Cc: Bernhard, Rudolph <fi!J.ru;!.!R!J~t!Jl!.lfil!g.@~dmY? 
Subject: Re: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

Hi John! 

It's great to hear from you and I appreciate your timely insights. 

During a very free flowing discussion today, we debated the wisdom of accepting a recommended cost reduction that 
could delay (not eliminate) updates to SPAR models. I opined that some reasonable delay in updating SPAR models 
would likely not represent a significant handicap due to Regional SRA familiarity with licensee risk models (and 
their strengths and iimitatiQns) relative to the SPAR. I offered tnat this could mitigate the impact of SPAR model 
''inaccuracies." 

Your thoughts? 

Vic 

The purpose of th.is e-mail is to provide you some b~ckground about NRC SPAR models and hopefully 
add.ress some inaccurate information that may be circulating in HQ. 

We had recently heard anecdotally that some views are being. shared at your level that ~ssert that the SRAs 
are in favor of eliminating the SPAR models and using the licensee•s GAFTA models. This i$ not the opinion o• 
the Region 11 SRAs. George MacDonald will be polling some of the other SRAs in different regions and 
sending you a separate e-mail, but we strongly: suspect that they are also not in favo'r of eliminating SPAR 
models. ff we are actively considering eliminating the SPAR models as a cost savings m.easure, I would 
recommend that we have a panel to discuss this option and all of the positives. and negatives. 

I have attached some additional information to this e..:mail regarding this topic. (I developed this outline in 
support of some risk training for SES managers.} If you desire Ci bit more detail and why moving .towards only 
using the licensee models would have some adverse effects, please read the attached document. The 
highlights and key messages are in bofded type so you can scan it quickly. 

I normally would not send an ~-mall like this directly to you and would follow "the normal protocol for 
communicating up the chain. However I thought the topic was significant enough and urgent enough that you. 
should hear the "unfiltered" message ·promptly. I have not vetted this message with Region II management 
and am only represenJing the views of the SRAs, 

Thanks. Hope all is well with you in Headquarters and that the transition up there went smoothly ••. 

John 
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John David Hanna 
Senior Reactor Analyst 
US NRC, Region 11 Office 
John.Hanna@nrc.gov 
404-997-4552 
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Appignani, Peter 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Pete, 

Helton, Donald 
Wednesday1 December 02, 2015 8:43 AM 
Appignani, Peter 
RE: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

I'm sure you have a good handle on all this, and don't need any input from me on the impacts of SPAR model 
update delays. 

The one thing I will offer is that you try to combat the misperception that SDPs lead to SPAR model 
'corrections' while the licensee model is unchanged. As you know, licensees routinely modify their baseline 
model in reaction to SDPs to not only reflect the performance deficiency impacts, but also to ~enhance the 
realism' of their model for that particular application. Put more simply, licensees routinely seek to justify 
baseline model changes (typically success criteria or HEPs) in order to reduce the calculated risk. 

Baseline SPAR model -7 SDP~specific SPAR model = OR I= SDP~specific licensee model -E- Baseline 
licensee model 

Don 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 "8:30 AM 
To: Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, 
Michelle <Michelle.Gonz~lez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel 
<Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; ~eschek, Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, 
Ming <Ming.Ll@nrc.gov>; Ning, Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKlllian.Ning@nrc'.gov>; Sancaktar, Selim 
<Selim:Saricaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John 
<John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

PRABers, 

FYI. 

In reference to what we heard on Monday, I had a conversation this morning with George MacDonald (R-11) 
and one yesterday with Laura Kozak (R-111) who both feel that we need to retain SPAR models. Checking the 
email thread below, Vic feels that there can be a reduction in funding for SPAR model updates. He is basing 
this opinion that regional SRAs have an intimate knowledge of licensees' models, which is not necessarily 
true. I'm assuming that the term SPAR mode! "inaccuracies" refers to lag in performing model updates due to 
reduced funding. 

We need to,put together documentation in support for a meeting with NAR on this subject and it should also 
cover the proposed development of a pilot project. I would appreciate It if any of you can forward Pete 
Appignani information that you feel c~n help us with our meeting. There will be more to follow on this topic. 

Thanks, 
Jeff. 
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Jeff A. circle 
Chief (acting} 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 

~1<M~f :-u:: 
From: MacDonald, George 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 7:56 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <leff.Circle@rm:.gov> 
Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

From: Mccree, Victor 
Sent: Tuesday, Dec;ember.01, 2015 7:1'.l. PM 
To:· Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov:> 
Cc: Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Information.Only: NRC SPARinodels 

Hi John! 

It's great to hear from you and I a·ppreciate your timely insights. 

During a very free flowing discussion today, we debated the wisdom of accepting a recommended .cost reduction that 
could delay (not e'iminate} updates to SPAR models. I opined that some reasonable delayfo updating SPAR models 
would likely not represent a significant handicap due to Regional SRA familiarity with licensee risk models (and 
their strengths and limitations) relative to the SPAA. I offered that this could mitigate ~e impact of SPAR model 
"inaccuracies." 

Your thoughts'? 

Vic 

On: 01 December 2015 15:07, "Hanna, John" <lohn.Hanna@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Vic, 

The purpose of this. e-mail is to provide you some background about NRC SPAR models and hopefully 
address some inaccurate information that may be circulating In HQ. · · 

We had recently heard anecdotally that so.me .views are being $hared at your level that ass~!'f that the SRAs 
c:lre in .favor of eliminating the SPAR models and using the licensee's CAFrA models. This.is notthe opinion o 
the Region II SRAs. George MacDonald wiit be polling some of the other SRAs in different regions and 
sending ·you a separate e-mail, but we strongly suspect thet.t they are also no~ i.h favor of eliminating .SPAR 
models. If we are actively con.sidering eliminating the $PAR models as a cost saving~ me~s1Jre, I wquld 
recommend that we have a panel to discuss this option and· all oHhe positives. and neQ,atives, 
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I have attached some additional information to this e·mail regarding this topic. (I developed this outline in 
support of some risk training for SES managers.) If you desire a bit more detail and why moving towards only 
using the licensee models would have some adverse effects, please read the attc;tched document. The 
highlights and key messages are in bolded type so you can scan it quickly. 

I normally would not send an e-mail like this directly to you and would follow the normal protocol for 
communicating up the chain. However I thought the topic was significant enough and urgent enough that you 
should hear the "unfiltered" message promptly. I have not vetted this message with Region II management 
and am only representing the views of the SRAs. 

Thanks. Hope all is well with you in Headquarters and that the transition up there went smoothly ... 

John 

John David Hanna 
Senior Reactor Analyst 
US NRC, Region II Office. 
John.Hanna@nro.gov 
404-997-4552 
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Marksberry• Don 

From: Helton, Donald 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, December 02, 2015 8:38 AM 
Marksberry, Don 

Subject: FW: Information Only. NRC SPAR models 

FYI 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 8:30 AM 
To: Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Ferrante, Fernando <Femando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, 
Michelle <Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Qonald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hud.son, Dan{el 
<Daniel.Hlidso·n@rfrc.gov>; Kuiitzky, Alan <Alan.Kurltzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, 
Ming <Ming.Li@nrc.gov>; Nlng, Lau.ren (Kil.lian} <LaurehKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; S~ncaktar, Selim 
<Selim~Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>i Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correi~@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John 
<John.Nakoski@nrc;goV> 
Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

PRABers. 

FYI. 

In referehce to what we h?ard on Monday, I had a conversation this morning with George MacDonald (R~ll) 
anq orie yesterday with Laura Kozak (R-111} who both feel thatwe nee(j to retain SPAR models. Checking the 
email thread below, Vibfeels thatthere can be a reduction in funding for SPAR model updates. He.is basing 
this opinion that regional SRAs have an intimate-knowledge of licensees' models, which is not.necessarily 
true. I'm assuming that the term SPAR model "inaccuraci~s" r~fers-to lag in performing model 1..1pdates due to 
redtJced funding. 

We need to put together do&umehtation in support for a meeting wi~h NRR ·on this subject and It should also 
cover the proposed develpprnent of a pilot project I would app.reciate it if any of you can f orwar~ Pete · 
Appignani information that you·reel can help us with 9ur meeting. There will be more to follow 911 this topic. 

Thanks .• 
Jeff. 

Jeff A Ciic/IJ 
Chief (ac.~ing) 
Probo.bilistic-Rfsk Assessment Bram:~ 
RES /Divis[on of Risk Analysis 
{301 415~i152 
BB (l:!}(tl) 

From: MacDon~ld, George 
·Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 7:56 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff .Circle@nrc.gov:> 
Subject: FW.: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 
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From: McCree; Victor 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 7:11 PM 
To: Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Bernhard, Rudolph <lli:!.QQlfill~m!l~~i!Jd5fl'!: 
Subject: Re: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

Hi John! 

MacDonald, George <George.MacDonaid@nrc.gov> 

It's great to hear from you and I appreciate your timely insights. 

During a very free flowing discussion today, we debated the wisdom of accepting a recommended cost reduction that 
could delay (not eliminate) updates to SPAR models. I opined that some reasonable delay in updating SPAR models 
would likely not represent a significarit handicap due to Regional SRA familiarity with licensee risk models (and 
their strengths and limimtions)relative to the SPAR. I offered that this eould mitigate the impact of SPAR model 
"inaccuracies. 11 

Your thoughts? 

Vic 

On: 01December2015'15:07, "Hanna, John11 <Johri.Hanna@nrc,gov> wrote: 

Vic, 

The purpose of this e-mail is. to provide you some background about NRC SPAR models and hopefully 
address some Inaccurate information that may be circulating in HQ. 

We had recently heard anecdotally that some views are being shared at your level that assert that the SRAs 
are in favor of eliminating the SPAR models and using the licensee's CAFTA models. This is not the opinion of 
the Region II SRAs. George MacDonald will b~ polling some of the other SRAs. in different regions and 
sending you a separate e-mail, but we stroooly suspect that they are also not in favor of eliminating SPAR 
models. If we are actively considering eliminating the SPAR models as a cost savings measure, I would 
recommend that we have a panel to discuss this option and all of the positives and negatives. 

I have attached some additional information to this e~mail regarding this. topic. (I developed this outline in 
support of some risk training for SES managers.)' If you desire a bit more detail and why moving toward~ only 
using the licensee models would have some adverse effects, please read the. attached document. The' 
highlights and key messages are in bolded type so you can scan it quickly; 

I normally would not send an e-mail lik~ this directly to you and would follow the nonnal protocol for 
communicating up the chain. However I thought the topic was significant enough and urgent enough that you 
should hear the "unfiltered" message promptly. I have not ve~ed this message with Region II management 
and am only representing the views of the SRAs. 

Thanks. Hope all is weil with you In Headquarters and that the transition up there went smoothly ... 

John 
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John David Hanna 
Senior Reactor Analyst 
US NRC, Region II Office 
John.Hanna@nrc.gov 
404-997-4552 
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Circle, Jeff. 

From: Kuritzky, Alan 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, December 02, 2015 8:38 AM 
Circle, Jeff 

Subject: RE: Information Only: NRC SPAR mod!:!ls 

Jeff - Do you have the attachment to John Hanna's original email? If so, could you forward it to the branch? 

Thanks, 
Alan 

From: Clrde,Jeff 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015. 8:30 AM 
To: Appignani, Peter<Peter.Appignani@nrc;gov>; Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, 
Michelle <Mfchelle.Gonzatez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel 
<Daniel.Hudson@rm:.~oV>; Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kurttzky@nrc.goV>; Leschek, Walter<Walter.Leschek@nrc.goV>; LI, 
Ming <Nling.Li@nrc.gov>; Ning, Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; Sanc(Jktar, Selim 
<Sellm.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffety.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Cotreia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.goV>; Nakosld, John 
<John.Nakosld@nrc.gov> 
Subject: F'~'\h Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

PRABers, 

FYi. 

In reference to what we heard on Monday, I had a conversation this morning with George MacDonald (R'-ll) 
and one yesterday with Laura Kozak (R·lll) Who both feel thatwe need to retain SPAR models. Checking the 
email thread below, Vic feels that th~re can be a reduction in funding for SPAR model updates. He is basing 
this opinion that regional SRAs h~ve an intimate knowledge of m::etisees' models, which is not neoossariry · 
true. I'm assuming thatthe term SPAR model "inaccuracies" refers fo lag in performing model updates due to 
reduced funding. , 

We need to put together documentation in support for a meeting with NRR on this subject and it should also 
cover the proposed development of a pilot project. I would appreciate it If any of you can forward Pete 
Appignani Information that you feel can help us with our meeting. There will be more to follow on this topic. 

Thanks, 
Jeff. 

Je#A. Circle 
Chief (11cting} 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Brandl 
RES /Division of Risk Anofysis 
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From: MacDonald, Georg~ 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 7:56 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Cirde@rm:.gov> 
Subject: FW: Information Only; NRC SPAR models 
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From: Mccree, Victor 
Sent: Tuesday, DecemberOl, 2015 7:11 PM 
To: Hanna, John <Jofm.Har.na(@.nrc.gov> 
Cc: Bernhard, Rudolph -;.;:;;:=,1:c,:.u=~==.!.:i!..."-'l=
Subject: Re: Information On,!y: NRCSPAR models 

Hi John! 

It's great to hear from you and I appreciate your timely insights. 

During a very free flowing discussion today, we debated the wisdom of acc'epting a recommended cost reduction that 
could delay (not eliminate) updates to SPAR models. I opined that some reasonable delay In updating SPAR models 
would likely not represent a significant handicap due to Regional SRA familiarity with licensee risk models (and 
their strengths and limitations) relative to the SPAR. 1 offered that this could mitigate the impact of SP AR model 
"irm.ccumcies." 

Your thoughts? 

Vic 

On: 01December2015 15:07, "Hanna, John" <John.Harma@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Vic, 

The purpose .of this e.mail is to provide you some background about NRC SPAR models and hopefully 
address some inaccurate information that may be circulating in HQ. 

We had recently heard anecdotally that some views are being shared at your level that assert that the SRAs 
are in favor of eliminating the SPAR models and using the licensee's CAFTA models. This is not the opinion of 
the Region II SRAs. George MacDonald will be polling some of the other $RAs in different regions and 
sending you a separate e:-mail, but we strongly suspect that they are also not in favor of eliminating SPAR 
model$. lfwe are actively considering eliminating the SPAR models as a cost savings measure, I would 
recommend that we have a panel to discuss this option and all of the positives and negatives. 

I have attached some additional information to this e-mail regarding this topic. (l developed tl)is outline in 
support of some risk training for SES managers.) If you de~ire a bit more detail ali.d why moving towards only 
using the licensee models would have some adverse effects, please read the attached document. The 
highlights and key message$ are in bolde~ type so you can scan it quickly. 

I normally would notsend an e-mail like ~his directly to you and would follow the normal protocolfor · 
communicating up the chain. However I thought the topic was significant enough and urgent enough that you 
should hear the "unfiltered" message promptly. I have not vetted this message with Region II management 
and am only representing the views of the SRAs. 

Thanks. Hope all is well with you in Headquarters and that the transition up there went smoothly ... 
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John 

John David Hanna 
Senior Reactor Analyst 
US NRC, Region II Office 
John.Hanna@nrc.gov 
404~997-4552 
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Appignani, Peter -
From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, December 02, 2015 8:34 AM 
Coyne~ Kevin (Kevln.Coyne@nrc.gov) 

Subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Wednesday, December.02, 2015 8:30 AM 
To: Appignanl1 Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez; 
Michelle <Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov:>i Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Danie! 
<Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, 
Ming <Ming.U@nrc.gov>; Ning, Lauren (Killian} <laurenl<illian.Ning@nrc.gov:>; Sancaktar, Selim 
<Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Loulse.Lund@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John 
<John.Nakoski@nrn.goV> 
subject: FW: Information Only: NRC SPAR models 

PRABers, 

FYL 

In reference to what we heard on Monday, I had a conversation this morning with George MacDonald (R-11) 
and one yesterday with laura Kozak (R-111) who both feel that we need to retain SPAR models. Qhecking the 
email thread below, Vic,feers that there can be a reduction in funding for SPAR model updates. He Is basing 
this opinion that regional SRAs have ~n intimate knowledge of licensees' models, which is not nece$sariiy 
true. I'm assuming that the term SPAR model "inaccuracies" refers to lag in performing model updates due to 
reduced funding. 

We need to put together documentation in support for a meeting with NRA on this subject and it should also 
cover the proposed development of a pilot ,project. l would appreciate it if any of you can forward Pete 
Appignani' information that you feel can help us with our meeting. There will be more to follow on this topic. 

Thanks, 
Jeff. 

Jeff A Circle 
Chief (m::tingJ 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 

from: MacDonald, George 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 7:56 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Clrde@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: lnformation'Only: NRC SPAR models 
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From: Mccree, Victor 
Sent: Tuesday, December 011 2015 7:11 PM 
To: Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov> 
Cc~ Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re~ Information Only: NRCSPAR models 

Hi John I 

It's great to hear from you and I appreciate your timely insights. 

During a very free flowing discussion today, we debated the wisdom of accepting a recommended cost redu~ion that 
could delay (not eliminate) updates to SPAR models. I opined that some reasonable delay in updating SPAR models 
would likely not represent a significant handicap due to Regional SRA familiarity with licensee risk models (and 
their strengths and limitations) relative to the SPAR. I offered that this could mitigate the impact of SPAR model 
''inaccuracies." 

Your thoughts? 

Vic 

On: 01December201515:07, "Hanna, John" <John.Hanna@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Vic, 

The purpose of this e-mail is to provide you some background about NRC SPAR models ctnd hopefully 
address some inaccurate information that may be circulating in HQ. 

We had recently heard anecdotally that some views are being shared at your level that assert that the SRAs 
are in favor of eliminating the SPAR models and using the licensee's CAFTA models. This is not the opinion of 
the Region 11 SRAs. George MacDonald will be polling some of the other SRAs in different regions and 
sending you a separate e-mail, but we strongly suspect that they are also not in favor of eliminating SPAR 
models. If we are actively considering eliminating the SPAR models as a cost savings measure, I would 
recommend that we have a panel to c;fiscuss this option and all of the positives and negatives. 

I have attached some additional information to this e-mail regarding this topic. {f developed this outline in 
support of some risk training for SES managers.) If you desire a bit more detail and why moving towards only 
usihg the licensee models would have some adverse effects. please read the attached document. The 
highlights and key messages are in bolded type so you can scan it quickly. 

I normally would not send an e-mail like this directly to you and would follow the normal protocol for 
communicating up the chain. Howev~r I thought the topic was significant enough and urgent enough that you 
should hear the "unfiltered" message promptly. I have not vetted this message with Region II managt;:iment 
and am only representing the views of the SRAs. 

Thanks. Hope all is well with you in Headquarters and that the transition up there went smoothly ... 

John 
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John David Hanna 
Senior Reactor Analyst 
US NRC, Region II Office 
John.Hanna@nrc.gov 
404-997-4552 
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Shen,Song-hua 

From: 
Sen:t: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sang-Hua. Shen, Ph.D., PE. 
Sr. Reliability & Risk Engineer 

Shen,Song-hua 
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 3:44 PM 
Wang,Zeechung 
FW: Use of Licensee's Models 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
RESIDRAIPRB 
801-415-2034 
T10822 
Song-Hua.Shen@nrc.gov 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell <Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>i Hartle, Brandon 
<Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>; leech, Matthew 
<Matthew.leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, _Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ng, Ching 
<Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, Sunll <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; 
Wong, See-Meng <See-Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB <RESDRAPRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin 
<Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, 
Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, William <Wllliam.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>; 
Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.gov>; Hanna, fohn <John.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, laura <laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; 
loveless, David <Davld.loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George 
<George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Valos, Nicholas <Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; 
Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, Michelle<Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald 
<Oonald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, 
Walter<Walter.leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Ming.Li@nrc.gov>; Ning, Lauren (Killian) <laurenl<illian.Ni11g@nrc.gov>; 
Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery · 
<Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <louise.L~nd@nrc.gov> 
Subject Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PAA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PAA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SOP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRA management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but! will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option With three 
selections- use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
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you each look the time ahd voted. And, since some of us are not wallflowers and have more, to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting} 
Ptoba,bilistjr: Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 
(301 415-1152 
BB \b)\6) 
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Circle, Jeff 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tracking: 

Russ, 

Circle, Jeff 
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 11:31 AM 
Gibbs, Russell; Weerakkody, Sunil 
RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Recipient 

Gibbs, Russell 

Weerakkody, Sunil 

Read 

Read: 12/01/2015 12:14 PM 

Read: 12/01/2015 2:05 PM 

I agree that it would be a good idea to ultimately hold a large internal stakeholder meeting to address the 
issues that might come out of such an undertaking. In addition to all the HQ and regional stakeholders, we 
need to include OGC. The lawyers may have a say in whether we can even consider doing this. However. 
before we do anything in that scale, Rich and Louise have asked me to get together at the office level here in 
RES to discuss this amongst ourselves. Afterwards, we can include more ·people to fine-tune our agency 
position. 

My fear is that if we don't come up with a unified voice and position, industry will try to force us into their 
version of a pilot program which may not meet our needs or interests. I'll let you know how this progresses. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 
(301 415·1.1.52 
BB (b)(o} 

From: Gibbs, Russell 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 10;2SJ AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Clrcle@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of licensee's Models 

Hi Jeff and Sunil, 

I think it high time to have a conversation between those interacting with the industry for the proposed pilot and 
the internal risk community to allow people to share their views. How about an all hands meeting with Bill D. 
and Jennifer U. and possibly a regional administrator or two? 

Our senior mam:19ers I hope would embrace such an initiative. We need to get this more out in the open. 

Thoughts? 

Russell 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 4:32 PM 



To: Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando,Fetrante@nrli.gov>; Demers, Jerrod <Jerroct:oemers@nrc.gov->; .Gibbs, Russell 
<J'usse!LGibbs@Mt'.!4Q¥>; Hartle, Brandon <§randcm,!Hartle@nrc.go1.9-; Kichline, Mkhelle <MicheileJ<lchHne~; 
Leech, Matthew <Matthew.Lcechqilnrc.gov>i Lyon~ •. Sara <$ara.lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 
<Jeffrg:y ;fl!.!jtman@nn::.gov>; Ng, Ching <Ching. fvg~11rc.gcv>; Spore, Candace. <Candace:Sr:.itm::@nrc.gov>i Weerakkcidy, 
Sunil <~ynii.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Worig, See-Meng <See~Meng.Wongc@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA.J?RB 
<Ri:SDRAPRS@mc.gov,>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevln.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Arner; !=rank <Ffatlk.Amer@mc.gov>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <B1.n:lojgh.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher<Cb.r!stopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; took, Wiiiiam 
<Wllliam.Cook@nrc.&Ql£>; Deese, Rick <11ick.Oeese@rm:;goV>; Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freemanififrm:.g,ov>; Hanna, John 
<Jph O.Ha nna@nn::.gov>; Kozak, Laura <Lau ra.Kozakcw nrc.gov>; Loveless, David <David.Loveless@nrc..gov>; MacDonalq, 
·George·<George.MatDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, Geo.rge<George.Repfogle@nrc.gov>; Valos1 Nicholas· 
<Nichoias.Va!os@mc.gov>; Appignani, .Peter <Peter.Applgnahi@nrc.go\t>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<Micbelte.Gcmi:alez@nrc.gov>;·tt~lton, Donald <Dcmald.Helton@nrc,gov>; Rudsoo, Daniel <:Danlel.Htidson@nrc:gov>; 
Kuritzky, Alan <A!an.Kurit:i~\!@nrc.gov>; Leschek, Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Ming.u'@nrc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killian) <Lm.1renKiman:Niilg@nrt.gov>; Sancaktar, Selim· ~elim.Sancaktar~nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steyen.Wessels@nrt.gov>; Wood;. Jeffery <Jefferv.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@mc;go~> 
Subject: RE: Use of licenseeis Mo'dels 

Fernando, 

l agree that there are m~:m~ complicated issu!;!Js to consider with this. I ~anted to mal)e ihe question as a 
simple vote using O'µtlook's.voting" function. So, I skipped many ()tthe issues that would have come"tothe 
surface in" this· undertaking. These issues can ,and will be discussed. amongst ourselves and th et are 
numerous. 

This email sent tp mostofthe sfcl~~holders shqws that. this iernot a move to protect one~s interest but, one 
where RES, NRR, and the regions ne~d tQ h~ve an lilptlt fo the, g~cisi9p .. making process. ft ii? wise to sit down 
:!3nd tabulate· In some form the areas Of concern we n®(I t9 addre.~s before eml;'>arking on a pilot program. 

J~ff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (aetlng) 
ProbabiliStic.Risk Assessment Brandi. 
RES,/11.fvisl~n of Risk Analysis 
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. From: Ferrante~ Fern.an·do 
Sent:.Monday, Noveml:Ser 30, 2015.2:32 PM 
To: Circle, Jeff<Jeff:Cirde@nrt.gi>V>; Oemers,.Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell' 
<R:ussell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; H~rtle, Brandon <Brayjdon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichtin~;.Miche!le .. <Michell€'!.Kidtline@nrc.gov>; 
Leech, M.aithew <Matthew.leech@nrc.gov>i lfoos; Sa.ra <sara.Lyons'@rm::.gov;>; Mit!'Tlan, Jeffr:ey · 
<Jeffti\w.Mitman@nrc.go\r...:;N& Chlfig.<ChirirtNs@nrc.rmv>; Spore; Candace <Candace;Spore@"nrc.gov>; Weerakkody; 
sun ii ~ynil~ Weerakl<ody@nrc.gov>; Wong, see-:Meni <See~Meng •. Wongf!!nrc:gov>; RES_DRA_P~B 
<R!;SOBA'eRB@nrc.gov>; Coyn~. Kevin <Kevfh.Coyne@nrc.gov>i Arn~r,Fran~ <Frank.Amer@nri;: .. goV>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Rudo!ph;Betnhard@nrc.gov>; . .Calllll,.Christopher<Christopher.Cah!ll@nrc.go¢>; CQok1 William 
<William.Cook@nre.gov>; Deese,.Rick<Rick.Oeese@nrc.gov>;·Fteeman, Scott ~cott.Freeman@nrc.gov>; Hanna, Joijn 
<John.HaMa@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <!..aura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Loveless, David <Davld.Loveiess@rm:.gov>t"fVlacOonald, 
George .<Geo·rge.rviacDohald@nrc~gov>; Replogle, George :<GeQrge;Replogle@nrc.gov:>; Valos, Nicholas 
<Nii:hoias,Va!es@rirc.gaV>; Applgminl, Peter <Peter;Apbigriani@i1rt.gov>; Gonzalez~ MIChelle 
<Mkhelle.Gc;;nzalez@rm:.gov>; Heiton, Donald <Donaid.Heltan@nrc.gov>; .. ~tidson, Daniel <Danlel.Hudson@Mc.s;ov>; 
Kuritiky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzkv@nrc.gov:>,; Leschek:;·walter <Wa!ter.Leschek@nrc.gov;::.; Lt, Ming <M!ng.li@nrc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (~illia'nJ <lauren!Cilllan~Ning@nrc.gov>~-Sar\cakfar, Selim <Selitri.Sancaktar@nrc~15ov>;: Wesseis, Steven 
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<~teven. Wess(:ls@nrc:.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeff e rv. Wood@nrc.ggv> 
Cc~ Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.~>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Jeff, 

Thanks for the opportunity to vote on this Important issue. However, I don't think this question is being framed 
correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR models and INL support? I say this because I 
think there is too much miscommunication about this issue going on to the point where I don't think upper 
management is properly informed of the challenges and consequences. Today, we heard Vic Mccree state at 
an all hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agreement with industry to get rid of SPAR models. I also don't 
think RES should be the sole presenter at this management briefing. I would suggest the Regions and NRR 
risk analysts to be involved in presenting their views. This is key as (1) I don't think most staff in NRR and the 
Regions are in alignment with upper management's views on this (i.e., either staff is not being listened·to or is 
afraid to speak), (2) the impacts on changing the current framework, even if we all agreed to do so, are non
trivial and could impact both the NRC's ability to perform a critical function but also end up costing more than 
they intend to safe, and (3) I am concerned that opposition to getting rid of SPAR models is being portrayed as 
RES trying to protect a project it is responsible for, since NRR management appears to have aligned in getting 
rid of SPAR models. 

By the way, my vote on the real question above is no. 

Thanks, 
Fernando 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 301 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mij:man, Jeffrey; 
Ng, Ching; Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Sunll; Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Arner, Frank; Bernhard, 
Rudolph; cahill, Christopher; Cook, Wiiiiam; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura; Loveless, [)avid; 
MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Applgnani, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kurltzkv, Alan; Leschek, Walter; Li, Ming; Nlng, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wbod, Jeffery 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SDP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that. a pilot.program has been propo$ed to investigate its 
feasibility: RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made to embark on such· a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES 1 I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections - use only SPAR model.s, use only licensee1s models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate !t if 
you each took the time and voted. And, sinqe some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 
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Jeff. 

Jeff A. Cfrcle 
Chief (acting} 
Probabilistlr: Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk .Analysis 
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From: 
to: 
Cc: 
SUbject:: 
Date: 

Drouin. Mar; 
Qrde. Jfilf 
Nai«lskl. Jolin 
Use both SPAR and Ucensee"s Models: Use of Lice11See"s Models 
Tuesday, Decembei"Ol, 2015 U:02:00 AM 

I believe it violates our mission for us not to have an independent tool to assess our 
licensee's performance. I also believe that the cost of maintaining the SPAR models is 
much less resource intensive than only using the licensee's model. Taking lessons 
learned from the Level 3 PRA project, the resources used to understand the Vogtle PRA 
model was HUGH, the use of the SPAR models by the staff in event assessment, by the 
inspectors, etc. would not be possible, having no SPAR models and just relying on 
licensee's PRA would require the staff to review the licensees PRA models, this cost would 
be enormous, when we reviewed the IPE/IPEEEs, which was just a process review, the 
cost was about $500k per IPE/IPEEE and around .25 FTE per IPE/IPEEE, you can at least 
triple that cost to review the licensees PRA arid that does not include the cost to review 
updates and upgrades of their models. 



Appignani, Peter 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent; 
To: 

Tuesday, December 01, 2015 9:33 AM 
Appignan'i, Peter 

Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Pete, 
Only if I can get it through tech editing. '© 

Yes, I plan on sharing the results once I get everyone's response. 

Jeff. 

JelJ A. Circle 
Chief {m::tfng} 
Probaliflistfa Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 9:20 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Circle@nrc:.goV> 
Subject: Use only SPAR models: Use of licenseers Mo(iels 

Will you publish the results? 
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Ferrante. Fernando 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ferrante, Fernando 
. Tuesday, Oece.mber 01, 2015 9:.29 AM 
Gibbs, Russell 
Re: SPAR Models 

The answer depends on what you mean by 0 ovvns11
• fu a way, the NRC owns the models and !NL maintains 

them. Being a contract, RES manages the contract based on a standing. user need from NRR, to the benefit 
mainly of SRAs and risk analysts. Hence, no single person or group owns the models. there are several people 
responsible for the work, including Jeff Wood, Selim Sancaktar and others. At the e~d of the day, API·IB and 
PRAB are responsible to ensuring the needs in the user need are met. 

On: OI December2015 09:18, "Gibbs, Russell" <Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov> \ivrote: 

who owns. the SP AR models.in RES? Is it niw Jeff 

On: 01December2015 09:08, "Ferrante, Femando11 <Femando.Ferrante@nrc.gov> Mote: 

Yes,.he said at an all hands m,eeting With RES. 

On: OI December2015 Q8:57, "Gibbs, Russell" <Russell.Gibbs@mC.gov> Mote: 

Didn't you mentton that Vic told RES. staff that SRAs were in favor of using licensee models? 
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Ferrante; Fernando 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Ferrante, Fernando 
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 9:22 AM 
Gibbs, Russell 
Re: SPAR Models 

I think he was inisinfonned by those reporting to him. 

On: 01 December 2015 09:14, 11Gibbs,,Russell11 <Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov> W!ote: 

I believe he mispoke ... 

On: 01December2015 09:08, 11Ferrante! Fernando" <Femando.Ferrante@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Yes, he said at an all hands meeting with ,RES. 

On: 01Dec~ber2015 08:57, ''Gibbs, Russell" <Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov> vvrote: 

Didn1t you mention that Vic told RES staff that SRAs were in favor of using licensee models? 
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Tetter, Keith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jeff, 

Tetter, Keith 
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 7:51 AM 
Circle, Jeff 
Use only SPAR models: Use of licensee's Models 

I have said it before and will say it again: How are we an Independent agency if we are using the licensee's 
models and how are we lea ming the lessons from Fukushima if we are getting too close to the licensees and 
using their models? It is my understanding that we have had the Vogtle model for three years now and still 
don't know all of their modeling. If we did decide to use the licensee's models, which is a bad idea and asking 
for another TMI or worse. then NRC would have to hire at least one additional PRA analyst (about 60 FTE) to 
stay at each site to become an expert on their specific model since they all use different programs and not a 
standardized model like we do with SPAR. This is a dangerous slope that we are heading down by even 
considering this in order to save less than a half of one percent of our budget and will cost us more in staff, 
money, and safety in the long run. Thank you, 
Keith 
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Ning, Lauren (Killiao) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ce: 
Subject: 

Dear Jeff and All on Copy 

Leschek, Walter 
Tuesday, D«ember 01, 2015 7:08 AM 
Circle, Jeff, Ferrante, Fernando; Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; 
Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; Ng, Ching; Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Suni!; Wong, See-Meng; RES_OAA_PRB; Coyne, 
Kevin; Amer, Frank; Bernhard, Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; 
Kozak, laura; Loveless, David; MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignani. Peter;· Gonzalez 
Mid1elle; Helton, Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Li, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian}; Sam:aktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
NRC is an Independent Agency, Consequently the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 May Need to Ile Amended Again to 
Permit the NRC to Use licensee's PAA Models 

Please remember that the NRC is an Independent Agency. 
• As such, Congress is saying that the NRC knows more about Nuclear Reactor Safety than it does. and should 

handle all actions pertaining to this item. 

If the NRC permits use of the Licensee's PRA Models, 
111t It may inadvertently tell Congress that it no longer knows that much about Nuclear Reactor Safety. 

Consequently Congress may again need to amend the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. 

Takecare1 

Walt 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 4:32 PM 
To: Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Demers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<RusselLGibbs@nrc.gov.>; Hartle, Brandon <Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>i- Kichline, Michelle <Mlchelle.Klchline@nrc.gov.>; 
leech, Matthew <Matthew.Leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 
<.leffrey.Mitman@nrc.goV>; Ng, Ching <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, 
Su nil <Su nil. Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Wong, See-Meng <See-Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB 
<RESDRAPRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov.>; Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, William 
<William.Cool<@nrc.gov.>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov.>; Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.gov:>; Hanna, John 
<.1ohn.Ha11na@nrc.gov>; Koza.I<, Laura <taura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Loveless, David <Oavid.Loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, 
George <George.MacOonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <George.R.eplogle@nrc.gov>; Valos, Nichola.s 
<Nicholas.Valos@nrc:.gov>; Appignanl, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Gonzalei, Michelle 
<Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Dariiel.Hudson@nrc~gov>; 
Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; leschek, Walter <Walter.leschek@nrc.gov>; LI, Ming <Ming.Li@nrc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKlllian.Ning@nrc.gov>; Sanc.aktar:, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Woad, Jeffery <.leffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <louise.Lund@nrc.goV> 
Subject: RE: Use of Llcensee1s Models 

Fernando, 

I agree that there are more complicated issues·to consider with this .. 1 wanted to make the question as a 
simple vote using Outlool<'s voting f1.mction. So, I skipped many ·Of the issues that would have came to the 
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surface in this undertaking. Thes·e issues can·and will be discussed amongst ourselve$ and they are 
numerous. 

This email sent fo most of the stakeholders shows that this is not a move to protect one's interest but, one 
where RES, NRR, and tne regions need to h~ve an input to the decision·making process. It is wise to sit· down 
andtabuta~e in some form the areas of concern we need to address before.embc3Jldng on a pilot program. . . . 

Jeff. 

Jeff A C!rr::le 
Chief (acting} . 
Probabllis.tic Risk ~sessment Branch 
RES /DMslori of Risk Analjlsis 
(3D:l)41S·1152 
88[<ti)(ei) ,. 

From! Ferrante, Fernando 
Sent: Monday, November 30? 20i5 2:32 PM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Cirde@nrc.goV>; Demers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demer!i@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<:Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brando1}<Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, MicfieUe<Mlchelfe·.Kichlhie@nrc.go\£>; 
Leech, Matthew <Matthew.Leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gp.J!>; Mitman, Jeffrey 
<Jeffrev.Mitman@nrt.gov>; Ng, Ching <Ching.Ng@nrc.ggy>; Spore, Caridac.e <Canda~Spore@nrc.gov>; WE?erakkody, 
SunU <Sunil.~erakkOd'r!@nrc.gov>; Wong, See .. Meng <See-Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB . . 
<RESORAPRB@nrc.gQ.1l>;. Coyne, Kevin <Kevin~@.ru:c.go!-{>; Amer, Frank <Frank-.Amer@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Rudoigh.Bernhard@nrc;gov>; cahill, Ghristopher <:Chrlstogher.Cahill@.nrq.gov:>; Cook, Williclm 
<WiUi#in'l.Cocik@nrc.gov>; Deese, Ric~ <Rick.Dee.Se@nrc;gov>; Freeman, Scott <ScottFreeman@nrc:gov>; Hanna; Jo.hn 
<John.Hanna@nrt.gov>; l<ozak, Laura <!Jlyra.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Loveless, David <David.Loveless@nrc..gov>; MacDonald, 
George <GE!orf{~.MacDonald@.llrc.gqy>; ~eplqgl~; George <George~ReJ21.Qgl~@nrcgov.>; Valos, Nicholas 
<Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignanl, Peter <PetenAnQlgnani@nrc.gov~; G()nzalez, Miehelie 
<Mithelle.Gdnzalez@nrc.gov:>; Helton, .Donald <Donald.Helfon@nrc.gQy;>; Hudson, Daniel <.QJJnfel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; 
Kuritzkw .Alan <Atan:Ku~jtzky@nrc~gO)l>; l:eschek, Walter <:Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, l\J'I ing <Ming.Li@nrc,gg_~; !\Jing, 
Lauren' {Killian). <laurenKillian,~~JnK@.nrc.go~;.Sancaktar~ Selim <Selim.Sancakt(lr@!!t~gov>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steven. We~~~nL~J!Q~>; Wood~ Jeffery <Jeffent .Wood@U!';!;.J5Q~> 
.<Zc: correia, Richard <Richard.Cofl'era!Slnrc,gov>;Lund, Louise <Loulse.Lund@>nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of lh;ensee1s MQdels 

Jeff, 

Thanks for the opportunity to vote on this important issuei~. H.0we"\/er, I don't think this question is being framed 
correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR models· and INL support? I say this because I 
ttliiJk,there .. is too much misco,mmunicanon ~bput.lhis issue go!r1g on ta the point where 1·~on~tthinJ<1.,!pper 
management is prope:trty informed ohhe challenges and consequences. Today, w~ heard Vic· Mccree state 1:1t 
an all hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agr€jemertt with Industry to get rid of SPAR models. I also don't 
ttiink RES should .Qe' the so!~ presenter at this management briefing. I would suggest the Regiqn$ arid NRR 
:risk analysts to Q6 involved in prt;lsenting th19ir view,s. This is key ~s { 1).1 don't think most staff in f.JRR and 'the 
Regions are in alignment-with upper management's views on this (i.e., either staff is not being listened to or fs 
afraid to speak), (2) the impaets on chan,ging the cum~ht frameworls, even if we all agre~d to. do so, are lion:. 
trivi~I and eauld impact both the NRC's ability to.perform a critic~I funetkm.·but also end up costing mQreJhan 
they intend to safe, C;lnd (3) I am.concemtiid ttiafoppo~itlop to getting rid !l)f SPAR modeis ·1s being portrayed ;as 
R~S tryiriQ to protecta project it is responsible. for1 since NRR. managerneht appears to nave aligned in getting 
·nd of SPAR models. 

By the WC3Y, roy vote on the realquestion above ls. no. 

Tnanks •. 
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Fernando 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; KidJline, Michelle; leech1 Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; 
Ng, Ching; Spore, candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Amer, Frank; Bernhard, 
Rudolph; cahlll, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, Jphn; Kozak, Laura; Loveless, David; 
MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos1 Nicholas; Appfgnani, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kurltzky, Alan; Leschek, Walter; U,.Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killlan)i Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fi13cal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to rediJce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and ha$ 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SDP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR ma.nagement touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation is not . 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here. in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections - use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you each took the time and voted. And, since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. · · 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Cfrcfe 
Chief (acting) 
Prab.abiffstic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 
(31J ~ff! 5.1152 
B. 1b11P) 



Ning, Lauren {Killian) 

From: Ning, Lauren (Killian) 
Sent: 
To: 

Monday, November 30, 2015 4:59 Pfyi 
Circle, Jeff 

Subject: Use both SPAR and Licensee's Models: Use of Licensee's Models 

To clarify; I think that. .. 
NRC should keep SPAR models 
Going foiward, it would be even better for the NRC to als.o gain full access to licensee models. 
Going forward, it would become much worse if we lost SPAR models and only used licensee models. 

o Mainly because ... 
• Independence: the difficulty in staying independent without a separate NRC tool that NRC 

has full understanding and control over 
• Resources: the enormous resources that would be needed to properly understand each 

licensee model (e.g., note the Level 3 PRA project resources needed for this purposet 
versus a peer review that should only be considered a spot check compared to the 
understanding and confidence in the· licensee. models that would be needed for NRC 
decisions based on them) and resources needed to adjust and use licensee models to 
understand NRC modeling concerns that would most definitely arise if NRC truly 
understands the models well enough 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 4:32 PM 
To: Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; pemers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon <Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Michelle.Kichline@nrc.goV>; 
Leech, Matthew <fV'latthew.Leech@nrc.gov>; Lycms, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.goV>; Mitman, Jeffrey 
<Jeffrev~Mitman@rirc.gov>; Ng, Ching <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>: Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrt.gov>; Weerakkody1 

Sunll <Surlil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; ·wong, See-Meng <See·Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB ' 
<RESPRAPRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <l<evin.Coyne@nrc.gov>~ Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrt.goV>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Rudolph.8ernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, William 
<William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>; Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.gov>; Hanoa, John 
<John.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Koza.k1 Lallra <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Loveless, David <Davld.loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, 
G~orge <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Valos, Nicholas 
<Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignanl, Peter<Peter.Appignani@nrc.goV>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<Mlchelle;Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; 
Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, Walter <Walter.leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Ming.Li@ntc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKilllan.Ning@nrc.gov>; Sam;:aktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, louise <;louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Fernando, 

I agree that there are more complicated issues to consider with this. l wanted to make t.he question as <;t 

$1rnple vote using Outlook's voting function. So,. I skipped many of the issues thatwould have come to the 
surf ace in this undertaking. These issues can and will be discussed amongst ourselves and they are 
numerous. 
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This emaH sent to most of the stakeholders shows that this is not a move to protect one's interest but, one 
where RES, NRR, and the regions need to have an input to the decision-making process. It is wise to sit. down 
and tabulate in some form the areas of concern we need to address before embarking on a pilot program. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probobt1istic Risk Assessment Bn:mc/1 

n ""·''""" of Risk Anofysis 
{301 415<!152 
88 (!li(o) 

From: Ferrante, Fernando 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 3:01 PM 
To: Cook, William <William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Kozak, laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<Russell.Gibbs@nrc;gov>; Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Circle@nrc.gov>; Demers; Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon 
<Brandon.Hartle@nrc:gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>; leech, Matthew 
<Matthew.Leech@nrc.gov>.; Lyons, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ngt Ching 
<Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; 
Wong, See-Meng <See-Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_ORA_PRB <RESDRAPRB@nrc.~ov>; Coyne, Kevin 
<Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, 
Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>; Freeman, Scott 
<Scott.Freeman@nrt.gov>; Hanna, John <John~Hanna@nrc.gov>i Loveless, David <Oavid.Loveless@nrc.gov>; 
MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Valos, Nichole1s 
<Nlcholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Applgnani@nrc .. gov>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; 
Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>;leschek, Walter <Walter.leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Ming.Li@nrc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKillian.Nihg@nrc.gov>; Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancak1;ar@nrc;gov>; Wessels, Stev~n 
<Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <RiChard.C~meia@nrc.gov>; Lund,, Louise <Loulse.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Vse of Licensee's Models 

He ditjn't say, but I suspect it comes from NRR's upper management. 

From: Cook, William 
Sent: Monday, November 3(), 2.01,5 3:00 PM 
To: Kozak, Laura; Gibbs, Russell; Ferrante, Fernando; Orc:le, Jeff; Demers, Jerrod; Hartle1 Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; 
Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; Ng, Ching; Spore, candace; Weerakkody, SI.mil; Wong, See•Meng; 
RES_DRA_PR,B; Coyne, Kevin; Amer, Frank; Bernhard, Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, 
John; Loveless, David; MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; AppignanJ, Peter; Gonzalez, Michelle; 
Helton, Donald; Hudson,. Daniel; Kuritzky~ Alan; Leschek, Walter; U, Ming; Nlng, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; 
Wessels, Steven; Wood, Jeffery · · 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

First we have heard of it in Region I, as welL Where and from whom did Vic get the impression that the 
majority (or any) of the SRAs want to do away with SPAR? 

From: Kozak, Laura 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:58 PM 
To: Gibbs, Russell <Russell.GlQbs@nrc.gov>; Ferrante, Fernando <fernando,fJ::.rrante@nrc.g~>;'Circle, Jeff 
<Jeff.Cirde@nrc.gov>; Demers,Jerrod <Jerrod.Oemers@nn:;.gpJ!>; Hartle, Brandon <11.~~Ha(!le.@nrc.ggy>; Kichline, 
Michelle <Michelle.K!.fhline@riJc.gov>; Leech, Matthew <,\Ylatthew.Leech.@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sarp <:Sara.Lyons.@mc.gQ_\':>i 
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Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.rvlitman@nrc.gov>; Ng; Ching <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace 
<Candace.Spore@nrc .. gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Wong, See·Meng <See
Meng.Wong@nrc.goV>; RES~DRA_PRB <RESDRAPRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin·<Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>;·Arner; Frank 
<Frank.Arner@nrc.goV>; Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Sernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher 
<Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, Willia_m <William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nn;.gov>; Freeman, 
Scott <Scott.Fre~man@nr~>; Hanna·, John <John.Hanna~nrc.gov>i loveless, David <David.Loveless@nrc.gov>; 
MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <George~~eQlogle@nrc.gov>; Valos, Nicholas 
<Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.goV>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc,ru;nt>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov:>; 
Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kurit~,go~>; leschek, Walter<Walter.leschek@nrc.gQp; Li, Ming<.M.!ng.U@nrc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killlao} <,!..ii!_Urenl<illfaQ:.lliO&.@.Drc.~o'!:>; Saneaktar, Selim <Selirri.Sancaktar@nrc.gov:>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffeiy.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correla, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of licensee1s Models 

Can the· SRA community get some information on this initiative? I have not h~ard anything anc( so I am unable 
to brief my management. 

From: Gibbs, Russell 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Ferran~e, Fernando;·Cirde; Jeff; Dem.¢'rs, Jerrod; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; 
Mitman, Jeffrey; Ng, Ching; Spore; candate; Weerakkody, St.mil; Won& See-Meng; RES_DRA..:..PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Arner, 
Frank; Bernhard, Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura; 
Loveless, David; MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignani, Peteri Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; K\lritzky, Alan; L~i;chek, Walter; Li, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; W'<x>d, jeffery - . . 
Cc: Correla, Richard; lund,,loulse 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Suggestion - RES and NRR/DRA worl<ing with the regions might consider arranging an all hands me~ting with 
NRC leadership on. this:lmportant cind seemingly con•~roversial .issue. · 

Russell 

From: Ferrante, Fernandcr 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:32 PM 
To: Circie, Jeff<Jeff.Circle@nrc:gov>;.Demers,.Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrt;go\,l>; Gibbs, Russell 
<Ru·ssell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon <Brandon.Hartfe@rnrc.gov>; Kichline, Mk:helle <IVlichelle.Kichline@.prc.gov>; 
leech, Matthew <Matthew.leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 
<Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>.; Ng, Ching <Chlng.Ng@nrc~gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, 
·sunil <SuniLWeerakko.2.'L@nrc.gov>; Won& see-Meng <See*Meng.Wong@ntc.gov>; RES_DRA __ PRB 
<RESORAPRB@nrc.gov>; <:;oyn~, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>r Arner/ Frank<Frank.Arner@nr.G.:fill.Y>i Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>;· Cahill, Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>;· Cook, William 
<William.Cook@nrc'.gov>;_ Deese, Rick <RiCk.Deese@nrc.gov>; Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.~>; Hanna, John 
<John~Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; loveless, David <David.Loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, 
George··<George.Mad>onald@rir&&ov>; Replogle, George <George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Valos; Nicholas 
<Nlcholas:valos@nrc.gfil!:::>i Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@rirc.gov>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <oonald.Helton@.nrc.&fil!>; Hudson, Daniel <Dani~!._H4dsq!1@_~; 
Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc;gov>; leschek, Walter <;Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Ming.ti@nrc.gov>; Nin& 
Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKUlian.Ning@nrc:gov>; Sancaktar'- Selim <Sellm.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven · 
<Steven. Wessel:;@nrc,go}l>;,Wood, Jeffery <Jeffeiy~ Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <:Richard.Correia@rfrC.g2Y>; Lund, Louise <.L.ouise,J.,und@nrc.gov> 

, Subject: RE: Use~of Licens~~·s Models 
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Jeff, 

Thanks for the opportunity to vote on this impo~ant issue. However, I don't think this question is being framed 
correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR models and INL support? I say this because I 
think there is too much miscommunication about this issue going on to the polnt where I don't think upper 
management is properly informed of the challenges and consequences. Today, we heard Vic Mccree state at 
an all hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agreement with industry to get rid of SPAR models. I also don't 
think RES should be the sole presenter at this management briefing. l would suggest the Regions and NRR 
risk analysts to be involved in presenting their views. This is key as (1) I don't think most staff in NRR and the 
Regions are in alignment with upper management's views on this (i.e., either staff is not being listened to or Is 
afraid to speak), (2) the impacts on changing the current framework, even if we all agreed to do so, are non
trivial and could impact both the NRC's ability to perform a critical function but also end up costing more than 
they intend to safe, and (3} I am concerned that opposition to getting rid of SPAR models is being portrayed as 
RES trying to protect a project it is responsible for, since NRR management appears to have aligned in getting 
rid of SPAR models. 

By the way, my vote on the real question above is no. 

Thanks, 
Fernando 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers,_ Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; 
Ng, Ching; Spore, Candac:e; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, See·Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne,_ Kevin; Arner, Frank; Bernhard, 
Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kezak, laura; Loveless, David; 
MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nichplas; Appigmmi, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson1 Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Leschek, Walter; u, Ming; Nlng, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Cc: Correia; Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models. 

Dear PRA. Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project A!M 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various· areas to reduce our budget One area that has come up every couple of years, e,11id has 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR modelS; for 
SDP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES·' is preparing to make a, presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made tp e.rnbart<,on such a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be (orcing an opinion on whether or not to· proceed but, will be advice cm how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal sta~eholders believe is the direction 
the agency should.take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email o,ut with a voting option with three 
selections - use only SPAR models, use only lleensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you each took the time and voted. Anci, since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. · 

rm looking forward to hearing from YO!.!. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Clrcfe 
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Chief( acting} 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
R~S /Division of Risk Analysis 
(301) 415-1152 
BB f(b)(o) _] 
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Coyne, K~vin 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Coyne, Kevi'n 
MondaY, •. November 3_0, 2015 4:50 PM 
Ferrante; Fernando 

Subject: Re: Use of Licensee's Models 

Thank you for the cc ... 

Sent from an NRC Blackberry 
Kevin Coyne 

From: Ferrante, Fernando 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 04:32 PM 
To: Helton, Donald; Circle, Jeff 
Cc: Stutzke,. Martin; Siu, Nathan; Nakoski, John; Coyne, Kevin 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Don, 

You have identified two key problems I observed extensively in NRR (but not exclusive to it): 

There is a misunderstanding.of the difference between the goals, scope, and, ultimately, the fools 
needed for licensing and oversight. Some folks believe oversight should be no different than licensing 
(i.e., rely on licensee models) and that PAA technology is so "mature" that it can cover al! aspects and 
issues. Some of this misunderstandh:ig may be due to: 

o a philosophical view (i.e .• that the NRC should not be in the business of analyzing; the licensees 
should do, it and tells us the result), 

o a defensive posture (e.g., oversight sometimes highlights flaws and gaps iri original licensing 
decisions and can be seen as.threatening), 

o a resource issue (getting more funding and staff for specific projects), 
o a perception issue (~.g., "plants.are-safe", so why is risk being evaluated?), or 
o a mixture or all of the above 

Risk·informed has become a· mythical term that m~ans different ~nd, sometimes, directly contradictory 
views to many individuals and organizations (within and outside NRC). It is also being used to validate 
or- prop positions that are driven. by some of tpe factors ·above. For example, the mantr~ of "we a,re risk· 
:informe~, not risk-based" is often used by inc.tlviduals that don't agree and/9r don't' understand h,ow rtsk 
is used and that inyariably believe risk has usurped the use of deterministic approaches and their gut.; 
based decisionmaking (i.e., they don't want to be risk-informed, they want to be more deterministic~ 
informed). This also gets intertWined with the view that the NRG can do. less~ i.e., by' being more "risk
informed", we can rely more on licensee toors. T!'lis is why I have heard conflicting statements in fecen' 
multiple public meetings Where (a)· PAA cannot be trusted due to "uncertainties and assumptions11 or \h 
PAA _technology is so "mature" that the NRG should not be in 1he busineS8 of asking qetailed questiohf 
o.r performing independent am1lyses. 

These are great issues that must be addressed. However, I am afraid we are no longer willing to have an ope1 
discussion and that dissenting views are excluded by tight control of infonnation ctiann~!$. Projt3ct A{m 2020 if 
aJso being used to vent fissures at th~(\JRC that have.probably alway$ simmered near/under the Sljrfac~ an<:J 
are now being exposed under stress and towards different purposes. 
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Fernando 

-- -- ------------------
From~ Helton, Donald 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 4:03 PM 
To: Circle, Jeff 
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Stutzke, Martin; Siu, Nathan; Nakoski, John 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Jeff et al. (I've highly limited this reply-to-all on the assumption that this particular opinion is not of wider 
interest) ... 

I think that there are lot of organizational dynamics at play (SRAs' not being in the loop, RES appearing 
defensive, etc.), and I'm glad that you and others are trying to confront some of the misunderstandings that 
these dynamics are instilling. I also think that a lot of the misalignment stems from a fundamental difference of 
viewpoint on what tools one needs to be "more risk-informed" (independent tools vs. licensee tools vs. 
qualitative judgments) 

But separately, I think it would also be helpful to simultaneously look at SPAA/SAPHIAE in the context of the 
full set of NAC's independent tools. Why do we use SPAR for oversight, but not licensing? Why does NRC 
maintain a suite of independent tools to study DBAs that pose little risk (thanks to all of the great regulatory 
work of the past 4 decades), but seek to eliminate the tools that deal with the broader range of accident 
sequences? Put differently. in making decisions in the Common Prioritization initiative, do we have a holistic 
view of where the agency's funds are well·spent. and/or do we have criteria as to what regulatory areas require 
more or less independence (e.g., regulatory requirement trumps voluntary initiative regardless of risk)? 
Perhaps that's not a tractable framing of the problem (although I've made a weak attempt below) , but if it is, it 
would present an opportunity to make these decisions more objective. 

Stepping down from the soap box now ... 

Don 

Operating Reactors - THIS IS A SAMPLE (IT IS POTENTIALLY INACCURATE AND DEFINITELY INCOMPLETE} 
lndependen1 NAC· Rely on NRC Rely on audit/review of Computer 

developed models used analysis using licensee models models not used 
commercial codes 

Risk x 
assessment -
Lfcensfng 
Risk X (SAPHIRE/SPAR) 
assessment • 
Oversight 
Severe X (MELCOR. MACCS) 
accidents 
Deslgn~basls X (TRACE, SNAP, 
accident RELAP5, SCALE. 
analysis PAACS, FRAPCON. 

FRAPTRAN) 
Fire protection X (FDS, etc.) 
Emergency x 
preparedness 
Incident X (RASCAL) 
response 
Radiation X (AADTRAD, VARSKIN, 
protection HABIT) 
Spent Fuel X (MELCOR, SCALE) 
Pools 
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Dry cask 
stora e 
Environmental 
modeUn 
Cross .. cuttlng 

X (SCALE, ,MCNP) 

X(RESRAO) 

From: Ferrante, Fernando 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:32 PM 

X (FLUENT, 
AN SYS 

To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Cirde@nrc.gov>; Demers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon <Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>; 
leech, Matthew <Matthew.Leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 
<Jeffre1£.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ng, Ching <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, 
Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Wong, See~Meng <See·Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB 
<RESDRAPRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Covne@nrc.gov>; Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Rudolph.Sernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, William 
<William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>; Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.gov>; Hanna, John 
<John.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Loveless, David <David.Loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, 
George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Va~os, Nicholas 
<Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<MicheHe.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <:Oaniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; 
Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, Watter <Wa1ter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Ming.Li@nrc.goV>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killian) <laurenKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jefferv.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of licensee's Models 

Jeff, 

Thanks for the opportunity to vote on this important issue. However, I don't think this question is being framed 
correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR models and INL support? I say this because I 
think there is too much miscommunication about this Issue going on to the point where I don't think upper 
management is properly informed of the challenges and consequences. Today, we heard Vic Mccree state at 
an all hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agreement with industry to get rid of SPAR models. I also don't 
think RES should be the sole presenter at this management briefing. I would suggest the Regions and NAR 
risk analysts to be involved in presenting their views. This is key as (1) I don't think most staff in NRA and the 
Regions are in alignment with upper management's views on this (i.e., either staff is not being listened to or is 
afraid to speak), (2) the impacts on changing the current framework, even if we all agreed to do so, are non~ 
trivial and could impact both the NRC's ability to perform a critical function but also end up costing more than 
they intend to safe, and (3} I am concerned that opposition to getting rid of SPAR models is being portrayed a~ 
RES try1ng to protect a project it is responsible for, since NRA management appears to have aligned In gettinf 
rid of SPAR models. 

By the way, my vote on the real question above is no. 

Thanks, 
Fernando 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 20151:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Klchline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffreyi 
Ng, Ching; Spore, Gandace; Weerakkody, Sunilj Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Arner, Frank; Bernharc 
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Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura; Loveless, David; 
MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignani, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Leschek, Walter; Li, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wesselsi 
Steven; Wood, .Jeffery 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject~ Use of Liceosee1s .Models 

Dear PAA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into variou·s areas to reduce our budget. Orie area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a $Duree of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in li~u of our SPAR models for 
SDP findings and possibly ASP. in support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the-decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with ~ 
prqgram. 

over here in RES, I have hearc:f conflicting opinions of what t_he internal stakeholders qelieve is the direi::tion,. 
th~ agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections- use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you each took the time and.voted. And, since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return ~mail to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end u.sers. 

r~ looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff/I. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probabilisti<; Risk Asse_ssment Bran_c_h 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 
(3()1 415-1152 
BB{D)(o) 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Helton, Donald 
Clr\;te, Jeff 
E11rrante. Fer!.Jsind.Q; fil\itzke .. Martln; Siu. l'Jatban: Na!soskf. Jo!Jn 
RE: Use of Lkensee"s Models 
Monday, November 30, 2015 4:02:00 PM 

Jeff et al. (I've highly limited thi$ reply-to-all on the assumption that this particular opinion is 
not of wider interest) ... 

I think that there are lot of organizational dynamics at play (S.RAs' not being in the loop, 
RES appearing defensive, etc.), and I'm glad that you and others are trying to confront 
some of the misunderstandings that these dynamics are instilling. I also think that a lot of 
the misalignment stems from a fundamental difference of viewpoint on what tools one 
needs to be "more risk·informed" (independent tools vs. licensee tools_ vs. qualitative 
judgments) 

But separately. i think it would also be helpful to simultaneously look at SPAR/SAPHIRE in 
the context .of the full set of NRC's independent tools. Why do we use SPAR for oversight, 
but not licensing? Why does NRG maintain a suite of independent tools to study DBAs that 
pose little risk (thanks to all of the great regulatory work of the past 4 decades), but seek to 
eliminate the tools that deal with the broaderrange of accident sequences? Put differently, 
in making decisions in the Common Prioritization initiative_, do we have a holistic view of 
where th~ agency's funds are well-spent, and/or do we have criteria as to what regulatory 
areas require more or less independence (e.g., regulatory requirement trumps voluntary 
initiative regardless of risk}? Perhaps that's not a tractable framing of the problem 
(although I've made a weak attempt below), but if it is, it would present an opportunitytc;i 
make these decisions more objective. 

Stepping down from the soap bqx now ... 

Don 

Operati11g. Reactors - THIS IS A $AMPLE (IT IS POTENTIALLY INACCURATE _AND DEFINITELY 
INCOMPLETE) 

Independent NRC~ Rely on NRC Rely on audit/review Computer 
daveloped models ·analysis using of licensee models models not 

used commercial used 
codes 

Risk x 
assessment -

. Licensing 
Risk X (SAPHIRE/SPAR} 
assessment • 
Oversight 
Severe X (MELCOR, MACCS) 
accidents 
Design-basis X (TRACE, SNAP, 
accident RELAP5, SGALE .• 
analysis PARCS, FRAPCON, 

FRAPTRAN) 
Fire protection x (FDS, etc.) 
Emergency x 
preparedness 

~ 



Incident X(RASCAL) 
response 

Radiation X "(RADTRAD; 
protection VARSKIN, HABID 
Spent Fuel X {MELCOR, SCALE) 
Pool$ 
Dry cask X (SCALE, MCNP) 
storage 
Environmental X (RESRAD) 
modeling 

Cross-cutting X (FLUENT, 
ANSYS) 

... 

From: Ferrante; Fernando 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:32 PM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.c;ircle@nrc.gov>; Demers, Jerrod <.lerrod.Oemers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<Russ~ll.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Har.tie, Brandon <Brcindon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle 
<Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>.; Leech, Matthew <Matthew.Leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sa~a 
<Sara,Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ng, Ching 
<Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore; Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc:gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil 
<Sunii.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Wong, See-Meng <Se.e-Me11g.Wo11g@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB 
<RESDfV:\PRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Arner, F(ank 
<fr'ank.Atner@nrq~ov>; Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Benihard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher 
<Chrlstopher;Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, Will!arn <William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick 
<Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>;, Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freenian@nrc,gov>; Hanna, John 
<John.Hanna@nrc:.i~,ov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura.Koi.a\<@mc.gov>; loveless, David 
<bavid,Loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George 
<George.Replogle@orc.goV>; Valos, Nicholas <Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter 
<Peter:Appi~nani@nrc.~ov>; Gonzalez, Michelle <Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald 
<'Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hui;lson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky, Alan 
<Alan.Kudtzkv@nt'c.gov>,; Leschek, Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.goV>; Li, Ming <Ming.U@nrc.gov>; 
Ning! Lauren(Killian) <Lauren~illian.Ning@nrc.gov;>;Saricaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; 
Wes~els,'Steven <Steven.We~sels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.COrreia@nr'c.gov>; Lund, Louise<Louise.lund@nrt.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Jeff, 

Thanks f9r the opportunity to vote on this important issue. However, I don't thir)k this 
question is being framed correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR 
models ahd INL support? l say this because I think there is too much miscommunication 
apout this issue going on to the point where I don't think upper martagement is properly 
informed ofthe challenges and consequE:;nces. Today, we he<;lrd. Vic McCree state at an ali 
hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agreement with industry to get rid of SPAR models. I 
also don't think RES should be the sole. presenter at this management or\i:ifing. I would 
suggest the Regions and NRR ris!< analysts to b~ involyed in pres~nting their views. This is 



key as (1) I don't think most staff in NRR and the Regions are in alignment with upper 
management's views on this (i.e., either staff is not being listened to or is afraid to speak). 
(2) the impacts on changing the current framework, even If we all agreed to do so. are non-

trivial and could impact both the NRC's ability to perform a critical function but also end up 
costing more than they intend to safe, and (3) I am concerned that opposition to getting rid 
of SPAR models is being portrayed as RES trying to protect a project it is respcmsibte·for, 
since NRR management appears to have aligned in getting rid of SPAR models. 

By the way, my vote on the real question above is no. 

Thanks. 
Fernando 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; 
Mitman, Jeffrey; Ng, Ching; Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; 
Coyne, Kevin; Arner, Frank; Bernhard, Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; 
Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura; Loveless, David; MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; 
Valos, Nicholas; Appignani, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, Donald; Hudson, 
Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan~ Leschel<, Walter; U, Mingi Ning, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 

Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the 
agency is currently looking into various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has 
come up every couple of years, and has been a source of contention, is the feasibility of 
using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for SOP findings and possibly 
ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its feasibility. 
RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas 
of consideration should the decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This 
presentation is not intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will 

• be advice on b.Q.W. to proceed with a program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders 
believe is the direction the agency should take on this topic: To that end, I'm sending his 
email out with a voting option with three selections- use only SPAR models, use only 
licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if you each took the time and 
voted. Andt since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than Just vote, 
please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will 
help greatly in support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

WfA.Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probobil/stlc Risk Assessment Branch 
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Yeilding, Dale 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Jeff, 
I vote SPAR models only. 

Yeilding, Dale 
Monday, Novemb~r 30, 2015 3:30 PM 
Cirde, Jeff 
Nakoski, John 
Vote SPAR Only - Use of Licensee's Models 

A$ a staffer that analyz~s events for the ASP program, I would be overwhelmed to learn new PRA software 
program{s) besides SAPHIRE and then I have to understand the event and fault tree structure that Licensees 
may do c,fifferent!y than the methods INL uses in the SPAR models. INL also ha~ excelle.nt documentation for 
each SPAR model that the Licensees may not consistently include ih their model. I would also miss the INL 
help line that paves-the way for an analysis, when·questions about the model surface. 

---Dale 

PS: Co1..!ld you -break out the voting results for just the SRAs in response to the EDOs statements at today's all 
hands meeting? 

PSS: Might also pursue documentation of the history of th!s initiate to use licensee models to d~termine if 
there are any underlying hidden agendas, such as eliminate the RES ASP second cheGk of the NRR SOP 
event analysis. 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers,· jerrod; Gibbs,. Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons; Sara; Mitman,)effrey; 
Ng, Ching; Spore, candace; Weer'akkody, Sunil; Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevln;-Arner, Frank; Bernhard, 
Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, William; Dee~e, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura; L0,veless, David; 
MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignani; Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; 
tielton, Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; l.E:!schek, Walter; Li, Ming; Ning; Lauren (Killian); Sancal<tar, Selim; 
Wessels, Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Cc: Corr-eia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Mos~ of you know, as ~rt of fiscal belt tightening (Prpj~ct AIM 2020 and re-baselining}, the agency Is· purrently 
to.Qking into various areas to reduce o_ur budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a .source of contention, is· the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SOP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been propos,ed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES is preparing to ma~e a present13tion. to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be r:nade to empark on stJch a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, wm·be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions ofwhat the internal stakeholders believe is the.direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections- use only SPAR models, use only-licensee's models, or use b.oth. I would greatly appreci~te It if 
ypu each took the lime and voted. And, sin~ som~ pf us, are not w.allflowers and have,:more to say than just 
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vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 
(301 415-115 
BB (O)(il) 
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Ning, Lauren (Killian) 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Cc: 
S\Jbject: 

Dear Jeff 

Leschek, Walter 
Monday, November 30, 2015 3:07 PM 
Ferrante, Fernando; Circle, Jeff; Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; 
Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey. Ng, Ching; Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, Se~Meng; RES_DRAJ>RB; Coyne, 
Kevin; Arner, Frank; Bernhard, Rudolph; Cahill. Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; 
Kozak, Laura; Loveless, David; MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos. Nicholas; Appignani, Peter; Gonzalez, 
Michelle; Helton, Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Li, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian);.Sancalctar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Are the SRAs Forgetting Who They Work for When They Suggest Use of licensee's PRA Models? 

With reference to the email messages below, my question is: 
• Are the Senior Reactor Analysts (SRAs) forgetting who they work for when they suggest that the NRC use 

licensee's PRA Models? 

As an aside, when I arrived at the NRC in early 1990s: 

Take care, 
Walt 

From: Ferrante, Fernando 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:32 PM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Circle@nrc.gov>; Qemers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon <Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Michelle.Klchline@nrc.gov>; 
Leech, Matthew <Matthew.Leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons; Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey 
<Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ng, Ching <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody~ 
Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Wong1 See-Meng<See-Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB 
<RESDRAPRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrc_.gov>; Bernhard, 
Rlldolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher<Christopher.Cahlll@nrc.gov>; Cook, William 
<William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rkk.Deese@nrc.gov>; Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nn;.gov>i Hanna, John 
<Jphn.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Lovefess, David <David.loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, 
George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Valas, Nicholas 
<Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<Michelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; 
Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; leschel<, Walter <Walter.leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Ming.Li@nrc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killian) <laurenKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of licensee's Models 

Jeff, 

Thanks for the opportunity to vote on this important issue. However, I don't think this question is being framed 
correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR models and INL support? I say this because I 
think there is too much miscommunication about this issue going on to the point where I don't think upper 
management is properly informed of the challenges and consequences. Today, we heard Vic Mccree state at 
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an all hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agreement with industry to get rid of SPAR models. I also don't 
think RES should be the sole presenter at this management briefing. I would suggest the Regions and NRR 
risk analysts to be involved in presenting their views. This is key as (1) I don't think most staff in NRR and the 
Regions are in alignment with upper management's views on this (i.e., either staff is not being listened to or is 
afraid to speak), (2) the impacts on changing the current framework. even if we all agreed to do so, are non
trivial and could impact both the NRC's ability to perform a critical function but also end up costing more than 
they intend to safe, and (3) I am concerned that opposition to getting rid of SPAR models is being portrayed as 
RES trying to protect a project it is responsible for, since NRR management appears to have aligned in getting 
rid of SPAR models. 

By the way, my vote on the real question above is no. 

Thanks, 
Fernando 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; 
Ng, Ching; Spore, candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, See-Meng; RES_ORA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Arner, Frank; Bernhard, · 
Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, Wiiiiam; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura; Loveless, David; 
MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignanl, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Leschek, Walter; Li, Ming,; Nlng, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use·of Licensee's Models 1 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking ihto various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SOP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility, RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, f'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections- use Qnly SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you each took the time and voted. And, since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will .help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting} 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES/Division of Risk Analysis 
(301 415-1152 
B (bJ(o) 
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Ning, Lauren (Killian) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Ferrante, Fernando 
Monday, November 30, 2015 2:56 PM 
Gibbs, Russell: Circle, Jeff; Demer5, Jerrod; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons; Sara; MitmaJJ, 
Jeffrey; Ng, Ching; Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Su nil; Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Amer, Frank; 
Bemhard, Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, Will1am; Deese, Rick; Freeman. Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, laura; 
loveless, David; ;vtacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas, Appignani, Peter; GOt'Wllez., Michell~ Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; leschek, Walter; Li, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 

·Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Outstanding suggestion, Russ. 

From: Gibbs, Russell 
Sent: Monday1 November 30, 2015 2:56 PM 
To: Ferrante, Fernando; Orcfe, Jeff; Demers, Jerrod; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Mithelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; 
Mitman, Jeffrey; Ng, Ching; Spore, candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Arner, 
Frank; Bernhard, Rudolph; CBhill, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura; 
Loveless, David; MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignanl, Peter; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kurltzky, Alan; Leschek, Walter; U1 Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: RE: Usi: of Licensee's Models 

Suggestion ~ RES and NRR!DRA working with the regions might consider arranging an all hands meeting with 
NRC leadership on this important and seemingly controversial issu~. 

Russell 

From: Ferra.ntet Fernando 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:32 PM 
To: Clrde, Jeff Demers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@rm:.go~>; Gibbs, Rµssell 

Hartle, Brandon <Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Michel!e.Kichline@nr.c.gov>; 
Leech, Matthew <~tt!le.W:.!&~£!l@J1~; Lyons, Sara <$ara.LYJ!!l~nrc.goy>; Mitman, ;effrey 
<leffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ng. Ching <ChingJl,g@mc.gQY>; Spore1 Candace <~andace.Sf!ore@hn:;.g9~>; Weerakkody, 
Sunll Wong, See-Meng <See-Meng.Won~Qy>; RES_DRA_PRB 
<RESDRAPR~@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc;;:8QY>; Amer, Frank <Fr<mk.Amer@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Ru,S;l_c2m~hard@nr~>; Cahill, Christopher <Q:tristogh~.Cahiil@nrc.gov>; Cook, William 
<Wiiiiam.Cook~; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese~>; Freeman, Scott <~~9tt.Freeman@nrc;gov>; Hanna, John 
<lohi;.Harma@nrc.gov.>; Kozak, Laura <J,.aura.Kozak@rm:.~; LQveless, David <David.Loveless@rm:.gov>; MacDonald, 
George <Geor;g~.Macoomald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <Geor;g~@.!lrc.gov>; Valos, Nicholas 
<Nicholas.Valos@mc.goii:>; Appignani, Peter <P~ter.Appjgnani@nrc!&QY>; Goozalez, Michelle 
<Mlchelle.Gqnz(:llez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Ocmald.Helton@nrc.ggy>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniei.Hudsqn@nrc.gov>; 
Kurltzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzf5Y..@rm::.gp.:l:>; Leschek, Waiter li1 Ming <Ming,JJ@nrc,gov>; Ning, · 
Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKjjl@n.Nlng@nrc.go\f>; Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Santaktar~QY.:>;.Wessels, Steven 
<:geven.Wessels@n.re.gQ;i>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@!1rc.gov> 
Cc: Correia,. Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc~gov>; Lund,. Louise <loulse.lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Jeff, 
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Thanks for the opportunity to vote on this important issue. However, I don't think this question is being framed 
correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR models and INL support? I say this because I 
think there is too much miscommunication about this issue going on to the point where l don't think upper 
management is properly informed of the challenges and consequences. Today, we heard Vic Mccree state at 
an all hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agreement with industry to get rid of SPAR models. I also don't 
think RES should be the sole presenter at this management briefing. I would suggest the Regions and NRR 
risk analysts to be involved in presenting their views. This is key as (1) I don't think most staff in NRR and the 
Regions are in alignment with upper management's views on this (i.e .. either staff is not being listened to or is 
afraid to speak}, (2) the impacts on changing the current framework, even if we all agreed to do so, are non
trivial and could impact bath the NRC's ability to perform a critical function but also end up costing more than 
they intend to safe, and (3} I am concerned that opposition to getting rid of SPAR models is being portrayed as 
RES trying to protect a project it is responsible for, since NRR management appears to have aligned in getting 
rid of SPAR models. 

By the way, my vote on the real question above is no. 

Thanks1 
Fernando 

From: Orde, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 20151:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech, Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; 
Ng, Ching; Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, See~Mengi RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Amer, Frank; Bernhard, 
Rudolph; Cahill, Christopher; Cook, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Laura~ Loveless, David; 
MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignani, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Leschek, Walter; LI, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SOP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections - use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you each took the time and voted. And, since some of us are not wallflowers and· have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting} 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Division of Risk Analysis 
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(301 415·1152 
BB (b)(o) 
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Coyne, Kevin 

From: 
Sent: 
to: 
Subject: 

Well said ..• 

From: Ferrante, Fernando 

Coyne, Kevin 
Monday, November 30, 2015 2:53 PM 
Ferrante, Fernando 
RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Sent: Monday, November 30; 2015 2:32 PM 
To: Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Circle@nrc.gov>; Detners, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell 
<Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon <Braridon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Micbelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>; 
leech, Matthew <Matthew.leech@nrc.gov>; Lyo.ns, Sara <Sara.Lyons@ntc.gov>;·Mitman, Jeffrey 
<Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ng, Cliing <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, 
Suni.1 <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Wong, See-Meng <See-Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB 
<RESDRAPRB@nrc~gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevln.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Arner, Frank <Frank.Amer@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, 
Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, William 
<William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>; Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.g9v>; Hanna, John 
<John.Hanna@nr.c,gov>; Kozak, Laura <laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; Loveless:, David <David.Loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, 
George <George.l\ilacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George <George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Valos, Nicholas 
<Nicholas.Valos.@nrc.gov>; Appignimi, Peter <Peter.Appignanl@nrc.gov>; Gonzalez, Michelle 
<Michelle.Gonzatez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Heltori@nrc.goV>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson~nrc.gov>; 
K~rltzky, A.l~h <Alal'.1.KUritzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; LI, Ming ~Ming;Li@nrc.gov>; Ning, 
Lauren (Killian) <LaurenKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc~gov>; Wessels, Steven 
<Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richa.rd <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.i_und@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Jeff, 

Thanks for the·opportunity to vote on !his important issue. Hoyvever, I don't think this question is.being framed 
correctly. The vote should be: should the NRC get rid of SPAR mod(31S and INL support? I say this because I 
think there is too much miscpmmunication about this issue· going on to the point where I don'U.hink upper 
management is properly informed of tlie challenges and consequences. Today, we heard Vic McCrea state at 
an all hands RES meeting that SRAs are in agreement with industry to get rid of ·SPAR models. I also don't 
think RES should be the sole presenter at this management briefing. I would suggest the Regions and NRA 
risk analysts to be involved in presenting their views. This is key as (1} I don't think most staff in NRA and the 
Regions are in alignment with Upper m~nagement's vi~ws on this (i.e., either staff is not being listened to or is 
afraid to spec.lk).. (2) the Impacts 9n changing the current framework, even if we all agreed to do so, are non
trivial and couid Impact both the NRC's ability to perform a critical function but also end up costing more than 
they int~nd to safe, and (3) I am concerned that opposition to getting rid of SPAR mod~ls Is being portrayed a~ 
R~S trying to protect a project It is responsible for, since NRA management appears to, have aligned in getting 
rid of SPAR models. 

By.the way~ my vot~ on the rear qu~stiqn above is no. 

Thanks, 
Fernando 
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From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent; Monday, November 301 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartfe, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech1 Matthew; Lyons, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; 
Ng, Chingi Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, See-Meng; RES_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevliii Amer, Frank; Bernhard, 
Rudof ph; Q!hlll, Christopher; Coo~ William; Deese, Ricki Freeman1 Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, laura; Loveless,- David; 
MacOo.nald, George; Replogle, George; Valos, Nicholas; Appignani, Peter; Ferrante, Fernando; Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, 
Donald; Hudson, Daniel; Kuritzky, Alan; Leschek, Walter; Li, Ming; Nfng, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar, Selim; Wessels, 
Steven; Wood, Jeffery. 
Cc: Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PRA Colleagues. 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, Is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SDP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES Is preparing to make a presentation to NRA management touching onvariousare~s of 
consideration should the decision be made to emb~rk on such a pilot program. This presentation is. not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end. I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections - use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I woufd greatly appreciate it if 
y<;iu each took the time and voted. And, since some of us are not wallflower~ and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
t;fiief(acting) 
Probqbi/istlc Rfsk Assessment Branch 
RES/DMs{on pf Rlsk.Atrafysis 
{301) 415-1152 
88,(!:1)(6) 
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Circle, Jeff 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

MacDonald, George 
Monday, November 30, 2015 2:37 PM 
Circle, Jeff 
RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

By rethinking and reading Fernandes email I change my vote to no. On anything we do we usually compare 
with them anyway so in essence we are using both models . Also for the MD8.3/IMC 0309 quick response we 
will not have time to rely on ;licesee models and use of SPAR will be critical. Where did Vic get the idea that 
all SRAs want to get rid of SPAR models? 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod <Jerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell <Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon 
<Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>; leech, Matthew 
<Matthew.leech@nrc.gov>; Lyons, Sara <Sara.Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nrc.gov>; Ng, Ching 
<Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunll.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; 
Wong, See-Meng <See~Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB <RESDRAPRB@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin 
<Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, 
Christopher <Chrlstopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, William <William.Cook@nrc.gov>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>; 
Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.gov>; Hanna, John <John.Hanna@nrc.gov>; Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; 
Loveless, David <David.toveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, George 
<George.Replogle@nrc.gov>; Valos, Nicholas <Nicholas.Valos@nrc.gov>; Applgnani, Peter <Peter.Appignanl@nrc.gov>; 
Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>: Gonzalez, Michelle <Mlchelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald 
<Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky1 Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, 
Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Mlng.Li@nrc.gov>; Ning, Lauren (Killian) <laurenKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; 
Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc,gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven.Wessels@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery 
<Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
·Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <Louise.Lund@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA models ln lieu of our SPAR models for 
SDP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed· but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections - use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you each took the time and voted. And1 since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

1 



Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /DMsfon of Risk Analysis 

(31ri' 415-1152 8 0)(6) 
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Circle, Jeff 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

MacDonald, George 
Monday, November 30, 2015 2:28 PM 
Circle, Jeff 
RE: Use of Licensee's Models 

Not wanting to be forever labelled a "Wallflower" I will give you my two cents worth. Getting rid of the SPAR 
models in my opinion would be a bad idea. They are very useable and all SRAs are trained on their use. They 
also have features which help us in our job evaluating the risk impact of PDs with the ECA module which 
rapidly gets you to the dominant sequences and relevant cutsets which you know well is not a strength of the 
CAFTA. The benefit of having our own tool and tisk assessment capability gives us credibility with the public 
thai we are not relying on the licensee for our ability to gain the risk insight level results to inform management 
properly to render a regulatory decision. We of course don't need relay contact level data here, we are trying 
to deciqe to inspect some more. Then you have the legal problems of using the licensee's model and trying to 
keep up to date on it and make changes when we can do it ourselves with SPAR. Then there is the concern 
about abandoning SPAR and the licensee's getting what they want and than after SPAR is gone, how do we 
know that they will even keep the models. We don't even have a requirement that they have a PRA after 
all. This needs to be presented correctly. Just think if we get rid of SPAR and the licensee decides to deny us 
access to their models or abandons them. If we find problems with the licensee's models what do we 
do, There needs to be a legal requirement for the licensee's to have a PRA and it be of proper quality and we 
get access etc before embarking on this. 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Monday, November SO, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Demers, Jerrod <JerrOd.Oemers@nrc.gov>; Gibbs, Russell <Russell.Glbbs@nrc.gov>; Hartle, Brandon 
<Brandon.Hartle@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle <Mh:helte.Kichllne(@nrc,gov>; Leech, Matthew 
<Matthew.Leech@nrc.gov>; Lyonst Sara <Sara;Lyons@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitman@nn::.gov>; Ng, Ching 

. <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Qmdace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; 
Wong, See-Meng <See·Meng.Wong@nrc.gov>; RES_DRA_PRB <RESDRAPRB@nn:::.gov>; Coyne, Kevin 
<Kevln.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Amer, Frank <Fr~nk;Amer@nrc.gov>; Bernhard, Rudolph <Rudolph.Bernhard@nrc.gov>; Cahill, 
Christopher <Christopher.Cahill@nrc.gov>; Cook, Wiiiiam <Wllliam.Cook@nrc.goV>; Deese, Rick <Rick.Deese@nrc.gov>; 
Freeman, Scott <Scott.Freeman@nrc.gov>; Hanna, John <Johli.Hanna@nrc,goV>; Kozak, Laura <Laura.Kozak@nrc.gov>; 
Loveless:, David <Davld.Loveless@nrc.gov>; MacDonald, George <George.MacDonald@nrc.gov>; Replogle, Georg~ 
<George.Replogle@nrc.gov>i Valos, Nicholas <Nicholas.Valos@nrc,gow.; Applgnani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; 
Ferrante, Fernando <Fernando.Femmte@nrc.goV>; Gonzalez, Michelle <Mlchelle.Gonzalez@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald 
<Donald.Heiton@nrc.gov>; Hudson, Daniel <Daniel.Hudson@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Leschek, 
Walter <Walter.Leschek@nrc.gov>; Li, Ming <Mlng.U@nrc.gov>; Ning, Lauren (Kiiiian) <LaurenKillian.Ning@nrc.gov>; 
Sancaktar, Selim <Selim.Sancaktar@nrc.gov>; Wessels, Steven <Steven.Wessels@mc.goV>; Wood, Jeffery 
<leffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Ce: Correia, Richard <Rlchard.Correla@nrc.gov>; Lu_nd, Louise <Louise.tund@mc.gov> 
Subject: Use of Licensee's Models 

Oear PRA Colleagues, 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to reduce our budget One area .that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, is the feasibility of using licensee's PRA mf?dels in fieu of our SPAR models for 
SOP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been .proposed,to investigate its 
feasibility. RES is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be 11_1ade to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation ls not 
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intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over here In RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders l)elieve is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that endj I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections - use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models; or use both. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you each took the time and voted. And, since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say·than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. · 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

J,eff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probqbilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Qivislon of Hlsk Analysis 



Li~ Ming 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jeff, 

Li, Ming 
Monday, November 30, 2015 2:21 PM 
Circle, Jeff 
Use both SPAR and Licensee's Models: Use of Licensee's Models 

I echo Don Helton's concerns on independency issue of licensee's models and vote to use both SPAR and 
licensee's models in regulation, in particular for SOP and ASP. It is a no-brainer and common practice in diglta 
world that having an independent review (also called independent verification and validation- IV&V) during thE 
life cycle, for rigorous application developments. For instance, NASA has an IV&V facility located in West 
Virginia to review all Class A and B missions. I view the use or our SPAR models as the IV&V for licensee's 
models. 

If the regulation only uses licensee's models, the IV&Vof these models becomes mandatory. The effort and 
cost for such IV&V activities might be greater than maintaining current SPAR models, I believe. 

This is just my two cents. 

Thanks 
Ming 

l 



Hudson. D~niel 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Jeff: 

Hudson, Daniel 
Monday, November 30, 2015 2:08 PM 
Circle, Jeff 
Use both SPAR and Licensee's Models: Use of Licensee's Models 

I think this is a great idea to using the voting options ahd to solicit feedback from internal stakeholders on this issue. 

While I can certainly understand ,the value in using licensee PRA models for addressing questions related to plant
specific is_sues, there still seems to be a need for standardized PRA models that could be used to address questions 
related to generic or industry~wide issues; the SPAR models appear to be a potentially useful tool In this regard. While 
PRA standards exist to en_sure different requirements are met for various PRA technical elements, there can be 
significant variability across the industry with respect to assumptions, methods, models, data, and analytical'toofs that 
are used to meet different capability categories ~nd to address assessments of PRA technical adequacy. 

Ph;ase let me know if you have any questions or concerns .about my feedback. 

Dan 

Daniel W. f:ludson, CAP, CPH 
Reliability and Risk Engineer 
U.S. Nude~r Regulatory Comfriission (RES/DRA/PR.t\B) 

Office location: TWFN/ T10 D37 
MaH Stop: TWFN/ TlO Ai2 
Phone Number: 301-.415-2411 
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Nakoski, John 

From; 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nakoski, John 
Monday, November 30, 2015 :?;O~JPM 
Circle, Jeff 
Use both SPAR mid licensee's Models: Use of Licensee's Models 

SPAR models.should be used exclusively for any ASP analysis. Both SPAR and Licensee models (or more to the 
point - results) ,should have an input into the SOP. 

John 

1 



Gilbertson, Anders 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Gilbertson, Anders 
Monday, November 30, 2015 2:01 PM 
Circle, Jeff 

Subject: Use both SPAR and Licensee's Models: Use of Licensee's Models 

Anders Gilbertson 
Reliability and Risk Analyst 
Division .of Risk· Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Phone: 301·415·1541 
Fax: 301·415-6671 
Anders.Gilbertson@nrc.gov 

1 



Circle, Jeff 

From: 
Sent: 
to: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

t~ac:king: 

Circle, Jeff 
Monday,-November 30, 2015 1:47 PM 
Demers, J!=!rrod; Gibbs, Russell; Hartle, Brandon; Kichline, Michelle; Leech,, Matthew; 
Lyon'S, Sara; Mitman, Jeffrey; Ng, thing; Spore, Candace; Weerakkody, Sunil; Wong, 
See-Meng; RES.-_DRA_PRB; Coyne, Kevin; Amer, Frank; Bernhard, Rudolph; Cahill, 
Christophel/ took, William; Deese, Rick; Freeman, Scott; Hanna, John; Kozak, Lau(a; 
Lovele_ss. D(lvid; MacDonald, George; Replogle, George; v_alos, Nicholas;.Appignani; 
Peter; Ferrante; Fernando; Gonzalez, Micheile; Helton, Donald; Hudson, Danieli'"Kuritzky, 
Alan; Leschek, Walter;" Li, Ming; Ning, Lauren {Killian); Saricaktar, Selim; Wessels,- Steven; 
Wood, Jeffery 
Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Use of Licensee's Models 

Recipient 

Demers, Jerrod 

Gibbs, Russell 

_Hartle, Branden --

Kichline, Michelle 

LeechtMatthew 

Lyons, Sara 

Mitman, Jeffrey 

Ng, C!Jing 

Spore, Candace 

Wof1g, See·Metig 

RES_DAAJ'RB 

Coyne, Kevin 

Arner, Frank 

Bernhard; Rudolph 

Delivery 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:4'7PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015. 
1:47PM 

Delivered: 11/3ei,izo1s 
l:47PM 

Deli~red: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: il/30/2015: 
1:47PM -

.Deli,vered: 11/30(2015: 
'1:47 PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 

Delivered: ll/30}io1s 
1:47 PM 

.Deliv1:1red: 11/30/2015' 
·1:47PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: 1~/30/2015 
l:47PM. 

Delivered: 11/30/2Ql5 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
i·.t7 oh~ 

·1 

Read: 

Read: il/30/2015 1:58 PM Use b.oth SPAR and 
· - Licensee's Mooels: 

11/30/2015 2i00 PM 

Read: 12/01/2015 9:11 AM Use oniy SPAR modelS: 
12/01/2015 11:44 AM 

Use only· SPAR models: 
il/30/2015 2:51 PM 

Read: 12/01/2015 6:29, AM Use only SPAR ITIQdefs: 
12/0l/2015 11:52 AM 

Reach 11/30/2015 l;S8 PM 

Read: li/Ol!i.015 8:41 AM Use only SPA({models: 
- - - 12/01/2015 8:43 AM 

'Read: 12/01/2015 1:23 AM 

Read: 12J01}2015 12:1~ PM . .-

Reac;l:.12/Ql/iOlS 3:34 PM 

R~ad: 11/30/2015,2:07 Pl\4 Use.both SPAR.an~ 
Licensee's.Models: 
ll/30/2015 2:llf PM 



Recipient 

Cook, William 

Freeman, Scott 

Hanna, John 

Kozak, t.aur~ 

Loveless, David 

MacDonald, George 

Replogie, George 

Vales, Ni~olas 

Applgn~ni, Pet.er 

F'emmte, Fernando 

Gonzalez,, ~ichel!e 

HeltOn, Donald 

Hudson, Daniel 

Kuritzky, Alan 

tesdlek.Walter 

U,Mlng 

Nin~, Liluren (Killian) 

Sancaktar, Selim 

Delivery 

Delivered; 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1:47PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47 PM· 

Delivered: 11/30/20),S 
1:47PM 

()ellvered: 11/30/2015 
l:47PM 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Oe!ivered:. ll/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Oellvered:. ll/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Oelivereci: ll/30/2015 
1:47PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 

[)~livered: 11/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM· 

Delivered: ll/30i2015 
1:47PM . 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1:47PM 

·peUvered: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 
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Read Response 

Read: 11/30/2015 2:45 PM Use only SPAR model~ 
12/01/2015 7:40 AM 

Read: ll/30"/2015 1:57 PM Use b<)th SPAR and 
Licensee's Models: 
11/30/2015 1:59 PM 

Read: lli30{2015 9:05 PM Use both SPAR and 
Licel'.ISee's Models: 
12/02/2Ql5 7:50 PM 

Use both SPAR and 
licensee's Models: 
12/02/2015 3:08 PM 

Use ~mly SPAR models: 
11/30/2015 3:46 PM 

Use both SPAR and 
Licensee's Models: 
12/01/2015 10:36 AM 

Read: 11/30/2015.2:17 PM Use tirity SPAR models: 
11/30/2015 2:35 PM 

Read: ll/30/2015 3:12 PM Use only SPARmodels: 
11/30/2015 3:14 PM 

Read: 11/30/2015 1:49 PM 

Read: ll/30/2015 1:55 PM 

Use only SPAR models; 
i2/0l/20J.5 9:l0 AM 

Read: 11/3012015 1:49 PM Use only SPAR models: 
12/01/2015 1:05 PM 

Read: 11/30/2015. 1:58 PM 

Read: 11/30/2015 1:55 PM Use both SPAR a·nd 
Licensee's Models: 
11/30/2015 2:08 PM 

Read: ll/30/2015 1:49. PM Use only SPAR modelS: 
1li30/2015 1:59 PM 

Read: 11/30/2015 2.i>2 PM Use only SPAR mod~lsf 
1wo1a.01s 7:4Q AM 

Read: 11130/2015 2:00 PM Use both SPAR and 
licensee's Models: 
11/S0/201S 2:21 PM 

Read: 11/3"0/2015' 2:01 PM Use bc:>th SPAR arid 
Licensee·~ Models: 
11130/2015 4:59 PM 



Reapient 

Wessels; Steve!\ 

Wood, Jeffery 

Correla, Richard 

Delivery 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
l:41PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 

Delivered: 11/30/2015 
J.:47 PM 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1:47PM 

5011~-hua.Shen@nrc;gov Qelivered; ll/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

C!lrist9pher.Hunter@nrc.9< Delivered: 11/30/:iOlS 
.1:47 PM 

Eru!appa,Chelllah@nrc.gov Dellvered:.111301201s 
1:47PM 

Kelth.tetter@nrc.gov 

Dale.Vei.f dfng@ryrc.gov 

Ian.Giffprd@nrc.gov 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1;47'PM 

Delivered:. 11/30/2015 
·1:47PM 

eerwerad: 11/30/2015 
1:47PM 

.Oelivered: ll/30/2015 
i:47PM 

Aode~Gllb~rtson@nrc.90\ Deliv11red: ll/30/2015 
. . '1:47PM . 

Delivered: ll/30/2015 
1:47 PM 

Don,Marksberfy@nrc.gov .Delivered: 11/30/~0lS 
l:47PM 

oetivefl.!d: 111:101201s 
i:47P~· . 

Ali'd,oa"'.id 
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Read 

Read: 11/30/2015 3:54 PM Use o('ll}' SPAR models: 
·~i/30/~015 6:0~ PM 

Read: ll/30/2015 ·1:~a PM u:se only SPAR mode!s: 
.11/30/2015 1:49 PM 

Read: 11/3012015 2:36 PM. 

Read: 11/30/2015 1:48 PM Use both SPAR and 
· · · - · · · · · Licensee's Models: 

11/30/20.J,5 2i01 PM 

Read:;ll/30/2015 1:52 PM Use only SPAR models: 
12/01/201$ 7;29 AM 

Read:11;30/201s 1:59. PM ~ bt?th SP~ and 
tkeosee'il Models: 
ll/30/2015 2~4 PM 

Read: 11/30/2015 2;01; PM Use both SPAR and 
Lice~~~~·s M~del~: 
11/30/2()15 2;09 PM 

Read: ll/30/2015 7;00 PM Use both SPAR and 
Licensee's Models: 
iu3012o1s'7:io PM 



Recipient Delivery 

Tetter, Keith 

Sheo, Song-hua 

Drouin, Mary 

Wagner. Brli.ln 

Dear PRA Colleagues, 

Read Response 

Read: 12/01/2015 7:37 AM Use only SPAR models: 
12/01/2015 7:51 AM 

~se only SPAR models: 
12/01/2015 8:38 AM 

Read: 12/01/2015 10:37 Use both SPAR and 
AM Licensee's Models: 

12/01/2015 11:02 AM 

Use onty SPAR models: 
12/02/2015 12:58 PM 

Most of you know, as part of fiscal belt tightening (Project AIM 2020 and re-baselining), the agency is currently 
looking into various areas to reduce our budget. One area that has come up every couple of years, and has 
been a source of contention, Is the feasibility of using licensee•s PRA models in lieu of our SPAR models for 
SDP findings and possibly ASP. In support of that, a pilot program has been proposed to investigate its 
feasibility. RES Is preparing to make a presentation to NRR management touching on various areas of 
consideration should the decision be made to embark on such a pilot program. This presentation is not 
intended to be forcing an opinion on whether or not to proceed but, will be advice on how to proceed with a 
program. 

Over he~e in RES, I have heard conflicting opinions of what the internal stakeholders believe Is the direction 
the agency should take on this topic. To that end, I'm sending his email out with a voting option with three 
selections- use only SPAR models, use only licensee's models, or use both. I would greatly appreciate jt if 
you each took the time and voted. And, since some of us are not wallflowers and have more to say than just 
vote, please feel free to take the opportunity to comment on the return email to me. This will help greatly in 
support to our end users. 

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Cirde 
Chief (acting} 
Proboblllstic Risk AssesSment Branch 
RES /DMston of Risk Analysis 
(301) 41s-11s2 
BBl(iJ)(o) 
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Wood, Jeffery 

·From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Jeff, 

Ferrante, Fernando 
Friday, November 20, 2015 10:57 AM 
Circle, Jeff; Wood, Jeffery 
RE: Summary of Meeting with Russ 
Summary notes for SOP Streamlining Public Meeting on November 17.docx; ROP WG 
Comments 11-17-15.docx 

See attached. I also added notes from Michelle Kichline on this. Suggest sharing with Rich Correia and Louise 
Lund, as they like to be appraised when anti-SPAR comments are raised. 

Thanks, 
Fernando 

from: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2015 7:1Q AM 
To: Ferrante, Fernando 
Subject: Summary of Meeting with Russ 

Fernando, 

When you get a chance (after the uncertainty workshop), could you please send me a summary of what went 
on with your meeting with Russ (and the ROP monthly presentation)? 

Thanks, 
Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Bronch 
RES /Division of R;sk Analysis 
(301 41.s-11s2 
BB (0)(6) 
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Summary notes for SDP Streamlining Public Meeth'.lg on November 17 

Partieipants: SDP Streamlining Team, NRC Staff1 Industry 

Notes: 

During introductions/ Scott Morris st(:lted that: 
o: SOP is not perfect. 
o S.DP is not meeting the original principles of the ROP. 

o SDP is not always predictable. 

o There is overreliance on imperfect· quantitative models With too many uncertainties and 

assumptions (too risk,.based); as well as· questions about model inadequacies. There is 

too much. churning to get to the "perfect" answer and that there are issueswith 

internal discipline 
o He agrees with assessments that we are using too many resources in a time of declining 

budgets and that we need to reassess where we are as a regulator. Thatthere are ways 

to be more efficient and that Project Airrr2020 is giving a push to do so. 
o He believes the Commission lias given the' staff a mandate to change SOP. 

o Not all performanse deficiencies are created equal but more uniformity is needed o_n 

determination. 
o Time it takes to identify a PD is ·a'problem. 

ci BPI effort on SDP had 14 recommendations butJeft him wanting; effort did not get to 
core issues. 

o There is pushback from one Commissioner thatthis sounds like a SALPish effort to -get 

rid of PRA models. The Commissioner was idehtified as Svinitkl by Scott. 
o NRCSDP StreamliningTeamCharterwill be made public. 
o Wants to <iget on With it" 

lndus_trv expressed concerns about use of qualitative aspects. Asked if a lean sigma six process 
was -performed. 

Scott Morris stated that we ne.ed.to recpgnize when model has entry conditions (?) ahd what 

ar,e the inherent unknowns in the model a_nd that we have not been good about that (?}. Stated 

t!Jat model can be usElless·on the outcome and that this is· not SALPish andthat we a·re 

advertising this as a risk-informed. effort. 

Industry said it wants to be forward-loC>!dng. 

Scott stat~d that SOP i.s: not pr~dictive and that what ihdustr:y is s!:!ying is counter to the ROP 

p4rpose. Th(lt what we need is to get to n~rrower probability distributions With a .small ·sigma 
(?). But that we are willing tq contemplate an Incentive for findings to not Stay in the· action 
matrix for as long as they;curren.tly ar~. 



Scott stated that we looked at data since 2000, and that number of GTG findings is about the 

same a111ount while resources have gone up. Stated this has to stop. 

NE.I stated th(Jt scope is not clear, l.e., ls this about SDP once PD is defined or something else. 

They also questioned whether we understand that the real issue is the time it take$ for industry 

to get a clear statement from the NRC on what the PD Is. 

Russ stated that SOP ls not PRA and that he wants to pursue this (?). 

Russ made a presentation where it was stated that: 

o SDP is not broken 

o NRC is not following process 

o Using PRA can be quite objective but needs other factors 

o We are not going to depart from PRA; in some cases PRA works quite well. We need to 
retain this. 

o We have significant outliers (15 months). 

o External flooding and external events in general is a problem. 

o Received 100 suggestions from Regions and HQ. 

NEI requested to see data on SDP. NRC stated'this may be difficult. NEI pressed on the issue. 

TVA rep questioned whether NRC Regions are consistent on SDPs or if there are differences. 
Russ stated that there are differences· and consistency problems; and thet risk analysts vary in 

experience. TVA rep questioned if SRAs are being manC}ged differently. Russ stated that this is 

the case. NEf again asked tcr see the data. 

Scott Morris .stated we have played games with the dock. 

PWROG rep stated that he sees the problem as an issue of properly identifying the PD. 

Russ stated concept that having more experience should lead to less resources. NEI questioned 

this premise. Another industry rep stated that WhiteFindings today are not the same as 10 

years ago, so this idea mc;w be questionable. 

NextERA rep stated that he is not convinc_ed there is a problem or that NRC has identify causal 

analysis of what ls-producing delays; and that there is a need for debate on complicated issues. 

Questiqns about use of SPAR models were discussed. Russ stated that we need SPAR mod~ls. 

Fernando provided supporting arguments. Some industry reps indicated fatigue with the 
discussion of SPAR models versus licensee models. PWROG rep Indicated he agrees that SPAR 

models are OICAnother industry rep raised Issues on external events. Fernando responded. 



Industry questioned potential use of OpE. Concerned about unintended consequ~nces. Several 
reps expressed concern that move towards qualitative will produce more subjective decisions 
and less objectivity provided by PRAs. Industry again .questioned meaning of White Findings 
today as opposed to 10 years ago. 

Industry pressed on speciflcfactors for delays. Column movement in the action m.atrix, findings 
staying in the books for too long were citedi as well as PD definition taking too long. 
Recommendation on SOP/MSPI overlap was discussed. 

An issue was raised on why the NRC ls resisting discussions on use of CCDP versus delta CDF. 
Strong dissatisfaction was expressed on outcome of May 2015 meeting and questions were 
brought up on current NRC path on this and lack of discussions with industry. 

Industry stated they are piloting the aggregation report effort in January 2016 and asked If NRC 

had read report. Fernando responded. 

Industry questioned lf NRC should be so focused on metric of 90 days and if itshould consider 
time it takes for complicated factors, once a clear causal factor is identified. 

Industry questioned inclusion of "regulatory implications" in the list on RGl.174 and its 
meaning. 

PWROG rep stated that SOP Phase 2 spreadsheets should be brought back, that they were good 

communication tool;;. 

Industry said there is a wrong level of communication taking place and that Site VP ai:e 
discussing SOP Issues. with. NRC inspectors. They state~ NRC should improve this am:I that high 
level NRC management should be the ones doing the communication work, not the site 
inspectors. 

TV A rep expressed concern at amount of work done for fire and Appendix F and whether we 
plan to make qualitative arguments for fire-related issues. Russ stated that Vje are not going to 
toss the PRA. 

Industry questioned why the NRCis not planning to "back-test" newtdeas with previous SDPs or 
if tabletops are" planned before a pilot takes place. Multiple questions surfaced on NRC's plan to 
perform a pilot. 

•· Russ stated at the com:lusion that another meeting with industry, in,::luding a potential 
workshop would be pursued to get more ideas. NEI rep stated that he was not dear on what the 



NRC was planning or asking for. Russ stated that we need another meeting to discuss how do we 

get process to deliver what it is supposed to be already doing today (?). 



ROP Working Group Public Meeting 
Comments and Concerns Regarding SOP Streamlining Project 

November 17, 2015 

• It takes too long to get a clear statement of the performance deficiency (PD). 
• The regional offices each deal with SDPs differently. 
o The NRC should use licensee PRA models to determine SOP risk significance like was 

done before the NRC had SPAR models. 
• Use of SPAR models makes the SOP take longer because the SPAR models are 

inaccurate. 
• Licensee PRA models and NRC SPAR models often has very similar results when the 

same assumptions are used. The licensee and NRC need to understand and agree on 
the assumptions associated with the PD. 

• Assumptions related to common cause failure (CCF) and human reliability analysis 
(HRA) are often highly debated between the NRC and licensees. 

• SPAR models are unnecessary because they cannot model external hazards and the 
licensee can submit their risk rest..Jlts under oath and affirmation. 

• How will the NRC ensure that the SOP changes do not result in a different regulatory 
outcome? 

• Will the use of qualitative factors in decision making lead to more white findings? 
• Use of Appendix M is tantamount ,to the NRC just picking a color. 
• Some SDPs are redundant to what is counted in MSPI. 
• The best available information is not always accurate. For example, for the flooding 

findings the only available information was from the IPEEEs and new calculations were 
necessary in order to understand the hazard. 

• Color ranges don't overlap in SOP. 
• Sometimes te~ting is needed in order to determine the impact of a PD on the equipment 

For example, when clam shells were found in the suction line to a pump, testing was 
necessary to determine the impact on the operation of the pump. Testing Identified the 
pump could pump clam shells. 

• No ideas were offered regarding other factors that could be used in risk-informed 
decision, making (RIDM). 

• The scope of the regulatory conference is too narrow and does not allow the licensee to 
present the arguments they really want to present The regulatory conference should 
allow discussion of additional factors if the factors used to determine the significance is 
changed. 

• Bring back the Phase 2 SOP worksheets to simplify the process. 
'• NRC senior management should engage with plant senior management ,earlier in the 

process because the site starts to expend considerable resources when_ PD is identified. 
• The process snoµld be.run as a.tabletop before it is piloted. 



Nakoski, John 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Wedn~sday, November 18, 201'5 11:50 AM 

Lai, John To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Nourbakl)sh, Hossein; Cirde,Jeft Nakoski, John 
Follow-up from Today's Meeting on PAA-Research 

Attachments: NUREG-1925 Draft Rev 3 PRA Info Sheets.pdf; Letter to NEI on use of SPAR Models_ML07249054Q.pdf; 
FCXFl-26100-1751494-1 ~PSAM-11-ESREL-2012-Risk communication rev7d:pdf 

John-

Thanks for setting up the meeting with John Stetkar - good discussions. In the way of follow-up, here's the 
additional materials we discussed: 

• I've attached all the, draft PRA info sheets for the next version of NUREG-1925. I realized I had also left out thE 
seismically induced fires·ahd floods sheet in addition to the digital l&C PRA sheet. You should have theni all 
e'lectronically now. 

o I've attached the Jetter to NEI discussing SPAR models vs. licensee models for agency use. Although the lette 
is several years old, ·the issue comes up every few years. A? I. indicated, the staff is. reevaluating the. issue in lig 
of recent questions that have. been raised. The biggest issues that need to be considered are maintaining 
independen!:;e in our assessments, the efficiencies we gain by having a standardized set of modeling 
conventions in SPAR (which .greatiy assists our risk analysts in being able to competently use numerous 
models), and accessibility oflicensee PRA models to the staff. · 

e The link to the publically available pre-publication version of NUREG-1855, Revision 1, can be found at 
https://adamsxt. nrc.govtwork12laceXT /getContent?id=current&vsld='% 7B8A6F2A54-F994-468F-8568-
A5C 1C9168351°/o 7D&obiectSforeName=Main. .Libra:ry&objectType=document (hote that this is not the final 
published NUREG-1855, Rev 1) . 

o The paper on risk communication that discuses an example of communicating uncertainty information is 
attached. The paper was presented at PSAM,-11 in Helsinki in 2012. The uncertainty example I discussed is 
near the end of the paper. 

• OECD NEA/CSNI reports can be found at: https://W\"IW.oecd-nea:org/nsd/docs/indexcsni.html The following 
r~c~nt v\IGR!SK reports may be of interest: . . - · 
- NEA/CSNl/R(2015)12, !'International Workshop on FIRE PRA Workshop Proceedings" (notonweb page YE 

but will be posted soon) . · 
-- NEA/CSNl/R(2015)1, "Joint CSNI WGHOFMIGR!SK report on Establishing Desirable Attributes of Current 

Human Reliabili\y As~essment (HRA) Techniques in Nuclea·r Risk Assessment," (https:/lwww,oecd-
nea.org/nsd/docs/2015/csni-r2015-1,pdf) . 

- NEA/CSNl/R(2014)16, '1WGRISK Task DIGREL - Failurehlodei:l taxonbniY for reliability asi:lessment of'digr 
!&C systems for PRA" (hUgs://wwW.oecd-nea.org/nsd/docs/2014/csnl~r2014-16.pdf) 

- NEA/CSNl/R(2014)9, «PSA OF NATURAL ~XTERNAL HAZARDS INCLUDING EARTHQUAKE Worlsshop 
·proceedings" (hUps:llwww:oecd~nea.org/nsd/docs/201-4/csnl~r2014-9.pdf) 

- NEA/GSNl/R(2014)2; "Use of OECD Data Project Products in Probabilistic~Safety Assessment"· 
(https:ilwww.oecd-nea.org/nsd/docs/2014/csni-r2014-2. Pdf ) 

- NEA/CSNl/R(2012)17, "A J,oint Report on PSAf9r New and Advanced R~act9~" (httios:/l1ivww.oecd
nea,org/nsd/docs/2012/csni-r2012-17. pdfJ 

_, NEA/CSNl/R(2012)15, "PSA KNOWLEDGE TRAN$FER" (https://www.oecd-ne·a.org/hsd/docsJ2012/csni:
r2012-15.pdf} 

- · NEA/CSNllR(201"2)11, ''Use and Development of Probabilistic Safety Assessment An Oveniiew of the 
situation at the' end of 201 O'' (httos:/iwww.oecd-nea.org/nsd/docs/2012/csni-r2012-11.12df) 

1. 



There are many other reports on the webpage that may also be of interest. As I mentioned, the NRC is a very 
active contributor to WGRISK and has either led or served on the core project team for most of the above 
activities. 

Let me or Jeff know if you have any other questions or need additional information -

Kevin 

Kevin Coyne, P.E., Ph.D. 
Acting Deputy Director, Division of Preparedness and Response 
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
(301f415-2478 (work) 

l(oJ(o) I (cell) 
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Ferrante, Fernando 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Mohammed, Fernando 

Kozak, laura 
Tuesday, November 17, 2015 5:28 PM 
Shuaibi, Mohammed 
Ferrantef Fernando 
SDP Streamlining 
Fi ndi ngs.docx; lochbaum~ 20151117.pdf 

I listened to the public meeting today. Very interesting with some good feedback from industry, I have a 
number of thoughts but need to collect them and will provide more feedback:. 

But, one thing really struck me - the idea that the use of the "other factors" is needed because we spend 
excessive resources arguing over the green-white threshold. I have found no evidence that this is the case or 
is driving the NRC to be untimely. I have attached a quick analysis that I did on the last 5 years of findings in 
Riii that looked at our data. You have probably seen this before, As you know, 8/16 findings in Riii would not 
have met the "new' metric. ln no case, was it because of arguing about the threshold or trying to pinpoint the 
risk. ln many cases, we are significantly different from licensees (largely due to input assumptions, as 
discussed). 

Just to refresh, the drivers of the "untimeliness" were mostly time spent to define the PD and impact to the 
plant and the licensee distractions. The licensees were very clear today - a white finding is not just 40 hours 
of inspection and they will spend a lot of effort to avoid them. But that is an action matrix issue, not an SOP 
issue .. 

I also attached a presentation from David Lochbaum at today'e Commission meeting. Page 15 presents a 
table which compares NRC risk estimates with licensee risk estlmi:ttes. Although not completely accurate, it is 
good enough for discussion. It shows that not only are we not near thresholds, but we are not really very close 
to the licensee at all, similar to my analysis. 

I copied Fernando since of all on the working group, he is in the best position to help identify the real problems 
with timeliness and potential solutions. Fernando - If you have any questions on the table I developed, give 
me a call. 

Laura 

l 



Conclusions 

• 8/16 findings did nqt meet the 150 day metric from event/degraded condition known to NRG. 

• Based on a review of SOP cases since 201 O, there is no evid~l.._ce to support a claim that excessive time is being 
spent evaluating and analyzing SOP results that are close to a color threshold. Of the 16 findings, the NRG and 
licensee risk estimates were close (e;g.,·within a half order of magnitude} in only one case - LaSalle LOCHS. Note that this 
risk evaluation was straightforward. The cause of the extra·time from the event to preliminary determination was related to 
PD/finding definition and not to the time required to perform a·detailed risk:analysis or due to excessive interaction with the 
licensee. · 

·Non Responsive 

• 

• 

• Licensees are significantly adding extra time and resources by providing information and perspectives that by 
current IMC 0609 process is ·required to be considered. 5 of the 16 findings were at NextEra plants (Duane· Arnold, Point 
Beach). In all cases, NextEra repeatedly engaged regional staff and. managers to provide new/additional englneering or PRA 
information. This has occurred with other licensees as well buno a lesser extent. 



Actions to, Streamline 

• 

• 

• 



Greater than· Green Findings involving Detailed Risk Analysis - 2010 - 2015 

Finding Regulatory NRC Licensee Difference Days from Factors Influencing 
Conference Estimate Estimate in NRC- event/condition Time to Issuing 
Held? licensee identified to Preliminary 

risk preliminary Determination 
estimates determination 

letter 
Clinton y 5.5E-6 No specific NIA 242 Needed ACE to 
Si;trvice Water estimate. determine if failure was 
Pump the result of a PD. 

Significant interaction 
with licensee 
engineering staff on root 
cause 

Other - Appears finding 
was. identified during 
LER closeout. 

DAECTorus N 1.0E-5 5E·7 -draft Over one 124 SIT initiated per MD8.3 
Delamination analysis; not order of process. PD clearly 

submitted on magnitude identified during the 
docket inspection. 

Significant interaction 
with licensee 
engineering staff on past 
operability 

Dresden ERV N 2~85E-6 4.4E-6 No real 62 Needed ACE to 
difference determine if the failure 

was the result of a PD. 
DAEC RCIC y 3.5E:-6 3.0E-7 One order of 146 Other - Government 

(preliminary) magnitude shutdown occurred 
1.7E-6 durina the oreliminarv 



Finding Regulatory NRC Licensee Difference Days from Factors Influencing 
Conference Estimate Estimate inNRC- event/condition Time to Issuing 
Held? licensee identified to Preliminary 

risk preliminary Determination 
estimates determination 

letter 
(final) risk evaluation of this 

findina. 
LaSalle Loss N 1.6E-6 9.7E-7 No real 204 Other - Risk evaluation 
of Condenser difference ofthis finding very 
Heat Sink straightforward. 

Other - Finding 
appeared to be identified 
through LER closeout 
Likely that RCE/ACE 
needed to identifv PD, 

DAEC EDG y .3.7E-6 6.2E-8 Over one 206 RCE needed to 
order of determine if the failure 
magnitude was due to a PD. 

Significant interaction 
with licensee 
engineering on root 
cause. 

Significant interaction 
with licensee PRA 

Point Beach y 1.8E-5 3E-7 Over one 197 Other - Initially a URl 
External (preliminary) (preliminary) order of issued to gather more 
Flooding Final White 1.0E-8 magnitude information from the 

(regulatory licensee to determine if 
conference) PD existed. Then an 

AVffBD was issued, 
followed by a preliminary 
determination letter. 



Finding Regulatory NRC Licensee Difference Days from Factors Influencing 
Conference Estimate Estimate in NRC- event/condition Time to Issuing 
Held? licensee identified to Preliminary 

risk preliminary Determination 
estimates determination 

letter 

Appendix M used. 

Significant interaction 
with licensee 
engineering staff 

Significant interaction 
with the licensee PRA 
staff 

Dresden N 7.5E-8 to No specific NIA 167 Other - Finding evolved 
External 3.6E-5 estimate. from observations during 
Flooding (White) Provided the Tl on flooding walk 

perspectives on downs. Two rounds of 
NRC docketed questions to 
assumptions. the licensee followed 
(Green) 

Appendix M used. 
Montic~llo. N 3.6E-5 S.9E-7 to.2.6E-6 Over one 116 Other - Petformance 
External order of . deficiency cleady 
Flooding· ·magnitude ,.· ·identified .a's a· result-of 

th~ Tl on flooding 
walkdowns. -

\ Ancendix M used. 
Point Beach N 8:7E-6 Draft 5E-7 with Over one 197 Root cause need to 
TDAFWpump "qualitative" .fire order of determine ifthe failure 

- risk magnitude was a result ofthe PD. 
-



Finding Regulatory NRC Licensee Difference Days from Factors Influencing 
Conference· Estimate Estimate in NRC- event/condition Time to Issuing 
Held? nc·ensee identified to Preliminary 

risk preliminary Determination 
estimates determination 

letter 
Significant interaction 
with licensee PRA staff 

Palisades loss y 1.6E-5 Draft5E-6 Half an order 65 SIT initiated per MD8.3 
of DC bus At regulatory of magnitude process. PD clearly 
event' conference 6E-f> identified during 

inspection. 
Palisades SW y 5.4E .. 6 9.3E-7 Half an order 112 RCE and·additional 
coupling of magnitude testing results needed to 
failure determine if failure was 

the result of a PD. 
Palisades. N 3.4E-6 4.8E-7 Almost one 171 ACE needed to 
TDAFWpump order of determine if failure was 

magnitude the result of a PD. 
Prairie Island y 1.9E-6 4.5E-8 Over one 130 Significant interaction 
Battery order of with licensee 
Chargers mt:1gnitude engineering staff 

Significant interaction 
with licensee PRA staff 

Prairie ls{and y E~5 E-6 (but argued No real 295 Significant interaction 
Internal (preliminary baseline risk due difference with licensee 
Fiooding GTG) to no PD) (final) engineering staff 

Final - White 
Significant interaction 
with licensee PRA staff 

Byron EOG N 2.9E-6 None providea. NIA 86 ACE needed to 
Licensee determine if failure was 
indicated result caused by a PD. 
would be greater 
than 1E-6 



Notes on table: 

Most data on times taken from NRR spreadsheet. Some of the times may be longer than indicated because a URI was initially used 
to track the issue. 

Influencing Factors Defined 

Root/Apparent Cause evaluation needed to determine if failure is caused by a PD - Was the cause evaluation needed to determine if 
the failure was the result of a PD or was the PD obvious during the initial inspection of the event/failure? 

SIT performed - If an SIT was performed it was noted. 

Significant interaction with licensee engineering staff - Licensees conducted additional engineering analyses and engaged NRC to 
show 1) no 'PD; 2) no impact of degraded condition on function of th.e SSC; or 3) to limit the scope of a risk evaluation to a limited set 
of scenarios (e.g .• exposure time limited). 

Significant interaction with licensee PRA staff- Licensee repeatedly engaged the SRAs with new/additional risk information or 
questions .about NRC preliminary analysis 

Appendix M used - Was Appendix M used in the SDP evaluation? 

Other factors - Miscellaneous factors that may have influenced the timing. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Nathan, 

Helton, Donald 
Siu. Nathi!O 
hoUstlc view of code development/use 
Tuesday, November 17, 2015 9:20:00 AM 

You were so kind as to seek my thoughts on a half-formed idea (Siri-risk), so now I want to 
get your kneejerk on a much simpler item ... part of what has been bothering me about the 
rebaselining activities, the SOP streamlining, and the related to-kill-SPAR-or-not-to-kill
SPAR discussions, is that I've no basis to judge the value of the risk assessment tools 
against other things that we spend equivalent resources on. A holistic view is perhaps not 
feasible, fine •.. but have you seen anything like the table I threw together below Oust an 
example, it is wildly incomplete), and if not, do you see any value in something like this? 

Thx, 
Don 

Operating Reactors 
Independent models 

used 
Risk assessment- Licensing 
Risk assessment - Oversight X (SAPHIRE/SPAR) 
Severe accidents X(MELCOR, 

MACCS) 
Design-basis accident X (fRACE, SNAP, 
analysis RELAP5, SCALE, 

PARCS, FRAPCON, 
FRAPTRAN) 

Fire protection X (FDS, etc,) 
Emergency preparedness 
Incident response X(RASCAL) 
Radiation protection X (RADTRAD, 

VARSKIN. HABIT) 
Spent Fuel Pools X (MELCOR, SCALE) 
Dry cask storage X (CFO, SCALE, 

MCNP) 
Environmental modeling X(RESRAD} 
Component Integrity 
... 

Don Helton 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(301) 415~1545 

Rely on aud!Ureview 
of licensee models 

x 

x 

Computer models 
not used 



Tetter, Keith 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject 

Weerakkody, Sunil 
Friday, November 13, 2015 7:27 AM 
Circle, Jeff 
Coyne, Kevin; Nakoski, john; Hunter, Christopher; Tetter, Keith; Lane, Jqhn; Correia, 
Richard; Lund, Louise; Peters, Sean; Appignani, Peter; Mitman, Jeffrey; Montecalvo, 
Michael; Humberstone, Matthew 
RE: Key Messages on the Crediting Mitigating Strategies.docx 

Thanks Jeff. We understand and agree with the perspective provided. 

Sunil D Weerakkody, Chief 
PRA Operations & Human Factors Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Address: Mail Stop 0*10 c..:15, US NRC, Washin15ton DC20005~0001 

Tel: 301415-2870 
Black eerry:"'r..,..1(0"'"·)----, 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Fridayt November 13, 2015 7:05 AM 
To: Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov>; Hµnter, Christopher 
<Christopher.Hunter@nrc.gov>; Tette~, Keith <Keith.Tetter@nrc.gov>; Lane, John <John.Lane@nrc.gov>; Corr,eia, 
Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Lund, Louise <louise.Lund@nrc.gov>; Peters, Sean <Sean.Peters@nrc.gov>; 
Appignanl, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Key Mess~ges on the Crediting Mitigating Strategies.docx 

Sun ii, 

Since I don't plan qn attending the meeting, I would like to add to what John has said in the attachment with 
one simple thoughtwhich had been brought up by Marty Stutzke earlier. My concern, independent of whether 
we decide to use SPAR vs. licensees' models for SOP, is that we might be faced with a situation where each 
licensee has a· unique method ahd application of FLEX as their ELAP mitigation strategy. Since these are 
highly dependent on operator action, the complexity Hes in modeling HRA. And, this is cleady riot a 1one size 
fits all' situation. We do know since licensees have invested a great deal in making these prepetrat'ions, it's 
obvious that they would want lo credit these measures outside of the beyond-design-basis events such as with 
the SOP. Unlike risk-informed license amendments, models used for SOP currently do not have a R.G. 1.200 
requirement. My feeling is that the workshop should explore other, more Gost effe9,tive methods (;lnd guidellnei. 
that we {the .agency) could employ in modeling and reviewing any future credit for FLEX outside of its original 
intended function. 

Jeff. 

1. 



From: Nakoski, John 
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2015 6:21 PM 
To: Weerakkody, Sunil 
:c: Coyne, Kevin; Circle, Jeff; Hunter, Christopher; Tetter, Keith; Lane, John; Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise; Peters, 
;~an; Appignanl, Peter 
'ubject: Key Messages on the Crediting Mitigating Strategies.docx 

uni!, 

tached are my thoughts on crediting mitigating strategies in risk informed decision making. They are my 
iependent thoughts and do not reflect the more intuitive understanding of the challenges that we would 
counter to give credit that others in my branch may have. I will use these as the foundation for my 
:cussions at tomorrow's meeting. 

1n 



Key Messages on the Crediting Mitigating Strategies and equipment in risk-informed decision 
making with regard to risk-informed decision-making and the ASP Program: 

1. Mitigating Strategies and the use of associated equipment can conceptually be given credit 
in the ASP Program to assess operating events, equipment failures, and performance 
deficiencies. 

2. Information is needed on the procedures, training, reliability, and conditions under which the 
equipment and operators will be required to implement the mitigating strategies and 
equipment. 

3. Effective implementation would likely require a standardized modelling approach to PRA, 
like the SPAR mod~ls. The use of licensee models would likely be far less effective and 
efficient as the time it takes and the required knowledge and skills to be able to understand 
and manipulate licensee models would exceed the current capabilities of the NRC PRA 
community. 

4. Credit given is likely not to be the same as safety related equipment and will be driven by 
the data available to demonstrate the reliability of the equipment and the demonstrated 
performance of the operators in using the equipment under the conditions expected to be 
encountered during the beyond design basis events. This is akin to the credit given to 
compensatory measures during a NOED - short term fixes to allow continued operation in a 
degraded state using alternative means to achieve a desired safety objective. 

5. Use of the mitigating strategies associated equipment and procedures to compensate for 
the failure of installed safety related equipment is probably a good idea - it will train the 
operators to think about how to use this equipment, help them become familiar With it, and 
given them confidence in its ability to effectively mitigate beyond design basis events. 

6. Conceptually, the staging and planning to use non-traditional, non-safety-related equipment 
for beyond design basis events enhances public health and safety by given the operators 
additional tools to help them cope with events that could occur for which we have not 
planned in advanced (cope with the unknown or unknowable). 

7. Developing the tools and models to support the crediting of mitigating strategies in risk
informed decision-making is likely to be very complex and challenging, warranting the 
commitment of significant staff and contractor resources over ;:1 number of years. 



Appignani, Peter 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent 
To: 

Tuesday, November 10/ 2015 8:42 AM 
·Coyne, Kevin (Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov) 

Subject 
Attachments: 

FW: SPAR Vs Lie PRA cost comparison - initial draft 
Cost comparison SPAR vs Lie models.xlsx 

Kevin 

The email thread to get you up to date (see below) and my cost estimates attached 

Pete 

From: Correia, Richard 
sent: Tuesday, November 101 2015 6:43 AM 
To: Circle, Jeff <.Jeff .Circle@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>i Schroer, Suzanne 
<Suzanne.Schroer@rirc.gov>; Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martin.Stutzke@nrc.gov>; Nakoskl, 
John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: SPAR.Vs Lie PRA cost comparison· initial draft 

Thanks all for making this a high priority. I supports Jeff's recommendations. 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division Qf Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.correla@nrc,gov 

From: Circle, Jeff 
Sent: Mon~ay, ·November 09, 2015 1:53 PM 
To: Appigoanl, Peter <Peter.Agpignani@nrc.gQ)L>; Correia, Richard <Richard.Cerreia@nrc.gov>; Schroer, Suzanne 
<Suzanri~.Schroer@nrc.gov>; Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martin.Stutzke@nrc.gov>.; Nakoski, 
John <John.Nakoskf@nrc.gov> 
q:: Helfo.n, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrqmv> 
Subject: RE: SPAR Vs. Lie PRA cQst comparison - initial draft 

1 



Pete, 

Thanks. That is a good start; I like it. Whatever is decided, this will help ln giving the decision·makers a 
complete picture of what the various issues are. To help facilitate the decision and how to proceed with the 
inevitabf e pilot project, I was thinking of including a sheet of all the compiled assumptions that were made in 
developing the spreadsheet along with areas that can increase (or decrease) the added cost. One important 
one which had crossed my mind is item 7 on technical support. We know that SRAs will need to have 
someone support them on making changes to the model for those more esoteric findings. In the past, it was 
Bob Buell, Jim Knudsen, or John Schroeder, Who will it be on a licensee-sourced model? How much will it 
cost us in development costs? Also, are we assuming that the models that we get will from licensees have the 
same scope as what is currently out there? For example, what will happen in the future should a licensee with 
an internal events only model decide to develop an all-hazards model? How much additional work will be 
required on our part to ensure that the model is compatible with our needs? All these should be added to the 
assumptions list. 

At the risk of sounding too gung-ho, my feeling is that we should all plan to meet in the near future to further 
discuss this and other related issues. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting} 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Divisfbrt of Risk Anolysfs 
(301) 415-1152 
BB,(b}(6) 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Monday, November09, 201512:18 PM 
To: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correla@nrc.gov>; Schroer, Suzanne <Suzanne.Schroer@nrc.gov>; Siu, Nathan 
<Nathan~Slu@nrc.gov>;Stutzke, Martin«Martin.Stutzke@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.ggv>; Circle, J~ff 
<Jeff.Cirde@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov> 
Subject: SPAR Vs Uc PRA cost comparison - Initial draft 

All 

As requested at last week1 s meeting, please find attached my initial draft comparing the current costs of the SPAR 
models to the costs associated with using the licensee's PRAs. 
The spreadsheet contains two worksheets; one for the current costs and one assuming we use the licensee's 
models(s). Current costs are based on the costs of the current contracts with I.NL (Kevin's summary) 
I included a basis (an assumption) for each cost associated with .using the licensee's models and also segregated initial 
costs from ongoing costs. 
I have not figured out how to handle Technical Support costs for tech support similar to the support INL ls currently 
providing, thus it is blank for now. 

Pete 

2 



Initial costs 

$12,864,000 

$2,229,760 

$1 ,672,320 

$10,000 
$10,000 
$10,000 
$10,000 

$268,000 
$268,000 
$268,000 
$268,000 

$17,878,080 

$17 ,878,080 

Assumptions; 

Ongoing Annual 
eosts 

$1,286,400 

1.Review Licensee PRAs (assumes 80 different PRAs) - A typical Level 1 Industry peer review takes 
approximately 75 person/days (5 people for about 3 weeks) 

Staff will need to gain an In-depth understanding of each unique model, Including 
• Modeling assumptions 
• Modeling conventJons 
• Naming aahemes (basic events, fault trees, event tress, etc.) 
• Post processing rule coostrucl!on 

Note: loss ot standardtzatioo may require ad~iliaoal SRAs - see item 8 below 

Review upda1ed/re\llsed PRAs (assume 10%/year) 

$1 , I 14,880 2. Coordinate logistics with indUSlry and s1alf (assumes 4 FTE lnltilllly, then 2 FTE ongoing} 
Receive and process submittal (assumes the models will be proprietary) 
Create and manage reterence library (assumes bath digital and hardcopy) 
Coordinate review of revised PRA 
Duplicate and distribute models and software 
Industry User Groups (software, others) 
Provide Umlted Technical Support to SAAs 

$836, 1 eo 3. RASP Handbook Revisions- Provides for uniformity of assessments - based on the Standardtzed SPAR Models 
Assumes 3 FTE for inlllal major revision and 1.5 FTE for at least the first few years 

4 . Software Ucensee's 
$10,000 CAFTA (EPAI) - includes FTREX, actual current cost 
$10,000 WfnNUPRA (Scleniech) - estimated 
$10,000 Rlskrnan (ABS Consul!lng)- esii.mated 
$10,000 RlskSpectrum (Uoyd's Register Consulting, Sweden) - estJmated (may not be needed) 

5. Training on new software (initial training assume 5 days each for 25 staff) 
$53,600 CAFT A (EPAI) 
$53,600 WinNUPRA (Scientech) 
S5a,600 Rlskman (ABS Col\SUltlng) 
$53,600 RlskSpectrum (Uoyd's Register Consulting. Sweden) (may not be rieeded) 

$385,920 6. l.Qss or SAPHIAE reporting features and other automation tools (assume 36 In-depth SDPslyear) 
Additional time required to perform and document each analyses (assumes 40 extra hours per evaluatl 
Includes olfllne computation reviews 

$0 1, TflChnical $upport • $lmfar IQ CUlfellt $UP{JOft provided by /NL 

$3,877,760 TOTAL assuming no additiona.1 SR.As 

$2,229,760 e. One additional SAA per Region 

$6,107,520 Total if addltlonal SRAs are required 

$268/hour Fed Register hourly rate 6/30/2015, 80 FR 37431 
2080 hours "" 1 FTE 



Current SPAR· Model Costs 

Base Resoucces (i.e .• minimum requirements for the orooraml: 
SPAR Model Configuration/Quality,Control and User Support Help Desk -$500klyear 

Help desk handles - 2 calls/day from SRAs 
Ensures model version control and maintains INL Website 
Performs model updates to support specific SOP/ASP actMties H30 models were 

updated to support a specific analysfs In FY2015). These updates are often highly specific to 
the event/oonditi()n that apcurred and would also need to be performed for a licensee PAA 
mode.I 

SAPHIAE QA and User Support -$300k/year 
Maintain NUREGJBR-0167 QA program 
User help desk Support 

Resources neeged to Sypport Specific User Enhanc.ements: 
Model Updates to Reflect Significant Plant Changes (-12 models/year} - -$250k 

Incorporate station blackout EDGs 
Battery charging generators 
Significant model upgrades 

External Hazard and Fire Models.- - $400k/year 
Add NFPA 805 fire modeling 
Adtl seismic and high wind model capabilities 

SAPHIRE .Enhancements -$30Qk /~ear 
New reporting feature$ and code capabilities 

Data Up~ates (performed every 3·yeara) ~ -$5001< (every three years) 
Upgrade SPAR models to reflect most recent operating data 
Update model documentation and Plant Rls~ Information eBooks (PRIBs) 
General model cleanupllmprovemeots 

SUBTOTAL 

S.LIBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

Per year costs 

$500,000 

< $300,000 

$800,000 

$250,000 

$400.000 

$300,000 

$166,667 

$1,116,667 

$1,916,667 



Coyne, Kevin 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Coyne, Kevin 
Monday, November 09, 2015 4:54 PM 
Kuritzky, Alan 
RE: EDO Update 

On the bright side, the Level 3 PAA project is in the clear ... 

From: Kuritzky, Alan 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:21 PM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: EDO Update 

Hmmm ..... Dumping the SPAR models made it into the EDOs update as an example of something to 
streamline the ROP. Not particularly encouraging. 

From: EDO Update [mailto:nrc.announcement@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 3:35 PM 
To: Kreuter, Jane <Jane.Kreuter@nrc.gov> 
Subject: EDO Update 

EDO 

Monday1 November 9 1 2015 

Today I want to talk more about the progress we are making on Project 
Aim 2020 - specifically re-baselining. 

As I mentioned in my Monday, October 5, 2015, update, the Project Aim 
Team solicited ideas from staff and external stakeholders regarding what 
the NRC could shed, do better, do faster, and do with fewer resources. In 
addition to comments provided by external stakeholders, we received over 
300 creative re-baselining suggestions from NRC staff. In the regulatory 
program area, the predominant themes involved rulemaking and the 
Reactor Oversight Process (ROP). Within rulemaking, we received many 
suggestions for improving the rulemaking prioritization process and to re
evaluate the merit of some individual NRC rulemaking efforts. Suggestions 
regarding changes to the ROP included reducing inspection hours, 
modifying the Force-on-Force inspection program, reducing the time spent 
on mid-cycle reviews, and leveraging industry risk models in place of using 
NRC standardized plant analysis risk models. 
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In the non-regulatory program area, comments addressed several topics 
including opportunities to save money, time, and resources by using a 
digital correspondence process. Some of these suggestions represent 
"quick wins" that can achieve cost savings in relatively short order. One 
suggestion provided was to create electronic NRC letterhead document 
templates. Those templates exist and we are improving them. Over the 
coming weeks, you will see announcements about the availability and use 
of these templates. Other suggestions involve saving paper and reducing 
the size of briefing packages by printing on both sides (already being 
implemented) and using a projector rather than printed slides. Another 
area of feedback was to consider alternative approaches to our current 
annual performance appraisal process. The Project Aim Team forwarded all 
suggestions received to the cognizant offices for their consideration as they 
implement re-baselinfng and c:ommon prioritization (the Project Aim 
activities for identifying potential efficiencies and work that can be shed). 

Thanks again to everyone who contributed their insightful and innovative 
suggestions for sheds, improvements, and efficiencies. As results are 
achieved, we will be sharing more on the outcomes of the re-baselining 
and common prioritization effort, as well as other Project Aim 2020 tasks 
that are being implemented now and in the near future. You can find more 
information, including the latest monthly update, here. 

~ 
L::JF 
Victor Mccree, EDO 
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Siu, Nathan 

From: 
Sent! 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Pete, 

Circle, Jeff 
Monday, November 09, 2015 1:53 PM 
Appignani, Peter; Correia, Richard; Schroer, Sl!zanne; Siu, Nathan; Stutzke, Martin; 
Nakoski, John 
Helton, Donald 
RE: SPAR Vs Lie PRA cost comparison - initial draft 

Thanks. That is a good start, I like it. Whatever is decided, this wiH help in giving the decision-makers a 
complete picture of what the various issues are. To help facilitate the decision and how to proceed with the 
inevitable pilot project, I was thinking of including a sheet of all the compiled assumptions that were made in 
developing the spreadsheet along with areas that can increase (or decrease) the added cost. One important 
one which had crossed my mind is item 7 on technical support. We know that SRAs will need to have 
someone support them on making changes to the model for those more esoteric findings. In the past, it was, 
Bob Buell, Jim Knudsen, or John Schroeder. Who will it be on a licensee-sourced model? How much will it 
cost us in development costs? Also, are we assuming that the models that we get will from licensees have tt:iE 
same scope as what is currently out there? For example, what will happen in the future should a licensee witt 
an internal events only model decide to develop an all-hazards model? How much additional work will be 
required on our part to ensure that the model is compatible with our needs? All these should be added to the 
assumptions list. 

At the risk of sounding too guhg-ho, my feeling is that we should all plan to meet in the near future to. further 
discuss this and other related issues. 

Jeff. 

Jeff A. Circle 
Chief (acting) 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch 
RES /Divisiop of Risk Analysis 
(301 415·1152 
BB (b)(G) 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 12:18 PM 
To: Correia, Richard <Richard.Cori'eia@nrc.gov>; Schroer, Suzanne <Suzanne.Schroer@rirc.gov>; Si~, Nathan 
<Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martin.Stutzke@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc::gov>; Circle, Jeff 

<Jeff.<;ircle@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Helton, Oonald <Oonald.Helton@nrc.gov> 
Subject: SPAR Vs Uc PRA cost comparison - i.nitial draft 

All 
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i\s requested at last week's meeting, please find attached my initial draft comparing the cu.rrent costs of the SPAR 
models to the costs associated with using the licensee's PRAs. 
rhe spreadsheet contains two worksheets; one for the current costs and one assuming we use the licensee's 
nodels(s). Current costs are based on the costs of the cµrrent contracts with INL (Kevin's Summary) 
included a basis (an assumption) for each cost associated with u,sing the licensee's models and a!So segregated initial 

:osts from ongoing costs. 
have not figured out how to handle Technical Support costs for tech support similar to the support INL is currently 

lroviding, thus it is blank for now. 

>ete 
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Siu, Nathan 

From: Siu, Nathan 
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015. 7:46 AM 

Appignani, Peter To: 
Subject: RE: Incoming NRR request on FLEX in SPAR 

Thanks Pete. 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 11:44 AM 
To: Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Incoming NRR request on FLEX in SPAR 

From: Stutzke, Martin 
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:56 AM 
To: Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Helton, Donald <Donald.Helton@nrc.gov>; Circle, Jeff <Jeff.Circle@nrc.gov>; 
Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov>; Peters, Sean <Sean.Peters@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Ric ha rd.Correia@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Incoming NRR request on FLEX in SPAR 

A few thoughts about modeling the MBDBE (FLEX) strategies in the SPAR models, based on the CPRR risk 
evaluation: 

1. Curious that NRR is asking to model the MBDBE strategies in SPAR while also suggesting that we 
abandon the SPAR models in favor using the licensee PRA models! 

2. We need to clearly understand why NRR wants us to do this work. Is this necessary to support the 
SOP? Support the justification (after-the-fact) of the MDBDE strategies rulemaking? 

3. Need plant-specific models: I surveyed licensee responses to Order EA-12-049 (mitigation strategies) 
for BWR plants with Mark I and Mark II containments, and learned that there was a wide variety of 
approaches for implementing the strategies. The CPRR risk evaluation only addressed a "generic" 
BWR Mark I plant with a RCIC system. l made a quick look at Sequoyah's MBDBE strategies in the 
context of the SOARCA follow-on study, and learned that it was more complicated (three sets of pump~ 
having various heads, two sets of emergency generator having different voltages). A simple copy-and-
paste approach will not work. · 

4. Need to address external events: The CPRR results show that seismic events are dominant 
contributors to loss of UHS and ELAPs. The MDBDE strategies are implemented in three 
phases. Phase 1 relies on existing plant systems (while the portable equipment is being 
aligned). Phase 2 allows to use of on-site portable equipment. Phase 3 considers the use of resource: 
from the regional response centers (Memphis and Phoenix). Seismically Induced failures of existing 
plant equipment potentially affect all three phases (for example, how can you connect a portable 
emergency generator if the existing ac or de switchgear has been damaged by an earthquake?). Note 
that we dfd not consider any other type of external event (fires, floods). 
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5. Need to interface with containment venting strategies: In the CPRR risk evaluation. we looked at 
anticipatory containment venting (part of Order EA-13-109) for BWR plants with Mark I and Mark II 
containments. The idea is to vent the containment prior to core-damage (we assumed 15 psig} in order 
to extend the operation of the RCIC pump which, in turn, minimizes operation of the portable FLEX 
pump. Anticipatory venting is important for implementing Phase 2 of Order EA-13-109 since licensees 
do not have to install a drywall vent if they can show that they an approach that precludes 
submergence of the wetwell vent. 

6. Need HRA models: For BWRs. the FLEX implementation guidelines will become part of the 
SAMGs. There are variety of modeling issues involved. 

o There's a need for HRA to address command-and-control between the control room and the onsite 
emergency organization (located in the TSC). 

• SPAR-H primarily applies to in-control-room operator actions whereas the MBDBE strategies 
involve numerous actions throughout the site. 

• There's a potential need to consider multi-unit impacts (simultaneous initiating events, sharing of 
resources between units, etc.). 

• The SAMGs are voluntary (the SRM to SECY-15-0065 removed the SAMGs from the scope of the 
MDBDE strategies rulemaking), which raises questions about how to probabilistically credit them. 

• There's a need to consider the reliability of instrumentation during ELAP events. 

The CPRR risk evaluation u,sed a simple scoping approach for HRA (all in-CR actions set of·0.1 ;·all ex
CR actions set to 0.3). The proposal ta use placeholder events seems similar to the CPRR approach. I 
computed importance measures to gain an understanding of which operators were significant; however, 
the results are conditional (you can change the importance of one operator action by adjusting other 
probabflities in the PRA model!) I also did a HEP sensitivity study in order to show that the regulatory 
decision we were making (let EA-13-109 stand as-is, codify EA-13-109, codifyEA-13-109 with a 
requirement for post-accident water addition, and/or install filtered containment vents) did not depend 
on the HEPs used in the risk evaluation. This result occurs because hardware failure probabilities 
(specifically seismic failures} are roughly the same as the scoping HEP values. In fact, the results of 
the HEP sensitivity analysis could be used to argue that the MDBDE strategies do not pass the safety 
goal evaluation (Chapter 3 of NUREG/BR-0058), i.e., they do not provide a substantial safety 
enhancement. This realization continues to disturb me because the mitigating strategies (EA-12-049) 
were justified on the basis of adequate protection. 

n short. it would require considerable effort to incorporate the MDBDE strategies into the SPAR models. Let's 
)0 sure we understand why this it? necessary before determining how to do it. 

vlarty 

.. -·-·~···-······--· -----------------------
:rom: Appignani, Peter 
;ent: Wednesday, October 21, 2015 10:18 AM 
ro:. stutzke, Martin 
;ubject: FW: Incoming NRR request on FLEX rn SPAR 

11arty 

~YI 

·rom: Helton, Donald 
ent: Wednesday, October 21, 2015 10:16 AM 
'o: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
:c: Appignani, Peter <Peter.Agpigmmi@nrc.gov>; Nakoski1 John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov>; Peters, Sean 
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«Sean;Peters@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Incoming NRR request on FLEX in SPAR 

Kevin, 

I listened in to this morning's SRA counterpart discussion on Mitigating Strategies (a.k.a., FLEX) for general 
awareness. In particular, the discussion focused at times on the inability to know whether FLEX 
implementation is having an overall positive or negative effect on risk without PRA model quantification, 
despite statements by NRC and industry that it is having a positive effect. During that discussion, Sunil 
indicated that he is going to ask RES {you specifically) aboutthe feasibility of conducting an emergent task, 
which I will try to characterize as best I can: · 

• Using an existing project, direct INL to take one (or more) SPAR models and build in the accident 
sequence logic to capture the ongoing FLEX implementation for that plant, using plant-specific 
information to be provided by an SRA. It was unclear if this would be limited to SBO/ELAP, or across al 
initiators. It would include the potential effect of deep load shedding Qn misdiagnosed no11-ELAP 
~~. . 

• Insert placeholder values for the reliability of new equipment and HEPs. (There seemed to be an 
under$fanding that these valu~s would be VERY uncertain.) 

• Use sensitivity analysis to· show how the quantified dCDF changes as these placeholder values are 
changed, and importance measures ta show the placeholder values• importance ta the model. 

I just wanted to give you a heads up; There is no action per se, as Sun ii clearly considered the ball to be in his 
court. 

Dale Yielding and Keith Tetter were also on the bridge· line. 

Don 

Don Helton 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(301)415-1545' 



Nakoski, John 

to: 

.Orile; Jeff 
Thurs.day, November OS• 201s i.'0:40 AM 
Stut?ke; Martin; ~pigoan~ Petfi!~ 

Cc: 
Subject: 

CO}'ne, Kevin; Helton. Donald; Na!i:oski, John; Peters. Sean; Cooeia, Richard. 
RE: Incoming NRR t'equest.on FLE~ io SPAR 

Ma·rty. 

I share most ofyour f:Qncems. However, righlnow1 no one has planned to abandon· the SPAR models. I reallz::e that 
I'm addressing this issue With feet ih both off;c;es but; I do have a unified positi6n. It is my understandio~rthat NRR is 
investigating devefoping a pilot where they.(l'm using the 3~ person) Will look at the fec;Jsibilityof.us!ngJicens(9e'~ 
mode ts. It's not a fait accompli' and there are• many pitfalls in going down thatpath; The NRR. staff tried to a'rticulate 
their concerns to senior management over the years but. !tappears that:a pirot might be the only way we can 
c:temonstrate t~is a.~d sc1:~tch that itch. Th~r~ i~ rnore to the story but. I wanrto wait.·1.1n~il~ll ~he d1J$f $~.ttl~s on !Jow· 
the agency will proceed. 

As for FLEX and the' SOP, I agree that we nee'd to look more crose1y·atextemal events. l;rirsure you know the 
concern in NRR is that licensee.s hav~ inve~t® a great dear in develpping theh~ mitigating st.ra~egies, Th~y)N'ould 
want a return 011 their inv~stment ·by trying to'. tie them in to: non~BDBE's, mQi:Jeling suqh as the!r·intemal events 
models. There 'is no R. G~ 1.200 requirement in the SOP. Bot. as you pointed oUt,_ this Is heavily dominated by ~x· 
contro1 ·~oom HRA I do,n't believe that we nee.d to. have a detailed anal~is.· for the SOP. This Wilrbe an issue th$l wm . 
have to be worked out by: our two offices. 

Jert 

jeUA. ·c1rcte 
C6ie/{octiflg} 
~bcit>ilisriCRlsk Assenmrmt Branch 
.RES/Division of Risk Ano!ysJs 
{3Cl 4.15·1252 
.tJB 

f,om: Stotz~e, M~rtin 
sent: Thurs~ay, Novembe(OS, zois 9:5.6 AM 
:ro~ ,'\pplgn~ni, Peter <Pe~e:r.Appign~ml@>nrc.gov> 
~:.Coyne~ i<evio <Kevin;Coyne@>nrc~gov>; H'elton, Don~td <Donald.Heiton@nrc.g9v>; .Circle, JE:tf(<J~(f;Cj(c;le@nr~.gQ'i>; 
Nakostd; John <John~Nakoski@nrc.gov>;:Peters,· Sean <Sean.Peters'@nrc.goV>; 0Qlrreia; Richard <Richard.COrteia@lnrc.gov> 
SL1bJect~ RE: lnc;oming NRR requeS;t on Fi.EX 1.n SPAR . . . . . 

A f~w th9ughtS about modeling thE! MB DBE (FLEX) strategies in the SPAR models, base.d orfthe CPRR ijs~ 
eyaluation: '.• 

1. Curipus thatN~R.· i~ ~sking t.cl m<?del tqe r.;t!BQSE, strategie~rih:SPA~ While also ·suggesti(lg.that we, ab~ndon 
the,SPAR' mpdels ln favor usin·g the Jfoensee PRA modelSL 

·2~ We ne¢dto clearly underst~ndwhy NRR wants us to dottlis work lsthis necessary to supp<>rt.the 
SOP? Support U,e jµstifl~tion (after~the~fact) of the MDBDE sttategies.roremakin9? - ., 

3. Ne.ad .pJarit·specific modf:lts: I surveyed 'licensee .respol)Ses'to Ordef EA~12-049. (mitigati()f!. s~tegie.s) for 
~WR.gl~nJsWitli,fV!atkJ and'Mark n containments, and leamed~that there was a wfde varie!}t of·approaches ... 
for irnplemEi~ting_the strategi~s. . The qPRR risk ~valuation on!Y. ~d".ressed .a "f;Jene~c~~ BVVR Ma~ I pla~t ":'!.th 
a RCIC system. r made"a qoic~ looJu~t $~guoy~h·s.MBDBE·$t(~tE!Q1~~iri Jhe.cQn.t~~t C>Ht:a~ ~O~~Clyf9ll9w
on study; '.andJearned thatitwas more CQrriplicated (ttm~e sets:Qfpu~p$ hav.ing vaJ_IQu~:ti~.ads, ty.io :sets.of 
emerg•r(cy: generator having. diffe{i;nlvc>,l~~ge.s) .. Asimple copy,,.ahd:paste· approach will not work. 
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4. Need to address external events: The CPRR results show that seismic events are dominant contributors to 
loss of UHS and ELAPs. The MOBDE strategies are implemented in three phases. Phase 1 relies on 
existing plant systems {while the portable equipment is being aligned). Phase 2 allows to use of on·site 
portable equipment. Phase 3 considers the use of resources from the regional response centers (Memphis 
and Phoenix). Seismically induced failures of existing plant equipment potentially affect all three phases (for 
example, how can you connect a portable emergency generator·if the existing ac or de switchgear has been 
damaged by an earthquake?). Note that we did not consider any other type of externai event (fires, fl9ods). 

5. Need to interface with containment venting strategies: rn the CPRR risk evaluation, we looked at anticipatory 
containment venting (part of Order EA-13-109) for BWR plants with Mark l and Mark II containments. The 
idea is to vent the containment prior to core-<lamage (we assumed 15 psig) in order to extend the operation 
of the RCtC pump which, in tum. minimizes operation of the portabte FLEX pump. Anticipatory venting is 
important for implementing Phase 2 of Order EA-13-109 since licensees do not have to install a drywell vent 
if they can show that they an approach that precludes submergence of the wetwell vent. 

6. Need HRA models: For BWRs, the FLEX implementation guidelines will bec.ome part of the SAMGs. There 
are variety of modeling issues involved. 

• There's a need for HRA to address command-and-control between the c;ontrol room and the onsite 
emergency organization (located in the TSC). 

• SPAR-H primarily applies to in-control-room operator actions whereas the MBOBE strategies involve 
numerous actions throughout the site. · 

• There's a potential need to consider multi-unit impacts (simultaneous initiating events, sharing of 
resources between units, etc.). 

• The SAMGs are voluntary (the SRM to SECY-15-0065 removed the SAMGs from the scope of the 
MDBDE strategies rulemaking), which raises questions about how to probabilistically credit them. 

• There's a need to consider the reliability of instrumentation during ELAP events. 

The CPRR risk evaluation used a simple scoping approach for HRA {all in-CR actions set of 0.1; all ex-CR 
actions set to 0.3). The proposal to use placeholder events seems similar to the CPRR approach. I 
computed importance measures to gain an understanding of which operators were significant; however, the 
results are conditional (you can change the importance of one operator action by adjusting other probabilities 
in the PRA model!) I also did a HEP sensitivity study in order to show that the regulatory decision we were 
making (let EA-13-109 stand as-is, codify EA-13-109, codify EA-13-109 with a requirement for post-accident 
water addition, and/or install filtered containment vents) did not depend on the HEPs used in the risk 
evaluation. This result occurs because hardware failure probabilities (specifically seismic failures) are roughly 
the same as the. scoping HEP values. In ff.let. the results of the HEP sensitivity analysis could be used to 
argue that. th~ MDBDE strategies do not pass the safety goal evaluation (Chapter 3 of NUREG/BR-0056)1 

i.e .• they do not provide a substantial safety enhancement. This realization continues to disturb me because 
the mitigating strategies (EA-12-049) were justified on the basis of adequate protection. 

In short. it would require considerable effort to incorporate the MOBDE strategies into the SPAR models. Let's be 
sure we understand why this is necessary before determining how to do it. 

Marty 
___ .. _'or ___ ._. _______ ."':-·--.. ··-·----- ...... ---·_,_ ... ___ ... - ... - ...... ·- ...... , __ -, •-·-·- ............... -·.·-A .. -- .. ·-- _ .. :-- -·-· 0 ·-· - ~ .. . 
From: Applgnanl, Peter 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2015 10:18 AM 
To: Stutzke, Martin 
SUbject: FW: Incoming NRR request on FLEX IQ SPAR 

Marty 

FYI 
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'From: Helton, Donald 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2015 10:16 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Keyin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Appignani~ Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc~gov>; Peters, seao 
<Sean.Peters@nrs:.gov> 
Subject: Incoming NR~ request on FLEX in SPAR 

Kevin, 
. 

I listened in to this morning's SRA counterpart discussion on Mit~gating Strategies (a.Ka •• FLEX) for general 
awareness~ In particul~rt the discussion focused at times on the inability to know'whether FLEX implementation is 
having an overall positive or negative effect on risk without PRA model quantification, despite statements by NRC 
arid industry that it is having a positive effePl. During that diseussion, Sunn indicated that he is going to a.sk RES (you 
specjfically) about the feasibility of conducting· an emergent task, which I will try to charactenze as best.I can: 

• Using an exi$tlng projecii 'direct INL to takF! cme (or more) SPAR models and build in the ;acciderif sequence 
'ogle to cap~ure the qngoir)g FLEX irnplemehtation for t~at plant, using .Plant-spe.ctfli:. infol'f,l'.lation to be 
provided by an SRA. I( was unclear ifthis·would be limited to SBO/ELAP, or across all initiators. It would 
include the potential effect of deep load shedding on misdiagnosed non•ELAP events. 

• Insert placeholder values for t~e reliab~lity of new equipment and HEPs. (There seemed ~o oo an 
understanding that these values would be VERY uncertain.) 

• Use sensitivity analysis .to show hoW tl1~ quantified dCDF.~!llnges as these placehplder vi;ilues are chanfied. 
and importance measures to show the placeholder values• importance to the mpdel. 

r Just wanted to give you a heads up. There is no action per se, as Sunil clearly considered the balUo be in his co~tt. 

Dale Yielding and Keith Tetter were also on the bridge line. 

Don 

- ..... --··- ... -... 
O'Qn He.lton .. . 
Office of N\fclear Re,gulatpry Research 
·US Nuclear, Reguleitory C:ommissfon 
(30'1J 4t5·1545 
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Stutzke, Martin. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Attached .... 

From: Appignani, Peter 

Coyne, Kevin 
Friday, October 30, 2015 4:58 PM 
Appignani, Peter; Correia. Richard; Schroer, Suzanne; Siu, Nathan; Stutzke, Martin; 
Nakoski, John 
RE: For the SPAR vs Licensee PRA meeting next Thursday (11/5/15) 
Key Talking Points for the SPAR Models_Rev 2.docx 

Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 2:01 PM 
To: Correla, Rh:hard <Richard.Correfa@nrc.goV>; Schroer; Suz!;'lnne <Suzanne.Schroer@nrc.gov>; "Siu, Nathan 
<Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martin.Stutzke@nrc.gav>; Nakoski1 John <John.Nakoski@nrc.goV> 
Cc: Coyne, K~vin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.goV> 
Subject: For the SPAR vs licensee PRA meeting next Thursday (11/5/15) 

All 

Attached is the latest version of Considerations' for using othf3r than SPAR models outline. 
Please re\liew and bring a copy to the meeting. 

Kevin. 

Would appreciate getting a copy of your latest summary on this topic. 
Would you please share with all on this distribution 

Thanks 

Pete. 
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Considerati~ns,f~r using other thao the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

1. S~rnrnary of Key Consld~raJion!> for µsing licensees' PRA Me»deh~ 

1.1. Regula~pry Proce~ses 

1.2. PRA Poliey Statement 

1.3. Model Quality 

1.4. Maintain independence of NRC 

1.5. Standardization of modeling and assessment techniques 

1 .. 6. Use by the NRC staffof licensees' PRA models 

1.7. Effect oi:l other NRC Programs 

1.8. Costs 

2. Regulatory Processes 

2.1. Reactor Oversight Process.(ROP) 

·2.1~ 1. ROP is an NRG proeess 

2.2.,Significance Determination.Process (SOP)·. 

2.2·.1. ioday1_s SOP outcomes U$iog t--JRC versus li~ensee PRA 

2:2.1.1. The PRA models are often in closeagreement. 

Z~2.1.2! Oiffer.enqes in $DP outc.omes between the NRC and the licensee are 
driven by factors other than the baseline PRA model 

2.2.1.2.1. Engineering assumptions 

2_.2.1.2.2. Modeling ;:issumptions 

2.2.1.2.3. 

,2,2~ 1.2.4. 
Hum,an reliability ~ssumption~ . . 

Other .... 

2.2.1.3. These issues are also applicable. to the.other re_gulatory processes ~nd 
other risk-informed licensing related activities 

2.3. MD 8.3 - NRC Incident Investigation Program 

2.4. Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOEOs) 

2.5. Tedmicaf basis for ruJemaking 

2:6. Ge~ericissues 

2~7,. Other. rlsk-infon:ned licensing r~la.ted activities 

3. PRA Policy Statement 

3.l. ihe PRA Policy statement enco_uraged the NRC.to inprease the use and appll~tion of 
· PRA to the greatest extent practical. · 

• 3.2.~SPARmodels are one of the key incamatlons ofthat effort. 
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Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plan.t Analysis Risk (SPAR) m()dels 

Outline. 

3.3. Eliminat!ng SPAR models would violate the spirit of that policy because it·could 
undermine confidence In PRA .. based firidings. · 

4. Model Quality 

4,~1. ~PAR models have been peer reviewed by industry fed peer review teams' 

4.1; 1.. SPAR models.were ~etermined to be adequate for their intended application· 

4.1.2. Confideoce on the part of staff a.net industry tha~ the current generation of .SPAR 
moders accurately portray the plants that they model. · · -

5. Maintain independence e>fNRC · 

5.1. ROP provides for an independent regulatory assessment oJ licensee performance 

,5, 1.1. .Staff may. lose ability to verify .;. "trust but verify"· 

5.1.2. Licensee's .initially indicate an event as iow safety significance in LERs that are 
later estabfished as a greater than Green finding · · 

5:2. ·conflict of interest i.ssues· 

·s.2:t.. Since the ROP is an NRC process, how will thE! _appropriate level of 
independence be established if the licensee's PRA is used? 

5.2.1 :1. Does .the independ$nf manipulation of the. Hcensee;s model. by NRC 
staff /contractors establish an ap'propriate level oflndependehce? 

5.2;2. QSC may need to endorse use of 'ncensee'PRA 

5.2~3.. P.SC P1EiY nee~ to e,11dorse alloWinQ the licensee· to perto(m the assessment 

5:$. Public c;onn(.fen~e 
5.;3: 1 .. : Use.of liqensei~ PRA an~/or allowjog the li~ef:isee-to. pe,rform th~ assessment 

coufot erode public ccmfictenc~ . . . . . ' . . 

.5;3:2. rn ¢f{e_qt, th~ lice,nsee Is coninii.Jnicating ev~nts arid degtaqed pta·n~ conditions tq 
the public and other stakeholde~ .if they perform .the analysis. 

6.. SJ~ndatdi.zatiort of.modert11g and •ss~~sment techni(l!Jes · 

6.1. Standardization provides for: 

6 .. 1, 1. Efficiency 

.s.1.2. Consistency 

s~ 1_,3. Automation 

a:2 .. EfficJency pf st~nda.r~i~~!i¢n 

,, 
,1, One typipaLBWR :and one typical' PWR SPAR' model Was peer reviewed .since.the¥ ·are-standardiied. Recently 
completed.a multl-year peer ~evlew resolution activity to·~ddr~ss peer review findings acro~s ~II SPA.R mOdel.s. 

' . ~. - ~ 
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Consi(ferations for using other than the 
Staodanlizfld Plant Analy8is Risk (SPAR) model$ 

Outline 

6.2.1. Modeling assumptions 

6.2~2. Modeling conventions 

6.2.3. Naming schemes (basic events, fault trees, event tress, etc.) 
6.2.4. Post proces$jng rule c(·.mstruetion 

6.2.5. Reporting functions (built int9 SAPH_IRE) 

6.2.6. Consistency in event tree/fautt tree construction 

6.2.7. Single Software platf()rm 

6.3. Consistency 

6.3.1. Uniformity of assessments (RASP Handbooks) 

6.3.1.1. Risk Asse~sment Standardization Project (RASP) Handbooks-

6~3.1.2. Uniform because SPAR models are standardized 

6.4. Automation 

6.4.1. Software platform is standardized (SAPHIRE) 

6.4.1.1. SAPHIRE was developed and modified specifically to supporUhe 
regulatory processes , 

6A:1.2. SAPHIRE has evolved over the years to meet the needs of the NRC 
analyst to help th~m bett_er perform tneir t,asks When utilizing th~ SPAR 
models. TJlese fe~tutes were built directly into SAPHIRE to eliminate the 
analyst performing omine calculations and-then, placing those calculated 
probabilities back Joto th'3 SPAR model. 

6A.1.3. 'Reporting functions (built Into SAPHIRE) 

6.5. Experi~n~e ,Indicates the use pf NRC, developed standard~ed moi:lelf? supports the .. 
principles of'.good ~gulation: independenee, openness, effidency, cf~rity~ and reliability. 

7. Use by the NRC s~ff of li~Em~ee$• PRA models 

7.1. Additional logistical anc;I ~source requirements 

7.1.1. Seventy(70) plui;,li~nsee PRAs 

7 .t.1.1. No standard_ization 

7.1.2. Four (4) different commercial software platforms 

7.1.2.1. CAFTA (EPRI) 

J.1.2.2,. WinNUPRA.(Scientech) 

7.1.2.3. Riskrn~n (ABS Consulting) 

•. 

7.J,.2.3.1. C~tsets'are probiernatio (used to gain underst•nding Of risk 
· · insights) · · . 

7 ;t.2.4. RiskSpeCtn.Jlll (Uoyd·s R~glster Consulting. Sweden) 

7~1.~. All laQk reporting features of SAPHIRE 
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Considerations for using otherthan the 
Standardrzed Plant·Analysis Risk (SPAff) models 

Outline 

7 .1.4. ,AU lack a_utornation and easy to use analysis tools in SAPHlRE 

7~2. Nee_d for addi~ional NRC risk· analY.Sts 

7 .2.1. Additional staff training requirements· 

7 .3. Management and_ control of licensee models and model updates 

7~3.1. Non-uniform modeling assumptions and limitations 

7.3.1. t. Eactr model wil! need t9 be_ ex~mined and und~rstood 

7.3.2. Availability of PRA models and supporting documentation 

7.~.2.1.. Will all ofthe licer:isees-formally SlJbri'tit_theirPRA io_NRC? 

7 .3:2.1.1. Under oath and affirmation? 

7 .3.2.1.2. Subj~ct to 10 CFR 50.9? 

7.3;3. ·How will staff .ensure NRC has the latest licensee model? 

8. Effect on other NRC Programs 

8~ 1 .. Accident Sequence Precur.;;or (ASP) program 

8.1.{ Abnormal occurrence report-to Congress 

8.2. Industry trends/operating experience programs_ 

6.3;, New Reactors-(PRA & licensing) 

8.4. lnspe~tion programs: 

8,4.1. Inspection reso·urc~s • 

8.4.2. Inspection decisions Will become ·reactive based otf deterministic criteria alone 

. 8.5. Use of SPAR models to support system and component studies 

6.5.1. Would inhibit our ability to devefe>p tailored models when new sitµafions arise. 

8.$. SPAR models are used to develop Planr Jnfomiation Ri~k eBooks '(PRIBS).- supersede9 
the spP. Not~books 

8.7.SPAR Models us~d fpr other.putpo~,e~ 
8.7. t. Answer·dommission questions 

8.7:2.· Japan Lesson Learned related issues(ftooding, vents, seismic) 

8.7~2.:L SPAR model results (COFs) use~ to-assist in tiie resolution of F1,Jkushima 
NTTF Ffo·c. 5:2 (containmenfventingfor plants other than BWR with Mark I 
ari,dMark II containments), ~ijd Rec.' 6 (hydfogen_contrpl and mitig;!_tlon). 

8.7.22. SPAR model data (~qu,ipmenUQilure rates).supp<:)rted the risk ~valuation 
.Q:fFµk)~shim~ NTIF Rec. ;5.1 (containmen~ venting irf $WR M~rl( I and Mark U 
.plants) 

Jt7.3. SPAR._EE models supp9rted Gt:.199 (upd~led .s~i~Jliiqhazard ¢.utvesJpt pta.hts 
t;iasi .of the Rocky Mountains) · · 
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Considerations for using other than the 
St~n~ardized Pl~nt_Afla.lysis Risk (SPAR) model$ 

outline 

8.7.4. Gain understanding of key basie events in the SPAR fire PRA models 

8.7:5 .. · SPAR~models used to identify the most lik~ly core-damage sequences for 
SOARCA analysis, as well as otherimpcirtant input. 

8.7.6. SPAR models and data (equipment failure rates) supported staff's analysis of 
containmenqlccident p~sure (CAP) credit i.n BWR plants. 

8.1.7. Gain· understanding of COFs as estimated by SPAR (supported work for 
Commis$ioner Apostolakis, 2013). 

8.7.8, NRR made heavy use of \he SPARmpde1$ (event tre~s) while'reviewiog tbe 
Browns Ferry exte11ded power 1,fprate (J:PU) !icens~· pmendment requ~st. 

9.· Costs 

9.1. Costs to both NF{C and industry 

9.2; NRC-

9.2.1. Licensee model reviews 

·s.2,4. ~9gistical requirements 

9.2~3.~ Tra..ining 

·9;2.4, .Commercial Software ilcense.s 

9.2;4.1. Commercial PRA software typically requires additional software (licenses) 
to. be.cpmpataqle ~o'SAPtRR~. (e:g.·CA.FT AIFTREX) 

9.2;5. Additional analyst staff 

9.2.6. Other 

9.3. Industry 

Q.3.1~ C.dsUqrlicensee tQ~i;,ibmiftheirPRAto NRC 

9:3.1.1. Wi.!I ALL licensees voluntarily submit th.ere PRA to. NRC? 
9;3.1.1.1. If not, we wiIJ rie_ed to· maintain limited mJmb_er of SPAR m_odels. 

s~3;2~ cost tor a rriiriimum of.model standardization 

.9.3:3. Cost to implement a single RG 1.~00 compliant standardized modeling·apprqacn 
across multiple analysis platform . '. 

9;3.3; 1. Re•inv.ent a RASP Handbook for uniformity of assessments . · 

9.3A. C(>_sffo ·;mplemeri\ SAPJ:-11.RE r,eporting feature$ arid othe"rat,itpmation tQols 

9 .. ~!5~ l:iowwill in~ustry provitfe.$upp9rt to NRC Analysts? 

9.:3.5.1. INL is currently respondi11g to ~pp(oximately 2 requests f9r assistance per 
da"y'vja the· Technic;~r$upportcontraet 

-,9.~.(), Other 



Key Talking Points for the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) Model Program 

• Program provides independent risk analysis capability for NRG in support of reactor 
oversight process (ROP) and a variety of risk-infonned technical applications , 

• Plant-specific SPAR models (99 operating plants are represented by 75 SPAR models) use 
standardized modeling and naming conventions. Standardization increases analyst 
efficiency and accuracy and supports cross comparison across models. 

• SPAR models and the SAPHIRE PRA code are designed to support event and condition 
analyses by performing "delta-risk" analyses (e.g., change in GDF from base case to 
perfonnance deficiency). Licensee developed models and supporting codes lack this 
capability (requiring additional calculations and manual sequence/cutset result comparisons) 

• The program leverages available licensee PRA information to reduce program costs, but 
includes validation of licensee modeling assumptions and integrates licensee model 
conventions into standardized SPAR modeling framework. Although SPAR models use 
some simplifying assumptions compared to licensee models, in several areas most pertinent 
to ROP applications, the SPAR models are generally more detailed (e.g., CCF, LOOP, and 
support system initiators) 

• All models run on a single code platform (SAPHIRE). SAPHIRE can be updated and 
configured to directly support NRG risk assessment activities through coding changes and 
customized reporting functions. Use of licensee models would require the NRC to maintain 
ifcensees and network environmental approval for multiple commercial software codes and 
eliminate the ability to revise these code to support NRG-specific applications. 

• Although licensees have made progress in developing RG 1.200 compliant PRA models, 
these models lack the standardization and ROP-specific features that are essential to the 
agency's needs for performing event and condition analyses. 

SPAR Model Uses 

• Significance Detennination Process (Reactor Oversight) - Regions 
• Accident Sequence Precursor Program (used as an input metric to the performance budget 

process) - RES 
• Evaluation of Notices of Enforcement Discretion - Regions, NRR * 
• MD 8.3 Incident Investigation Program Risk Evolutions (e.g., determine level of inspection 

response to an event) - Regions * 
• Establish technical basis for rulemaking - RES, NRR 
• Evaluate generic issue safety significance - RES 
• Perform system and component studies - RES 
• Inspection Planning (e.g., risk insights from Plant Risk lnfonnation eBooks)- Regions 

" These applications typically are pedormed with limited time, highlighting the importance of 
model standardization for SPAR 

SPAR Model Annual Budget 

The SPAR/SAPHIRE annual budget for FY2015 was -$2.2 million. This amount is scalable 
depending on agen~y needs and available resources. Major activities include: 

Base Resources (i.e .. minimum requirements for the program): 
• SPAR Model Configuration/Quality Control and User Support Help Desk -$500k/year 

- Help desk handles - 2 calis/day from SRAs 
- Ensures model version control and maintains !NL Website 



- Performs model updates to Sl!p·port specific SOP/AS~ activities (-30 modeis were 
updated to support a specific ana!ysis in FY2015). These updates are often highly 
specific to the eventlcqndition that occurred and wquld also need to be performed for a 
licensee PRA mo.def · · 

•: SAPHIRE QA and User Support -$300k/year· 
- Maintain NUREG/BR-0167 QA program 
- User help desk Support 

Resources needed to Support Specific User Enhancements: 
• Model Updates to Reflect Significant Plant Changes (-12 models/year). -$250k 

'""" Incorporate station blackout EDGs · 
,.. Battery charging genera~ors 
- Significant model upgrades 

• ·external Hazard and Fire Models- - $400k/year 
- Add NFPA 805 fire modeling 
- Add seismic and high wind model capabilities 

• SAPHIRE: Enhancements· ~$:,)OOk /year 
-- New reporting features and code capabilities 

• Data Updates (performed every 3 years)· -$500k (~very three years) 
- Upgrade SPAR models-te>.reflect most recent operating data 
- Update model documentation and PlantRisk Information eBoo~s (PRIBs) 
- General moder cle,anup/improvernelits 

letter to NEI from OEDO on Use of SPAR models (2007. ML072490566l 

This letter addressed ~n NEI proposal to use.licensee PRA models instead of SPAR models. A 
detailed review was conducted and concluded that SPAR was needed to: 
• Maintain lndependel)ce of NRO an~Iyses. Differences between NRC and Licensee 

assessments is not.due to the base model, but by- the.assumptic)n_~ for each.specific event 
or condition analysis 

• Provide standardized model framework for efficie~t a,rialys.e~ - industry does not use a 
stan~ardized modeling approach· 

• Avoid inefficiencies In having agency- risk analysts learn the conventions of over 70 licensee 
develope'd PRAs (1:1tilizing up to fourdifferentsoftware platforms) 

The basis f9r the staff conqlusic>n r~mains valid today. · · 

Feedback from Re91onal SRAs on Potential Use of Licensee Models vice SPA~ 

• More efficient and objective to. us.e SPAR models for risk assessments. 
• It would take a significant increase In resources to use licensee models for event andc 

condition assessmenl activities due to their lack of standardization arid need· for SRAs to 
:understand unique modeling conventions and new code platforms.' · · · 

• t)$~ of li~nse~ m·odels would c;:.iuse delays in the SOP process due· to need to engage fr1 
additjooat requests for lnformatio{l to uhdetstand 1ieehsee PRA modeling.assumptions. 

•· NRC's ability to perform independent regulatory assessment activities will be"eroded by not 
having a centra.lized system evaluating Generic Safety lss1,1es, SBO/LOOP studies, etc. 

·,. 



Wood. Jeffery 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

See-Meng, 

Ferrante, Fernando 
Friday, October 23, 2015 1:52 PM 
Wong, See-Meng; Arner, Frank; Circle, Jeff; Demers, Jerrod; Kichline, Michelle; Mitman, 
Jeffrey; Montecalvo, Michael; Ng, Ching; Spore, Candace; Nakoski, John; Kuritzky, Alan; 
Wood, Jeffery; Coyne, Kevin 
Gibbs, Russell; Weerakkody, Sunil 
RE: SDP Streamlining Ideas - Headquarters 
HQ SDP Streamlining Ideas 10-8-15 smw_FF.docx 

See attached some additional suggestions stemming from the last discussions. 

Thanks, 
Fernando 

From: Wong, See-Meng 
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2015 11:56 AM 
To: Arner, Frank <Frank.Arner@nrc.gov>; Circle, Jeff <.leff.Clrcle@nrc.gov>; Demers, Jerrod <.lerrod.Demers@nrc.gov>; 
Kichline, Michelle <Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>; Mitman, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Mitm~m@nrc.gov>; Montecalvo, Michael 
<MichaeLMolitecalvo@nrc.gov>; Ng, Ching <Ching.Ng@nrc.gov>; Spore, Candace <Candace.Spore@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, 
John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov>; Kuritzky, Alan <Alan.Kuritzky@nrc.gov>; Ferrante, Fernando 
<Fernando.Ferrante@nrc.gov>; Wood, Jeffery <Jeffery.Wood@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Gibbs, Russell <Russell.Gibbs@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, Sunll <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov> 
Subject: SOP Streamlining Ideas - Headquarters 

All, 

Attached .are the results from the brainstorming session we conducted here at HQ on 08 October, 2015. We 
really appreciate the lively and constructive discussion, and look forward to making appropriate changes to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the SOP. Please take a look and revise as needed and add more if 
you like. 

Once all suggestions are compiled from all the regions, ORA and OE, and a multi-disciplined team being 
established, will review the suggestions and make the appropriate changes to the SOP to be used for the pilot 
to be conducted next year. 

Please provide your response to me by 23 October, 2015. If I had missed any other interested attendee. 
please forward this email. 
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Ideas for Streamlining SOP 

SOP Streamlining Ideas 
Headquarters 

October 08, 2015 

1. Use the range of risk thresholds, similar to the MD 8.3 process, for NRC decisions on 
regulatory response. 

2. limit the term of SERP members. 
3. Articulate definitions of risk thresholds in the development of a decision matrix for 

maf(ing risk-informed decisions. 
4. To account for uncertainty of external events risk contribution in the SOP assessment, 

add an order of significance to the internal events risk contribution. 
5. Develop a new enforceable "timeliness" matrix for licensees to provide re.quested 

information for NRC revi.ew. 
6. Use the key components of IMC 0609 Appendix M in the development of Integrated 

Risk-Informed Decision Making (IRIDM) model. 
7. Make final decisions at the Regulatory Conference. 
8. Use the Phase 2 SDP Worksheets for preliminary assessment of significance. 
9. Increased additional licensee information provided after the SOP deadline should be 

turned over to ASP analyst for detailed review to support timely ASP analysis. 
1 O. Provide training to inspectors on importance of timeliness and root cause determination 

in the characterization of the licensee performance deficiency. 
11. Limit DRAIAPHB peer reviews only to selected Greater than Green findings that are 

greater than White significa11ce. · 
12. Establish sufficient time for HQ peer reviews by early communication with management 

to prevent delays; clarify the role of risk analyst and engagement with assigned SRA on 
the scope of peer review; establish ground rules for efficient peer review in a timely 
manner. 

13. Start the SDP timeliness clock as soon as the ~proximate cause" of performance 
deficiency is identified. 

14. Use RES staff in a support role as Subject Matter Experts for technical insights on 
special topics during HQ peer review(s). 

15. The Decision Maker or SES issue sponsor should interact with the SRA on the scope 
and "who has the assignment" of'the SDP assessment. 

16. Us~junior risk analysts to support the "screening analysis" of low risk significant issues.' 
17. Resolve PRA and/or technical issues using panel of technical experts that is separate 

from the SERP meeting. 
18. The SRA/peer reviewer should develop .a one-page summary of SDP issue early on for 

sharing information and feedback; distribute and place on Sharepoint site. 
19. Develop a database of SDP evaluations with feedback loop of lessons learned. 
20. HQ/APHB perform self"'.assessment of White findings determined by the Regions to 

assess consistency. 



2:1. Communicate pre-Reg1.datory Conference expectations to licensees regarding the scope 
of NRC review of inform~tion submitted for regulatory decision making. 

22. Conduct pre-Regulatory Conference meeting on technica_I lssues to resolve differences 
in opinion and under-Standing of SOP evaluation. 

23. NRC decision makers should not be unduly concemed with the possibility of licensee 
Appeals to NRC Final Significance Determinations. 

· 24. Re~ctor transient events with complications should be evaluated 01.1tslde of SOP, and 
the.ir significance assessed under MD 8.3 event assess_ment program. 

25; The SERP meeting should be optional if all involved SERP members are in concurrence 
with the preliminary and/or final decision . 

. 26. Establish an efficient "briefing" process for informing all involved SERP members to 
avoid unintended "gaps" in details when conducting separate individual brie~ngs. 

27. Develop a standardized SERP package for use with the streamlined SDP process. In the 
past. we had experiences where the SERP package included too much information or 
not enough information. Both are an impediment to an efficient timely review. An 
evaluation of what a streamlined SERP package should be performed and updated into 
the guidance. Aga:in, early involvement between the SRA and HQ counterpart should 
obvla'te the need for an in-depth SERP package to be developed. However, if HQ 
reviewers are not involved early in the process, then an streamlined SERP package 
could actually be counterproductive. Hence. this. should be balanced carefully and 
enforced across all Regions, as some cases indicated the standard format is.not always 
followed. 

28, There should be proper accounting of the SOP clock in the process. It should be 
structured to begin with the identifieation ofthe specific issue or event, it should then 
follow the ihspectioh time needed to identify a PD. and then break down the time needed 
for analyses by the Regions, HQ analysts. arid management. This :should be easy to 
establish Via a·front gage attachment to the SERP documentation that lists the dates and 
signatures of the responsible parties. Fon~xample; once a .Region compfetesJhe SERP 
package and officially submits it to HQ, the SRA(s} In chargewould sign the completion 
data. When the HQ reviewer is done. he·or she signs with the date of completion and so 
forth. This would provide real accountability ·as to when-completion times occur. 
bottlenecks. and motivation for meeting the. metrics appropriately for knowing in advance 
when additional time will be needed with proper iustification). Currently. there is no 
accountability except for the final metric, ·and this is a major problem that is masking 
inefficiencies and·allowingfor these to be tackled head on. - , 

29. The expectati.ons on the amount of time spent on SDPs should be understood and 
clarified upfront. There is currently a statement on the problems that Indicates a 
"surprisingly High" amount of resources Is being used by HQ analysts for SOP. A cursory 
review of some Of the time. applied fo MA9166 appears to indicate variability as well as -
some reasonable amount of time from a risk.analyst persgectiVe [e.g. 1 -700 hours Rer 
vear. -35% per year}. For APHB (which has a mission to support SOP, NOEOs, 
MD8.3s), such a percentage should appear reasonable if not somewhat lower than 
expected (it needs to be pointed out that for several SOPs, Regions will expliCitl)!.ask for 
support from HQ staff). Hence. the statement of qsurprislngly high" speaks to different 



expectations on what should be the time spent by HQ analysts. and, understaridab!y1 

may seem high when the focus is to streamline and reduce the amount of time spent on 
SDPs. Hence. there needs to be a frank and open discussion about what a reasonable 
expected amount of time is. how the time is charged {and whether it should be 
structured and tracked differently) and whether there are outliers that merit addressing 
inefficiencies. 

30. There should be a unified, condse. and interactive database of SOP findings. This 
should be structured (e.g .. in Sharepoint) and should include all the maior milestones. 
documents. SPAR models. and references used for greater than green deCisions 
(including decisions that started as greater than green and Were reduced to green). They 
should be indexed by key criteria (e.g., internal versus. external, initiators. malor systems 
affected. specific drivers 

31. Specifically identify sections of RASP that need tb be· improved to provide more specific, 
objective guidance ta help streamline the process. For example; specific sections on 
RASP regarding external events .could be modified with more practical guidance on how 
to make a decision on this items or at least indicate the level ofeffort that may be 
needed for a particular issue. 

Ideas for Pilot Project 

1 . Pilot project should involve participation from all Regions. 
2. The Working Group should include a, RES representative. 
3. The pilot project should start-with the first identified inspection finding; 
4. The pilot project should involve the use of licensee's PRA model. 
5 .. Condu.ct tabletop exercises on past Yellpw or Red findJngs in the development phase 

of pilot projeGt~ 
6. The scope of the pilot p'roject should be focused on at-power findings for the Initiating 

Events, Mitigating Systems, and Barrier Integrity safety cornerstones; oniy a couple 
of R,egions· support the scope, of piiot project to include shutdown findings. 



Wood, Jeffery 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Sunday, October· 11, 2015 4:27 PM 
To: 
Cc: 

Wood, Jeffery; Ferrante, Fernando; Kuritzky, Alan 
Na~oski, John 

Subject: Re: Meeting on SDP Streamlining. 

Jeff, Fernando -

Thanks for the feedback - great summary~ Hape your trips go well this week ... 

Kevin 

Fr1:1m: Woad, ~eff~ry 
Sent: Friday, October:9, 2015 2:11 PM 
To: Ferrante, Fernando; Coyne;; Kevin; Kuritzky, Alan 
CC: Na~oskl, John 
Subjed: RE_:· Meeting on SOP Streamlining 

ThanK:s for the s1,.1mmary, Fernando, I'll just add a few impressions th~t I had. 

• As Fermind9 noted, the 7~8 person team that will be developing the ustreamllned. SOP" was not 
lntendihg to include RES participation. Jo_hn strongly u(ged·thiat RES be represented. This was noted, 
but I still felt that DlRS was lukewarm to the idea of RES participating. 

• The bulk of the meeting was focused on ideas to streamJin<? or improve the efficiency of th.e SOP. 
There was little disctJsston of piloting the use Of licensee mb\)els. This was discussed at the end of the 
meeting and at a high level with ·no details on how the pilot would be performed. It se.emed the 
"strea·mtihing" effort and the pilpting of the licensee models are two parallel, but separate efforts. ! may 
be wrong buf that wa's my impres$ion .. My going in assumption· was that streamlining = getting rid of 
SPAR rnof.lels, but that was not hPW it was. presented at the meeting. 

• The ''streamlining" discussion was focused ·on improving timeliness, communicatio11. consistency, etc. 
There were plenty of good suggestions. At least from the partitipan"ts in 'the room, there seemed to be 
no \ntelition bf radically changing how the significance of events would be assessed. It was, just making 
the process more. efficient. Maybe there are other motivations or expectations for this "streamliningll 
effort, butthat is not how the discussion was presEfnted aUhis meeting. 

I haven't ~en involved In much of the past discussions on this (I guess that goes for RES as a whale). so take 
these comments for what they're worth. 

Jeff 

From: Ferrante, Fernando 
seiit: Friday, October 09, 2p1s "l.2:55 PM 
To: Coyne, Kevin; Kuritzky, Alan 
Cc: Nakoski, John; Wood.Jeffery 
Subject: Meeting onSDP Streamlining. 



Na~oski. John 

From: Wood, Jeffery 
Sent: FridaY, October 09, 201S 2:12 PM 
To: Ferrante, Fernando; Coyne,· Kevin; Kuritzky, Alan 
Cc: Nakoski;. John · 
Subject RE: Mel;!ting on SQP Stre~mlining 

Thanks for tbe summary. Fernando. I'll just add a few impressions that 1. had. 

• As Femando·noted, the 7-8 person team that will be developing the "streamlined SDP" was not intending to 
include RES participatjqn. John strongly urged that RES be represented. This was noted, but I still felt that 
DIRS was lul<ewarr:n to ~he iqea of RES participating. · 

o The bulk of the meeting was focused on ideas to streamline or improve the efficiency of the SDP. There w~s 
little discussfoii af piloting the use of licensee models. This wa~ discussed at the end of the m~eting and at a 
high level with no details on how the pilot w9uld be performed. It seemed the "streamlining" .effort and the 
plloUng of the lfcensee·models are two parallel, butseparate efforts. I may be wrong but that was my 
impression. My go.irig in assumption was that streamlining = getting rJd of SPAR models, but th~t was not 
hqw it was present~d at the meeting. 

• The "streamlining" discussion was focused on improving timeliness, communication, consistency, etc. There 
were plenty of good suggestions. At least from the participants in the room, there seemed to .be rio intention 
of r:adically changing how the significance of events would be assessed. It was just making the_ process more 
efficient. Maybe there are other mptivations or e>mectatlons for this "streamHning" effort, but th-i:1t i's not how 
the 'discussion was ·presented at this meeting. 

I haven't been involvE?d ln much of the past discussions on this (I guess that goes. for RES a.s a whole),. so take the.se 
comments for what they~re worth, 

Jeff 

From: Ferrante, Fernando 
Sent: Frid~y, October09, 201$12:~5 PM 
To: Coyne, Kevin; Kuritzky, Aian 
Cc: Nakoski, John; Wood, Jeffery 
Subject: Meeting onSDPStreamtfning 

Kevin, 

I attended the meeting on SDP stre,amliningyesterday. (along with John Nakoski and Jeff Woo(;!), held by Di RS (Russ 
Gibbs) to inform NRR/DRA/ APHB staff ofthe i:urreht effort·(thiS meeting was held because of inteh1:al concerns 
raised by NR!VDRA/ APHB ·staff thi;it they were being excluded from the process). Some FYI ,notes: 

- The me_eting was actually positiveJn ma.ny respects, ~uss was open to comments. by all involved (lnclu,ding RES 

staff). 
- The meeting was still contentious at times between Russ;. NRRiDRA/APtfB staff, ahd the SRA curr~ntly on rotation 
to HQ. One person stormed out of the meeting ahd there was some shoudng at so· me p:oint (i.e., it was a run of the 
mill meeting byNRR/DRA/APHB.standan:Js; I almost felt nostalgic). In all seriow~nes$, it shows then~ issignific?nt 

internal discont.ent in NRR and the Region~~ 
.. One stafffrom NR.R/DRA/APHB did bring: up getting rid of .SPAR m'o~els in lie~ ofliceiisees as part of this effort 
- We (RES staff}, provided recorrim~ndal:ions'that I believe are consistent with Agency needs and interjected on some 

of the ideas that a·ppear intended to exclude RES from the loop 

l 



- On this last item, a team on this effort will be developed with 7-8 staff representing various stakeholders with an 
SES sponsor. RES is not currently included but Russ said our participation could be possible (John strongly indicated 
we would like to be involved and I fully suggest we push for this). I think this may .be an item to pursue to make sure 
RES is not excluded from critical decisions on this program. 
- The bottom line is that Russ feels he has the mandate to change the ROP process for reactor safety issues in a 
significant way and that a pilot will be developed and implemented next year. The amount of work being 
contemplated will be extremely complex and messy but NRR plans to charge ahead regardless1 and the team is 
expected to be functioning by December with a charter for 0 fixing11 ROP in the long term. 
- On a related note, NRR/DRA/ APHB recently released draft guidance for the RASP Handbook on external flooding to 
the SRAs (I was not directly informed). Some SRAs contacted me to express strong disappointment, to which I made 
sure to state that this is not an RES-related product. No action for us now on this specific item (I don't pfan to pursue 
anything unless officially requested with RES n:ianagement approval), but I wanted to let you know as some folks are 
asking why didn't RES get involved (I told them to talk to NRR). 

Thanks, 
Fernando 
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Nakoski, John 

From: lee.- Samimn 
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 11:14 AM 
To: Nakosld, John; Weerakkody, Sunil; Glitter, Joseph 
Cc: 
Subject 

Correia, Richard; Coyne, Kevin; Kichline, Michelle; Circle. Jeff 
RE: RES ASP and SPAR Model Status SECY 

John, 

Jeff and I can come over to your office at 2 pm. I spoke with Bill this morning and he said that Brian ~greed to make 
changes. The big one is to include the Project AIM language that Jennifer has suggest~d. 

When we spoke with Bill yesterday, his other changes were: 

(1) delete the sentence about NRR preparing a separate paper to the Commission. <a decision has not been 
made yet on how to impJenient a pilot with industry> 

(2) Regarding Web-based SAPHIRE. replace the sentence, "After successful demonstrating a prototype .... to 
benefit near-term updates to the current version of SAPHIRE. h with "The SAPHIRE team developed a plan 
and design specification describing how an enhanced version of SAPHIRE could be developed with the 
capabilities of a web~based tool. A demonstration version of an lriternet .. based SAPHIRE was completed 
<we need to discuss this>. The team continues to enhance the quanUfication and analysis capabilities to 
remain consistent with industry-wide accepted PRA practices and tools." 

Please let Jeff and I know when and where you'd like to meet. 

Thanks, 
Sam 

From: Nakoski, John 
Sen1: Thursclay, October 01, 2015 9:56 AM 
To: Lee, Samson <Samson.Lee@nrc:gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunll.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Glitter, Joseph 
<Joseph.Giitter@nrc.ge>V> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correla@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc'.gov>; Kichline, Michelle 
<Michelle.Kichline@nrc.gov>; Cirde, Jeff <Jeff.Cirde@nrc.goV> 
Subject: RE: RES ASP and SPAR Model Status SECY 

Sam. 

I am available this afternoon at 2pm through the end of the day. I under~tand tnat Brian and Bill have met and come 
to agreement on the two major issues that w~re not resolved at the staff level. The attached files have the latest 
versions of the SECY and its two enclosures (in redline/s~rikeout) that incorporate all of th~ changes made from the 
concurrence version sent out earlier (Le., comments from NRO, NRR, and CGC), and. the RES responses to all of 
the NRR ET comments. Let me !<now when you would like to meet this aft$rnoon. 

Regards, 

.)ohn Nakoski 

From: Lee, Samson 
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:46 AM 
T.o; Nakoski, John; Weerakkody1. Sun ii; Giitter, Joseph 
Cc: Correia, Richard;.Coyne, ~evln;·Kichline, Mich~!le 
Subject: RE: RES ASP and SPAR Model Status SECY 

l 



John, 

We (Michelle, Jeff, and me) met with Bill Dean yesterday right before he met with Brian Sheron. Please let us know 
when you would like to meet 

Thanks, 
Sam. x2884 

PS: Michelle and Sunil .are out the remainder of the week. Jeff and I are out Friday. 

From: Nakoski, John 
Sent: Wednesday, September30, 2015 5:59 PM 
To: Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Giitter, Joseph <Joseph.Giitter@nrc.gov>; Lee, Samson 
<Samson.Lee@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Correia, Richard <~khard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Kichline, Michelle 
<Michelle.l<ichline@nrc.gov> SECY-15-0124 is publi9ly _available as ML 151~8A10i4. 
Subject: RES ASP and SPAR Model Status SECY 

Joe, Sarh, and Sunil, 

This morning I sent you RES staff responses to the NRR comments on the RES SECY providing the Commission 
with an update on the status of the ASP Program and the SPAR Models. Have you had a chance to review and 
discuss the RES response and will NRR be in a position to concur on the paper tomorrow morning, if not later 
today? Would you like to meet tomorrow to discuss the RES response further? Please let Kevin Coyne and I know 
as soon as practical. I appreciate your continued support on this action. 

Best regards, 

fM(ltA, ~ 
Chief, Performance and Reliability Branch 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office. of Research 
301-415-2480 (w) 

rwn I (c) 
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Tetter. Keith 

From: 
Sent 
Te>:· 
cc: 
St,tbJeCt: 
Attachments: 

Joe •. Sam, and s·unil,, 

Nakoski,John 
Wt~'dnesdaY, Sememberao: 201s 10:11 AM 
Weerakkody,.SunU; Giitter, Joseph; Lee; Samson 
Kichline, Michelle;·re.tter, K~ith;-C9yne, Kevin; C~rreia, Ri<:hard;· MO{ll)iriger1Johri 
RES. Co_mmission Paper OJ! ASl1 and. SPAR Status . . 
SECY-lS•XXXX Endosure2 - Status of the SPAR Models~Changes 9-jO-iS.docX; 
SECV-15..,X)()(X .Endqsure l~Change~ 9~3Q-i5~doci; ~Ecv.:l,s->pqoc_ct.tcinges 
§:.30:"l5:docx; · NRFt tt Comments on ASP SECY .. RES responses .. r3.docx 

rain sharing with yoUJhe rrios.tup-:tO-dat¢ informatiQn o_rdh~ RE$Cooo'rnission PapE!r on:the,J\SP Program 
and SPAR Moctei status. i:he infor:rnatio~_is current.as· pf.this morning a.nd·reflect~ the.position of RES on this 
paper. Shot;ild·you have additional input _tha~ you would like to share or haveJeedbaek on the comment 
responses, pl~ase !et me ~h9w as soon as you :cart Time is· of.the e·~sencet so I wotjld. appreciate your 
comments or NRR co.ncun;ence. by CQB. today so th~t.w~ ·c~n. res~nd ·the. paper tQ -OGC-t9 confirm ~tiat it. stiU · 
has no legal obJeclions-tothe paper. Once we· have NRR'~ concurrence and OGC's cqnfirmation tjf its NLO~ I 
Will be $epd;the fi_rial Vel"$iOO ofth~ pa'per t~ Brian·$herqn f()r his review and i)ppr9vak ·Th~ paper is due tQ the 
Commission, no later ~han Octc;ber 6, 2.015. 

The attached files provide'RES; respons-es-tc> NRR•s comments on the R·Es Commission Paper on the status 
~~f ttie. ASP Prpgram and Jhe SPAR Mo.~e_l$! and redlinS,ts\t!~eout.versions <>f ttie pody_ ~Utie _SEGY and b,oth 
~ncl9sures that r¢flect~- i:tll ,oUhe:;~haoges {l)ac,1E\l lo the v·effilon s~htfor Office Level review· and cCincu~nce 
based." on-comments from NRR., NRO •. ~nd OGC. 

Kevin CoyliEf~nd I have .t;>ri~{ed B~ari SherQii .anQ. Stev~ Y\f es~ on o.urrespcinse.s ·to N~~:s cbm~et,lt$; Th.~ 
most ~ignificanf comments. we.re (!xpticit1y _c.ti~cussecf With Bfi~n and St~ve, and they are alig~ec:I, witi1 .c:>ut 
re~ponses.to the NRR comments ·raised .with· regard fo;ProjeCt AIM 2020·and Jncorporating ·the NRR proposaf 
to do ~ pil<;>tusing ii9an~E!e PRA ni9~¢ls for the'SDP .• ' .. · · 

.r rook fol'W~rd toworkirig'witli you 't(I re~olv~ anf(>utstanding issti~s. 

eest tegardsi 

.~//~~... . 

.Chief, Peri'ormance and Reliability Sranch 
Division. ·of .Risi< Analysis 

··office of Research · .-
3o 1-415·24sotw> 

!\ll/\6) l<c) 
'· 



FO·· R~ -· 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

. PURPOSE: 

The Commis~ioners 

Brian W. Sheron •. Director 
OffiCe 9f NUclear ·Regulatory R~arch 

STATUS OF THE ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSOR 
PROGRAM AND THE STANOARDfZED PLANT ANALYSIS RISK 
MOD El$ . 

TQ inform UJ~ Commission of tl:le status~ accomplishments. and results of the Accident 
~eqµericePte,curs0r (ASP) Program, including quantitatrJe ASP results, aJld tc>C<>mrtiQ·llic::ate. 
the status .. of the development·anct maintenance of the Standardized Plan~An~l~is Risk ($PAR) 
rnOdels. This paper does not addre·ss any new commitments or resource implications. · 

BACKGROUND: 

rn ~ m~mQrandum to tl'l~ Chairman date.d Aprn 24i 1992~ the staff of the U.S. Nuclear 
R,egul.a,focy/Comrril&$l011 (NRCJ.~omrn.itted to ·rei:io,rt peripdically to tlie commission on the statQs 
ofthe:i\SP·~m. su~eqPf!otly, io SECY·Q2-0041, "Statu~ Qf Accident S~uen~ 
Precursor and SPAR Model Development Programs," dated March 8, 2002, the staff expan$d 
the. ~nual ASP :status report to inC(µcte: (1) an e~paoded evaluation of precursor data trends 
· ancJ insights, and ~2) .the devet9j)ment ofassociatE!d probabiristtc risk assessment. (PRA).models 
(e.g., SPAR models). ' 

CONTACT~ Keith M.· Tetter, Rl:S/QRA 
. 301415-.24Q7 . ' ' 
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The ASP Program systematically evaluates U.S. nuclear power plant (NPP) operating 
e~rience to identify, document, and rank the operating events most Ukely to lead to 
inadequate reactor core cooling and severe core.damage .. (i.e., precursors).1 The ASP 
Program prQvides a comprehensive· and lntegrated assessment of plant risk associated. with 
important operating events. The ASP Program provides Insights into the NRC1s risk-informed 
and. perforrriance-based regulatory programs; meAitor.sevaluates performance against 
performance indicators in the agency's Congressional Budget Justiflcation2 and Industry 
Trends Program;3 and reports to Congress events of high safety significance in accordance 
with .. abnormal occurrence" criteria.4 

Under the SPAR Model Program, the staff develops and maintains independent risk-analysis 
tools and capabilities to support NPP-related risk-informed regulatory activities. The staff use$ 
SPAR models fqr the Reactor Ove~igtlt Process (ROP) Significance Oetermlnation Propess 
(SOP); the ASP Program; the Management Directive (MD) 8.3. ~NRC Incident lnvestigatlon 
Program," event assessment pro~ss; and the MD 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," resolution 
proc~ss. In addition •. the staff uses the SPAR models to risk inform NRC inspection activities, 
to gain risk ins.ights in suppor:t of reactor-related rule-making. and to support other risk 
assessment studies, such as system and component refrability studies. 

DISCUSSION: 

This section· summarizes the status, accomplishments, and results of the ASP Program and 
~PAR Model Program sino~rttie previou~ .st~tus report~ SECY-14·0107, "Status of ttie Accident 
Sequence. Precursor Program and the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models;'' dated 
October 6, 2014. 

ASPProaram 

Program Stiope. Tue ASP Prograrp is one of three agency programs that assess the risk. 
significance of events!, The other two programs are the· Significance Determination Proses~ 
(SDPland tfle event-response ~valuation process, as defined in MD 8.3. Currently, th.e ASP 
Program provides Integrated analyses of complex opera~ng events not evaluated by the SOP or 
finalized by MD 8.3 evatuations. The SOP evaluates the ri$k significance of a single. licensee 
performance defici~nqy, while risk ass~ssments performed: l.,Jnder MD 8.3 are l:JSed to 
determine, in part, the appropriate level of reactive inspection in response to an event An SOP 
assessment has the benefit ·onnformation obtained from the inspection. whereas the MD 8.3 
assessment iS e><pected to be petfon:ned._within a day or two after the event notifstation~ In 
contrastto the other two programs, a comprehensive and integrated ri$k analysis under the 
ASP Program includes all anoma1ies5 observed. at the time Qf the event or discovered after the 
evenl 

1 Enclosure 1 provides backgmund on the process used by the staff to ideriti!'Y. precursors. 
· i See NUREG•1100, Volume 31, •2016 Congressional Budget Justification," Issued ~anuary 2615. 
s ~e ~ECY-:ff).~1. •FISca' Year 2014 R~lts of the Industry Tr~s Progi-am f0r Operatif\9 P,owe'r Reactors: 

dated Apn1 8, 20~.5. 
4 See Appendix A of NUREG-0000,· Volu~ 37, •Repart to Congress on Abnormal Occurrenees-F~ 

Year 2014,• issued May ~015. 
s These anomaiies or canditions may iricfude unavailable and degraded plant structurn, systems. and 

c0mp0nents ($SCs); human errors; arid an lnitiaung event (reactor tr:ip) .. In addition, an unavailable qr <tegraded 
·ssc does npfha~e ~o. bt.ra perfomni~ce defieiel'.ley or at:1 ~nalyzed· co~dition In the plant's li~nsed design basis •. 

/ 
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There. are similarities in the risk assessments conducted by the three programs. All programs 
use SPAR models, the same documented methods and guidance, and similar analysis 
asst,1mptions, exceptwhere program objectives deviate from one another. To minimize overlap 
and improve efficiency. S.§.ince 2006, SOP results have been used in lieu of independent ASP 
analyses,. to the extent practical and consistent with the overall objectives of both programs.-if
the SDP analysos-oonsidered all-Gons1:1rrent degraded sonditions or equipmeAt UAavailabilitios 
that e?Eistod during thQ time period Qf tho condition. Typically the SOP analyses are used in the 
ASP Program when the analvsis performed addresses the. major contributors to risk for the 
event based on a review conducted by an ASP Program risk analyst. Typically for initiating 
events, many of the modeling assumptions made for MD 8.3 analyses can be adopted by ASP 
analysi3s. However, so_me modeling a~sumptions are revised as detailed Information about the 
event becomes available when inspection activities are completed. ·These key similarities 
provide,opportunilies for significant ASP Program efficiencies. For a potential significant . 
precurac:ir (defined below), analysts from the three programs work together to provide a timely 
detenninatlqn of plant risk. As such, duplication between programs is minimized to the extent 
practical within program objectives. 

Status and Results .. The staff continues to. review operational events from ti~ns~e event 
reports (LERs) and NRC inspection reports (IRs) to identify potential precursors to a reactor 
core damage event. Operational events that exceed the ASP thresholds, mentioned in the 
Backgroµnd section of Enclosure 1, are considered precursors ih the ASP Program. Significant 
precursprs have a conditional core damage probabilil}t (CCDP)6 or a change in core damage 
probability (~.CDP)7 greater than or equal to 1 x10-3• The staff has Identified 1 () precursor events 
for fiscal year (FY) 2014. The st~ildid not'identify any significant precursors for FY 2014 and 
has·not identified· any potentially significant precµrsora fOr FY 2015 to date, attho.ugh·the 
reporting of FY 2015 events in LERs and NRC IRs ~re still in progress. 

111 addition to the identification of precursor events, the staff performs trend anaiyses on 
. precu·rsors for additiqnal insights. Trerid analyse~ are perform~d on the following precursor 

groups: 

• au precursors 
•. precursors with· a CCDP or A.CDP greater than or equal to 1x10-4 
• precursors involving an initiating event 
• precursors ·involving degraded conditions . 
• precursors involving a cor:nplete loss of offsite .Power (LOOP) 
• precursors that occurred at boiling·water reactors (BWRs) 
• . precursors that. occurred at pressurized.;water reactors (PW Rs) 

·For the peri9d o( FY 2005 thro~gh FY 2014, th.Er staff found a i;tat.istically significant increasing 
trend in:the mean occurrence rate of precu~o~ resulting fro,rn a LOOP initiating event. This 
increasing trend resulted from the occurrence of 20 LOOP .Precu.J'Sor.events in the last 4 years 
aftert precursor occurrences in the previous 6 years. · 

a The term CCDP .is the· probability of the OCCtJrtence of ~re damag_e g_iven that an initiating event has occurred. 
r the term ~CDP Is t.he Increase in probability of core damag~.(rrom 'the baseline core.damage probabiiity) due to 

Iii failure ofptant equipm~nf (Jr a.n identifi~d deficiency during tije t!nie the failure or deficiency existed. 
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In the FY 2012 and FY 2Q13 annual report, statisticaUysignificant increasing trends were 
identified in the mean occurrence rate of precursors with a CCDP or ACDP greater than or 
equal to 1x10-4. However, with no additional precursor observed in this group in FY 2013 and 
FY 2014. the trend Is np longer statistipally $ignificant. As reported in last year's statu$ report 
(SECY•14·0107), six of the sev~n precursors in this group were caused by multiple electrical 

· failures during a 3-year period. Based, in part, on lhe observed increases In electrical• and 
LOOP-related precursors over the past few years, the staff initiated a detailed study .in FY 2014 
tq bette·r undel'Stand the contribution of electrical system and associated C()mponent failures on 
risk at.NPPs. Results for this study should' be available in FY 2017~ · 

The staff fou·nd no statistically significant trends for any of th~ other precursor groups during the 
FY 2005 through FY 2014 ,period. Enclosure 1, "Results, Trends • .arid lnsigttts of the Accident 
Sequence Prectiraor Program." provides additional details on results and trends ofthe ASP 
Program. · 

SPAR Model Program. 

Th.e SPAR models provide agency risk analysts with an independent iisk assessment fool lo 
support a variety of risk-informed_ agency programs, .Including the ROP and the.A$f> pr()gram. 
SPAR models are·bui_lt with_a standard modeting~pproach. using cqnsistent modeling 
conventions, that enables staff to easily use 'the models across a variety of U.S. NPP 
desJgn$. Unlike Jhdt..is~ry PRA models, SPAR models are run on a $ingle s'Oftware platform, 
the Systerns Analysis Programs for Hands-on lntegrated .Reliability EV~tuations (SAPHIRE) 
computer code. The staff currently maintains and updates #:ie,.75.:SPAR models representing 
99 commercial NPPs;8 The scope of every SPAR modei includes logic modefing covering . 
internal initiS1ting events ~t power through core damage (te~·· L.evel:-1 PRA model); I.Ii · 
FY2015, the staff modified all SPAR modelstc>takeadyaptage ofnew SAPHIFtE featur0,s 
and to improve the usability of ~the models mor:e undoi=Standable to users; In addition to 
these global. changes, approximately 30 models were updated to support specific SOP or 
ASP aptivities. The staff also performeds mt;ire cornprehe.nsiv~ opdS)les to selected 
SPAR models to reflect recent plant mod{ficatioris and to incorpo·rate significantmodelir'!Q· 
updates. In FY 2015, the staff performed significant updates to six SPAR models to reflect 
changes such as the addition of logic for new station 'blackout generators, battery charging 
generators~ and exparisioh of electrical pow~rdistribUtion mod~ling. During FY 2015, tfle 
staff continued to perform a comprehensive data update to all 75 SPAR.models to'reflect 
recent operating experience.and implement.other enhancements tolmprove the usability and 
functipnality Of the mod~Js, 

ln~addition, the staff continued to expand SPAR model capability beyond internal.events at 
full-power operation. For example, 22 of the SPAR models~ representing 28 n~cre_()r pow~r 
reacto.rs, include other hazar" groups an~ are ref~rted to as· SPAR All·Haz:~rd (SPAR-AH:Z) 
moclels.9 Curret,ttly, tfl.ofthe SPAR-AHZ models inc::fude haz~r~s such as fires, intemaJ 

13· The SPAR mo(fels asso(iated with NPP,s that h!lv~ recently permanently shut .down, (Kewa_unee, .San On9f~.;; 
Units 2 and 3, Crystal River Unit 3,. and Verm9nt Yan~ee) are nq longer being updated, b,ut remain ayailabr~ fof 
~gency use. · 

t These model$ were fl)rmertynariied SPAR eXtemat event (SPAR~EE) models, but have been _re11am~ SPAR~. 
AHi: t_o reflect recent improvemenJs in exte.mal hazard.modeling effQrts and for ~nsistency Wit!'! t!'le'ASM.E PM 
$tandard model scqpe. 
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floods, and seismic events based on assessments conducted for Suppfemenrs, "Individual 
Plant Examination of External Events for Severe Accident Vulnerabitilies,n to Generic 
Letter 88-20, "Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities-10 CFR 
50.54(f)n (dated September 8. 1995)1 and other readily-available information. The staff-has 
also completed lncorporatedioo-af internal fire scenarios from the fire PRAs done in 
compliance with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 805, "Performance-Based 
Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Pl~nts," for the 
Shearon Harris.Nuclear Power Plant, th~ Donald C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant, and the Virgil 
C. Summer Nuclear Generating Station. In addition to more detailed fire PRA modeling, the 
SPAR models for these NPPs include improved external hazard modeling and model 
validation. The staff has also leveraged the ongoing Lev~l-3 PRA project for the Vogtle 
Electric. Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2, to develop improved external hazard and fire 
modeling for the Vogtle SPAR model. ln FY 2015, a new SPAR-AHZ model for the Point 
Beach sjte was created. and the SPAR-AHZ mQdel for the Sequoyah site underwentffas.. 
lmdergone a ·major revision. 

In the new reactor area, the staff has cleveloped SPAR moders for the AP1000 Advance~ 
Boiling-Water· Reactor (AaWR) (for both the Toshiba and General Electric-Hitachi designs), 
U.S. Advanced Pressurized-Water Reactor·(US-APWR}, and the U,S. Evolutionary Power 
Reactor (U.S-. EPR). The staff has expanded the capability of the AP1000 SPAR model to 
include hazards such as seismic, fire, flooding, and low-pow~r ~hutdown events. A post-core 
damag~- severe accident logic model (i.e., Level-2 PaA model) rs also being developed for 
the AP1000 SPAR model. 

The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES} staff continues to work with the Regions, 
the Office of Nucl~ar Reactor Regulation (NRR}, and the Office of New Reactors (NRO) to 
Identify future enhancements to the SPAR models, including continuing the development of 
new SPAR-AHZ models. Further. NRR is considering how it can improve the effiCiency and 
effectiveness of the SOP process. These improvements may include pilot activities to assess 
the use of alternatives to the SPAR models. The use of alternatives to the SPAR models has 
other implications that will need to be assessed and addressed in support of any pilot activity 
that rnay be undertaken. NRR will address its plans to pilot alternatives to the SPAR model · · 
in a sepB"rate paper to the Commission. . 

In FY 2010, the staff completed PRA standard-based peer reviews of a representative 
BWR SPAR model and a representative PWR SPAR model. It perfo{med these pee·r reviews 
in accordance with American ~ociety of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)/ American Nuclear 
Society (ANSl RA-S-2008, "Standard for '9evel-.1/Large Early Release Frequency ProlJabilistic 
Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Appiications." and Regulatory Guide 1.200, "An 
Approach for Determining the TechnicalAdequacy of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Results for 
Risk-Informed Activities." The peer-review teams concluded t~at, within the e<>nstraints of t_he 
program, the SPAR model Is an efficient method to offer qualitative and quantitative insights 
for applications, SOP evaluations, inspections. event assessments, and model evaluations. 
The peer r~vi~w teams also no~ed thatthe SPAR model. structure·w~s robust and well 
developed, model fault trees· were streamlined with an appropriate level of detail for' the 
model's intended users, and the model structure and·the·SAPHIRE computer software are at 
the state ofthe·technofogy~ The teams also identified ·a number of enh~mce,m~nts for the 
_SPAR hiodels and supporting documentat.ion. Major activities undertaken tq adcrress the high 
prioritysa_-peer-review items include the following: 

• Stru"cturing the SPAR modei documentation to more closely align with the structure 
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of ASME/ANS PRA standard. A majority of the peer re'(iew comments were related 
to documentation issues. · 

• hicorporat!ng improved LOOP modeling ~rid sµpport system initialing ev~nts modeling 
into the SPAR models (e.g .. loss of service water or component cooling water). 

• E'.<pcincjing th~ SAPHlRE Web site to better Jog arid track model change requests. 

The staff completed these PWR and BWR SPAR· Model peer-review entiancem.ents in 
August 2015. 

On July 14-15.; 2015, RES, in collaboration with Idaho National Laboratory staff, held a 2-day 
public workshop on the agency's SPAR m9der program. Wol}<~hop di$cu·sslons .lncf.uded the 
i:ibjecJives 9f tl:ie $PAR model program.; d~ta coll~clion and analysis;· human reliability 
analysis; LOOP modeling: and SPAR model maintenance and quality assurance. The 
workshop participants-included representatives from NPPs. industry contractors, International 
partners, and public interest groups. Jrf addiliQn, "-!RC st~ff from NRR, NRQ, aiJd the Regions 
attended. A mee~ing ~ummar}t of the wo,rk$hop can be fou(lq in Agencywide. Documents 
Access and Management System (ADAMS) at Accession ·No. ML 15198A 191. 

The ~taff eontin1,Jes to mainl£iin and improve the SAPHIRE.software tQ support the .SPAR 
ModelProgram. S}\PHIRE is.a personal-computer".ba;;ed softWareapplication use~ to 
develop PRAmodels and perform ~nalyses with SPAR models. During FY 2015. significant 
~APHIRE activities included the following: 

• Oversight oflhe SAPHIRE .software quaiity·assurance prog_ram, including . 
perfo~ma,nc¢ pf €lri ann_ual audi~ (?f softw~re. qµ~Jity-a_ssurance. a~tivities; tooJs, ~nd 
dO~uments ih acct)r(jance.wilh NURJ:G/BR-0167, "S<>ftware·Quality Assurance. 
Program.and Guidelines.'! 

• lmplenientatipn pf new SAPHIRE, features, including the capability to easily sort model 
results by their contributiQn .to different accident sequences and improvements to the 
.reporting functions for external hazard model' results: 

•· E:valuation ofRosparoh on code infrastructure improvements .necessary tQ 
support a multi-user Webservor based platform for SAPHIRE. 

Enctosure 2, "Status .of the Standardized Plant. An;:ilysis Ris~ Models,"' provide$ a.detailed 
status of SPAR models and r~lated activities. 

Planned ASP ahd,SPAR Model Activities. 

• The staff wm oontfn~e the screening, revieWi and an~t)'s.ls (prE;!liQ11nary ~nd flnal)of 
potential prectiraol'$Jc>r. FY 2015 and FY 2016 events. 

•. The staff WiU c;ontinue the detailecf study of. ~lectric:al system and cdmponerit faih.~re 
:co·ntributi()n to the ril?k atop~ratirig NPPs~ · · 

• The staff wilt ce>ntrnue to :implerne.nt enhao¢emeht~ to tti.e lh~ernal event SPAR tnodets· 
for full-pow~r op~_ratioris.: Plahn~d erih~ncements include moder updates ba~ed on 
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insights from ongoing thermal-hydraulic analyses and a comprehensive update·of all 
SPAR models to reflect recent operating experience. 

• The staff will continue quality-assurance activities for both the agency SPAR models and 
the SAPHIRE code. This will ensure that agency risk tools continue to be of sufficient 
quality for performing SOP, ASP, and MO 8.3 event assessments In support of the 
staff's risk-informed regulatory activities. 

• . The staff will continue to evaluate the need for additional SPAR model capability 
(beyond full-power internal events) based on experience gained from risk 
assessment activities and feedback from users. In addition, the staff intends to · 
continue to develop new external hazard capabilities with new SPAR-AHZ models. 

SUMMARY: 

Under the ASP Program, the staff continues to evaluate the safety significance of operating 
events at NPPs and to provide Insights into the NRC's risk-informed and performance-based 
regulatory programs. The staff Identified no significant precursors In FY 2014 and in the 
FY 2015 events evaluated to date. The staff identified one statistfcalty significant increasing 
trend involving the occurrence rate of LOOP precursor events for the period FY 2005 through 
FY 2014. The SPAR Model Program Is continuing to develop and improve independent risk
analysrs toots and capabilities to support the use of PRA in the agency's risk-informed 
regutatory activities. 

COORDINATION: 

The Office o.f the General Counsel reviewed this Commission paper and has no legal objection. 

Enclosures: 
1. Results, Trends, and Insights of the 

ASP Program 
2. Status of the SPAR Models 

Brian W. Sheron, Director 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
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• The staff will continue quality-assurance activities for both the agency SPAR models and 
the SAPHIRE code. This will ensure that agency risk tools continue to·be of sufficient 
quality for performing SOP; ASP, an.d MD 8.3 event assessments in suppo~ of the 
staffs risk-informed regulatory activities. · 

• The staff will continue to evaluate the need for additional SPAR model capability 
{beyond full-power internal events) based on experience gained from risk 
assessmeni activities and.feedback from users. In addition, the staff intends to. 
continue to develop new external hazard capabilities wtth new SPAR-AHZ models. 
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Under the ASP Program •. the staff continues to evaluate the safety signifi~nce of operating 
events at NPP~f and to proviqe insights· Into the NRC's risk-informed a·nd performance-based 
regulatory programs. The staff identifie~ no significant precursors in FY 2014 and in the · 
FY 2015 events evaluated to date. The staff identified one statistically significant increasing 
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Results, Trends, and Insights of the Accident Sequence 
Precursor Program 

1.0 Introduction_ 

This enclosure-r;fiscusses the _results of accident sequence precursor (ASP}_analyses conducted 
by t~e U.~. Nuclear Regufatory CQm-mission (NRC) staff as they relate to events that occurred 
during fiscal years (FYs) 2014-and 2015. Based on those results, this document also discusses 
the staffs analysis of historical ASP trends and the evaluation of the related insights. 

2.0 _ Background 

The NRC establishe~ the ASP Program rn 1979 in response tQ recornmertctatiphs made in 
NUREG/CR-0400, "Risk Assessment Review Group Report." issued September 1978 (Ref.1 ).1 

The ASP Program systematically evaluates U.S. nuclear power pJant (NPP) operating 
experience to identify, document, and rank the oper_ational events that have·~ con_ditional core 
damage probability (CCDP) or an increase in core darriag~ probability (l\COP) greater than or 
equal to 1><10.a. That is, for any given operational event analyzed, the likelihood of inadequate 
core cooling arid severe core damage was greater than or equal to one in one million. 

Program Process. T() Identify potential precuf"$ors, the staff reviews operational events, 
including the impact of external events (e.g., fires, floods, and seismic events), from licensee 
event reports (LERs) and inspection reports (IRs) on a plant unit basis (I.e., a single event that 
affects a mul1iunit site is- counted as a precursor for each unit). The staff theri analyzes ai:ay 
identified potential precursors by calculating the probability of an event leading to a core -
damage state. The-analyses of operational events are conducted using the NRC's 
Standardized Plant An~lysis Risk (SPAR) h'todels and the Systems Analysis Programs for 
Han~s-on Integrated Reriability Evaluations ($APHIRE) sofu,\rar~. ·The SPAR models are a 
plant-specific set of risk models that rely on a set of standarcUzed modeling conventions 
(e.g., naming scheme. modeling approaches, and logic structure). Figure 1 illustrates the 
complete ASP analysis process. , · 

Program Metrics. _An operational event can be_one of two types: {1) an occurrence of an 
initiating event, such as a reactor trip or a loss of off site pqwer (LOOP), with or without any 
subsequent equipment un~vailability or degradation, or-(2) a degraded plant condition 
characterized.by the unavailabitity o_r degradation of equipment without the occurrence of an 
initiating event · 

For i_he first type of ~vent, the staff calculates a .CCDP. This metric represents a conditional 
probability that a cqre damage state is reached given the occurrence-of the observed_ initiating 
event (and any sub$equent equipment failure ot degradation). For the second type of event, the 
'staff calculates a ACDP~ This metric repre~ent,s the'in9("~as~ in core damage probability fQrthe-

The NRC fo1TT1ed the Risk Assessment Review Group (commonly referred to_ as the Lewis Committee) Jn 1977 to 
perfonn an ind~pendent evaluation of the Re~ctor Safety Study (WASH-1400) that wa$ completed~ yea(s 
earlier. That committee made a number of reeomrneridations lri 1978, lnclUding that more use be made of 
operational data to _assess the risk from no.clear power plants. The reView group's report stated, "It is important, 
In our view, ttiat potentially sJgnifi~nt (accident) sequences, and precursors, as they occur; be subjected to the 
kind of analysis contained in WASH-1400.• The fif'St major report of the ASP prograrrj, •prei?UrSOrs to Potetltial 
Severe Core Damage Accidents: 196~1979. A Status Report~ (NUREG/CR-2497,. Volume 1), was fonrtally 
released in J.i.me 1982. 

Encio_sure 1 



Inspection Findings 

if there ls a finding .(I.e., licensee performance 
ileficie.n<;Y) ass.ociafe(j wit.h an.eve'nt,.then the finalSDP 
result (e.g~. GREEN, WHITE, YELLOW•, RED) Will be the 
final ASP result !or !~JI even.I. How,ever,.an 
independent ASP ana.lysts will ~e perfprmec! if: 

An initiating event.occur:red (e_,g., re.actor trip, loss of 
ofhite power). 

• Multiple degra.ded· conditJons (indodrng equipment 
qui for festingand m'aintenance) histed. during the 
s~{Tle time window. 

• A degradation 'l\l a saf~ty system oc:c.urred and no 
licensee performance deficiency i> identified .. 

YES 

Report ASP Results 

• Annual Commission Paper on the 
Status and Trends of the ASP Program. 

• Industry Trends Program (provides 
overall precursor trend to the annual 
Performance and Act011ntability 
Report). 

• Significant precur$ors (I.e., CCOP or 
ACDP ~1>110-J} are Inputs to the annual 
PAR and AO Report. 

-2-

LER Screening 
The tonow.Ing events are screened out of 
the ASP Program: 

•. Component failure with no loss of 
redundancy. 
Short-term loss of redundancy In only 
one system. 

• Event that occurred prior to Initial 
criticality. · 

• Design or qualification error that was 
small relative to what was predicted. 

• Event bounded by an uncompticated 
reactor trip, 

• Event with n~ appreciable Impact on 
safety systems. 

• Event Involving only post-core
damage Impacts. 

YES 

Augmented lospections 
(Management Directive 8.3) 

• Special Inspections 

• Augmented Inspections 

Incident Investigations 

r---t\.. Internal Reviews 
L...-y'" • Senior ASP Analyst 

• RES Manapment 

/C--, • Ni1R and Region Senior Reactor 
'4--' Anaiysts 

·~ ~""---------------------~~ 

Comment Resolution 

•---t • ASP analyst worb with 1Jcensee, NRR, 
and appOcable Realon to resolve 
comments. 

Figure 1. ASP Pr.ocess Flowchart. 
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time p~riod during which a component or multiple components ~ere deemed unavailable or 
degraded. 

Program Thresholds. The ASP Program defines an event with a CCDP or a ACDP greater 
than or equal to 1x10-:S to be a P.tecu.-sor. For initiating event analyses, and to focus analyses 
on the more safet)' significant events. tho ASP Program excludes as precursors reaGteF
transients whoso results i.tt-0uld be similar to or less significant than tho nonroco»'Orable loss of 
food·.vater and condenser heat si~k. with no degradation of safety related equipment. 
Therefore, t!he ASP Program uses the olant-specific CCOP for the nonrecoverable loss of 
feedwater and condenser heat sink. with no degradation of safety-related eguigment. as theM 
initiating-event precursor threshold if it is greater thanef a CCDP of 1 x1 o.a OF the plant specific 
CCDP fer the nonrecoverable loss of feodwater and Gondenser heat sink. whiehover is greater.2 

This ensures· the more safetv·significant events are analvzed. Since 1988~ this initiating-event 
precursor threshold has screened out uncomplicated trips (reactor trips with no losses of safety
system equipment) from being precursors beeause of their relatively low risk significance~ The 
ASP Program defines a significant precursor as an event wilti a CCDP or .llCDP greater than or 
equal to 1x10·3• 

Program Objectives. The ASP Program )1as the following objective~: 

• Provide a comprehensive, risk·lnfonned view bf NPP operating experience and· a measure 
for trending core. damage risk. 

• Provide a partia1 validation of the adeguacv of current state of praotioe inprobabilistic risk 
assessment CPRA) standards and quidance. 

• Provide feedback to ·regulatory activities. 

The NRC also uses the ASP Program results to monitor performance against perfotmance 
indicators In the agency'$ Congressional Budget Justification (Ref. 2) and Industry Trends 
Program (ITP) (Ref. 3), as well as hreports tQ Congress on events of high safety significance iff 
accordance with "abnormal occurrence" ctiteria (Ref. 4);. ·Specially, the AS.P Program provides 
the following inputs to programs and reports:· · 

• Number of sfgnif(cant precursor events for tlie annual Congtesslonal Budget Justification. 
ASP Program results are used as one of severai inputs to the performance f ndicator 
i<Number of malfunctions, deficiencies, events, or conditions at commercial nuclear power 
plants (operating. or under construction) that meet or exceed abnormal occurrence (AO) 
criteria II.A though 11.D." 

• Trend of all precursor events forthe ITP. 

• Number of precursor event~ with a CCDP or LlCDP greater than or equal to 1x10~5 for tlle 
ITP. ASP program results are used, along with other inputs from .other programs, in the ITP 
to. evaluate the trend of the "significant events" industry-level indicat.or. 

• Description of significant precursor eventS for the annual abnormal occurren.ce report to 
Congress in accord~nce with Criterion U.C of NUREG-0090, "Report to Congress on 
Abnorrtl~il.Occurrences Fiscal Year 2014',lt Volume 37 (Ref. 4). 

:i! The plan~specifiG CCDP Is determined 1.1sln9.the SPAR models to aflaly:ze th.e-nonreco>Jerable loss of the maln
feedwater ciREI coREleAsei:-Mat sink initiating events fur each plant. If the res1Jlls fFom either ofthese aflalyses 
a~fer·tl'l~n 1_K~~~l1:1e is 1;1sed as the·precursor UueshGld fur: the slibjed-plamr 



Program Scope~ The ASP Program is one of three agency programs. that assess the risk 
significance of events at operating NPPs: The other two programs are the Significance 
Det~rinination Process (SDP)(R~f. 5) and the event-response evaluation process •. as defined in 
Management Directive (MD) 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program" {Ref. 6). The SOP 
evaluates the risk· significance of a single licen_see performance deficiency. while the risk 
assessments performed under MD 8.3 are used to determine. in part, the appropriate level of 
reac,ive inspection in response .to an event. An SOP assessment has the benefit of lnfonnatlon 
obtained from the inspection. whereas the MD 8.3 assessment ls expected to be performed 
Within a day or two aft~r the event notification. · · 

In contrast to the other two programs. a comprehensive and integrated risk analysis under the 
ASP Program includes all an.om a lies observed at the time of the event or discovered after t~e 
event. These anomalies may ihcl_ude unavailable and degraded plant structures, syster:ns. and 
components (SSCs ); human errors; and an initiating event (reactor trip). In addition, an 
unavailable or .degraded SSC does not have to be a performance deficiency (e.g .• SSCs out for 
test and main_tenance) pr an analyzed condition In the plant design basis. The ASP Program 
has time to complete an analysis of a complex issue and thus produces a more refined estimate 
of risk. Analyses schedules provide time so that NRC or licensee engineering evatuations can 
be made available for review.- State-of.the~art methods can be developed or current techniques 
can be refin~d for unique conditions when necessary. In ad~ition. the SPAR model can be 
modified for special considerations (e.g., seismic, internal fires, floodinQ). 

There are s(milaritie~ Jn the risk assessments conducted by the three program~. All programs 
· use.SPAR models~ the same documented metnods and guidance. and similar analysis 
assumptions, except where·program objectives deviate from one another. ASP.and .SOP 
analyses·assuhlptiorts are.typically the same for single performance deficiencies. To minimize 
overlap and improve efficiency~ S~lnca 2006, SOP results have, beerrused in lieu of
indepencfent ASP an~ly~es. to the extent practical and consistent with the over'ail objectives of 
both programs, ifthe' SDP analyses considered all GElnGljrrenkteg.raded conditions OF 

equipment unavailabilities that existed durin9 the time period oflhe oondition. typicativ the 
sop· analyses are used in the ASP Pr09ram when the analysis perfonned addresses the major 
contributors to risk for the event based on a review conducted by ari ASP Program risk· ahalyst. . 
Typically for initiating events, IT)ariy of the modeling assumptions made for MD 8.3 analyses can 
be adopted by ASP analyses.- However, some mod_eling assumptions are revised as detailed 
information about the event becomes avallab1e when Inspection activities are completed. lh 
ad~ition. there are program differences_ .on how certain modeling aspects are incorporated (e.g., 
SSCs outfor tes,tlng or maintenance)~ These key similarities provide opportunities for· significant 
ASP Program efficiencies. For a pQtenlial significant precursor, analysts frorn the three 
programs Work togeth¢r to provide--a timely determination of plant risk. As .such1 duplication 
between programs is minimiz~d to.the extent practical within the program objectives • . ~ " . 

In additioncurrenlly, the ASP Pn~g~m provides Integrated analy$e~ .of comp!e~ operating 
events that are ne>teva.luated by-the S.DP or finalized by MD 8:3 evaJuations! Two notable 
exampiesh1ctude.th.e·degraded reactor-vessel head with multiple ~egraded conditions atD_avis
Besse in FY 2003 {LERs 346/02-002, 346/02-005, and 346/03-002) and the complicated LOOP. 
~venfat Byron.Unit 2 in FY 2,012 (LER 454/12-001.). 

The Davis-Besse precursor eve.nfinvolved (1) a potential loss-of';'coolant accident (LOCA) due 
to reactor pressure yesseJ head erosion from the leakage of a circumferential cracked control 
rod dnve mechanism :nqzzle, (2)the.p()tentJal unavailability of su_mp_·r~circµlation due to. screen 
plugging following a postulated L.QCA from unqualified containnienfcoatings ~nd other ~ebris 
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(e.g., insulation) inside containment, and (3) the potential unavailability of high-pressure safety 
injection pumps during the recirculation phase of a postulated LOCA due to potential debris 
generated by cert;ain postulated LOCAs and entrained in pun:iped fluid. The SOP cited three 
licensee performance deficiencies. Analyzed separately, the equivalent ACDP for the thre~ 
deficiencies were4x10-4, 3x10-s, and 3x10.s, respectively. The ASP Program analysis 
integrated these deficiencies and aggregated the rjsk which res.ulted rn a ACDP of 6x1Q-3_ 
identifying this as a significant precursor that was reportable to Congress. The ASP analysis 
result confirmed the risk significance of this event following a systematic and repeatable process 
that in part, underoirded the substantial reguiatorv response that was undertaken. The . · 
regulatorv response included issuance of Order EA-03-009 requiring all licensees with plants 
susceptible to reactor pressure vessel head degradation to perform visual inspections for 
indications of degradation or boric acid leakage. worked with the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers CASME) to. incorporate reactor pressure vessel head inspections into the 
ASME code, adopted a new operating experience program. and enhanced the NRC's ability to 
detect declining plant performance by cliangfng several NRC inspection and management 
Programs. , · · · · · · 

The Byron Unit 2 precu~or event resulted from a LOOP and unprotected under-volt~ge 
condition$ oh ~afety:related e1ectripal buses for eight minutes. The ·1oss Qf one of three phases 
(Phase "C") of 345· kilovolts offsite power to lhe two unit .station auxiliary transformers (SA Ts) 
did not result in art ~utomatic under-vdltage protection signal, because the under-voltage 
protection.scheme did not provide adequate protection from a single loss of Phases "A" and "C'\ 
As a result, all running safety equipment powered by the safety buses had tripped on over
current conditions. These conditions existed until operators manually opened (frorn the marn 
control. room) the SAT feeder· breakers a_bout eight minutes after the event ~ad inili~lc;?~. 
Following the opening ofthe SAT feeder breakers, bqth emergency die~e.1 gen:eratol'.S startecf . 
and loaded supplying power Jo the safety buses, as designed.· The MD 8~3 risk. assessmen~ of. 
th~ ever:it that was performed on the day of Jhe event occurrence resulted in a CCDP of 7x 1 o-s. 
The a.ssessment did not .include ·the aspects ofthe Uf'.lder-voftage condition of the s~fety ~iJses 
that was id~ntified .as the rE!SUlfof a sp~cia1 inspecti9n. The.inspection identified no performance 
deficiencies; therefore. no SOP a~sessment was req~ired. The ASP analysis_ of this 
compllqated LOOP event resulted· rn ·an aggregated plant risk ~CCPP of 1x104 • This 
realization Contributed to the basis for the ·ongoing staff efforts. Ori the system study of electrical .. 
systeniHalid component' failures' to risk. In addition. the NRC staff issued BUiietin 2012-01. 
"Design Vulnerability in Electric Power System." and·fnformation Notice (IN) 20.12•03, ~Design 
Vulnerability in Electric Power System" highllghtindthe ootentiat·siqnirtcance of a single-phase· 
open circuit conditibn. · · 

3~o ASP Program Status 

The fol!oWif19 subs~ctions s1,.1mmarize the status and,resqlts.oftl)e ASP Prtjgram (as of 
September 30; 2015). 

FY 2014 Analyses. The staff completed its screening and ~view of fi01 LERs and thejr 
associ~ted' i11spe¢tion.findings for FY 2014. On the ba,sis of that review, 36 events vvere 
selected and analyzed for potential precursors~ Of these, ·the ASP analyses bave ld.entified ·s 
precursors (initiating events) and the $DP· identifie~ 10 precursors (de,graded conditions):· For 
1 o of the 16 precµrsors,the-performarice deficiency identified under the Reactor Overslgh,t 
Process documented the risk~significant aspects of the event completely. In these cases, the· 
SOP significance category (i.e., the."color" (ifthe. finding) is reporte\f in t~e ASP Prograrri. For 
t~~ rEm:ia,inlng. events~ an• indepe~dent ASP analysis was perfon:rted to determine the risk 
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significance of three LOOP initiating events, two electrieal transformer failures; and a 13 
kilovolts bus failure. · 

Table 1 presents the results ofthe staff's ASP analyses for FY 2014 precursors that involved 
initiating events. Table 2 presents the analysis resultsfqr FY.2014 precursors that involved 
degraded condition$. 

FY 2015 Analyses. The staff performs an initial review of all events to determine if the}' have 
the potential to b~ significant precursors, Specifically, th~ staff reviews LERs (reported by 
licensees in accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 50.73, 
"Licensee Event Report System")and daily event•notification reports (reported by licensees in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72, "Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating Nuclear 
Power Reactors") to identify potential significant precursors. The staff has completed the lnitral 
review of FY 2015 events .and identified no potentially significant precursors (as of .. 
September 30, 2015). The·staffwill inform the Commission if a significant precursor is identified 
during the more detailed evaluations of event$. · 

T bl 1 FY 2014 P a e • I f I "tf f E t recursors nvo v ng m a mg ven s 

Event Date ·Plant Description CCOP 

10/1411~ Pilgri111 LOOP and Reactor Scram. LER 293/13·009 3><10·5 

Arkansas Fire and Explosion of the Unit Auxilia()' T~nsformer. 1219/13 Nuclear One, 2><10-6 
Unit2 LER 368113·004 

1/18/14 Shearon Harris Manual Reacfor Trip due to Indications. of a Fire. 6x10-e 
LER 400114-001 

1/21l14 Calvert Cliffs 2 R~actor Trip due to Inadequate Protection Against 5?<10-6 
Weather-Re!~ted Water Intrusion. LER. 318111$.001 

5125/14 Mfllstone2 Dual Unit LOOP and Reactor Scram. 1x10-s 
LER 336/14-QO~ . 

·' 

5/25/14 Millston.a 3 Dual Unit LOOP and Reactor Scram. 2x1o·s LER 336114.;0fiG 

a e . T bl 2 FY2014P recursors· nvo v na eara e on 1t1ons I l D d d C d'. 
Condition Plant Descr.lptlon ACDP/ 
Duration SOP Color 

Harsh Environment 09e·to Postulated High-t;nergy Line 

39years5 Fort C~llioun Breaks Could Lead. to the Failure of Equipment N.e~ded to ·WHITE? 
Safely Shutdown the Plant. 
Enfor(:ement A~tion {EAJ·14-187 

31 years5•6 Ginna Ul'.larialyzed. Condition for Potential Floodwater Intrusion into WHITE Vital Battery Rooms. EA·13·247 

10 years5 Oconee 1 High Cycle Fatigu~ R~sulted Jn Reactor Coolant Leak and WHITE Unit Shutdown. EA.:14-091 

3 ·A WHITE 1ind.ing correspond~ i() a licensee performanc:e defi~ency of low-to-moderate safety signifi~n~e 
and has ao increase In.care ~amage frequency in .the range of gre~ter than 10.a to 10-S per reactor year. 
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. Condltlon Plant Description ACl)P/ 
Duration SOP Color 

36·years5•6 St, Lucie 1 
Internal Reactor Auxiliary Building Flooding During Heavy. 
Rain Due to Degra~ed Conduits Lacking Internal Flood WHITE· 
Barriers. EA•14-131 

Arkansas Inadequate Extemal Flood Protection fot . 
40years5;6 Nuclear One, Safety-Related Equipment locate~ Belowthe Design YELLOW• 

Unit 1 Basis Flood Elevation. EA-14-088. 
Arkansas· lna~equate Extetnal Floo('.f Protection for 

40 years5•6 Nuclear .One, Safet)'-R:elated Equipment Located Below the D~slgn YELLOW 
U11it2 Basis Flood Elevation. EA-14-088 

Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 
1 year Millstone 3 Operability Impacted bY. Incorrect Bearing. EA·14- WHITE 

092 

23years5 Oyster Creek 
Technical Specification Prohibited _Condition Caused 
by Two Electromagnetic Relief Valves Inoperable for YELLOW 
GreaterThan Allowed Outage Time~ EA-14-178 
Te~hnical Spec:ificatiori Prohibited Cohdition Caused 

9yearss Oyster Creek by l;niergency Diesel G~nerator f n'operable for· WHlTE 
Greater than Allowed Outage Time. EA•14·186 

109 days Clin~on 
Failure of a Shutdown Cooling Water Pump Due to 

W.H1TE Damaged Bushing. EA·15·064 

4.0 Trends and Insights 

This section defines a statis'tically significant trend. defines t~e data period used in·trending 
am.ilyses, and discU$ses the re$Ults of trending analyses and insights for all pre-cursors and 
·significant precurso..s. · · · 
Statistic ally Significant Trend. Statistically significant Js defined in terms of the '"p.value." 
A p-value is a prcibabllity indicating Whether t~ aCC,eJ)t or· reject the null hypothesis that no trend 
exists·in the data? A-p-value res$than orequal to 0.95 indicates th~t there is 95 per.c_ent 
confidence, that a tr~nd exists in the data (i.e., leading to a ('ejection of the: null hypc:ithesis tlJ~t 
there is no trend). · 

Da(a :c9verage~ The data period for the ASP trending analy~e~' is a rolling 1 o-year period~ 
which is ali_~ned with thea rolling 1~yearperiod used in the ITP. 

<4' A )'l:LLOWJinding corresponds to a licensee performance deficiency ofmoderate-tcrhlgh safety:._ 
sjgnifieanee and has an increase in core damage frequency in the range ofgrea1erthan 10.s t~ to-.a per 
reactor year. · · 

5 Note that although ihese degraded conditions·iasted'.for many years, ASP and SOP analyses. Jimif tile 
· exposure period to 1 year. 

6 These four evei:it!? were identified from t_~e .efforts undertciken by licensees and NRC inspe.l?l~rs as pai:t of 
the Fukushima Neat-Term Task Foree Recommendation 2.3 walkdowri inspections (Ref. 7). 

- •• - - .. : - < " .-. " - • ' • • • -·. ; • • ' -

7 For the purposes of.this ~nalysls, the hull hyPothesis is based on a cons~rit~rate Polsseli proc~ss producing 
the ot;ise~ed data set. A lower p-value Indicates a lowerli_kelihoo.d that the obs.erved data· could be 
pro~u~d by this constaot:-"'fe pro~ss,. 
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4~1 Occurrence Rate of.All Precursors 

r The NRC's ITP FAQA[tersevaluates· trends hi licensee safety performa11ce usirtg industry;.level 
indicators. The mean occurrence rate. of all precursors identified by the ASP Program Is. one 
indicator used by the· ITP to assess industry performance. 8 

Re$ults. The mean occurrence :rate ohm precursors does no\ ~xhJbi\ a statistically significC1nt 
trend (p-value·= 0.59)°for the 10-year period 'from FY 2005 through Fv·2014 {see Figure 2). 
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figtir~ 2. Occu~rerici~ Rate qfAll Pr~cµrs()~. 

4~2· Significant Precursors 

The NRC's CpngressionatBudgetJuslificatiqn, (NUREG-f100, Volume 31) provides 
performance indicafors used to measure and evaluatemonitor performanc¢ as part of the NRC's 
plannin91 budget; and perforrnance·man~gerrtent process. The number of significantprecuraors 
identifiecJ by"the·.ASP progr;;1mJs <>,n~ of several inputsJo. a perfonT!ance indicato.r u~ed to 
monitor the·.a~ency's stra.tegie safety goal (Ref. 2). 

Results. A. review of the data for the 1o-yearperiod'from FY 2005 throt.1gh FY 2014 reveals the 
fe>llowing insights~ · · · · · 

• No significant precursor¢· hf;lve J>een' ide~tified during FY 2005. through FY 2014. The staff 
has· completed.th~ initial review ofFY 20·1s:events ~nd ·identified no potentially significant 
precursors (as of.Septemberao, 2015).. · 

• The last significant precursor was identified in FY 2002 ·and involved concurrent, multiple 
~egrad~d· ~nditions at the .Davis;.Bes$~.i}uctear power plan~~9 

8 The ~ITerlCe ra,_teJs calcUlate.d t)y ~ividil'.lgthe nu.mbe'r ofpreCUrSOrs by \he number of reactor.year"; 
9 commission Paper SECY-10-0125, ·status of the Aci:ldentSequence Precuraor Program and the.standardized 



4.3 Occurrence Rate of PreCUJSors wlth.aCCDP or 4CDP ~ 1x1Q4 

Precursors with·a CCDP or .6.CDP ~ 1x10-" are considered important in"the ASP Program 
because they generally have a CCDP higher than the .annual CDP estimat~d by most plant-
specific proQabilistic ri.sk assessments (PRAs}. · 

Results. A review of the data for the 1·0-year period from FY 2005 through ·J=y 2014 reveals the 
following trend 1;1nd in~ights~ · 

• The·staffdid not identify any precursors with a CCDP or ACDP greaterthan or equal to 
1x1.04 fpr FY 2013 or FY 2014. 

• 'the meari occurrer:ice rate of precursors With a CCDP or .6.C.DP greater thari or Qqual to 
tx 1094 does not exhibit a statistically significant trend (p.value = 0.11: see Figure .3). 
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• For FY 2012 and FY 20131 st~tistically sigtlifi~ant increasing trend$ were observed in each 
respeptive 1.0;;y~sr period (FY 2003 through FY 2012 ~nd FY 2004 thoug_h FY 2013, 
Jespectively). ·However, with no .additional precursors observed In. FY 20·13 and ·FY 2014t 
the trend is no longer statistically si9riificarit 

• Over .the past 1 ~year pe.rtod (FY 2005 through FY 2014), a·total of 7 precursors with CCDP 
or ACDP greatertba"n Qr equal to 1 ><10""were idelitified.;_Jn.FY ~Q10 (1 precursor),, FY 2011 
(3 precursors); and FY 2012 (3 ·pr~cursom). As repotted.1otne Commissl(>nlast y~ar, 6 of 
the 7 pre·cursors .Involved electricat events in electrical distribution systems. See Enclosure 
·1 tQ SECY-14·01Q7; "$tat1.1s. ofthe Accident Sequence Precursor Program and the .. 
S_tandardiz~d Plant Ari~lys!s Risk Models," for ~ listing of ihes.~ pre.ctn:s~r events and. a 
summary of insights.(Ref. ·9). 

·Pl~nt Analysis Risk Models· (Ref.. 8), provides a complete lis• ofai't.significani precursors from 19~9 ttuough 
2Qlp. . . .· 



4.4 Precursors Involving Initiating Events and Degraded Conditions 
' 

A review of the data for the 10-year period from FY 2005 through FY 2014 reveals the following 
insights for precul'$ors involving initiating events and degraded conditions. 

Initiating Events 

!,_The mean occurrence rate of precursors Involving Initiating events does not exhibit a 
statistically significant trend (p-value = 0.26) (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Occurrence Rate of Precursors Involving an Initiating Event 

• Of the 54 precursors involving initiating events. 27 precursors (50 percent) were LOOP 
events. While the frequency of complicated trips10 (27 precursors) is about the same as the 
frequency of LOOPs (27 precursors), the CDPGGFG-Gamage probability risk estimates for 
LOOPs are somewhat higher. 

Degraded Conditions 

• The mean occurrence rate of precursors involving degraded conditions does not exhibit a 
statistically significant trend (p-vafue = 0.94) (see Figure 5). 

• Over the past 10 years, precursors involving degraded conditions (104 precul'$ors) 
outnumbered initiating events (54 precursors) by 93 percent. 

!._Of the 104 precursors involving degraded conditions, 35 precursors (34 percent) involved 
degraded conditions existing for a decade or longer.11 Of these 35 precursors, 

•0 A complicated trip is a reactor trip with a concurrent loss of safety-system equipment. 
11 Note that although these degraded conditions lasted for many years, ASP and SOP analyses limit the exposure 

period to 1 year. 
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15 precursors-{43-peroom) involved degraded conditions dating back to initial plant 
construction. 
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Figure 5. Occurrence Ratc;t of Precursors lnvo1vinS) Degraded Conditions. 

4.5 Precursors Involving a Complete Loss of Offsite Power Initiating Event 

In FY 2014, 3 precursors from 2 NPP sites resulted from a complete LOOP initiating event.12 In 
FY 2015, 3 complete LOOP initiating events occurred at 2 NPP sttes.13 Typically. all complete 
LOOP initiating events meet the precursor threshold. · 

Results. A review of the data for the 10-year period from FY 2005 through FY 2014 reveals the 
following insights: 

• Trend. The mean occurrence rate of precursors involving LOOP precursor events exhibited 
a statistically sfgnlfieant increasing trend (p-value = 0.01; see Figure 6). The incre~slng 
trend of LOOP preoursQr events became significant in FY.2014 when 6 LOOP precursor 
events dropped out of the rolling 10-year trend period and 3 LOOP precursor events 
occurred in FY 2014. 

• Precursor Counts. Of the 158 precursors that occurred during the FY 2005 through FY 
2014 period, 27 precu~rs (17 pgrcent) we~ LOOP precursor events that cccurred at 19 
NPP sites. Of the 27 LOOP "precursor events, 20 (+4 _persent) precursors occurred during 

12 A LOOP initiating event involves a reactor trip and the simultaneous lo~s of electrical power to all. unit safety 
buse5 (also refe~ to as emergency buses, Class 1 E buses, and/or vital buses) requiring all emerg_ency power 
generators to start and supply power to the safety buses. The no~safety buses may (or may not) b~ 
deenergized as a result of the LOOP Initiating event. (Ref. 10) 

13 Pfe9ursor anafyses of events ocx:urring In FY 2015 are not fmal. Three LOOP initiating events occurred in. FY 
2015 and win mOst likely meet the ASP threshold (i.e •• CCDP?. 1 x 1°". lltese events are not Included in the 
tremring analysis. These FY 2015 LOOP events occurred at Pilgrim on JanuafY 27. 2015 (LIER 293115-002) and 
Ca.lvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 90 Aprit7. 2015 (LER 317/15-002). 
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the last 4 years (FY 2011 through FY ·2014 ). 

• Concurrent Unavailability of an Emergency Power Train. Of the 27 LOOP precursor events, 
2 (7 percent) precursors involved a concurrent unavailability of an emergency.power system 
trair) durir:ig the FY 2005 through FY 2014 period. One precursor involved an emergency 

. diesel generator (EOG) failure to run due to a leak in the EOG coolant system and 1 
precursor involved an EOG out of service due to maintenance. In FY 2015. a LOOP 
initiating event (and potential precursor) occ1,med involving an EOG failure to start duefto·a 
fault in the EOG st~rtup circuity and the shutdown se_quencer ,failure for th~ other EOG to 
C!UtomaticalJy restart selected equipment (see Calvert Cliffs LER 317/15:.002). 

• External Hazards. Of the 27 LOOP precursor events, 12 (44 percent) precu_rsors resutted 
from external hazards. including_;_ ·2 tornados (6 precursors), Hurricane Katrina (1 precursor), 
3 other weather-related events (4 precursors), and the 2011 Virginia ~arthquake (2 
precursors). All ~units at the 5 m'ulti·unit NPP sites involved in these events wete 
affected by the external events. Of. these 12.4 LOOP precursor events, 7 (§§.64 percent) 
occurred in FY 2011.14 · 

• Outside Plant Boundary. Of the 27 LOOP precursor events, 3 (11 percent) precursors 
resulted from an electrical fault either in t_he plant switchyard or offsile power transmis$io_n 
line to the switchyard. • 

• Multi-unit NPP Sites. Of the 27 ·LOOP precursor events, 15 precurso~ occurred at af1 units 
at a mulU•unit NPP site, 5 precursors occurred at a single unit at a multi-unit site. and 7 
precursors occ_urred at a s_ingte=unit site. 
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Figure 6. Occurrence Rate. of Precursors Involving a Complete. LOOP. 

4.6. Precu..Sf)~ al BWR$ and PW~s 

14 These FY 2011 ev~nts were the Surry Units 1 and 2fomado precursor events that occurred <>n April 16. 2011; 
th1;1 Browns Ferry Units 1, 2. and. 3 toma~o precursor event~ th_at occu!'f'ed on April 27. 20.11:. a1:1d the Nq~ Anna 
Uni~s t and 2 earthquake precursor events that oecurrect on.August 23, 2011. 



A review of the data for the 10-year period from FY 2005 thrqugh FY 2014 reveals the following. 
insights for boiling-water reactors (BWR£;) and pressµrized·water r.eactc:>r's (PWRs). 

BWRs 

• The mean occurrence rate of precursors that occurred at BWRs does not exhibit a 
statistically significant trend (p-vatue = 0.41; see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Occurrence Rate of BWR Precursors. 

• Of the 21 precursors involving initiating events at BWRs, 11 precursors (52 percent) were 
complete LOOP events. 

•. Of the 33 precursors involving the unavailability of safety-related equipmentthat occurred at 
QWRs, most were caused by failure~ in tl'le ~mergel)cy power system (12 p~cursors ot 36 
percent), emergency core copling systems (7 precursors or 21 percent), etecirical 
distribution systems (2 precursors or 6 percent), ·or safety-related cooling water systems 
(1 precursor or 3 percent)~ · 

PW Rs 

• The mean oceurrence rate of precursors that occurred at PWRs does not exhibit: a 
statistically significant trend (p-vafue = 0.95; see Figure 8). 

•. bf the 33 precursor§ involving initiating events at PWRs, 16 precursors {48 percent) were 
complete LOOP events. 

• 0f the 71 precursors involvi11g t~e un(;tvailabiUty of safety-related equipment that occurred at 
PWRs, mc>st wer~ caused by fai'lures in·th_e· emergency power system (17 precutscil'S or 24 
percent), auxiliary feedwater system (10precursors-or14percent), electrical distribution 
system.(10 precursors or 14 percent); safety-related cooling water systems (7 precursors or 
10 perq~nt), or emergency core ,i;:Qoling systems (5 prec.ursors or7 percent). 



-I • Of the 5 precursors Involving failures in the emergency core;._ cooling systems, 3 precursors 
(60 percent) were because of conditions affecting sump recirculation during postulated loss· 
of -cooling accidents of varying break sizes. 
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Figure 8. Occurrence Rate of PWR Precursors. 

• Of the 10 precursors involving failures of the auxiliary feedwater system, random hardware 
failures (7 precursors or 70 percent) and design errors (2 precursors or 20 percent) were the 
largest failure contributors. Nine ()f the 1 O precursors (90 petcent) involved the unavailability 
of the turbine-driven auxi1iary feedwater pump train. 

• Of the 17 precursors involving faifures in the emergency power system, 14 precursors {82 
percent) were from hardware failures. 

• Design errors contributed !Q..2 precursors involving the unavailability of safety-related 
equipment that occurred at PWRs. 

4.7 Operating Experience Insights Feedback for PRA_Standards and Guidance 

One objective of the ASP Program is to provide insights into the adequacy of curren_t PRA 
standards and guidancestato of prastioe In risk assessmeRt. ASP event analyses, both 
precursors and events that did not exceed the ASP Program threshold, from FY 2014 were 
reviewed against the approaches to PRA elements described in the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME)/American Nuclear Society (ANS) RA-Sa-2009, "Addenda to 
ASMEiANS RA-S-2008 Standard for Level 1/Large Early Release Frequency Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications" (Ref. 11 )i as endorsed In Regulatory Guide 
1.200, "An Approact) for Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
Results for Risk-Informed Activities" (Ref. 12j. This review sought to identify,aspects of the 
event analyses for which the risk·significant ASMEIANS PRA Standard did not provide_ 
adequate guidance. 

Results. None of the FY 2014 event analyses indicated an inadequacy in the state of PRA 
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elementspractice as described in ASMEIANS RA-Sa-2009. The staff continues to work with 
ASME/ ANS on refining the standard to ensure that it provides sufficient guidance to assess the 
risk signmsanco of external events. including mdernal-flooding. 

5.0 Summary 

This section summarizes the ASP results, trends, and insights: 

• SlgniflcantPrecursors. The staff identified no significant precursors (i.e., CCDP or ACDP 
greater than or equal to 1x10·3) in FY 2014. The staff identified no potentially significant 
precurSors in FY 2015 (as of September 30, 2015). 

• Occurrence Rate of All Precurso~. The occurrence rate of all precursors does not exhibit 
a trend that is statistically significant from FY 2005 through FY 2014. 

• Additional Trend Results. During the same period, a statistical!Y. significant increasing 
trend was observed in precursors involving LOOP precursor events. No statisticatly 
significant trend was observed in precurs()rs with a CCDP or ACDP greater than or equal to 
1.>< 1 O"'. precursors invo1ving Initiating events or degraded conditions. oraRd precursors at 
BWRs or PWRs. 
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Status of the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models 

1.0 Background 

The objective of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Standardized Plant 
Analysis Risk (SPAR) Model Program is to develop standardized risk analysis models and tools 
foF staff aRalysts to support various regulatory activities, including the Accident Sequence 
Precursor (ASP) Program and Phase a of tile Significance Determination Process (SOP). The 
SPAR models have evolved from two sets of simplified event trees initially used to perform 
precursor analyses in the early 1980s. Today's SPAR models for internal events are far more 
comprehensive than t_heir predecessors. For example. the revised SPAR models include 
improved loss of offsite power (LOOP).and station blackout modell&les; an improved reactor 
coolant pump seal failure model; new.support system initiating event models; and updated 
estimates of accident initiator frequencies and equipment reliability based on recent operating 
experience d~ta. · 

The SPAR models consist of a standardized, plant spesiflc set of plant-specific risk models that 
use the event-tree and fault-tree linking methodology. Although the.SPAR models are 
plant-specific rnodels, they rely ~m a set of standardized modeling conventions (e.g., 
standardized naming conventions, standard modefing approaches, anq logic structure). ihey 
employ a standard approach for event-tree development, as well as a standard approach for 
initiating event frequencies, equipment performarice parameters, anc::J human performance data. 
These input data can be modified to be more plant- and event-specific, when need_ed. ~PAR 
standardiZcition is needed to aUow agency risk analysts to efficiently use SPAR models for a 
wide variety of nuclear power plants (NPPs) without having to relearn modeling conventions and 
basic assllmpticms. Although the system fa_ult trees contain~d !n t,h~ SPAR-.roodels generally 
are not as detailed as those in licensee probabilistic risk as$essments (PRAs), in some cases 
SPAR models may contain more sophistiCated. modeling. such as for common-cause failures, 
'support systems, and losses of offsite power. The staff maintains 75 SPAR models 
representing all 99 operating comrnercial NPPs. Th~ SPAR models for NPPs that have recently 
permanently ceased operation (Kewaunee1 Crystal River, San Onofre, and Vermont Yankee) 
are no longer being updated but remain available for staff use. All SPAR models are developed 
under a· comprehensive quality assurance !Q&program and.have, been benchmarked .against 
licensee PRAs thrtmgh eithefonsit~ QAquality assurance reviews or other information provided 
by the licensee •. 

The ,staff initiated the Risk Assessment Standardization. Project (RASP) in 2004. A primary 
·focus of RASP was fo standardize risk analyses penormed in SOP Phase 3, in ASP, and under 
Management Directive (MO) 8.3. "NRC Incident Investigation Program." Und_er this project. the-
sta:ff initiated the (otiowing activities: · 

• Enhance-SPAR models to be more plarit·specific and improve the Systems Anaiysls 
Prograrrisfor Hands-on Integrated Relial,'.>llity Evaluations (SAPHIRE) code used fo. 
manipl!late the SPAR models. 

.. Document co·nsistent methods and guidelin·es for risk assessments of intemal events 
during power operations~- internal fjres and floods;- external hazards (e.g .• seismic events 
and t()rnadoes); and rnternal events during.low-power and shutdown (LPSO) operations. 

• Provide on•catl teqhnical support for staff Involved with licensing and Inspection issues. 

Enclosure 2 
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This effort resulted in the development of the Risk Assessment of Operational Events Handbook 
(commonly referred to as the RASP Handbook) and better alignment between the SOP and 
ASP Program event assessment processes. ·· · 

2.0 SPAR Model Program Status 

The SPAR Model Program continues to play an integral role in the ASP analysis of operating 
events. Many other agency activities, such as the SOP analyses and MD 8.3 _evaluations. also 
involve the use of SPAR models. All SPAR models include logic modeling covering internal 
events at power through core damage (I.e., Leve1·1 PRA model). The NRC is developing new 
SPAR modules for assessing plant ~isk for internal fires, external hazards (e.g., high Wind and 
·seismic events), and 'for assessing post-core damage severe accident progression (i.e., Level-2 
PRA modeling). 

The staff has completed the following activities in model and method development since the 
previous status report (SECY-14-0107. "Status of the Accident Sequence Precursor Program 
and the standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models," dated October 6, 2014), as described below. 

Tecfmical Adequacy of SPAR.Models. The staff implemented a quallty.assuraAce (QA} plan 
covering the SPAR modf!ds in 2006. It updated the SPAR QA plan in fiscal year (FY) 2013. The 
main.objective of this pf an is to ensure that the SPAR models continue to represent the as .. buitt, 
8$-oper~ted NPPs and continue to be of sufficient quali~y for performing event assessments of 
operational events in support of the staff's risk-informed activities. In addition to model 
-development. the QA plan provides mechanisms for internal and extemal peer review. validation 
and verification, and configuration control of the SPAR models. The staff has processes in 
place to verify, validate, and benchmark these models according to the guidelines and 
standards established by the SPAR Model Program. As part of this process, the staff performs 
reviews of the SPAR models-and results against the licensee PRA models, when applicable. 
The QA pfan also provides a feedback process.from the model users for error reporting. 
tracking •. and resotu1ion. The $faff arso has processes in ptaqe for the proper us~ of these 
models in agency prqgrams su~h as t_he AS.P Program, the SOP, and the MD 8.3 pro~s~. · 
These processes aredocumented in the.RASP~!:!andbook, which serves as a desktop 
guidance document for agency risk analysts. 

In 2010 the staff (with the cooperation of industry experts) performed a peer review of 
SPAR models for a representative boiling.water reactor (BWR) and a representati\le 
pressurized-water reactor (PWR) in accordance with American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers/American l'.'Juclear Society RA-S-2008. "Standard for Levef.1/Large Early Release 
Frequency Probabilistic Risk Ass~ssment for Nuclear Power Ptant Applications," and Regulatory 
Guide (RG) 1.200, "An ApproachJor Determining the Technica1 Adequacy of Probabilistl.c .Risk 
Ass~~smenl Results for Rlsk-lnform·ed Activities" ADAMS Accession No. ML090410014. 

The peer review teams noted a number of strengths for the SPAR models. including:. 

• The SPAR model structure is robust and well developed. 

• The SPAR model fault trees are streamlined with an appropriate level of detail for its 
intended uses. 
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• The SPAR model structure and the SAPHIRE software are astate of the technology." 

• The SPAR models are an efficient method to develop qualitative and quantitative 
insights for risk-informed applications. SOP evaluations, inspections, event 
assessments, arid model evaluations. 

The peer review teams also noted a number of enhancements that couid be made to the 
SPAR' moders. The staff reviewed and prioritiz19d the peer review comments in order to identify 
potential improvements to the SPAR models. Enhancements that improve~ the usability, 
capabilities, and technical adequacy of the models in a cost effective manner were given high 
priority and the staff Initiated projects to address these comments. Specific enhancements that 
have been completed include, structuring the SPAR model documentation to'more clos~ty ~lign 
with the structure of the PRA standard. incorporation of improvecl LOOP modeling. development 
of new support system initiating.event models, and expanding the SAPHIREWeb site to better 
log and track model change requ~sts. All high priority BWR and PWR SPAR peer, review 
enhancements were completed by Augµst 2015. · 

It shouid be noted that the.SPAR models are generally used to categorize and prioritize 
operaUonal events and conditions, including licensee non-compliance issues with existing 
reguJatlons •.. Licensee PRA models developedJo support licen~lng basis changes must meet 
the technical adequacy requirements of RG 1.200. Although the SPAR models are not 
maintained under a RG 1.200 program. the SPAR OAqualityassurance program and other 
process controls (such as internal and external reviews) help to ens1,1re that SPAR-based 
analyses appropriately reflect the. as-built,·· a~-operated NPP. 

Routine SPAR Model Updates. Existing SPAil models forQperatlng pl~mt$ need tc» be 
~pdated regularly a~ a result of any significant plant changes that may .affect the risk profile of 
the plant. In general, the staff got;1l ls to. perform sig.nificant updates to approximately 
10 to 12 SPAR models per year. As SPAR models are updated, their documentation (i.e., the 
model report and tne plant risk information eBook summary reports) rs also updated fo -
r~present lhe_latestP.RA information included in each SPAR modet .Comparison~ betwe~n the 
SPAR model baseline results and licensee model results (when voluntarily s·ubmitted by the 
licensee) are also performed. These comparisons·lnclude baseline core damage frequency, 
·oonditlonal core damage probability for each initlQtor type, top cut sets, and importance · 
measures. These comparisons help enslJre that SPA~ models and associated risk 
assessments that support the SOP process are of high quality and reflect the as".'"buitt, 
as-operated plants. In F'l 2015, the staff performed significant updates to six SPAR' models to 
.reflect changes, su·ch as the ~cldition of logic for new station blackout generatOI'$, batte,Y 
charging generators, and broad expansion of electri~' power m~detlng detall. Although the 
levetof effort in FY 2015 was less than the statfgoal due to resource limiia~ions, the effort is 
expected towUt be· increased again In FY 2016 to complete approximately 10 model updates per 
year. 

In FY 2015, the steiff also modified all SPAR rnodels to take advantage of new .SAPHIRE 
features and to improve the usability of themake models m·ore understa~dable to 1:1sors. AmQng 
these new SAPHIRE features is the ability to eliminate most event tree linkage rules._ SAPHIRI; 
nqw au1omatically rl)_erges·multlple overlappingtules; thus precluding the need to manuaUy 
·generate multiple explicit rul~ se\s. Automatic g~neratiQh and applic~tlon of convolution. 
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correction factors is another SAPHIRE enhancement that eliminates multipte manual acmons. 
each time a model is updated. 

Approximately 30 SPAR models were also updated .to support specific SQP or ASP activities. 
These more limited SPAR model updates are performed when requested by agency risk 
analysts. These updates are normally· required to better model specifi.c features of an 
operational event that are not normally captured in a base PRA or to reflect an enhanced 
understanding of the as-built, as-operated plant as a result.of event followup activities. 

During 'FY 2015, the staff continued to perform a comprehensive data update to all 75 SPAR 
models to reflect recent operating experience and implement other enhancements to improve 
the usability and functionality of the models. In addition to updating SPAR model parameters. 
this activity will improvecomprehetisive update will also update m·odel documentation; pro\'ido 
aA-integrated hazard categories (i.~ .• Internal events, external hazards, Level-2, and LPSD 
models) into ·a single report for each SPAR modei report; and resolve struot1:1ral modeling issues 
associated with the SPAR logic modeling framework. Other data updates include modification 
of common cause events to more closety foltow the guid~nce in the RASP Handbook . .A 
prant:-specific model convergence analysis (to assess the appropriate truncation level to run the 
model) and· documentation of the results is also included in this task. 

$PAR !'fodels fot the Analysis of A.II Hazards. (External Events). Development ~f $PAR All
Hazard (SPAR·AHZ) models._ -which contain accident scenarios from all hazard categories 
(including seismic, high wind; and Internal fire} applicable, to a given site"" -has continued during 
.FY 2015,,althougti at a lower.intensity than the previous yec:ir ... The lower intensity was due 
tobecause of budgetary constraints and the balancing ofUmJted staff r~soutces to W()rk on other 
projects, such as the Commission- directed site Level-3.~RA project for the Vogtle site. 
Currently, 22 of the 75 SPAR models, representing 28 NPPs; include internal fire and external 
hazard groups. Eighteen of the SPAR-AHZ models are ~ased pn assessments conducted for 
Supplement 5, "Individual Plant Examination ofExtemal Events for Severe Accident 
Vulnerabilities," to Generic Letter 88 20, "Individual Plant Examihation for Severe Ac.cldent. 
Vulnerabilities 10 CFR 50.54(f)," and 0th.er readily available infontlation~ ·1n FY 2015, one new 
SPAR-AHZ model, which includes internal fire models extracted from the National Fire 
Proteclion Association (NFPA) Standard 805· compliant fire model for the Vogtle plant, has 
been constructed and placed in the SPAR model library for use by NRC risk analysts. 
SPAR-AHZ models for the Shearon Harris, o.C. Cook,· and v~c. Summer NPPs had been 
previously completed. Because the licensee-developed NFPA 805·compliarit fire PRA moc:fels 
contain thousands of quantified fire sequences, a significant focus of the SPAR-AHZ effort was 
combining similar sequences to enhance model usability while maintaining the ability te 
retaining th_e resolution contairJad fn tile licensee models. 

Recently, a new SPAR-AHZ model for the Point Beach site ~has been developed, and the . 
SPAR~AHZ model for the Sequoyah site underwenthas ~ndergone a major upgrade. ·The:staff 
is curr~ritty workirJ9 on a major update to the Pe~ch Bottom SPAR-AHZ model. Development of 
the Peach Bottom SPAR.,.AHZ model includes licensee site visits to gather Information and 
discuss modeling assumptions and results. Currently, the Office of Nuclear Regµlatory · 
R~.s~atcta (RES) and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) are working together to 
Jdentify ways to improve the efficiency and therefore increase the pace of SPAR-AHZ rr10det 
development, given expected resource constraints ih FY 2016 and .bey~:md. 
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New Reactor SPAR Models. Before new plant operation, the staff may perform risk 
assessments to inform potential risk-informed applications for combined licenses, focus 
construction inspection scope, or assess the significance of construction inspection findings. 
Once the plants begin operation, independent assessments using SPAR ·models will be used by 
the ,staff for the evaluation of operational findings and events similar to the assessments 
performed for current operating reactors. 

There are currently'fiv~ new reactor internal hazard SPAR models. These include one model 
for the AP1000, two Advanced Boiling-Water Reactor (ABWR) models (one for the Toshiba 
design and one for the General Electric-Hitachi design), one model for the U.S. Advanc~d 
Pressurized~Water Reactor (US-APWR), and one model for the U.S Evolutlcmary Power 
Reactor (U.S. EPR). In addition to these internal events models, there is a seismic model for 
the·AP1000 and a LPSD model for the Toshiba ABWR. Since FY 2013, the staff has been 
extending the capabilities for the AP1000 reactor design SPAR model. The AP1000 SPAR·AHZ 
mod~I includes an internal flooding model (completed in FY 2013) and an internal fire mod~l 
(completed in FY 2014). The staff is in the process of completing a LPSD model and 
developing a new severe accident model (Leve1~2 PRA model) for the AP1000 reactor design. 

The staff plans to continue developing new reactor SPAR models, including AHZ and LPSD 
models, as needed, to support licensing and oversight activities~ 

.MELCOR Tberinal Hydraul/c Analysis tor S.P~R Mo.de/ Success Criteria. The staff 
continue~ to perform MELCOR analyses to investigate success criteria associated with specific. 
Level-1 PRA sequences. In some cases, these analyses confirm the existing technical basis. 
~md in oth~r cases they ~uppQrt tnodificatl()ns that can be made to increase the realism of the 
agency's SPAR models, The IEitest round pf activity is documented Jn tWo reports: (1) soon to 
be published NUREG~2t87, i!Confirmatory Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis to Support Specific 
Success Criteria In the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models-Byron," and 
(2) NUREG/CR-7177, "Compeodh,1m of Analyses To Investigate Select Level-1 Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment Enq-State Definition and Success Criteria Modeling Issues," pubtished in 
May 2014 (ADAMS Accession No.· ML 14148A126). The results. oflhese studies will be used to 
confirm specific success criteria for· a suite offour-foop Westinghouse plants, which are similar 
to Byron, with appropriate consider'iltion ofthe design and operational differences of these 
plant~. They also ·Win be used io support application-specific consultation on ~he use of the 
SPAR models. 

This· effort directly supports .the agency's goal of using state.,of-the-art tools that promote 
effectivene.~s and realism. The NRC is communiCating the project plans and results to iritemal 
and external stakeholders through mechanisms such as the Regulatory Information Conference 
and the industry's ModularAcci~ent Analysis Program Users• Group. 
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3.0 A~ditional Activities 

SAPHIRE'Mafntenance and Improvements. In FY2015, new features and capabilities 
werehi:ive beeR Implemented in SAPHIRE to better support NRC regulatory activities. The hew 
features !nclude: 

• SAPHIRE offers multiple methods for sohtihg PRf'. models. Models can be ~ssesse~ by 
solving individual accident ~equences or by grouping sequences by common end states. 
A new capability in SAPHIRE allows users to trace the contribution of individual accident 
sequences reg,ardless of the solving method that is us·ed. 

• tmpr9vements to:the reporting capabilities for e~ernal hazard mqdel results. 

• l_mprove~ tools.for modelen; to upd~te_and maintain the SPAR model~. 

All of these improvements to SAPHIRE have been performed in accordance with the SAPHIRE 
software QA program. A set of software QA documents has beeo developed for SAPHIRE. 
Tijes~documehts covertopics such as the software development plan, ®nfiguration 
management, reql!irements tracking, and testing and acceptance. Ttl~ NRC proj~ct manager 
performs an annual audit ofthe SAPHIREsoftware QA program. The most recent audit was 
completed on January 15.~ 2015; and no signifi~nt issues were Identified. The NRC project 
managei;- confirmed that the maintenan¢e and lh1plernentatlon of the SAPHIRE software QA 
program is consistent with. the guidance contained In NOREG/BR-0167. USoftware Quality 
AsS!Jl'.'81'.198. Prag.ram and Guidelines,"' dated February 1993 (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML15043A7~U)~ 

·the SAP HIRE developers continue to explore advanced features and ·enhancements that may 
•. ~ implemented 'in full.ire SAPHIRE revisions; The SAPHIRE team has developed a 

demonstration versiqn of a,Web-basecf SAPHIRE application. A Web-based SAPHIRE 
application is envisioned to have several .~dvantages that ~re not available with a desktop 
appilcation. such as improved configuration management of models and analyses, enhanced 
·collaboratl9n·cap_abili_tie~. and remote access to high-perfortnance computing resources. After 
successfully demonstrating a pr'o~otype version of the application; the SAPHIRE team is· 
~evefoping an implementation plan to describe how,a fuity functional Web-based version cout~ 
be completed and made avaltable to users as a replacement to the current version of SAP HIRE. 
The implemen,t~tion is expected to occur In a phased appro~ch over the next several y¢a~. 
The work on the Web-based version, has also helped th~ SAPHIRE team to ~xptore new ways 
to use parallel' computing resources to reduce code runtimesfor complex .. analyses. These, 
methods may even be able fo benefit near-term· updates to lhe current version of SAPHIRE. In 
.addition to this work, th~ $APHIREteam continiles'totemain:cognizanf:ofac~a~mic and 
·international res·earch activitle$ ·on· advahced PRA qlianlificatlori techniques. · · 

Cooperative Research for PRA~ Tt)e staff has executed· an addendum to the memorandum of 
lu'iderstandlng with the Electric.Power Resea~ch Institute (EPRI) to cond~ct '.cooperative n1,1ctear 
safety research for PRA. Several of the initiatives· included in the .addendu,m arEHnte_nded to 
help resolve technical issues that accounrfor the key differences between NRC SPAR models 
, arid licensee PRA models. . . ; ·. . .. . ' . . .- . ~ ,·' . 
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During FY 2015, significant efforts have been made in implementing PRA methods for support 
system Initiating event {SSIE) analysis and treatment of LOOP in PRAs. The SSIE PRA 
modeling approach was developed in collaboration with EPRI and is documented in 
EPRI Report 1016741, "Support System Initiating Events.'' published December 19, 2008. 
These methods are being Implemented in the SPAR model~ as one of the activities associated 
with addressing the peer revlew c_omments. To date, all SPAR models tiave been enhanced 
with the improved SSIE modeling methodology. Various LOOP methodology enhancements 
have been added. to all rnodeJs, with the remaining enhancements expected to be completed in 
conjunction with routine SPAR model updates. The staff plans to continue these cooperative 
efforts with EPRI and other stakeholders to address the remaining issues over the next several 
years. 

On July 14-15, 2015, RES, in collaboration with Idaho National Laboratory staff, held a two·day 
public workshop on the agency's SPAR model.program. Workshop discussions included the 
objectives of the SPAR model program.: data collection and analysis: human reliability analysis; 
loss of offsite power modeling; and SPAR model maintenance and OAquafity assurance. The 
workshop participants included representatives· from NPPs1 Industry contractors, international 
pa~ners, and public Interest groups. In addition, NRC staff from NRR. Office of New Reactors, 
and the R.egions attended. A meeting summary of the workshop can be found in ADAMS af 
Accession No. ML 1p198A 191. 

4.0 Conclusion 

. SPAR models are one of the primary risk tools for the agencv and support a wide variety of 
regulatory uses. The staff maintains and updates the suite of SPAR models to help ensure that 
aqencv-oerformed risk assessments· represent the as-built. as-operated reactor plants. ·Recent 
·activities have focused on the development ofexternal hazard models, updates to model 
parameter estimates to reflect recent ptanf operating experience, and increased public outreach 
to promulgate information about the SPAR model program. 



NRRComment RES Response 

SECY~ pg 2• Underline ·:"importanr - risk -Deleted "important• - The ASP Program scope Includes assessment of all 
para f, line 5 significant? operating events. notj1,1st those that are ri.sk significant or important. . . 

SECY, pg21 Underline "the staff uses the SPAR The. intent of this phrase was that SPAR mo~els are used to risk inforrn 
para 2, ·line 6 models to risk inform inspection NRC's inspection activities. Inserted "NRC" between "inform" and 

.. activities," - How? The licensee "inspection" • 
dev~lops· their 1s1, etc... · 

SECY~ pg 2: Underline - "while risk assessments lhe criteria for-evaluating the significance of an event, including a single 
pa(a 4,,fines 6 performed under MD 8.3 are used event; are included. within MD 8.3. No change. made. · · 
&7 to determine. iii part, the . 

appropriate level of reactive 
.inspection .. in response 'to an evenV' 
For example single deficiency?: And 
uses what to evaluate the 
significance? 

SECY; pg 3, Underline- "ifthe SOP analyses Modified the text of the sentence to read: 
para 1. lines 4, considerecj all concurrent degn;1ded 
5,&6 conditions or equipment "To minimize overlap and improve efficiency, since 2006, ·sop results have 

unavailabilities that existed durirm been used in lieu of independent ASP anatyses to the extent practical and 
the time period of the condition." consistentwith .the overall objectives of both programs. "(ypically the SOP 
But the SOP does not do :that. analyses are used. in the ASP Program when -the analysis performed 

addresses the major contributors to risk for the event based on a review 
conducted.by an ASP Program risk analyst." 

SECY~ pg 3, Paraphrased - insert Project AIM No ch~nge -made. RES OD believes this is a. statement that th~ 
add new2ncr 2020 rebaselinin9 work to evaluate Commission 'is already fully.aware of and does not .need to be repeated' in 
para before different programs and determine this. Commission Paper. 
Statu.s and hoW best to further, redu~ 
Results dup1icaliori of effort and potentially 

propose to the Commission to· 
modify the criteria used.in the CBJ 
as a means of irnproving efficiency~ 
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NRRComment RES Response 

SECY~ pg 4. . What is the result of the review? In the last Commission paper. a trend was identified in electrical component 
para 1 • .Last Any change· fn the .•••• ·failures contributing to precursors. As a result RES initiated an electrical 
sentence system and component study that is still ongoing. The LOOP trend 

provides additional .. support to the continuation of this study. A sentence 
was added that the results for this study should be available in FY 2017. 

SECY,pg4, They have not yet been updated to This statement is partially correct. Information that is being developed by 
last paragraph, fncfude the seismic information licensees to update their seismic bases, including In response to 
lines being developed under Fukushima Fukushima, is used in the SPAR models once it is made available to the 

Near Term Task Force NRC. As resources have permitted, the SPAR .. AHZ models have been 
Recommendation 2. 1 updated with seismic data (as stated previously in the SECY). Most ofthe 

licensees have not developed their seismic PRAs in response to 
Fukushima, therefore it is. premature to expect this information to be 
included. As this information becomes avatrable, it will be incorporated into 
the SPAR·AHZ models consistent .with the planned and routine process to 
update SPAR models or in response to SPAR model user needs to support 
risk assessment of operating events. 

SECY.pg 61 Modify sentence to .read: Modified the burtet as suggested. Also. the word "server" was changed to 
3rd bullet under 'Web" per NRO comment 
2rur paragraph "Evaluation or code infrastructure 

improvements necessary to support 
a multi-user server-based platform 
for SAPHIRE." 

. 
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NRRComment RES Response 

SECY. pg 6, Paraph.-ased This is a policy issue that does not belong in an information paper on the 
new statusofthe ASP Program and the SPAR Models. This issue. should be 
paragraphs at Add a discussion of NRR's plans to brought to the· attention ofthe Commission in a Notation Vote paper 
the end of the· pilot the use of lieensee PRAs for prepared by NRR proposing the pilot activity. Recognizing that NRR is 
page the SOP. considering this pilot activity, the fotrowing has been adc(ed to the SECY on 

page 5, 3rc1 paragraph at the end of the paragraph. 

"Further, NRR is considering how it can improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the SOP process. These improvements may include pilot 
activities to assess the use of alternatives to the SPAR models. The use of 
alternatives to the SPAR moders has other implications that will need to be 
assessed and addressed in support of any pilot activity that may be 
undertaken. NRR wlll address its plans to pilot alternatives to the SPAR 
model in a separate paper to the Commission." 

Enclosure 1, Only if no other equipment was A con{orming change was made to modify the text of the sentence to be 
pg4, para3. oos, etc ••• consistent with the main body of the SECY to read: 
lines 5, 6, & 7 

"To minimize overlap and improve efficiency, since 2006, SOP results have 
been used in lieu cf independent ASP analyses to the extent practical and 
consistent With the overall objectives of both programs. Typically the SOP 
analyses are used fn the ASP ·Program when the analysis perfonned 
addr~ssesJhe major contobutors to risk for the event based on a review 
condµcted by an ASP Program risk analyst." 
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NRRComment RES Response 

Enclosure.1, As a result oflhis: safety Changed the rast sentence arid added additfonal infonnation so that it 
pg 4. last significance, the NRCdid ••• reads: 
paragrapht last 
line " •••. The ASP Program analysis integrated thes·e deficiencies and 

aggregated the risk which resulted in a ilCDP of Gx 1 o-3 identifying this as a 
significant precursor that was reportable to Congress. The ASP· analysis 
result confirmed the risk significance of this event following a systematic 
and repeatable process that. in part, undergirded the substantial regulatory 
response that was undertaken. The regulatory response included issuance 
of Order EA-03-009 requiring all licensees with plants susceptible to reactor 
pressure vessel head degradation to perform visual inspections for 
indications of degradation or boric acid leakage. worked with .the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) to incorporate reactor pressure 
vessel head inspections into the ASME code, adopted a new operating 
experience. program, and enhanced. the NRC's abUity to detect declining 
p1ant performance by changing several NRC inspection and management 
programs." 

Enclosure 1, This realization caused NRC to do • Changed the last sentence and added additional rnformation so that it 
pg 5, para 1. .. reads: 
last line. 

" •.. The ASP analysis of this complicated LOOP event resulted in an 
aggregat.ed plant risk CCDP of 1x104. This realization'.contribut~d to the; 
basis,for the ongoing staff efforts on the system study of electrical system 
and component failures to risk. In addition, the NRC staff issued Bulletin 
2012-01. "Design Vulnerability in Electric Power System," and Information 
Notice (IN) 2012-03. "Design VulnerabiDty in Etectric Power System" 
highlighting the potential significance of a single-phase open circuit 
conditiOn." 

Enclosure· 1, Strike out .;a!' in the reference to No change made. The reference as stated has been confirmed to be 
pg 14,.2no para ASME/ANSRA-Sa-2009. correct. 
under ·section-
4.7. Results 
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NRRComment RES Response 

Encf osurE:J 2l Replace "increas~the pace or with Made the change as suggest~. 
pg 4, para4, "lr:nprov_e the efficiency and 
llne 7 therefore increase the pace or 
Enclosure '2, Why spend time·to:add parallelism_ The·mainfocus of this part of Enclosure 2 is-to share ata high level with the 
pg 6;_ patcf2, when the runtime is· so small? Commission the Staff's effortslo develop a Web•Based. version of 
lines 10.11, Waste of resources~ SAPHIRE to support the needs of the Regional and Ha· risk analyst. This 
and 12. activity is driven by User Need Request (UNR) NRR-2015-009, Item 5.9. 

While evaluating potential approaches to developing.a server-based 
framework for-SAPHIRE, INL identified opportunities to improve SAPHIRE's 
ability-to take advantage of the increased-processing power of current 
·computers. These improvements take advantage of the parallel processing 
capability ·of current oompute~ and can be incorporated· into efforts to 

_ maintain the current version :of SAPHIRE. Having a web-based version of 
SAPHIRE also improves the NRC's ability to assure compiiance with federal 
Information-technology requirements related to the control of information 
techno.logy systems that handle proprietary or official use only information. 

- If also provides increased assurance that risk analysts will have access to 
the most up-to-date models and software to conduct their ana1yses. 

Feedback from Regional.and HQ users of SAPHIRE ,an~ SPAR Models 
indicate that white In many cases .the time to conduct a PRA analysis using 
S,APHIRE is not excessive, more complex analyses require substantial time 
to perform a single run -(on the order of s~veral hours or more). Models 
thatinclude external hazards such as seismic or make extensive use of (lk 
of n·- gate logic (often found in service water system models) can require 
.significant time to run. An SDP or ASP analysis is an iterative process that 
for more complex operating events requires multiple runs of model changes 
to finalize. Often, these types of events are those for which NRC should 
provide a reasonably timely analysis in support of timely regulatory 
decision·maltloo. As currently configured, SAPHIRE has the capability to 
perform limited parallel prQce$sing using .several core processes in existing 
standalone PCs and lt:1ptops. However, substantial improvements in 
penprmance could be achieved, meeting the .neec;fs of Regional and HQ 

.\ users, to, take full advantage of the parallel proces$1ng available in high-
speed computers that are available. Added .. to reduce code runHmes for 
comptex'.analyses" to the en.d ofthis sentence for clarification. 
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NRRComment RES Response 

SECY, pg6 On page 6 of the paper where. Resources expended on a project are not included in information papers to 
Jennifer added information about the Commission. RES OD agrees that this information should not to be 
doin~ a pilot with Vogtle PRA. Bill added to the Commission Paper. Further. see RES response to the NRR 
wants words added to indicate how comment to add information on a pilot alternative to the use of the SPAR 
much we. spend on· SPAR model models in .the SOP. While RES does not believe that use of licensee 
and SAPHJRE development and models· will provide cost savings to the agency and will pose challenges to 
maintenance. maintaining agency Independence, RES will support NRR In considering the 

implications of such a pilot program should it consider moving forward with 
the proposal. It should be noted that the Vogue PRA currently being used 
by RES was provided for the specific purpose of supporting the 
Commission.ctirected Leve1·3 PRA project and cannot be used to support 
any other purpose. Therefore. NRR will need to obtain a commensurate 
revel of PRA information from an industry volunteer to support such a pilot. 
Further, given the staff's current familiarity with the Vogtle PRA. RES would 
not recommend using Vogtle as a potential pilot. 

Enclosure 2, On page 6 of Enclosure 2 where In User Need Request (UNR) NRR-2015-009. dated August 10, 2015, NRR 
P9.6 ·Jennifer mentioned that RES should requested that RES develop· a web-based version of SAPHIRE that can be 

not work on adding parallelism to run on a ~ntralized server and·accessec.l using the internet. The purpose 
SAPHIRE since the runtime Is fast of this request was to provide users an efficient and effective way to utilize 
enough. Bill adds that NRR funds centralized high-speed computing resource~ and improve sharing of model 
should not be applied on this task or results and analyses. Included within the scope .of this activity is 
on deveroping a web-based version. incorporating within the SAPHIRE program the capability to take advantage 

of the parallel computing power of high speed computers to maximize the 
efficiency of the processing of more complex· SPAR model changes used to 
conduct risk analyses of challenging operating events. There may be SQme 
misunderstanding with regard to the development of dynamic PRAs that 
was discussed with NRR and removed from the UNR NRR-201S.009. 
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Tetter, Keith· 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
(c: 
Subject: 

Weerakkody, Sunn 
Wednesday, September 30, 2015 6:45 AM 
Nakosf<i, John 
Coyne, Kevin; Tetter, Keith; Cirde, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Giitter, Joseph; Lee, Samson 
RE: Changes made to RES SECY on ASP/SPAR Status 

Thanks John. I am doing due diligence to address all comments at ourlevel. As discussed,_ we expect a 
co~ple of issues to be elevated to at least Joe Glitter'f? revel over here before get~ing back_ to JetinlfenBill Dean. 

~unit D Weerakkody, Chief 
PRAbperations&}fumai:i Factors Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nuclear Regulato.rv Commission 

:Address: MaiJ Stop 0·10- c~t.s, OS NRC, Was'1ington DC 20005-0001 

Tel: 301-415-287.0 
stack aerrvl'l!'j<°'!'.'!'!><0.,..> ...;...._---

From: Nakostd, Jo!Jn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:2S PM 
To,: Weerakko'dy; Sunil 
(:c: Coyne, Kevin; T~tter, l<eitb; .Circle, Je.fff Kichlihe, Michelle; Glitter, Joseph; Lee, Samson 
St.ibjeet: RE: Changes madeto·ReS SECV on ASP/SPAR Status 

Suni1, 

Ttiank.you for0the feedback. ~eyin and I wiU be meeting with Brian $heron and Steve We~t this afternoon to 
discuss RES~ responses to NRft's comments. 

If you would like ~o propose altematives t9 the eomments·that we t,ave reeeived, pf course I welcome th~m. I 
do however need to oav~~t ,rriy acceptance of your revised comments wfth the. ~emphasis of the RES position 
thatit Is not appropriate for an RES status paper to. inform the Commission of an NRR initiative· to pllotthe use 
of the licensee's PRA models in the SOP ..... that is something that NRRshould d() ih a separate Notation Vote 
paper to ll:'I~ CQmmission. 'With regard to project AIM 2020, as we ·aiScussed ~te~ay- ifthis is t1:te .. A9e!lcy 
wide policy tO add .a statement into every SECY going to the Commission on Project AIM 2020. RES will 
happily add such a statement. However, as we discussed yesterday, It is not.appropriate to selectively apply 
such a statement to Commission Pape'i's a.s it Inappropriate suggests to the Commission Vifliere Projeet AIM 
~020 will rec<>rnmend disCQntinuing an activity. Project AIM 2020 has·not finaliz~ its prioritiz~tion -tetthe 

. process work as planned. , 

.Jolin Nakqski 

From: Weerakkody, Sunil 
. Sent: Tuesd~y, Septemb~r 29, 2015 12:21 PM 
To: Nakoski1 John .. 



Cc: Coyne; Kevin; Tett.er, Keith; Circle, J~ff; Kichline, Michelle; Giitter; Joseph; Lee1 Samson 
SubJec,t:, ~E:'Changes mad~ tQ R~S S~cv·on ASP/SPARStatt.is , 

Jo~n, 

M!chelle has reviewed the ch~nges. in tne· mark-up·. Subsequently, -the three of µs (,Jeff Circle, myself, and 
Michelle) met and discu$seid~ Michele agrees with most of your changes. We found a couple of areas. where 
¥)e co~ld make sugg~$tions to enhance. We als_~,. found a cquple pf otDer place~ wher¢, y~u (or yo_ur 
de$ignee.)should go t.>ackJo,Jennifer and ask for clarjfjcations. · 

In my view, there arelhree fssues that RES falls short of addressing NRR ET commeqts; i"suggesUhat we 
elev~te the·m to. Jo_e\Rict1 ~s Qppqsed to working_ tt:ie.m at our level: · · · 

1. Bill Dean .wanted to include the resources that we spend on SPAR updates.and ASP~ For reasons that 
you rnention~d. RES doe~m't ~eli~ve that lnform~tion should be incli.ided~in .this SECY. 

2. _Jenllad proposed a ser\teric~ to say that we Would ~e looking at A~P and SPAR'(in my word,s);under 
Project Aim. I qon't believe the s~ntence that you: have proposed goes far enougt1. (Je_n~s sentElhq°e' 
may be going too far)~ If you want, we can.send a·proposaL · 

3'. ,Jen _provided a ~ pagf;l in,s~rt on how we plan tq:pilotthe use ·pf licensee's motj~ls. This h~s 1101 been 
-~ddre~$ed. .1 C}gree lhc'.it the words Jen ~cis proposed not ideal. We C~f\ sena a· proposed b\:illet that. 
may address the overall intent. 

I a.rl'l leaving_ fQr o_ur di_vi~ion meeting. Will be ljaqk li9,r¢' tomor_fowi 

?unil .D VJeeta.kkody, Chief 
.PRA Operations & Human F=actors aranch 
OffiCe of ~ud¢ar R~ac.tor·Regula~irin 
Nut:iear.Regulatpry Commission 

T~l! .. 301·41~~tPD 
Black Berrv:f )5 J ....__ ____ _. 

Fr:o,tn:.Na'ko~~i~ )9~n . 
Sent: Monday, September-is, 2ois 5:09-PM 
to; weer:a kkody, Sunn: Cir~le~ Je·ff 
Cc:Coyne, K~vfo;.torrefa,RJchard;.Jetter; Keith 
.S.~tiJ~ct: C:~aog~$ mad~ tQ R~~ S~~ Qn .A~P/$PAft-~t~tus 

'Sunn ~nd Jef( 

~tta9h~d are ~h~ char.iges·that w~, madeJn response tQ the' conimeots_v.re re~iVed frf?tn NRR ~"fc.». lf_you ·would .. 
'like to add s~me context.with regard lo.the broader a,gency response to Davi$ Besse and Byfon:events,.-please 
:send me_and Keith,Te.t.ter.youts~_nte.nc~!h · - · · 
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Chief, Performance and Reliability Branch 
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FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

• 
PURPOSE: 

The Commissioners 

Brian W. Sheron, Director 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 

STATUS OF THE ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSOR 
PROG.RAM ANDTHE STANDARDIZED PLANT ANALYSIS RISK 
MODEL$ 

To inform the Commission of the st~tus, accomplishments, and results cif the Accident 
Sequence Pr~cursor (ASP) Progr~m. including quantitative ASP results, and to c9mmunicate . 
the status of the development and maintenance of the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk- (SPAR)' 
models. This paper does not address any new commitments or res·ource implications; · 

BACKGROUND: 

YMer Project AIM 2020. tho §tgff is evalYatiAg-all-NRC activities to rebaseline its efforts ta
establish priorities to inorease-effi6ienc1• and effectiveness~ 

In a memorandum to the Chairman dated April 24, 1992, the ·staff of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulat9ry Commission-(NRC) committed to report periodically to the Commission on the ~tatus 
of the· ASP Program. Subsequently. in SECY'-02-0041. "Status of Accident Sequence 
Prec_urs.or and SPAR Model Development Programs," dated March 8, '.2002. the-staff expanded 
the annual ASP status report to include: (1}an expanded evaluation of precursor data trends 
~n,d insights, arid (2) th~ ~evelopment of associated. probapilistic risk assessment (PRA) m·odels 
(e.g., SPAR models). · 

CONTACT: Keith M. Tetter; RES/ORA 
301-41?-2407 
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The ASP Program systematically evaluates U.S. nuclear power plant (NPP) operating 
experience to identify, document, and rank the operating events most likely to lead to 
inadequate reactor core cooling and severe core damage (i.e., precursors).1 The ASP 
Program provides a comprehensive and integrated assessment of plant risk associated with
+mportant operating events. The ASP Program provides insights into the NRC's risk-informed 
and performance-based regulatory programs: evaluates performance against performance 
indicators in the agencyts Congressional Budget Justification2 and Industry Trends Program;3 

and reports to Congress events of high safety significance in accordance with "abnormal 
occurrence" criteria.4 

Under the SPAR Model Program, the staff develops and maintains independent risk-analysis 
tools and capabilities to support NPP-related risk-informed regulatory activities. The staff uses 
SPAR models for the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) Significance Determination Prqcess 
(SOP); the ASP Program; the Managem~nt Directive (MD} 8.3, _"NRC Incident Investigation 
Program,n event.assessment process; and the MD 6.4, "Generic Issues.Program," resolution 
process.: hi addition, the staff uses the SPAR models to risk inform NB.Q..lnspection activities, 
to gain risk insights in support of reactor-related rulemaking, and to support other risk 
assessment studies, such as system and component reliability-studies. 

DISCUSSION: 

This section summarizes the status, accomplishmentsi and results of the ASP Program and 
SPAR Model Program since the previous stalu$ report, SECY-14-0107, "Status of the Actident 
Sequence Precursor Program and the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Model~.~ dated 
October 6, 2014. 

ASPProaram 

Program Scop~. The ASP Program is one of three agency programs that assess the risk 
significance· of events. The other two prc;granis are the SOP and the event·response evaluation 
process, as defined in MD 6.S. Currently, the ASP Program provides Integrated analyses of 
complex operating events not evaluated by the SOP or finalized by MD 8.3 evaluations. The 
SOP evaluates· the-risk significance of a single licensee performance deficiency, while risk 
assessments performed under MD 8.3 are used to determine, Jn part, the appropriate level of 
reactM~·jnspeqtion in respon~e to an event. An SOP assessment has the benefit of infqrmation· 
obtained from the inspection, whereas the MD 8.3 assessment is expected to be performed 
within a day or two after the event notification. In contrast to the other two programs, a 
comprehensive and integrated risk analysis under the ASP Program includes all anoma1ies5 

observed at the time ofthe event or discovered after the event. 

Enclosure 1 provides background on the process used by the staff to identify precursors. 
2 See NUREG•1100, Volume 31, ~201? Congressional Bt.idget Justification," issued January 201~. 
3 See"SECY-15·0061. "Fiscat Year2014 Resutts of.the Industry Trends Program for Operating Power Reactors," 

dated Aprils; 2015. 
"' See Appendix A of NUREG.fJO®, Volume 37, •Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences-Fiscal 

Year 2014: issued May 2015. 
s Thesi:t anomalies or condilions may inelude unavailable and degraded plant structures, systems, and 

components (SSCs): human errors;"and ~n initialing event (reactor trip). In addition, an unavailable or degraded 
$SC does not have to be a performance deficiency or an analyzed ci:>ndition in the plant's licensed design basis. 
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There are similarities in the rtsk assessments conducted by the three programs. All programs. 
use SPAR models, the same documented methods and guidance, and similar analysis 
assumption~, except where program objectives deviate from one another. To minimize overlaQ. 
and improve efficiency, S~ince 2006, SOP results have been used in lieu of independent ASP 
analyses to the extent practical and consistent with the overall objectives of both programscif
the-S9P-anaJyseeH:;onsidered-all-cenGurrenk:fe~radea-conditioRs-oi:-eql-Jipment-~1navailabilities
thal-existed--dHFing-the-time-peripd-0f-the-.l;ondilion. Typically the SOP analyses are used in the 
ASP Program when the analysis performed addresses the maior contributors to risk for the 
event based on a review conducted by an ASP Program risk analyst. Typically for initiating 
events, many of the modeling as~umptions made for MD 8.3 analyses can be adopted by ASP 
analyses. However, some modeling assumptions are revised as detailed information about the 
event becomes available when inspection activities are completed. These key similarities 
provide opportunities for significant ASP Program efficiencies. For a potential significant 
precursor (defined below). analysts from the three programs work together to provide a timely 
determination of plant risk. As such, duplication between programs is minimized to the extent 
practical within program objectives. 

Status and Results. The staff continues to review operational events from licensee event 
reports (LERs) and NRC inspection reports (IRs) to identify potential precursors to a reactor 
core damage event. Operational events that exceed the ASP thresholds, mentioned in the 
Background section of Enclosure 1, are considered precursors in the ASP Program. Significant 
precursors have a conditional core damage probability (CCDP)6 or a change in core damage 
probability (.6CDP)7 greater than or equal to 1 x10·3, The staff has Identified 16 precursor events 
for fiscal year (FY) 2014. The staff did not identify any significant precursors for FY 2014 and 
has not identified any potentially significant precursors for FY 2015 to date, although the 
reporting of FY 2015 events in LERs and NRC IRs are still in progress. 

In addition to the identification of precursor events, the staff performs trend analyses on 
precursors for additional insights. Trend analyses are performed on the following precursor 
groups: 

• all precursors 
• precursors with a CCDP or .6CDP greater than or equal to 1x1 O'"" 
• precursors involving an initiating event 
• precursors involving degraded conditions 
• precursors involving a complete loss of offsite power (LOOP) 
• precursors that occurred at boiling·water reactors (BWRs) 
• precursors that occurred at pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) 

For the period of FY 2005 through FY 2014, the staff found a statistically significant increasing 
trend in the mean occurrence rate of precursors resulting from a LOOP initiating event. This 
increasing trend resulted from the occurrence of 20 LOOP precursor events in the last 4 years 
after 7 precursor occurrences in the previous 6 years. 

G The term CCOP Is the probability ofthe occurrence of core damage given that an initiating event has occurred. 
1 The tenn ACOP is the increase ln probability of eore damage (rtom the baseline core damage probability) due to 

a failure of plant equipment or an identified deficiency during the time the failure or deficiency existed. 
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In the FY 2012 and FY 2013 annual report1 statistically significant increasing trends were 
identified in the mean occurrence rate of precursors with a CCDP or acop greater than or 
equal to 1x1 O""'. However, with np additional precursor observe.din.this group in FY 2013 and 
FY 20141 the trend is no longer statistically significant. As reported in last year's status report 
(SECY-14-0107), six of the seven precursors In this group were caused by multiple electrical 
failures during a 3-year period. Ba,sed, in part, on the observed increases in electrical- and 
LOOP-related precursors over the past few years, the staff initiated a detailed study in FY 2014 
to better understand the contribution of electrical system and associated component failures on 
risk at NPPs. Results for this study should be available in FY 2017. 

The staff found no statistically significant trends for any of the other precursor groups during the 
FY 2005 through FY 2014 period. Enclosure 1, .. Results, Trends, and Insights of the Accident 
Sequence Precursor Program," provides additional details on results and trends of the ASP 
Program. 

SPAR Model Program 

The SPAR models P.rovide ag~ncy risk analysts with an independent risk as_sessment tool to 
support a variety of risk-informed agency programs, including the ROP and the ASP program. 
SPAR models are built with a standard modeling approach, using consistent modeling 
conventionst that enables staff to easily use the models across ~ variety of U.S. NPP 
deslgns~ Unlike industry PRA models1 SPAR models are run on a single software platform, 
the Systems Analy$is Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) 
computer code. The staff currently maintains and updates 75 SPAR models representing 
99 commercial NPPs.8 The scope of every $PAR model includes logic modeling covering 
internal initiating events at.power through core damage (i.e., Level-1 PRA model). rn 
FY 2015. the staff modified all SPAR models to take advantage of new SAPHIRE features 
and to _improve the l1Sability of the models. In addition to these global changes. 
approximately 30 models were updated to support specific SOP or ASP activities. The staff 
also performed more comprehensive. updates to selected SPAR models to reflect recent plant 
modifications and to incorporate significant modeling updates. In FY 2015, the staff 
performed significant updates to sjX SPAR models to reflect changes such as the addition of 
logic for new station blackout generators, battery charging generators, and exp;:msion of 
electrical power distribution modeling. During FY 2015, the staff continued to perform a 
comprehensive data update to alt7S SPAR models to reflectrecent operating experience and 
impl~ment other enhancements to improve the usability arid fµnctionality of the ·models. 

Jn addition, the staff continued to expand SPAR model capability beyond internal events at 
full·power operation. For example, 22 Qf the SPAR models, representing 2a· nuclear power 
reactors, include other hazard groups and are referred to as SPAR All-Hazard (SPAR·AHZ) 
models.9 Currently, 18 of the SPAR-AHZ models include hazards such as fire$, internal 
floods, a·nd seismic events based on assessments conducted for Supplement 5, .. Individual 
Planf J::xamination of External Events for Severe Accident Vulnerabtlitles," to Generic. 

e The SPAR models as$Pf;l~ted with NPPs that have rece!'lllV permanently shut down (Kewaunee. San Onofre 
Units 2 and 3. Crystat River Unit 3. andVermont Yankee) are nofonge( being updated, but remain al/ailable for 
agency use. 

9 These models were formerly named SPAR external event (SPAR-EE) models. but have been renamed SPAR& 
AHZ to reflect recent improvements in external hazard modeling efforts an_d for consistency wilh the ASME PRA 
Standard model scope. 
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Letter 88-20, "Individual Plant Ex~mination for Severe Accident Vulnerablllties-1 o CFR 
50.54(f)" {dated September 8, 1995), and other readily available information. The. staff also 
incorporated internal fire scenarios from the fire PRAs done in compliance with National Fire 
Pro~ectionAse;oclatlon (NFPA) 805, "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for 
Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants," for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, 
the Donald c. Cook Nuclear Power Plant, and the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Generating 
Station. In addition to more detailed fire PRA modeling, the SPAR models for these NPPs 
include improved external hazard modeling and model validation. The staff has also 
leveraged the ongoing Levef-3 PRA project for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 
and 2, to develop improved external hazard and fire modeling for the Vogtle SPAR model. In 
FY 2015, a new SPAR-AHZ model for the Point Beach site was created, and the SPAR-AHZ 
model for the Sequoyah site underwent a major revision. 

In the new reactor area, the staff has developed SPAR models for the AP1000 Advanced 
Bolling-\1\fater Reactor (ABWR) (for both the Toshiba arid G.eneral Electric·Hitachi designs), 
U.S. Advanced Pressurized-Water Reactor (US-APWR), and the U.S. Evolutionary Power 
Reactor (U.S. EPR). The staff has expanded the capability of the AP1000 SPAR model to 
Include hazards such as seismic, fire, flooding, and low-power shutdown events. A post-core 
damage severe accident logic model (i.e., Level-2 PRA model) is also being developed for 
the AP1000 SPAR model. 

The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) staff continues to work with the Regions, 
the ()ffice of Nuclear Reactor R~guraticm (NRR), and the Office of New Reactors-(NRC)) t9 
Identify future enhancements to the SPAR models, including continuing the development of 
new S?AR~AHZ models, Further, NRR is cgn§isfe1ing how it can-Improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the SOP process. These improvements-tilat may include pilot activities to . 
assess the use of alternatives to the SPAR models-amt S~.PHiBE oode. The use of 
alternatives to the SPAR models has other imQlications that will need to be assessed and 
addressed in support of any pilot activitv that may be undertaken. NRR will address its plans 
to pilot alternatives to the SPAR model in a separate paper to the Commission. · 

In FY 2010, the staff completed PRA standard-based peer reviews of a representative 
BWR SPAR model and a represen~ative PWR SPAR model. It performed these peer re.views 
in ace<:1~dance with American Society of Mechanical engineers (ASME)/ American Nuclear 
Society {ANS) RA·S-2008, "Standard for Level-1/Large Early Release Frequency Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applicatlons,tt and Regulatory Gulde 1.200, "An. 
Approach for Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk Assessment. Results for 
Risk-Informed Activities. n The peer-review teams concluded that. within the constraints of th_e 
program. the SPAR model is an efficient method to offer qualitative and quantitative insights 
for appli¥ations, SOP evaluations, inspections, event assessments. and model evaluations. 
The peer review teams also noted .that the SPAR model structure was robust and well. 
developed, model fault trees were streamlined with ah appropriate level of detail for the 
model's intended users1 and the model structure and the SAPHIRE computer software are at 
the state of the technology. The teams also Identified a number of enhancements for the 
$PAR models a.nd supporting docurnen~ation. Major activities undertaken to addre~ the high 
priority peer...-eview items Include the following: 

• Stru~uring the SPAR mOdel documentation to more closely align with the structure 
of ASME/ANS PRA standard. A majority of the peer review comments were related 
to·documentation issues. 
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• Incorporating improved LOOP modefing and support system initiating events modeling 
into the SPAR models (e.g., loss of servlce water or component cooling water). 

• _Expanding the SAPHf RE Web site to better log and track model change. requests. 

The staff completed these PWR and BWR SPAR Model peer-review enhancements in 
August 2015. 

On July 14-15, 2015, RES, in collaboration with Idaho National Laboratory staff, held a 2-day 
public workshop on the agency's SPAR model program. Workshop discussions included the 
objectives of the SPAR model program; data collection and analysis; human reliability 
analysis; .LOOP modeling; and SPAR model maintenan.ce and quality assurance. The 
workshop participants Included representatives from NPPs, industry contractors, international 
partners, and publfc interest groups. In addition, NRC staff from NRR, NRO, and the Regions 
attended. A meeting summary of the workshop can be found in Agencywlde Documents 
Access and Management System (ADAMS) at Accession No. ML15198A191. 

The staff continues to maintain and improve the SAPHIRE software to support the SPAR 
Model Program. SAPHIRE is a personal-computer-based software application used to 
develop PRA models and perform analyses with SPAR models.· During FY 2015, significant 
SAPHIRE activities included the following: 

• Oversight of the SAPHIRE software quality-assurance program, including 
performance ofan annual audit of software quality-assurance activities, tools, and 
documents in accordance with NUREG/BR-0167, "Software Quality Assurance 
Program and Guidelines ... 

• Implementation of new SAPHIRE features. including the capability to easity sort model 
results by their contribution to different a®Ident sequences and improvements to the 
reporting functions for external hazard model results. 

• Evaluation ofResearotreA code infrastructure lmpre>vements necessary to 
support a mum.user Web-based platform for·$APHIRE. 

Enclosure 2. "Status of the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models," provides a detailed 
status of SPAR models and related activities. 

Planned ASP and SPAR Model Activities 

• The staff will continue the screening. review. and analysis (preliminary· and final). of 
potential precursors for FY 2015 and FY 2016 events. 

• The staff will continue the detailed study of electrical system and component failure 
contribution to the risk at operating NP?s. 

• The staff will continue to imprement enhancements to the internal event SPAR models 
for full-power operations. Planned enhancements include model updates based on 
insights from ongoing thermal-hydraulic analyses and ·a comprehensive update of all 
SPAR modetsto reflect re~nt operating experience. 

• 
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• The staff will continue quality-assurance activities for both the agency SPAR models and. 
the SAPHIRE code. This will ensure that agency risk tools continue to be of sufficient 
quality for performing SOP, ASP, and MD 8.3 event assessments in support of the 
staff's risk-informed regulatory activities. 

• The staff will continue to evaluate the need for additional SPAR model capability 
(beyond full-power internal events) based on experience gained from risk 
assessment activities and feedback from users. 1n addition, the staff intends to 
continue to develop new external ha?ard capabilities with new SPAR·AHZ models. 

SUMMARY: 

Under the ASP Program, the staff continues to evaluate the safety significance of operating 
events at NPPs and to provide insights into the NRC's risk-informed and perfonnance-based 
regulatory programs. The staff identified no significant precursors in FY 2014 and in the 
FY 2015 events evaluated to date. The staff identified one statistically significant ·increasing 
trend involving the occurrence rate of LOOP precursor events for the period FY 2005 through 
FY 2014. The SPAR Model Program is continuing to develop and improve independent risk
analysis tools and capabilities to support the use of PRA in the agency's risk-informed 
regulatory activities. 

COORDINATION: 

The Office of the General Counsel reviewed this Commission paper and has no legal objection. 

Enclosures: 
1. Results, Trends, and Insights of the 

ASP Program 
2. Status of the SPAR Models 

Brian W. Sheron, Director 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
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Results, Trends, and Insights of the Accident Sequence 
Precursor Program 

1.0 Introduction 

This enclosure discusses the resurts.of accident sequence precursor (ASP) analyses conducted 
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .(NRC) staff as they relate Jo .events that occurred 
during fiscal years (FYs) 2014 and 2015. Based on those results, this document also discusses 
the-staff's analysis of historical ASP trends and the evaluation of the related insights. 

2.0 Background 

The NRC establis1'ed the ASP Program in 1979 in response to recommendations rnade in 
NUREG/CR-0400, "Risk Assessment Review_ Group Report," issued September 1978 (Ref. 1 ).1 

The ASP Program systematically evaluates U.S. nuclear power plant (NPP) operating 
experience to identify. document, and rank the operational events that have a conditional core 
damage probability (CCDP) or an increase in· core damage probability (ACDP) greater than or 
equal to 1 ><to-s. That is, for any given operational event analyzed, the likelihood of inadequate 
core cooling and severe core dama_ge was greater than ot equal to one in one million. 

Program Process. To identify potential precursors, the staff reviews operational events, 
including the impact of external events (e.g., fires, floods, and seismic.events), from licensee 
event reports (LERs) and inspection reports (IRs) on a pfant unit basis (i.e., a single event that 
affects· a multi unit site is counted as a precur-Sor for each unit). The staff then analyzes a1Jy 
identified potenti~1 precursors by calculating the probability Qf an event leading to a core 
damage state. The analyses of operational events are conducted using the NRC's. 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models and the Systems Analysis Programs for 
Hands-on Jn.tegrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) soflWare; The SPAR models are a 
plant-specific set of risk models that rely on a $efof standardized modeling conventions 
(e.g., naming scheme, modeling approaches, and logic structure). Figure 1 illustrates the 
complete ASP analysis process. · · 

Program Metrics. An operational event can be one of two types: (1) an occurrence of an 
initiating event. such as a reactor trip or a loss of offsite power (LOOP),. with or without any 
subsequent equipment unavailability on;legradatign. qr ,(2) a degraded plant condition · 
characterized by th~ unavailability or degradation of equipment without the occurrence cif a.n 
initiating event. 

Fo.r the ·fii:St type of event, th.a sl;iff calculates a CCOP. Thi.s rnetric represents a conditional 
probability that a core damage state is reached given the occurrence of th.e observed lniti~ting 
event (and· any subsequent equipment 'failure or degradation). For the second type of event, lhe 
staff calculates a .acop. This metric represents the increase in core darria.ge probability for the 

The NRC formed· the Risk A~sessmentReview Group (commonly referred to as the Lewis Committee) in 1.977 to 
perform.anJn.dependent.e.valllatio~ ()f the Reactor Safety Study (WASH·1400).that wa.s (:Ompleted 3 y~ars 
earlier. That committee made a number of recommendations in 1978, including that more use be made of 
operational data to assess ihe risk from nuclear power plants. The r~vtew group's rep()rt stated~ •11 is important, 
In OJJr view, that potentially significant (accident) sequences, and precursors, as they occur, be subjecte(i to the 
kind· of analYsiS Contained in WASH-1400~· The rarst major report of the ASP program, •precursors to· Potential 
Severe Core Damage Accidents: 1009-1979, A Status Report-. (NUREG/CR·2497, Volume 1), was formally 
release~ in June 19!J2, 

Enclosure1 



l nspection Findings 

If there is. a finding I Le., licen5ee performance 
deficiency) associated with an. event, thtm the final SOP 
re5ult (e.g., GREEN, WHITE, YELLOW, RED).viill be the 
final ASP result for that event. However, an 
independent ASP an;ilysis Will be performed if: 

• An initiating event occurred (e .. g., reactor trip, loss of 
offsite power). 

Multiple degraded conditions (inctuding equipment 
out for testing ;md maintenance) existed during the 
same. time window. 

A degra(!ation to a s.1fetysyste111 occurred and no 
licensee pNformance deficiency is. id entifred. 

YES 

Report ASP Results 

• Annual Commission Paper on the 
Status and Trends of the ASP Program. 

• Industry Trends Program (provides 
overall precursor trend to the annual 
Performance and Accountability· 
Report). 

• Significant precursors (le., CCDP or 
ACDP ~1><10'1) are Inputs to the annual 
PAR and AO Report. 

-2-

LER Screening 

The following eventsare w~ned out of 
the ASP Program: 
• Component failure with no Son of 

redundancy. 
• Short·term loss of redundancy In only 

one system. 
• Event that a«urred prior to Initial 

aitlcaftty, 
• Design or qualifli:atlon error that was 

smaD relative to what was predicted. 
• Event bounded by an Ul!COmplicated 

reactor trip. 
• Event with no appreciable Impact en 

safety $y$tems. 
• Event Involving onfy post-a1re

damage lmpatts. 

YES 

Augmented Inspections 
(Management Directive 8.3) 

• Spedal Inspections 

• Augmented Inspections 

• Incident lnvestf8ations 

,. ~ 

~ 
Internal Reviews . S@nfor AsP. Ana'lpt 

• RES Management 

¢::i NRR •nd Reafon Senior Reactor 
Analysts .. ....i 

Comment Resolution 
iE----1 • ASP analyst wetb with kensee, NRR. 

and appllc:able Region to reso~e 
comments. 

Figure 1. ASP Process Flowchart. 
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time period during which a component or multiple components were deemed linavailab!e or 
degraded. 

Program Thresholds. The ASP Program defines· an event with a CCOP or a ACDP greater 
than or equal to 1x10-6 to be a precursor. The ASP Program uses the plant-specific CCDP for 
the nonrecoverable loss of feedwater and condenser heat sink,. with no degradation of safety
re!ated equipment, as the initiating·~went precursor threshold if it is. greater than 1x1 o-s. This 
ensures the more safety...gignificant events are analyzed. Since 1988, this initiating..event 
precursor threshold has screened out uncomplicated trips (reactor trips with no losses of safety
system equipment) from being precursors because of their relatively low risk significance. The 
ASP Program defines a s;gnificant precursor as an event with a CCOP or bCDP greater than or 
equal to 11<10-3• 

Program Objectives. The ASP.Program has the following objectives: 

• Provide a comprehensive. risk-informed view of NPP operating experience and a measure 
for trending core damage risk. 

• Provide a partial validation of the adequacy of current probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 
standards and guidance. 

• PtoVide feedback to reguratory activities. 

The NRC also uses the ASP Program results to monitor·perfonnance against performance 
Indicators in the agency's Congressional Budget Justification (Ref. 2) and lndustf}' Trends 
Program (ITP) (Ref. 3), as well as in reports,to Congress on events of high safety significance in 
accordance with •abnormafoccurrence" criteria (Ref. 4). Specially. the ASP Program.provides 
the following inputs to programs and reports: · 

• Number of sfgrifflcant precursor events for the annual Congressional Budget Justification. 
ASP Program results are used as one of .several inputs to the performance indicator: 
"Number of malfunctions, deficiencies. events, or c.onditlons at commercial nuclear power 
plants (operating or unc:fer construction) that meet or exceed abnormal occorrence· (AO) 
criteria II.A tliough 11.D." 

• Trend of all precul'$or events. for the ITP. 

• Number of precursor events with a CCDp or llCDP greater than or equal to ~ x10·5 for the 
ITP. ASP program results are us.ed. along with other Inputs from other programs. in the ITP. 
to evatuate the trend ofthe--"slgnificant events" industry.:.level indicator. 

• Oescrlption of significant precursor events for the annual abnormal .occurr~C;e report to 
Congress in accordance with Criterion n.c of NUREG:.Q090, .. Report fo Congress on 
Abnormal OCcurtences FlScal Year 2014," Volume 37 (Ref. 4). 

Program Scope. The ASP Program. is one of three agency programs that assess the risk 
significance of events at operating NPPs. The other two programs are the Signfficanee 
Determination Proces!> (SOP) (Ret ~)and the event~esponse evaluation process. as d,efined in 
Management DirectiVe (MD) 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program" (Ret 6}. The SOP 
evaluates the risk significance of a single licensee performance deficiency, while. the risk _ 
assessments perforp1ed under MD 8.3 a~e used to determine, in part, the appropriate level of 
reactive inspection In response to an event. An. SOP assessment has the benefit e>finfomiation 
obtained from the inspection, whereas the MD 8.3 assessment ls expected to be performe.d 
within a day or two after the everit notification. 
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In contrast to the other two programs, a comprehensive and jntegrated risk analysis under the 
ASP Program includes all anomalies observed at the time of the event or discovered after the 
event. These anomalies may include unavailable and degraded plant structures, systems, ari~ 
components (SSCs); human errors·; and an initiating event (reactor trip). In addition. an 
unavaitable or degraded SSC does not have to be a performance deficiency (e~g .• SSCs out for 
test and maintenance) or an analyzed condition 'in the plant design basis. The ASP Program 
has time to complete an analysis of a complex issue and tht,1s produces a more refined estimate 
. of risk. Analyses schedules provide time so that NRC or licensee engineering evaluations can 
be made available.for review. State,.of-the-art methods can be· developed or current techniques 
c~in be refined for o.nique conditions When necessary. In addition, the SPAR model can be 
modified for special consideratiqns. (e.g., seismic, internal fires. flooding). 

There are similarities in the risk assessments conducted by the three programs. All programs 
use SPAR models, the-same documented methods and guidance. and similar analysis . 
assumptions. exce_pt where program objectives. deviate from one another. ASP and SOP 
analyses assumptions.are typically the same for single perfonnance deficiencies. To minimize 
overlap and improve efficiency. S~fnce 2006; SOP results have been used in lieu of 
independent ASP analyses to the extent practical and consistent with the overall objectives of 
both programs, if.tho SOP analyses considered all sonsurrent degraded sonditions oi=
.equipment 1:1na\«ailabi1ities that mdsted during tho-time period of the condition. Tvpicallv the 
SDP analvses are used in the ASP Program when the analysis performed addresses the major 
contributors to risk for the event based on a review conducted b:t an ASP Program risk analyst. 
Typically for initiating events, many of the modeling assumptions made for MD 8.3 analyses can 
be adopted by ASP analyses. However, some modeling assumptions are revised as detailed 
informaticm about the ev~nt becomes avallabre·when inspection activities are completed. In 
addition, there are program differences on how certain modeling aspects are incorporated (e.g .• 
SSCs out for testing or maintenance). These key similarities provide opportunities for significant 
ASP Program efficiencies •. For a potential significant precursor. analysts from the three 
programs work together to provide a timely determination of plant risk. As s1,1ch, dupticatlop 
between program~ l$ minimized lo the.extent practicai within the program objectives. 

In addition. the ASP Program ptc>vi<'.Jes in.tegrated analyses of complex operating events that are 
not eval.uated by the SDP or finalized by ft.to 8.3 evaluations •. Two notable examples include. 
the degraded reactor vessel head with multi pie degraded conditions at Davis~Besse in FY 2003 
(LERs 346/02-002, 346/02-005, and 346/03·002) an.d the complicated LOOP event at Byron 
Unit2 in FY 2012 (LER 454/12·001). 

The Davis-Besse precursor eventinvolved (1) a potential loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) due 
to reactor pressure vessel head erosion from the·leakage of a circumferential.cracked conJrol 
rod drive mechanism nozzle. (2) the potential unavailability of sump reqirculatiori due to screen 
pluggjng following a postulated LOCA from unqualified containment coatings and ~ther debri~ 
(e;g., insulation) iriside·containment, and (3) the potential unavailability of high·pressure safety 
injection pumps during the recirculaticm pha$e of a po$lul~t$d LOCA due tc>· potential debri~ 
generated by certain postulated .LOCAs and entrained i~ pumped fluid. Th_e sop cited three 
licensee performance deficiencies. Analyzed separately, the equivalent aCOP for the three 
deficiencies were 4><10·4. 3><10·5~ and 3)(10-s. respectively. The ASP Program analysis 
integrated thes~ ·deficiencies and aggregated lhe risk which resl11ted in a· tlODP of 6>< 1 Q·3~ _ 

identifving this as a significant precursor that was reportable to Congress. The ASP analysis 
·result confirmed the risk significance of this event following a systematic and repeatable process 
that. in part, undergirded the substantial regulatory response that was undertaken. · 
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The Byron Unit 2 precursor event resulted from a LOOP and unprotected under-voltage 
conditions on $afety-related ~lectrical buses for eight minutes. The loss ·or <me of three phases 
(Phase "C"} of 345 kilovolts off site power to the two .unit .station auxiliary transformers (SATs} 
did not result in an automatic under-voltage protection signal, be9ause the under-voltage 
protection scheme did not provide adequate· protection from a single loss of Phases "A" and "C". 
As a resµft, an running safety equipment powered by the safety buses had tripped on over
current conditions. These conditions existed until operators manually opened (from the main 
control room) the SAT feeder breakers about eight minutes after the event had lnitiatecj. 
Following the opening of the SAT feeder breakers, both emergency diesel generator$ started 
and loaded supplying power to· the safety buses, as designed. The MD 8.3. risk assessment of 
the event that was perfonned on the day ofthe event occurrence resulted in a CCDP of7><10.s. 
The assessment ·did not include the aspects of the under-voltage condition of the safety busef; 
that was identified as the result of a special inspection, The inspection identified no performance 
deficiencies; therefore, no SOP as~essment was required. The ASP analysis, of this · · 
complicated LOOP event resulted in an aggregated plant risk CCDP of 1x104 • Th is· realization 
contributed to the basis for the ongoing staff efforts on the system study of electrical system and 
component failures to risk. · · · 

3~0 ASP Program Status 

The following subsee1ions ~ummarize the status and results of the ASP Program (as of 
September 30, 2015). · 

FY 2014 Analyse~. The staff completed Its screenl,ng and review of 501 LE Rs and their. 
associated inspection findings for FY 2014. On the basis of th~t review, 36 events were 
selected and analyzed. for potential precursors. ·Of these, the ASP analyses have identified 6 
pi:ecursors {lriiti~ting ev~n~s) and tht:l $DP iclentified to precursors (degraded conditions). For 
10 of the 16 precursorp, the performance deficiency identified underjhe ReacJorOversight 
·Process documented the risk-significant aspects of the event completely. In these cases, the 
SOP significance category (i:e .• the "colo( of the· finding) is reported in the ASP Program. For 
the rem~ining events, ~n ind~pendEtnt.ASP analysis .was· performed to determine the risk 
significanqe of three. LOOP initiating everits,· two e:tecfrlcal transformer failures, and a 1 a 
kilovolts bus failure. 

Table 1 presents the rtlsUlts of the st.affs ASP analyses for FY.2014 precursors that involveo 
initiating events. Table 2 presents the ane1lysis results for FY 2014 precursors thE\tinvolved 
degraded conditions. 

FY2015 Anafyses. The s~aff pel'.fotn1s·an.Jhitlal review of: all events to determin~ if they ha.ve 
the potential to be .. slgnificant precursors. Specifically, the. staff reviews LERs (reported by 
licensees in accordance with Title 1 O of the Code of Federal Regulations (1 O CFR) SO. 73, 
"License(;! Ev~nt Report System")a,nd daily event-riotifi~ati.on reports (reported byJic;ensees Jra 
accordance·wi\h 10 CFR 50.12; ~Immediate Notification Requirements· for Operating Nucle~r 
Power Reactors'.'). to identify potential significant precursors •. The staff has completed the initial 
review o{ FY 2015 events and identified no potentially significant precursors .(as of 
SeptembE;r 30, 2015). the st~ff will inform the C<:>mmlsslon If .Ei.sfgnifipant prec1.frs·or is id~ntifiecJ 
during the more detailed ey:~luations of events . 

. • 
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a e • T bl 1 FY 2014 P recursors nvo vmg . m 1a ng ven 1· ITti E ts 

Event Date Plant Description CCDP 

2 

3 

10/14/13 Pilgrim LOOP and Reactor Scram. LER 293113-009 3x10-5 

Arkansas Fire and Explosion of the Unit Auxiliary Transf onner. 12/9/13 Nuclear One, 2><10"6 
Unlt2 LER 368/13-004 

1/18/14 Shearon Hams Manual Reactor Trip due to Indications of a Fire. 6><1()-6 LER 400/14-001 

1/21/14 . Calvert Cliffs 2 Reactor Trip due to Inadequate Protection Against 5x1Q-6 Weather-Related Water Intrusion. LER 318/11f.001 

5/25/14 Millstone 2 Dual Unit LOOP and Reactor Scram. 1x1()'5 
LE~ 33611 lf.006 

5125114 Millstone 3 Dµal Unit LOOP and Reactor Scram. 2x1()'5 
LER 33fl/14·C)06 

a e . T bl 2 FY 2014 P I • D recursors nvo vma egra e on d d c dltl ons 
Condition Plant DescrlpUon ACDP/ 
.Duration ' SOP Color 

Harsh Environl"('lent Due to Postutated Higl:l-Energy Line 

39 yearsf1 Fort Calhoun Breaks Could Lead to the Failure of Equipment Needed to WHITE2 Safely Shutdown the Plant. 
Enforcement Action (EA)-14-187 

31 years5·e Ginna Unanalyzed C.ondition for Potential Floodwater Intrusion into WHITE Vital Battery Rooms. EA•13-247 

10 years5 Oconee·1 High'Cycle Fatigue Resulted in Reactor Coolant Leak and WHITE Unit Shutdown. EA-14-091 
lntemal Reactor Auxiliary Building Flooding During Heavy 

36· years5·6 St. Lucie 1 Rain Due to Degraded Conduits Lacking Internal FloOd. WHITE 
Barrier$. EA-14-131 

Arkansas Inadequate External Flood Protection for 
40 years5·6 Nuclear One, ~afety-Relat(:!d Equipment Located Betow the Design YELLOWa 

.Unit 1 Basis Flood Elevation. EA·14a088 
Arkansas Inadequate External Flood Protection for 

40years4•5 Nuclear One. Safety-Related Equipment Located Eletow the Design YELLdW 
Unit 2 Basis Flood Elevation. EA-14·088 

. Turbine Driven Auxiliary F.eedwater Pump 
1 year Millstone 3 Operability Impacted by Incorrect Bearing. EA-14· WHITE 

092 

A WHITE finding co.rresponds Jo a licensee performance deficiency of low-t~oderate safety significance. 
and has an increase in cofe ~ama~e frequency in the range of greater than 10,e to 10.s per reactor year. 

A YELLOW finding corresponds to a licensee pel'.fon_nance deficiency of l'flOderate-t~high safety 
signlficance and has an increase in core damage frequericyin the range of greater than 10-li to 10"' per 
reactor year. · · 

Note that alth?U9h these degraded conditions lasted for many' years. ASP and SOP analyses limit the 
exposure period to 1 year. · 

These four events were identified from the efforts undertaken by licensees and NRG Inspectors as part of 
the Fu}tushima Near~ Tenn Task Force ~ecommendation 2.3 wal~down Inspections (Ref. ]). · 



Condition Plant Description 4CDP/ 
DuraUon SOP Color 

Technical Specification Prohibited Condition Caused 
23years5 Oyster Creek by Two Electromagnetic Relief Valves Inoperable for YELLOW 

Greater Than Allowed Outage Time. EA·14-178 
Techni~I Specification Prohibited Condition Caused 

9yearss Oyster Creek by Emergency Diesel Generator Inoperable for WHITE 
Greater than Allowed Oulaae Time. EA·14·186 

109days Clinton 
Failure of a Shutdown Cooling Water Pump Due to WHITE Damaged Bushing. EA·16·064 

4.0 Trends and Insights 

This section defines a statistically significant trend, defines the data period used in trending 
analyses. and discusses the results of trending analyses and Insights for all pr~cursors and 
significant precursors. 

Statistically SlgnlRcant Tnmd. Statistically significant is defined f n terms of the "p-vatue." 
A p-vatue is a probability indicating whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis that no trend 
exists in the data.6 A p-value less than or equal to 0.05 Indicates that there Is 95 percent 
confidence that a trend exists in the data (i.e •• leading to a rejection of the null hypothesis that 
there is no trend). 

Data Coverage. The ~ata ·period for the ASP trending analyses is a rolling 1 O-year period, 
which Is aligned with the rolling 10.year period used In the ITP. 

4.1 Occurrence Rate of Alf Precursors 

The NR.C1s ITP evaluates trends in licensee safety performance using Industry.revel indicators. 
The mean occurrence rate of all precursors identified by the ASP Program Is one Indicator used 
by the ITP to assess Industry performance'.7 

Results. The mean occurrence rate of all precursors does not exhibit a statistically significant 
trend (p-value = 0.59) for the 10"'.year period from FY 2005 through FY 2014 (see Figure 2)~ 

6 For the purposes of this analysis, the null hY.,othesls is based on a constant-rate Poisson process producing 
1he observed data set. A tower p-value Indicates a lower likelihood that the observed data could be 
p~o(fuced by this const;ant-rate process. 

7 The occurrence ra1e Is calculated by dividing the number of precursors by the number of reader years. 
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Figure 2. Occurrence Rate of All Precursors. 

4.2 $ignlficant Precursors 

The NRC'l? Congressional Budget Justification (NUREG-1100, Volume 31)provides 
performance indicators used to measure and evaluate performance as part of the NRC's 
planning, budget. and performance management process. The number ·of significant precursors 
identified ~y the ASP program Is one of several inputS to a performance indicator used to 
monitor the agency's strategic safety goal (Ref. 2) • 

. Results. A review of the data for the 10-year period from FY 2005 through FY 2014 reveals the 
following insig~ts: 

• No significant pr~cursors have tleen identified during FY 200S through FY 2014. The staff 
has completed the initial review of FY 2015 ~vents arid.identified no p(1tenUally significant 
precursors (as of September 30, 2015). · 

• The last significant precursor was identified in FY 2002 arid involved coi:icurrent. multiple 
degraded, conditions at the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant.8 

4.3 Occurrence Rate of Precursor& with a CCDP or ACDP il!:: 1 )(104 
• • T ' • o" 0.' ; 

Precursors. with a CCDP or ACDP ~ 1 x1 o.:.i are considered important in the ASP Program 
because they generally have a CCOP higher than the annual COP estimated by most plant-
spe~ific PRAs. · 

I! ·Comm_ission Paper SECY~ 10-0125; "Status of the Accident Sequence Precursor Program and the Standardized 
Plant Analysis Risk Modeis· (Ref. 8), pro.vides a complete list qfall signincantprecr,nsors from 1969th11:>u9h 

.2010. 
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Results. A review of the data for the 10-year period from FY 2005 through FY 2014 reveals the 
following trend and insights: 

• The staff did not identify any precursors with a CCDP or .acop greater than ·or equal to 
1 x104 for FY 2013 or FY 2014. 

• The mean occurrence rate of precursors with a CCDP or .aCDP greater than or equal to 
1x104 does not exhibit a statistically significant trend (p-vatue = 0.11: see Figure 3). 
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f . 
B 0.01 

I. 
0.00 
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Figure 3. Occurrence Rate of Precursors With a CCDP/ACDP ~ 1M10"". 

• For FY 2012 and FY 2013, statistically significant increasing trends were observed in each 
respective 10·year period (FY 2003 through FY 2012 and FY 2004 though FY 2013, 
respectively). However, with no additional precursors observed in FY 2013 and FY 2014, 
the trend is no longer statistically significant. 

• Over the past 10-year period (FY 2005 through FY 2014). a total of 7 precursors with CCDP 
or aCDP greater than or equal to 1x104 were identified: in FY 2010 (1 precursor}. FY 2011 
(3 precursors). and FY 2012 (3 precursors). As reported to the Commission last year, 6 of 
the 7 precursors involved electrical events in electrical distribution systems. See Enclosure 
1 to SECY-14-0107, "Status of the Accident Sequence Precursor Program and the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Rfsk Models," for a listing of these precursor events and a 
summary of insights (Ref. 9). 

4.4 Precursors Involving Initiating Events and Degraded Conditions 

A review of the data for the 1 O·year period from FY 2005 through FY 2014 reveals the following 
insights for precursors involving initiating events and degraded conditions. 

Initiating Events 

• The mean occurrence rate of precurs~rs involving initiating events does not exhibit a 
statistically significant trend (p-value =·o.26) (see Figure 4). 
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Fl_gure 4. Occurrence Rate of Precursors Involving an Initiating Event. 

·• or the 54 precursors involving initiating events, 27 precursors (50 percent) were LOOP 
events. While the frequency of compricated trips9 (27 precursors) is about the same as the 
frequency of LOOPs (27 precursors}. the CDP estimates for LOOPs are somewhat higher. 

Degraded Conditions 

• The mean occurrence rate of precursors involving degraded conditions does not exhibit a 
statistically significant trend (p-vah.~e = 0.94} (see Figure 5). 

• Over the past 10 years. precursors Involving degraded conditions (104 precursors) 
outnumbered initiating events (54 precursors) by 93 percent. 

• ·.of the 104·precursors involving degraded conditions, 35 precursors (34 percent) involved 
degraded conditions existing for a decade or longer.10 Of these 35-precursors, 
15 precursors involved degraded conditions dating back. to initial plant construction. 

o A complicated trip is a reactor trip with a concurrent loss of safety.system equipment. 
10 Note that although these deg~d~d conditions lasted for many years, ASP and SOP analyses limit the exposure 

period to 1 year. 
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Figure 5. Occurrence R~te of Precursors Involving Degrade~ Condttfc.ns .. 

4.5 Precursors Involving a Complete Loss of Offsite Power Initiating Event 

In FY 2014, 3 precursors from 2 NPP sites resulted from a complete LOOP initiating event.11 In 
FY 2015, 3 complete LOOP inWating events occurred at 2. NPP sites.12 Typically, all complete 
LOOP initiating events meet the precursor threshold. · 

Results. A review oUhe data far the 10-year penQd from FY 2005 through FY 2014 r13veats the 
following insights: · 

• Tren<J. i:he. mean occurrence rate of precursors involving LOOP precursor events exhibited 
a statistically significant Increasing trend·(p-value = 0.01: see Figure 6). The increasing 
trend of LOOP precur:sor events bec~lnie significant In FY 2014 when 6 LOOP precursor 
events dropped _out ofthc:t. rolling '10-year trend period and 3 LOOP. precursor ev~nts · 
occurred in FY 2014. · 

• Precursor Counts. Of the 158 precursors that occurred during the FY 2005 through FY 
2014 period. 27 precursor8 (17 percent) were LOOP precursor events that occurred.at 19 
NPP sites. Of the 27 LOOP· 'precursor events; 20 precursors occurred during the last4 
years (FY 2011.through FY 2014). 

• Concurrent Unavailability of an Em~rgency POwer Train • . Of the 27 LOOP precursor e~ts, 
2 (7 percent) precursors involved a concurrent unavailability of an emergency power system 

11 A LOOP initiating event imt01~ a rea~r trip and the Simultaneous loss of erectrical power to. au unit safety 
buses (also refeired tO as emergency bu$$, crass 1 E buses, and/or vital buses) requiring all emergertriy pawer 
generators to start and supply Powet" tQ the ~fely buses. 'The non-safety buses may (or may n<)t) be · 
deenergized as a .result of the. LOOP initiating event (Ref. 10) 

12 Precursor analyses of events occurring in FY 2015 are ·not final. Three ~OOP inHlati!\9 events occurred in FY 
2015 and will rnost likely meet the ASP ~reshold (i.e., CCDP:: 1 x 10'6). Th~se event$ are not included In the 
trending analysis. These FY 2015 LooP ~vents oeturr.ed at Pilgrim on January 27. 2015 (LER 293/15-002) and 
Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and.2 on April 7~ 2015 (lER'317115-002). 
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train during the FY 2005 through_ FY 2014 period. One precursor Involved an emergency 
diesel generator (EOG) failure to run due to a leak In the EOG coolant system and 1 
precursor involved an EOG out of service due to maintenance. lri FY 2015, a LOOP 
initiating event(and potential precursor) occurred Involving an EOG failure to start due to a 
fault iri the EOG startup circuity and the shutdown sequencer failure for the other EOG to 
automatically restart selected equipment (see Calvert Cliffs LER 317/15-002). 

• Ext~mal Haz,ards. Of the 27 LOOP precursor events. 12 (44 percent) precursors resulted 
from external hazards. including: 2 tomados (5 precursors), Hurricane Katrina (1 precursor), 
3 other weather-related events (4 precursors); and the 2011 Virginia earthquake (2 
precursors). All units at the 5 multi-unit NPP sites invo_lved in these events were affected by 
the external events. Of these 12 LOOP pr~cursor events, 7 (58 percent) occurred in FY 
2011.13 . 

· • Outside Plant Boundary. bt the 27 LOOP precursor events, .3 (11 percent) precursors. 
resulted from ar:i e_lectrical fault either in the plant switch yard or off site power transmission 
line to the switctiyard. 

• Mulfi.;unit NPP Sile$. Of the 27 LOOP precursor events, 15 precurso_rs occurred at all units 
al a mulli·unit NPP site. 5 precursors occurred at a single unit at a multi~unit site, and 7 
precursors occurred at a single-unit site. 
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Figur:e 6~ Occurrence Rat~ t)f Precursors Involving a Complete LOOP. 

4:6 Precursors at BWRs and PWRs 

A review of the data fQr the 1 O·year perio.d frorn FY 2005 ·through FY 2014. rev.eals the Jcillowlng 
insightsJor bolling·water reactors (BWRs).and pressurized·water reactors (PWRs). 

13 These FY 2011 events were the Surry Units 1 and:2 tornado precursor events that occurred oil April 16, 2011; 
the Browns Ferry Units 1, 2, and 3tomad_o precursoreventsthato~rred on April 27, 2011; and the North Anna 
Units 1 an.d 2 earthquake precursor e_vents .th~t occun-ed on August 23, 20~ 1. 
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BWRs 

• The mean occurrence rate of precursors that occurred at BWRs does not exhibit a· 
stC!tistically significant trend (pi-Value= 0.41; see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Occurrence Rat~ ()f BWR Pre~ursots. 

• Ofthe21 precur:sors involving inltiating:events at BWRs, 11 precursors (52 percent) were 
compl~te LOOP events. · · 

• Of the 33 precursors invoh1ing lhe unavailability of saf~ty-rera.ted equipment that-occurred.at 
BWRs, niost were caused by failures in the emergency power SY$tem (12 precursors or 36 
p~rcent), ,emergency core cooling systems (7 precursors or 21 percent), electrical· 
distribution. systems (2 precursors or 6 percent), or safety-related cooling wafer systems· 
(1 prec~rsor or ~:P~rcef'll). .. 

PW Rs 

• The mean occurrence rate of precursors that occurred atPWRs does not exhibit a 
statistically significant t.rend (p.value = 0.95; see Figure 8). 

• Ofthe ~3 precursors involving initiating events at PWRsi 16 precursors '(48 pereent)wet¢· 
compl~te LOOP ev~nts. . . . . . , 

• Of the 71 preqursQrs involving the unavailability of safety-related ~quipment th~roccurred al 
PWRs, :mostwere .caused by faih.,ires in the emergency power system,(17 pre~ursors or: 24 
percent), auxiliary feedwater sy5tem (10 precursors or 1.4 percent). electrical distribution 
system (~O precursors or 14 percent), safety-related cooling wa~er sys.terns (7 ·pre~urs·prs or 
1o·percent), or emergency core_eo,oling syste'ms (5 precursor~or'7 percent); ' 

• Of the _5 precur$ors irwolvin9 failures fn the.emergency .co~ cooling systems, 3 precursors 
(60 percent) were because of conditions affecting sump recircµlation during postulated loss:
of~cociling accidents of varying break sizes. 
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Figure 8. Occurrence Rate of PWR Precursors~ 

• Of the 10 precursors involving failures of the auxiliary feedwater system. random hardware 
failures (7 precursors or 70 percent) and design errors (2 precursors or 20 percent} were the 
largest fajlure .qontributors. Nine of the 1 O precursors (90 percent) involved the unavailability 
of the turbine .. driven auxili~ry feedwater pump train. 

• Of the 17 precursors involving failures in the emergency power.system. 1.4 precursors (82 
percent) were from hardwareiallures. 

• Oesign errors contributed to 2 precursors involving the unavailability of safety-related 
equipment that occurred at PWRs. 

4.1 Operating EXperience Insights Feedback for PRA Standards ~nd Guidance 

' 
One objective of the ASP Program is to provid~ insights into the adequacy of q~rrent PRA 
standards and guidance. ASP event analyses, both precursors arid events that did not exceed 
the ASP Program threshold, from FY 2014 were reviewed against the PRA elements described 
in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)/American Nuclear·soclety (ANS) RA
Sa-2009, "Addenda to ASME/ANS RA-S-2008 Standard for Lever 1/Large Early Relea.se 
Frequency Probabilistic Risk Assessment. for Nuclear Power Plant Applications" {Ref. · 11 ), as 
end_orsed'in Regulatory Guide 1.2001 "An Approach for Determining the Technical Adequacy of 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Results for Risk-Informed Activities" (Ref. ~2). This review 
soug~t to identify aspects of the eyent analyses for which the risk-significant ASME/ANS PRA 
Standard did not provide adequate guidance. 

Results. None of the FY 2014 event analyses indicated ah ina~equacy in the PRA, elements as 
described in ASMEIANS RA-Sa•2009. The staff continues to Work ~ith ASMEIANS on refining 
the standard to ensure that it prQvides sufficient guidance. 
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5.0 Summary 

This section summarizes the ASP re$ults, trends, and insights: 

• Significant Precursot'S. ihe staff identified no significant precursors (i.e., CCDP or ACDP 
greater than or equal to 1x10..a) In FY 2014. The staff identified no potentially significant 
precursors in FY 2015 (as of September 30,.2015). 

• Occurrence Rate of All Precursors. The occurrence rate of all precursors does not exhibit 
a trend that' ls statistically significant from FY 2005 through FY 2014. · 

• A~ditional Trend Results. During the same period, a statistic~Uy significant. Increasing 
trend was observed in precursors involving LOOP precursor events. No statistically 
significant trend was observed in precursors with a CCDP or ACOP greater than or equal to 
1x104 , precursors involving initiating events or degraded conditioris. or precuraors at BWRs 
orPWRs. 
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Status of the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models 

1.0 Background 

The objective of the U.S. Nucl!ilar Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Standardized Plant 
Analysis Risk (SPAR) Model Program is to develop standardized risk analysis models and tools 
to support various regulatory activities, including the Acqident S~quence Precursor (ASP) 
Program and the Significance Oeteri'nination Process (SQP). The SPAR models have evolved 
from two sets of simplified event trees initially used to perfohn precursor analyses in the early 
1980s. Today's SPAR models for internal events are far more comprehensive than their 
predecessors. FQr example, the revised SPAR m.odels include improved loss of offsite power 
(LOOP) f,!nd .station blackout mode ts; an improved reactor coolant pump seal failure model; new 
support system initiating eventmodels: and updated estimates of accident initiator frequencies 
and equipment reliability based on recent operating experience data. 

The SPAR model$ consist of a standardized, set of plant-specific risk models that use the 
event-tree and fault-tree.linking methodology. Although the SPAR models are plant-specific 
ITIOdels, they rely on a set of standi:irdized modeling conventions (e.g., standardized naming 
conv:entlons, standard modeling approaches, and logic structure). They employ a standard 
approach for event-tree development, as well as a standard approach for initiating event 
frequencies, equipment performance parameters, and human performance data. These input 
data t:an be modified to be more plant- and event-specific, when needed. SPAR · 
standardization is needed to allow agency risk analysts io efficiently use SPAR models for a 
wide variety of nuclear power plants (NPPs) without having to relearn modeling .conventions and 
basic assumptions: Although the system fault trees contained in the SPAR models generally 
are not as detailed as those in licensee probabilistic ris~ assessments (PRAs), in some cas~s 
SPAR mocfels may.contain more sophisticated modeling, such as for common~cause failures, 
support systems, and losses or offslte power. The staff maintains 75 SPAR models 
representing all 99 operating commercial .NPF's. The SPAR models fc;>r NPPs that h~ve r~cently 
permanently ceased operation (Kewaunee, Crystal River, San Onofre, and Vermont Yankee) 
are no longer being updated but remain available for staff use. All SPAR models are developed 
under a comprehensive quality assurance (QA) program and have been benchmarked against 
lic~nsee PRAs through either oosite QA reviews or other information provided by the licensee. 

The staff initiated the Risk Assessment Standardization Project (RASP). ln 2004. A primary 
focus of RASP was to standardize risk analyses performed in SOP, in ASP, and under 
Management Dir~ctive (MD) 8.3t "NRC Incident Investigation Program." Under this project, the 
!;ltaff initiated the following activities: 

• .Enhance SPAR models to be more ·ptant-specific and 1m·prove !he Systems Analysis. 
Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) code used to 
manipulate-the SPAR models. 

•· Document consistent methods and guidelines for risk assessments of internal events 
during power operations; internal fires and floods; el(term'.11 hazards (e.g., seismic events 
and tornadoes); and internal events during low~power and shutdown (LPSD) operations. 

• Provide on;.cafl technical support.for.staff involved with licensing and inspection issues. 

EriclQs~r~ 2 
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This effort. resulted in the development of the Risk Assessment of Operational Events Handbook 
(commonly referred to as the RASP Handbook} and better alignment between the SOP and 
ASP Program event assessment processes. 

2.0 SPAR Model Program Status 

The SPAR ModelProgram continues to play ari integral role in the ASP analysis of operating 
events. Many other ~gency activities, such as the SOP analyses and MD &.3 evaluati<;ins. ~lso 
involve the use of SPAR modets. All SPAR models include logic modeling covering internal 
events at power through core damage (i.e., Level-1 PRA model). The NRC is developing new 
SPAR modules for assessing plant risk for internal fires, external hazards (e.g., high wind and 
seismic events), and for assessing post·core dah'!age severe accident progression {i.e., LevE;?l-2 
PRA modeling). 

The staff has completed the folJowing activities in model and method development since the 
previous status report (SECY-14-0107, "Status of the Accident Sequence Precursor program 
and the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models," dated October 61 2014). as described below. 

Technical Adequacy of SPAR Mf}dels. Th~ staff implemented a QA plan covering th~ SPAR 
modets in 2006. It updated the SPAR QA planin fiscal year (FY) ,2013. The main objective of 
this plan is to ensure that the SPAR models continue to represent the as·buitt, as-operated . 
NPPs and continue to be of sufficient quality for per:torming event assessments of operational 
even\s in support.oUhe staffs risk-informed activities. In addition to model devetopment, the 
QA plan provides mechanisms for internal ~nd .external peer review, validation and verification. 
and configuration control of the SPAR models. the staff has processes in place to verify, 
validate •. and benchmark these i:nodels according to the guidelines and standards estabtishe,d 
by the .SPAR Model Program. As part of this processi the staff performs re.vieWs ofthe SPAR 
models and results eigainst the licensee PRA models,. when .applicable. The QA plan also 
provides a feedback process from the model users for error reporting, tracking, and resolution. 
The staff als9 has processes in pla~e for the proper use o,f these r:n.odels in agency programs 
such as Jhe ASP Program, the SOP. and the MD 8.3 process. These processes are 
documented in the RASP Handbook, which serves as a desktop guidance document for agency 
risk analysts. · 

In 201 O the staff (With the cooperation of industry experts} performed a peer review of 
SPAR models for a representative boiling-water reactor (BWR) and a representative 
pressurized-water reactor (PWR) in·accordance with American Society of Mec~anical 
Engineers/American Nuclear Society RA-S-2008t "Standard for Level-1(Large Early Release 
Frequency· Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications,"· and .Regulatory 
Gulde (RG) 1.200, "An Approach for Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk · 
Assessment Results fe>r Risk-lnforrn~d Activities" ADAMS Accession No. ML090410014. 

The peer review teams noted a number of strenf)ths for the SPAR models. inch,1d.ing: 

• The SPAR model structure is robust and w~ll develo~d. 

• The SPAR model fault trees are streamlined with an appropriate level cif detail for its 
intended uses. 



• The SPAR model structure and the SAPHIRE software are "state of the technology.'!. · 

• The SPAR models are an effiCient method to develop qualitative and quantitative 
insights for risk-informed applications, SOP evaluations, inspections, event 
assessments, and model evaluations~ 

The peer review teams also noted a number .of enhancements that could be made to the 
SPAR models. The staff reviewed and prioritized the peer review comments in order to identify 
potential improvements to the SPAR models. Enhanpements that improved the usability, 
capabilities, and tecfmical adequacy of the models in· a cost effective manne~ were given high 
priority and the staff initiated projects to address these comments. Sp~cific enhancements that 
have been completed include structuring the SPAR model documentation to more closely align 
with the structure of the PRA standard, .incorporation of improved LOOP modeling, development 
of new support system initiating event models. and expanding the SAPHIRE Web site to better 
log ·and track model change requests. All high priority BWR and PWR SPAR peer review 
enhancements. were completed by August 2015. 

lt should be noted that the SPAR models are generally used to categorize and prioritiz~ 
operational events and conditions. inctuding·licensee non-compliance issues with existing 
regula~ions. Licensee PRA mpdels developed to support licensing basis changes must meet 
the technical adequacy requirements of RG 1 .• 200. Although the SPAR models are not 
maintained undera RG 1.200 program. the SPAR QA program and other process controls 
(such as intemal and external revi~ws)help to ensure that SPAR-based analyses appropriately 
reflect the as-bµilt. as-operated NPP. · 

Routine SPAR Model Updates~ Existing SPAR models for operating plants need to be 
updat~d r~gular'y as a xesult of any significant plant change;; that may affect the risk profile of 
the plant. ln general, the staff goal is.to perform significant updates to approximately 
·.10 to12 SPAR models.per year. As SPAR models.are update~. their:documentation (i.e., the 
model report and the pfant risk informati~:m ·esook summary rf;lpOrts) Is also updated to 
reprt~sent the latest PRA infOrma.tion included in each SPAR model. Comparisons between the 
SPAR model baseline results and licensee model reslJlts (when voluntarily submitte.d bythe 
licensee) are also performed. These comparisons include baseline core damage frequency~ 
conditional core damage probability for each Initiator type, top cut sets, ancj importance 
measures. These ·comparisons help ensure that. SPAR models and associated risk 
assessments that support the SOP proc~ss are of high quality and reflect the as-built, 
as:-operated plants~ In FY 2015, the siaff performed significant updates to six SPAR models to 
reflect changes, such as the addition of logic for·new station blackout.generators. battery 
charging generatorst and.·broad expansion of electrical power modeling detaH. Although the 
level of effort In FY 2015 was less than the staff goal due io resource limitations, the effort is 
expected to be increased again in FY 2016 to complete approximately 1 o model updates l?er 
year. 

In FY 2015, tJle staff also modifie(j ~I.I SPAR models to take advantage of hew SAPHIRE 
features ~nd to improve the usability of the models. Amof!g these new SAPHIRE features is the 
ability to eliminate most event tree linkage rules, SAPHIRE now automatically merges multiple 
overlapping rules, thus pre·ctudlng the need to manually generate multiple explicit rule sets. 
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Automatic generation and application o{ convolution correction factors is ano.ther SAPHIRE 
enhanceme·nt that eliminates multiple manual actions each time a model is updated. 

Approximately 30 SPAR models were also updated to support specific SOP or ASP activities. 
Thes.e more limited SPAR model updates are performed when requested by agency risk 
analysts. These. updates are normally required to better model specific f~atures of an 
operational event that are not normally captured in a base PRA or to reflect an enhal'!ced 
understanding ofthe as·built, as-operated plant as a result of event followup activities. 

During FY 2015. the staff continued to perfo~ a corriprehensiv~ data update to an 75 SPAR 
models to reflect recent operating experience and implement other enhancements to improve 
the usabmty and functionality of the models. In addition. to updating SPAR model. parameters, 
this activity will improve modeldocumeritation; integrate hazard categories (i.e .• internal events. 
external hazards. Leyel·2, and LPSD models) intoa singte report for each SPAR model report; 
~nci resolve issues assoCiated with the SPAR logic modeling framework. Other data updates 
·include modification of common cause events to more closely follow the guidance in. the RASP 
Handbgok: A plant-i;pecific model co11'Vergence analysl$ (to assess the appropriate truncation 
level to run the model) and documentation of the res.ults is also included In this task. 

SPAR Models for the Analysis of All Hazards (~temal Events). Development of SPAR Ali
Hazard (SPAR--AHZ) moqeJs. Which cont~in accJdent scenarios from a!l hazard categories 
(includfng seismic; high wind. and internal fire) applicable fo a given site, has continued during 
FY 2015, although at a lower intensity than the previous year •. The rower intensity was due to 
.b~dgetaryconstr~ints anc:t the balancing of lil:nitE?d.staff resources t~ work on other projects, 
such ~s the Commission- directed -site Levf3l-3 PRA·project for the Voglle site. Currently, 22 9f 
the 75 SPAR models, representing 28 NPPs, Include internal fire and e><temal hazard groups. 
Eighteen of the SPAR.;.AHZ models are based on assessments conducted for Supplement 5, 
"Individual Plant Examination of Exte.rnal Events for"Severe Accident Vulnerabilitie·s." to ~Generic 
L~tter 88. 20, "individual .Plant Exal'T!if'lation for Severe.Accident vuiherabilitles ·1 o CFR q0.54(f)," 
and.other readi,ly available information. In FY 20.15, one new SPAR-AHZ model. which includes 
internal tire models extracted from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
Standard ·aos- complian~ fire model for the Vogtte plant, has been constructed and place~ In the 
SPA~ model library for use by NRC risk analysts. SPAR·AHZ models for the Shearon H,arns, · 
0.C. Cook. and V.C. Summer NPPs had been previously compieted. Because the 
licensee--developed NFPA 80$;.compliarit fire PRA models coritain thousands of quarJtified fire 
sequences, a significant focus of th~ SPAR·AHZ effort was conibining similarseq1Jerices.~o 
enhance . .modeJ,usabilitywhile retaining th~ resolution contained In the.licensee-models. 

Re~ntly, ~ new SPAR·AHZtnod~I for th~ Point Beach ~it.e was developed, and the SPAR~AttZ 
model for the Sequoyah site. underwent a major upgrade. The_ staff is. cµrrently. working on a 
major up(.late to t~ Peach Bottom. SPAR•AHZ model. Development of th~· Peach BotJorri 
$PAR·AHZ model inciludes licensee site visits to gather inform'ation-and discuss modeling 
E)ssumptlons ~rid result.~. Currently; lhe Offi_qe of NuclE;!!ar Regulatory Research (r{es): and the 
Offi®Of Nuclear Reactor Regulation'(NRR)~re working togetller·told~nJify ways:Jo imbrove the 
~ffidencv and therefore:Jncrease the pace of SPAR-AHZ model development. given expected 
resource con!;trc;rints in. FY 2016 ancJ beyond. ·· 
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New Reactor SPAR Models. Before new plant operation, the staff may perform risk 
assessments to inform potential risk-informed applications for combined licenses; focus 
construction inspection scope. or assess the significance" of construction inspection findings. 
Once the plants begin operation, independent assessments using SPAR models will be used by 
the staff for the evaluation of operational findings and events similar to the assessments 
performed for current operating reactors. 

There are currently five new reactor internal hazard SPAR models. These include one model 
for the AP1000, two Advanced Boiling-Water Reactor (ABWR) models (one for the Toshiba 
design and one for the General Electric-Hitachi design), one model for the U.S. Advanced 
Pressurized-Water Reactor (US-APWR), and one moder for the U.S Evolutionary Power 
Reactor (U.S. EPR). In addition to these internal events models, there is a seismic model for 
theAP1000 and a LPSD model for the Toshiba ABWR. Since FY2013. the· staff has been 
extending the capabilities for tile AP10QO reactordesrgn SPAR model. The AP1000 SPAR-AHZ 
model includes an intema1"floocling model (completedin FY 2013) and an internal fire model 
(completed in FY 2014). The staff rs In the process of completing a LPSD modet and 
developing a new severe accident model (Level-2 PRA model) for the AP1000 reactor design. 

The staff plans to continu~ developing new reactor SPAR models. including AHZ and LPSO 
models, as needed, to support licensing and oversight activities. 

MELCOR Thermal Hydraulic Analysis for SPAR Model S(lccess Criteria. The staff 
continues to perform MELCOR analyses to investigate success criteria associated with specific 
Level-1 PRA sequences. In some cases, these analyses confirm the existing technical basis, 
and in other cases they suppol't modifications that.can be made to increase the reali~m of the 
agency's SPAR models. The fate~t round of activity is documented in two reports: . (1) s<;>oo to 
be published NURE:G-2187, "Confirmatory Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis to Support Spe·cmc 
Success Criteria in the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models-Byron," and · 
(2) NUREG/CR-7177,."CQr:npendium of Analyses To Investigate Select Level-1 Probabilistic 
Risk Ass~ssment J:nd~State D~finition and Success Criteria fVlodeling Issues," published in 
May 2014 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 14148A 126). The results of these studies will be used to 
confirm specific success criteria for a suite of fourploop Westinghouse plants, which are similar 
to Byrpn, witn appropriate consid~ration of the 4esign and operational diffeteriees of these 
plants. They also will be used fo supporl'applicaiion-specific consultation on the use of the 
SPAR models. 

This effort directly supports the agency's go~I of lislng state·of-the·art tools that promote 
effectiveness and realism. The NRC Is communicating the projeet plans and results to internal 
and external stakeholders through mechanisms· such ·as the Regulatory Information Conference 
artd the.ir:t.d.vstry's Mqdular Accider;t ,Analysis Program Users' Group. · 
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3.0 Additional Activ.itie$ 

SAPHIRE Maintenance and Improvement$. In FY 2015, new features and capabilities were 
1.mple(1'lent~d rn SAPHIRE to better support NRG regulatory acUvitles. The. new f~atures 
hiclude: 

• · SAPHIRE c;>ffers multiple methods for solving PRA models. Models can be assessed by · 
solving individual accident sequences or by grouping sequences by common end states. 
A new capability in SAPHIRE allows· users to tra~ the contribution of individual accidemt 
sequences regardless of the s<>Mng method that is used. 

• Improvements to the reporting ct;lpabllitfes for external hazard model results .• 

• l111proved tools .for modelers te> update .and maintain the SPAR models .. 

All of these improvements to SAPHIRE have been performed in accQrdance with the SAPHIRE 
sortware QA program. A set of ~ofW/are· QA documents has been developed for SAPHIRE~. 
Tfrese documents cover topics such. a~ the software development plan, configuration 
management, requirements tracking, and testing and acceptance. The NRC projecf manager 
performs an annual audit of the SAPHIRE software QA program. The most recent audit was 
completed on January 15, 2015, and no significant issues were Identified. The NRC projec~ 
manager confirmed thatthe maintenance and implemenialion of th~ SAPHl~E software QA 
program is consistent with the guidance contained In NUREG/BR-0167, "Software Quality 
.Assuran~ Program and Guid!31inef?," dated F~bruary 1993 (ADAMS Accession · 
No. ML 15043A79:1). , . . 

The SAPHIRE developers continue to exp!ore advanced features and enhancements th.at. may 
b~ implem~nted irt future SAPHIRE revisions. The SAPHl.RE team has developed a 
demonstration-v~r$ion ofa Wel:)-based SAPHIREapplication. AWeb .. baseCI SAPHIRE 
application is envisioned to h~ve several advantages that are not availablewith a desktop 
application, such as improved configuration management of models and analyses, enhanced 
collaboratil)h capal:lilities,:and remqte ~ccess to high .. pelformance computing resources. After 
.successfully demonstrating a prototype version of the appticationt the. SAPHIRE team. is· 
developing an implementation plan to describe how a fully functional Web·b~sed .version could 
be cc;>mpleted and made. available to users as~ replacetnentto th~ curr~nt version ofSAPHIRE. 
The implementation is exp.acted to occ::ur 111 a phased approac~ over the next several year$. 
The work on~he Web·based version has:afso helped the SAPHIREieam to explore new ways 
to use parallel computing resources to reduce code runtimes for complex analyses. These 
methods may even b~ able to: benefit near-terrn update!) to th~ current ve_rsion of SAPHIRE. In 
adcfition· to this work. ttie SA.PHIRE team coritiriu~ to rer:naih cognizant pf academic e1nd' 
international research activities on a.dvanced. PRA quantification techniques. 

Coop~ratlve Rese;irch fo.r PRA: Therstaff ha~ executed,an:adderidum to· the memor~nqum ,of 
understanding wi\h ~he Electric· ~ower Re$earch Institute (EPRI) fo conduct coop·er~llve nucrear 
safety research for PRA. Several of the. initiatives included· in the addendum· are intended to: 
help resolve te'chnlcal. lssues that-accou.nt for the key differences between NRC SPAR (nOdeis 
anc:t liee11see PRA nioders~ · · 
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During FY 2015, significant efforts have been made in implementing PRA methods for support 
system initiating event (SSIE) analysis and treatment of LOOP in PRAs. The SSIE PRA 
modeling approach was developed in collaboration with EPRl and is documented in 
EPRI Report 10167 41 1 "Support System Initiating Events," published December 19, 2008. 
These methods are being impfemented in the SPAR models as one of the activities associated 
witlJ addressing thia peer review comments. To date, all SPAR r:nodels have been enhanced 
with the improved SSIE modeling methodology. Various LOOP methodology enhancements 
have been added to alt models, with the remaining enhancements-expected to be completed ln 
conjunction with (t>utine SPAR model updates. The staff plans to continue these cooperative 
efforts with EPRI and other stakeholders to address the r13mainlng issues over the next several 
years. 

On July 14-15, 2015~. RES, in collaboration with ldahe> National Laboratmy staff, held a ~o-day 
public workshop on the agency's SPAR model program. Workshop discussions included the 
objectives of the SPAR model program; data coUectlon and analysis; human reliability analysis: 
Joss of offsite power modeling; and SPAR model maintenance and QA. The workshop 
participants in9luded representatives from NPPs, industry contractors, intetnalion~I partr.iers, 
and public interest groups. In addition, NRC staff from NRR,. Office of New Reactors, and the 
Regions attended .. A meeting summary of the workshop can be found in ADAMS at Accession 
No. ML 151.98A191~ 

4.0 Concrusion· 

SPAR models ~re on~ of the primary risk toQI.$ for the agency and support a Yl!ide variety of 
regulatory uses. The staff maintains and.Updates the suit~ of SPAR models .to help ensure.that 
agency-perfonned risk assessments represent the as-built, as-operated reactor plants. Recent 
activities have focused on the development of external hazard models! updates to model 
parameter ei?timates to reflect reqent pf ant operating experience. arid increased pubJic·outteach 
to prqmulgate infonnation about the SPAR model program. . 



Tetter, Keith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

· Subject: 

Nakoski, John 
Tuesday, Sep~ember 29, 2015 3:!i8 PM 
Tetter, Keith 
Coyne, Kevin 
Update to-the sentence to add to the Paper. Use the sentences in the body of the 
message below instead. John EOM 

Further, NRR is considering how it can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the SOP Process. These 
improvements may include pilot activities to assess the use of attematives to the SPAR Models. 

PaMl't. ~ 
Chief. Performance and Reliability Branch 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Research 
ao1415 .. 24ao (w) 

1co)(o) f (c) 
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Coyne, Kevin 

_From.: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 20151:09 PM 

Rini, Brett To: 
Cc: Correia, Richard 
Subject: RE: REPLY~ SPAR Model Summary and Uses 
Attachments:_ Key Talking Points for the SPAR Mocfels_Rev 2.docx 

ln)pQrtance: High 

Brett-

No problem sharing the information with NRR. However, I did have a minor typo in the previous version (used 
"licensing" rather t~an 1'1icensee") - the attached. is the corrected version. David's information is also good to 
include. 

Kevin 

From: Rini, Brett 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29# 2015 11:36 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin~Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE:·REPLV: SPAR Model Summa,Yand Uses 

Thanks, Kevin. 

fYI, I also have the fol.lowing in the background information fr'oni Dave Aird: 

• The User Need Reqµest for SUpport in the Development and Enhancements of NRC Risk Analysis-Tools (NRR· 
2015-009) was receJved and accepteq by RES/ORA. The UN(t ask RES to continue aclditional developrnent and 
enhancements of SPAR models and to provide enhanced risk ana!ysis methods and guidance that Incorporate 
new' research insights to enhance ris~ tools used by NRC.seniorre.actor analysts (SRAs)·and risk an(,llysts. 

• RES is.activ!=!IY wor~ing on th~se items: 
o. Maintain and Update.SPAR Modeis 
o 'Update SPAR Models for Internal Events 
o Develop SPAR Models for At-Power External Events 
o Develop and Enhance SPAR Models for ShutdoYin Events 
o . Maintain and Enhance SAPHIRE 8 Code · . · 
o Enhance _PRA arid Risk Methods 
o Develop and Update Guidance for Risk Assessm~nts (RASP Hal"!dbook) 
o· Provide. Technical Supportto Risk Ana!ysts 

• RES s,aff will continue to lnteractwith NRR/DRA staff and the SRAs periodicafly to share preliminary results ·and 
draft repoi:ts,. 

Let me kn.ow·jf you h~ve any concerns with stiaring th~{information in the attachment with NAR We typically 
like to have one document' with the bac)<ground information. for bpth offices, to ensure everyone is on: the same 
page. 

Thanks, 

1 



Brett 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
-Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 10:37 AM 
To: Sheron~ Brian <Brian.Sheron@nrc.gov>; Rini, J3rett <Brett.Rinl@nrc.goy> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Appignanl, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Richard.Correia@nrc.goV>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

·erian-

I've updated the info sheet on SPAR \o capture this po_int The fiftl1 bullet under key talking points now reads: 

• All models run on a single cod_e platfo(m (SAPHIRE). SAPHIRE can be updated a.nd configured to dir~~~ty 
~Y~J!~!!, ~~~-~i~~~~~~~-i!l~.~!~Q.~~tt!~s ~~~~~g~-~c~tr!9.C?~?.-~9~-~-~~:~ 9~~~9~l:Z~g .~P.P~tng fl!n91!~!'!~;- Use 
of hcensee models would require the NRC to maintain licensees.and network environmental approval for 
multiple commerclal software codes and eliminate the ability to revise these code to support NRC-specific 
applications. 

Let me know if you need more background or have additional questions. 

Brett - the first three bullets under "kE!Y talking points" are the most significant items if you want to highlight 
some key points in your bac!<ground info for Brian. 

Kevin 

From: Sheron; Brian 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:23 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, S~even <Steven.\ivest@rirc.gov>; Appfgnanl, Peter <Peter.Appignarii@nrc.gov>; Correia; Richard 
<Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Rini; Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc;go~; Nakoski, John tjohn.Nakoski@nrc.gov>· 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Your last bullet sort of captur~s this thought Perhaps we coulci expand .on it_ a little. 

From: Sheron, Brian 
Senttlhursday,.September 24, 20.15 7:21 AM 
To: Coyn¢, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter<Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Richard.Correia@nrc;gov>; Rinf, lire.tt<Brett.Rlnl@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, J(]hn <John.Nakoski@nrc~gov> 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses . 

Can we add that.if the Regions wanted to run licensee models on an NRC machine, each of the-different 
platforms would have to be loaded onto regional comput~ts, ahd air would coi:ne under FJSMA reqL;Jir~ments. 

My g~ess is that the oniy practical option.if we did away with SPAR models is for NRO to· require the .licensees 
to pertorm the SOP with their models, and the SRAs would just review them. 

From~ Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:57 PM 
To: Sheron, ~ri~I"! <Brian.Sheron@nrc.gov> 
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Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Appignanl, Peter <Peter.Applgnani@nrc.gov>; Correla,. Richard 
<Rlchard.Correia@nrc.gop; Rini, Brett <Brett.Rini@rlrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
SUbject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian-

Modeling almost every operational event requires some change to the PAA model - this is true for both SPAR 
and licensee models. The change~ can range from simple data updates (such as changing a human error 
probability) to complex revisf ans of modeling togio. SR As are able to make many of these changes to the 
SPAR models (sometimes in consultation with lNL or RES stafO because all of the models. work in a standard 
way- so a given change to a SPAR model has precUctable and consiStent results. There is no standardization 
across licensee models, so an SRA would have to relearn the modeling logic and conventions for each plant lh 
order to do an SOP, NOED. or MD 8.3 analysis. And there is often a lot of logfc modeling working behind the 
scenes that can be difficult to find and modify if you don•t know what you're looking for (these are generally in 
the form of togic rules that do things like remove TS prohibited cutsets, adjust HRA values, and turn on and off 
baste events depending on the accideritcontext), Assuming that a licensee would provide the SRAs access to 
their PAA model, if would take significantly more time for an SRA to compeiently modify the licensee model 
than a SPAR model. And all that assumes that (1) the licensee would even provide the model to the NRC 
(there is no regulatory requirement to do so) and (2) the SRA was familiar with the PRA software the licensee 
used (there are several codes available, and while most use the EPRI developed CAFT A code, not all 
do). That said, the model Itself would be accessible if we had the model and the software and knowledge to 
run it (so there isn't an issue with a oompiled vs source code version), but the real challenge is understanding 
the logic mOdel and efficienUy making changes. We developed a great understanding of the challenges of 
doing this with the Vogtle Level 3 project- initially, even running the licensee's PRA in its native software was. 
a challenge., And although we have had access to a tremen~ous amount of PAA information from the site and 
have had several years to review the mqc;iel (advantages· an SAA would never have), there are st!ll .aspects of 
Vogtle's modeling: that is, Impenetrable: to our feeble minds (we can discuss with you in greater detail if you'~ 
like. but something as basic as assigning unavailablllty values for equipment can be done in· many different 
ways - and we are still scratching our _heads over how Vogue did this for some risk significant equipment). So, 
we might be able to help the SRAs, but it would be an extremely difficult process comp~red to what we can do· 
with the SPAR models (and that is assuming we had the right software, the knowledge to run it, and the full set 
of documentation supporting the licensee PRA model). 

If we did not haveSPAR models. we would not have any independent capability to assess risk for ASP, 
generic issue~, rulemaking technical bases, etc. 

I've added these points to the 11key talking polnts" • revl~ion .attached. The' first bullet now reads: "SPAR 
program provides the NRC's only Independent risk analysts capability in support of reactor oversight process 
(ROP) and a variety of risk-informed technical appllcations11

• And I added a final bullet that states "Given the 
lack of standardization in licensee PRAs (and the variety of cade platforms that can be used). it would be 
extremely inefficient for SRAs and other agency risk analysts to use licensee models for risk assessment 
activities.''. 

Let me know if you have any .other questions or would lik~ us to setup a more detailed briefing. 

Kevin 

From: C:OrreJa, Rictiarct 
Sent: Wed00$day, September 23, 2015. 3:53 PM 
To: Sheron, Brian; Rini, Brett; Coyne1 Kevin 
Cc: West, steven; ApplgnanJ, Peter 
SUbject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian, 
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We'll get you answers soon. 

Richard Correla,. PE 
Director, 
Oivislon of Risk AnalySis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: Sheron, Brian 
sent: Wednesday, Sept~mb~r 23, 2015 1:57 PM 
To: Rini, Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc,goy>; Correia, Richard <Rlchard.Correia@nrc~goV>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc;gov> 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Good summary. Is the following also true: 

1.) If an event'o.ccurs for which th~ lic~nsee's PAA model cann·ot ~eel.irately model the ~vent, do we thlrik 
that the licern;ee would let an SRA add the necessary models to.their PAA (in other words, If the 
agencywere.fo use a licensee's model. would the licensee likely give us a source deck or a compiled 
version? Even if we got a source deck, is an SRA capable of developing, programming, and 
Incorporating a model into a liCensee's code? · 

If the Region or NRA came to RES with a licensee's PAA model and wanted us to add a model into a 
license.~·s code, could we even do it? 

2.) If we. did no.f h(lve the SPAR models, what PAA capability would we have. and could we. continue to 
use this capability for all of· the.non-regional stuff we currently use itfor (e.g., Gls)? 

If it turns out.tharthese· two items are .also a probf~m, can we lis~ them in the summary U$e T~ble 
(attached)? 

From: Rini, Brett 
Sent: Wednesday~ September 23~ 2015 9:21 AM. 
To:. Sheroni·Bri_an <Btian.Sheron@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
·Subject: REPLY: SPARMotjel Summary and Uses 

Brian, 

Per your ~qi.IE!St. her~'s OAA's 2-pager on SPAR models and their uses. 

Brett 
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Key Talking Points for the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) Model Program 

• PrQQram provides Independent risk anaiysis capability for NRC in support of reactor 
overs!ght process (ROP) and a yariety of risk-informed technical applications 

• Plant-specific SPAR models (99operating plantsare .. represented by75 SPAR models) use 
standardized modeling and naming cc>nventions. Standardization increases analyst 
efficiency and accuracy and supports cross comparison across models. 

• SPAR models and the SAPHIRE PAA code are designed to support event and condition 
analyses by performing "delta-risk" analyses (e.g~, change in CDF from base case to 
performance deficiency). Licensee developed models and supporting Codes lack this 
capability (requiring ~clditiona1 cafculations and manual sequence/cutset result comparisons) 

• The program leverages: available licensee PRA information to reduce program costs, but 
includes validation of licensee modeling assumptions ~nd integrates licensee model 
conventions Into standardized SPAR mod~Ung framework. Although SPAR model~. use. 
somE:l, simplifying assumptions compared to licensee models, in several areas most pertinent · 
t() ROP applloattons, the $PAR.models are geherally more detailed (e.g., CCF, LOOP, and 
support system lnitiato!'S) . 

• All models run on a single code platform (SAPHIRE). SAPHIAE c~n be updated and 
configure(I to tlirectly support NRC risk assessment activities through coding changes and 
customized reporting functions. Use of licensee moclels would require the NRC to maintain 
racensees and network environmental approval for multiple commercial software codes and 
eliminate the ability to revise these code to support NRC-specHio applications. 

• Atthciugh licensees have made progress In dev~foping RG 1.200 compliant PAA models, 
these moders lack the standardization and ROP·~pecific features that are ess~ntial to the 
agency's needs for perfprmtng event and condition· analyses. 

SPAR .Model. Uses 

• Significance Determination Process (Reactor Oversight) - Regions 
• Accident Sequence Precursor Program (used as an input metric ·10 the performance budget 

proce5s) - RES 
• Evaluation of Notices of Enforcement Discretion - Reg,ons. NRA • 
• MD~S.3 lricldent lnvestiga~qn Program Risk EvolutjQns (e.g., deteOTiine level of inspection 

response to an event) - Regions * 
• Establish technical basis for rulemakfng .... RES, NRR· 
• ·evaluate generic issue safety signifio~nce - RES 
·• Perform system and component studies - RES 
• lnsJ)ection Planning (e.g., risk insights from Plant Risk lntom:aauon eBooks) • Region$ 

·• ihese appllcSl/ons typtcally are performed wlib limited tlme, hfghllghtlng.th~ ln'!pol'fance of 
model standardization for SPAR 

SPAR Model Annual Budget 

The SPARISA!=IHIAE anoua1 budget for FV201S was ... $2.2 mlllton. This amounUs soa,1aQle 
depending on agehcy needs and 'available resources. .Major activities include: 

. Base Resources O.e •• minimum r0quirements for the orograml: 
• SPAR Model Configuration/Quality Control and User Support Help Desk -$500k/year 

- Hetp desk handles - 2 ~Hs/day from SRAs 
... Ensures model v~rsiQn CCJ,9'(to1 ai'ld maintai~ tNL Website 



- Performs.model updates to support speoific·SDP/ASP activities (-30 models were 
updated to support a speqific· analysis in FV201 ~). These updates are qften highly 
specific to the event/condition that occurred and would also need to be performed for a 
licensee PAA model 

• SAPHIRE QA and User Support -$300k/year 
- Maintain NUAEGIBR-0167 QA program 
- User help desk Support · 

Resources needed to Support Specific User Enhancements; 
• Model Updates to Reflect Significant Plant Changes· (-12 model$1year) - ... $250k 

- Incorporate station blackout EDGs 
- Battery charging generators 
- Significant model upgradas 

• External Hazard and Fire Models w ... $400k/year 
- Add NFPA 805 f~re modeling 
- Add seismic and high wfnd model capabifities 

• SAPHIRE Enhancements -$30-0k /year 
- New reportihgJeatures and.co.de capabilities 

• Data Updates: (pertormed every-~- years) - -$500k (every thre·e years) 
.- Upgracte SPAR modefs to reflect most recent operating data 
- Update model documentation and Plant Risk lnformatioo eBooks (PRIBs) 
- General model oleanuplimprovements 

.Letter to NEI from OEbO on Use of SPAR models (2007, ML072490566) 

This fetter addressed an NEI proposal to use licensee PRA models instead of SPAR models. A 
detailed review was conducted and concluded that SPAR was needed to: 
• Maintain lnclependene$ of NRC analyses. Differences between NAO and Licensee 

assessments is, not. due to the'base model, but by the assumption$; for ea eh specific ~vent , 
or con.diticm ,analysis 

• Provide standardized model framework for efficient anatyses - Industry does not use a 
standanftzed modeling approach 

• Avoid Inefficiencies in having agency risk analysts ream the conventions of over 70 licensee 
develqped PRAs {utilizing up to lour different software platforms) 

The basis for lt)e_staff conclu~i_pn rehiains valid today; 

Feedback from Regional SRAs on.Potential Use of Licensee Models vice SPAR 

• More efficient and objective to use SPAR moders for risk assessments. 
• It would take a significant increase in resources to use licensee models for event and 

condition_ ~ss~~l'lt a~tivities-(lue to their lack of stan(;fardiza\iOn and need for SAAs to 
u11derstand unique: modeling conventions and new code platforms~ 

~- Use ·of licensee .models would cause delays In the SOP process due to need to engage In 
additiona'I reques~ for infom1ation tc» understand llpensee PA!' modeling ~i.tmptiq;is. -

•· Nf1Ct$ abilify to_pefiorm independent regulatory assessment activities will be eroded by not 
having a centrarrzed system_ evaluating Generic.safety Issues, SBOJLOOP studies, etc. 



Appignani. Peter 

From: Sheron, Brian 
Sent: 
To: 

Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:34 PM 
Coyne, Kevin; Rini, Brett 

Cc: 
Subject 

West, Steven; Appignani, Peter, Correia, Richard; Nakoski, John 
RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Thanks. 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 10:37 AM 
To: Sheron, Brian <Brian.Sheron@nrc.gov>; Rinj, Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc .. gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Appignanl, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Ricliard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> · 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian-

I've updated the info sheet on SPAR to capture this point. The fifth bullet under key talking points now reads: 

• All models run on a single code platform (SAPHIRE). SAPHIRE can be updated and configured to dir~~~ly 
s,upfJ.<>n ~~g, ~~sk .as~~~srri!3~' !cti\fm~!:l ~b.r,~ug~ .$oding .chaqg~·~wr:m~ .f~stoll).ize~.r~R~!:.lJ~ fu~9~i9J)~: ,LI,$~ 
of l!c.ense~rpQd~ls W,PtJjdT~qufre. . ,~Cto;,,mainUiln hc~n$~:S~Ciln~n~v~l'Nofk:el)V!f~'1. . . , IJqr., 
multipl~:~mmercial:softWare"cq~f 'and;.e.Hminate·the;aoilityJo ri:)vl§e,these.,cqd~JQ:.,s...'_ . . ·p~plflc 
a · · ·ncati<f>ns. pp' ' ... ' 

Let me know if you need more background or have additional questions. 

Brett - the first three bullets under "key talking points'' are the most significant items if you want to highlight 
some key points in your background info for Brian. · · · · 

Kevin 

From: Sheron, Brian 
Sent: Thursday; September i4, 2015 1:z3 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Appi~nani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Richard.Correla@nrc.gov>; Rini, Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <.lohn.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE~ R~PLV: S~AR Model Summary and Uses 

Your last bullet sort of captures this thought. Perhaps we could expand o:n it a little. 

From: Sheron, Brian 
Sent:, Thursde)y, September 24, 2015 7:21 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrn.gov>; Applgiiani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Rini, ·arett <Brett.R:lnl@nrc.gov>; Nakoskl, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 
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Can we add that if the Regions wanted to run licensee models on an NRC machine, each of the different 
platforms would have to be loaded onto regional computers, and all would come under FISMA requirements. 

My guess is that the only practical option if we did away with SPAR models is for NRC to require the licensees 
to perform the SOP with their models, and the SRAs would just review them. 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:57 PM 
To: Sheron, Brian <Brian.Sheron@nrc.gov> 
C~: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>1 Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Rini, Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian-

Modeling almost every operational event' requires some change to the PRA model - this Is true for both SPAR 
ahd licensee models. The changes can range from simple data updates (such as changing a human error 
probability) to complex revisions of modeling logic. SRAs are able to make many of these changes to the 
SPAR models (sometimes in consultation with INL or RES staff) because all of the 111odels work in a standard 
way- so a given change to a SPAR model has predictable and consistent results. There is no standardization 
across licensee models, so an SRA would have to relearn the modeling logic and conventions for each plant in 
orde·r to do an SDP, NOEO, or MD 8.3 analysis. And there is often a lot of logic modeling working behind the 
scenes that can be difficult to find and modify if you don't know what you're looking for (these are generally in 
the form of logic rules that do things like remove TS prohibited cutsets, adjust HRA values, and tum on and off 
basic events depending on the accident context). Assuming that a licensee would provide the SRAs ace.ass to 
their PAA model, it would take significantly more time for an SRA to C<Jmpetently modify the licensee model 
than a SPAR model. And all that assumes that ·(1) the Ucensee would even provide the model to the NRC 
(there is no regulatory requirement to do so) and (2) the SRA ~as familiar with the PRA software the licensee 
used (there are several codes available, and while most use the EPA.I developed CAFT A code, not all 
do). That said, the modei itself would be accessible if we had the model and the software and knowledge to 
run it (so there isn't an issue with a compiied vs source code version), but the real challenge is understanding 
the logic model and efficiently making changes. We developed a great understanding of the challenges of 
doing this with the Vogtle Level 3 project- initially. even running the licensee's PAA in its native software was 
a challenge, And although we have had access to a tremendous amount of PAA information from the site and 
have had several years to review the model (advantages an SRA would never have), there are still aspects of 
yogtle's, modeling that is, impenetrable to our feeble minds (we can discuss with you in greater detail If you'd 
like, but something ~s basic as assigning unavailability values· for equipment can be done in many different 
ways - and we are still scratching our heads over how Vogtfe did this for some risk significant equipment). So; 
we might be able to help the SRAs, but it would be an extremely difficult process compared.to what we can do 
with the SPAR models (and that is assuming we had the.right software, the knowledge to nin it, and the full set 
of documentation supporting the licensee PAA model). 

If we did not have SPAR models, we would not have any independem capability tp assess ri,sk for ASP, 
·generic issues, ru!emaking technical b~ses, etc. 

I've added these points to the ''key talking points" ~revision attached. The first bullet now reads: "SPAR 
program provides the NRC1s only independent risk analysis capability ln support of reactor oversight process 
(AOP) and ci, variety of risk-informed teqhnical applications". And I added a final bulletthat states 4Given the 
lack of stand.ardizatlon in licensee PRAs (and the· variety of code platforms that c:::an be useq), it would be 
extremely inefficient for SRAs and other agency risk analysts to use licensee models for risk assessment 
activities.". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or would like us to set up a more detailed briefing. 

Kevin 
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From: Correla, Richard 
sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2.015 3;53 PM 
To: Sheron, Brian; Rini, Brett; Coyne, Kevin 
Cc: West, Steven; Appignani, Peter 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian. 

We'll get you ~nswers soon. 

Richard Corteia1 PE 
OirectQr, 
Division of Risk Analvs.is 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Resecirch 
USNRC 

· rlchard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: Sheror1~ Brian 
Sent:. Wedn~sday, September 23, 2015 1:57 PM 
To: Ririi1 Brett <Brett.Rinl@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard <Rlch'ard.Correla"@nrc.gov>;.coyne, !<evili <l<evin.Co){neimnrc,gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.Westi@nrc.gov:::o · · · · 
Subject: RE: REPLY:·SP.AR Model Summary and Uses 

Good summary. ls the following also true: 

t;) If an event .occurs for which the license.e•s PAA mode! cannot accurately model the eventl cio we think 
that the license~. would let an SRA ·agd the necess€lry models to their PRA (ih other words, if the 
agency were to usefa licensee's model, would the licensee likely give us a source.deck or a compiled 
version? Even if we got a source deck, ls' an SRA cap(:lble of developing, prqgtamming, a:nd 
incotporatfng a model into a licensee's code? 

If the Region or NRA came to RES with a licensee:s PAA model and wanted us to add a model Into a 
licensee's code, could we even do it? 

2·~} If we did not have the SPAR models, what PRA capability wo.uld we have, and could we continue to. 
use this capability for an of the non-regional stuff we currently use it tor (e.g., Gls).? 

If ittums 9~t t.hat these two items are also a proble.m.:can we listthem In the Summary Use Table 
(attachedf? 

From: Rihii Brett 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:21 AM 
To: Sheron, Brian <Brlan.Shemo@rm::,gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
Subject: REPLY:; SPf\R MQd~I Summary a.od Uses 

:3 



Brian, 

Per your request, here's DRA's 2-pager on SPAR models and their uses. 

Brett 
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Tetter, Keith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

John. 

Weerakkody, Sunil 
Monday, September 28, 2015 3:23 PM 
Nakoski, John 
Giitter, Joseph; Correia, Richard; Circle, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Tetter, Keith 
additional comments from Bill Dean on the ASP\SPAR SECY 

1. On page 6 of the paper where Jennifer added information about doing a pilot with Vogtle PRA, Bill 
wants words added to indicate how much we spend on SPAR model and SAPHIRE development and 
maintenance. 

2. On page 6 of Enclosure 2 where Jennifer mentioned that RES should not work on adding parallelism to 
SAPHIRE since the runtime is fast enough, Bill adds that NRR funds should not be applied on this task 
or on developing a web-based version. 

sunil D Weerakkody, Chief 
PRA Operations & Human Factors Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Address: Mail Stop 0-10 C-15, US NRC, Washington DC 20005-0001 

Tel: 301-415·2870 
Black Berrv:f ll'::to~)t5~>------. 
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Coyne, Kevin 

From: Correi~, Richard, 
Sent: 
To: 

Monday, September 28, 2015 3:06 PM 
Cqyne, !<evin; Nakoski, john 

Subject Re: weekly RES, NRR & NRQ DD call 

Th ~evin. Yes we (RES an~ NRO) need to disc.uss\vlth NRR. We need Brian and Steve's input too. 
Rich 
Send by BlackBerry 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Se'-'~: Monday, September. 281' 2015 03:02 PM 
To: .Correla, Richard; Nakoski, John · 
Subject: RE: weekly RES, NRR & NRO DD call 

As luck woul.d have it~ John called a few minutes ago - ha did not have mlich time thlS',11fternoon (he, wa$ on 
his way out to an appointmant), .but he was worried. that there is a grqwing rift on the SPAR question with NRtR 
and NAO does not understand the basis for the NRA position. I told him that we got slgntficant comments 
back from NRA on the ASP/SPAR SECY related to perferming a pilot to replace SPAR with Licensee models 
and highlightlhg the AIM2020 rebaselining activity. John said NAO: would neE;d to re.-evaluate their 
concurrence on the paper if we made those changes ... 

Maybe a can with NAO tqmorrow to detemiine how 
meaningful discussion on this? 

Kevin 

From: Com~ia1 Richard · 
Sent: Mooday, September 2~ •. 201s 1:59 PM 

NRA in the. same room as RES/NAO to have ·a 

To: Coyn·e, Kevin <Kevln.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Nako$ki, John.~ohn.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Fw: wee~ly RES, NRR & NRO DD call 

JOiin Monninger nee'ds to see/hear about the NRR comments oh the ASP/SPAR SEG:Y 
Rich 
Send by Biack8erry 

--·------
From: Monninger, John 
Sent: Monday, September 281201501:03 PM 
To: Webberr Kimberfy; Correia, Rlch~rdf Giitter, J0seph; Lee, Samson 
Subject: RE: weekly RI$, NRR &. NRO DD qil! 

We should probably have:a meeting with all a offices te discuss SPAR rriodels. 

A question came up la.st week during the New -Reactors Commi.ssion meeting on Jhe SPAR mocie!$. W~ 
exprsssed our support for continued use "and development of the SPAR models. 1 l va~heard comments on the 
side that NRA is not~upportivefof future SP.AR effort$. but I havenJ t .heard first•hand what NARI $ ooncems 
are and the basis for the concerns. 

Fr.om:. Webber~ Kimberly 
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Sent: Mohday,5eptember 28, 2015 12:54 PM 
To: Correia, Richard <;Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Maqden, Pat(ick <Patrkk.Madden@nrc.gov>; Monninger,John 
<John.Monninger@nrc.gov>; Giitter! Joseph <Joseph;Giitter@nrc.gov>; Lee, Samson <Samson.L:ee@rirq~ov> 
Subject: RE: weekly RES, NRR & NRO OD call 

John-and I won! t be able to participate today due to meeting and appointment conflicts. I don! t have 
anything to discuss in particular. If there is anything we need to discuss, please email or call. 
Thanks, 
Kim 

-----Original Appointment----
From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014'8:i3 AM 
To: Correia, Rfchard; Madden, Patrick; Monninger, John; Hawkins, Kimberly 
Subject: weekly RES, NRR & NRO DD call 
When: l\Jldnday, September 28, 2015 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC:-OS:OO)Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: office 

1-888,.790-2553 passcode1'0
)(o) I 



. Coyne, Kevin 

From: Correia, Richard 
Sent! 
To: 

Monday1 September 28, 2015 1:51 PM . 
Coyne, Kevin 

Subject: Re: SPAR paper 

All so true Kevin. I rieed to get to Joe Glitter and Scott Morris about this. 
Rich 

. Send by BlackBerry 

From: Coyne, KevJn 
sent: Monday, September 281 2015 07:23 AM 
To: .CQrrei?, Richard; West, Steven; Sheroni erian 
Subject: Re: SPAR paper 

Rich-

I knew that Danny Bost apparently brought it up in the context of "you already have my PAA" .., which shows a lack of 
understanding Qf the legal questions involved. And I'm not sure· I'd really take a brief sta~ement during a public meeting 
as 11vo!unteering11 for what could be an extremely resource intensive pilot (for both the nrc and snc) and one which 
wo1.dd place snc'.s pra lc:iformat!on under intense scrutiny (which ca rri~s significant riagula~Qry risk for their pilot 
applfoations). 

If nfr is :Serious about pursuing th ls, ~hey need to be open :ta objective dialosue with RES, NRO! and'the Regions before 
engaging th~ industry· t.he way this ls playing.o!Jt is b('!comfng·a mess ... 

Kevin 

Sent froma·n NRC Blackberry 

IK~o Crume (0)(6 

From: Correra, Richard . 
Sent:. Monday, September 261. 2015: 07:07 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin; West, Steven; Sheron~ Brian 
subject: RE: SPM pa~er 

Kevin, 

Brian got the information from Jennifer a few weeks ago: about the Vogt.le PRA - SOP pilot. rve. asked 
my counterparts in. NRA for Information on the who1 what, when1 when3i how .. but no response. I 
suspect Vogtle 'Yolunteered" because oflhe··new inclustry RISC chair,. Danny Bo$t. jumped at the 
notion of using licensees' PRAs vs SPAR models at the last public RISCs meeting when Bill Dean 
offered it. 

Richard· Correia, PE 
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Director, 
Division of RisKAnalysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.com::ia@nrc.gov 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:33 AM 
To: Correla, Richard <Richard;correia@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Sheron, Brian 
<Brlan.Sheron@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re: SPAR paper 

Rich-

Do you know what "Vogtle" PRA is Jennifer referring to? The only Vogtle pra we have was specifically sent to us to 
support the Level 3 pra project and using it for a regulatory application would be contradictory to the 2.390 withholding 
request we processed. Has SNC sent 'the NRR a seperate transmittal with their pra and ~upporting information {under 
50.9- unlike the one we have - and with a proper Withholding request to support a. regulato·ry appfitation)? Absennhat, 
l think this topic should be handled at a higher level in the paper, if at all (eg; "the staff is evaluating other means to 
obtain r'isk information to support the sdp11

). 

And as an aside, vo·gtle is.the fast plant l'q pick for a pilot - we h;;ive studied. the plant intensively for the past 4 years and 
they were/are the pilot for several high level risk-informed pilot applications. I think a different plant would provide a 
fairer pilot test if we do indeed go down that route (and a worthwhile pilot would need to sample across the spectrum 
of µ·ra's out there, and Mt just ch~rrY. pick one of the leaders in risk informed applications). And we have· not yet decided 
what we would shed in or:der to free up the resoµrces tp condu,ct the. pilot- and this will Ukely have a huge impact and 
the affected Re~ioli(s}. 

Kevin 

Sent from a.n NRC Blackberry 
Kevin Coyne 

from: Correia, R!c:hard 
Sent: Fr:iday, September 25, 2015.10:0'.3 AM 
To: West, Stevem Sheron, Brian; Coyne, Kevin 
SubJect: RE: SPAR. paper . . 

Good point Steve. 

']{jcli 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office qf Nuclear Regulatory Research . . 

USNRC 
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rlchard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: West, Steven 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:48" AM 
To: Correla, Richard <Rfchard.Correia@rm::.gt:n1:>; Sherqn, Brian <Brlan.Shercm@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin 
<Kevin.Covne@nrc.gov> · · 
Subject: Re: SPAR paper 

If we are sharing the paper for review/comment we shoutd include NRO. Glenn and John Monninger addressed the need 
. for and the value of SPAR for new reactors at the Commission meeting yesterday. I suggest you start with John as a POC. 

Steve 

Steven West, Deputy Director 
Office.of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
U,S, NRC 

From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 08:29 AM 
To: Sheron, Brl~n; Coyne, Kevin 
Cc: West, Steven 
Subject:. RE: SPAR ~per 

WiU do, 

!l{idi 

Richard ·correia, PE 
DirectQr, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Offic.e 9f Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

rid1ard,correia@nrc.gov 

From: Sheron, Brian 
Serit:. FridC;\y, September 25, 2015 8:12 AM 
To: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Kevin <l<evin.Cayne@nn::.gov> 
<;c: West;: Steven <Steven. West@nrc.goV> 
Subject: FW: SPAR:paper 

Can you get the comments from Jennifer and see if we can or can1t live with them? 

From: Uhle, Jennifer 
sent: Thursday,, September 24:i 2015 5:38 PM 
To: Sheron, Brian <Srian.Sheran@nrc;gov>; Weerakkody, Si.mil <SuriiLWeerakkody@nrt.gov>; Giitter, Joseph 
<Joseph.Giltter!S'fnrc.gov:>; Lee, Samson <Samson.lee@rm::sov>; Rosenberg, Stacey <Stacev.Rosenbern@nrc.gov> 
Subj~ct: SPAR'.p~per . . 



Brian, I have comments on the paper, nothing really difficult. I would like to add worping about under 
rebaselining doing a pilot with Vogtle PRA and also looking at ASP, SDP, MD 8.3 and figuring out the most 
streamlined ·efficient way to get what we need out of the analyses in the most efficient manner, 

I have other comments, odds and ends. I plan to meet With NRR/DRA staff tomorrow and explain the 
comments to them and then I would expect they would talk to RES/DRA staff. 

Thanks,. 

Jennifer 
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Stutzke. Martin 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Marty 

Kevin put this together for Brian 

Appignani, Peter 
Monday, September 28, 2015 1:29 PM 
Stutzke, Martin 
Key Talking points .. 
Key Talking Points for the SPAR Models_Rev l.docx 

Keys talking points for SPAR models 

l 



Key Talking Points for the Standardized Plant Analxsis Risk (SPAR) Model Program 

• SPAR program provides the NRC's only independent risk analysis capability in support of 
reactor oversight process (ROP) and a variety of risk-informed technical applications 

• Plant-specific SPAR models (99 operating plants are represented by 75 SPAR models) use 
standardized modeling and naming conventions. Standardization increases analyst 
efficiency and accuracy and supports cross comparison across models. 

• The program leverages available licensee PRA information to reduce program costs, but 
includes validation of licensing modeling assumptions and integrates licensing model 
conventions into standardized SPAR modeling framework. Although SPAR models use 
some simplifying assumptions compared fo licensee modefs1 in several areas most pertinent 
to ROP applications, the SPAR models are generally more detailed (e.g., CCF, LOOP. and 
support system initiators} 

• SPAR models and the SAPHJRE PRA code are designed to support event and condition . 
analyses by performing "aelta-ris~" analyses (e.g., change in CDF from base case to 
performance deficiency). Licensee developed models and supporting codes lack this 
capability (requiring additional calculations and manual sequence/cutset result comparisons) 

• All models run on a single code platform (SAPHIRE). SAPHIRE can be updated and 
configured to directly support NRC risk assessment activities through coding changes and 
customized reporting functions. 

• Although licensees have made progress in developing RG 1.200 compliant PRA models, 
these models lack the standardization and ROP-specific features that are essential to the 
agency's needs for performing event and condition analyses. 

• Given the lack of standardization in licensee PRAs (and the variety of code platforms that 
can be w.~ed), it would be extremely inefficient for SRAs and other agency risk analysts to 
use licensee models for risk assessment activities. 

SPAR Model Uses 

• Significance Determination Process (Reactor Oversight) - Regions 
• Accident Sequence Precursor Program (used as an Input metric to the performance budget 

process)~ RES 
• Evaluation of Notices of Enforcement Discretion - Regions, NRR * 
• MD 8.3 Incident Investigation Program Risk Evolutions (e.g., determine level of inspection 

response to an event) - Regions * 
• Establish technical basis for rulemaking - RES, NRR 
• Evaluate generic issue safety significance - RES 
• Perform system and component studies - RES 
• Inspection Planning (e.g., risk insights from Plant Risk Information eBooks)- Regions 

* These applications typically are performed with limited time, highlighting the importance of 
model standardization for SPAR 

SPAR Model Annual Budget 

The SPAR/SAPHIRE annual budgetfor FY2015 was-$2.2 million. This amount is scalable 
depending on agency needs and available resources. Major activities include: 

Base Resources {i.e .. minimum requirements for the program}: 
• SPAR Model Configuration/Quality Control and User Support Help Desk -$500k/year 

- Help desk handles ... 2 calls/day from SRAs 



- Ensures model version control and maintains INL Website 
- Performs modef updates to support specific SOP/ASP activities (-30 models were 

updated to support a specific analysis in FY2015). These updates are often highly 
specific to the event/condition that occurred and would also need to be performed for a 
licensee PRA model 

• SAPHIRE QA and User Support -$300k/year 
- Maintain NUREG/BR-0167 QA program 
- User help desk Support 

Resources needed to Support Specific User Enhancements: 
• Model Updates to Reflect Significant Plant Changes (-12 models/year}- -$250k 

- Incorporate station blackout EDGs 
- Battery charging generators 
- Significant model upgrades 

• External Hazard and Fire Models - - $400k/year 
- Add NFPA 805 fire modeling 
- Add seismic and high wind model capabilities 

• SAPHIRE Enhancements -$300k /year 
- New reporting features and code capabilities 

• Data Updates (performed every 3 years)- -$500k (every three years) 
- Upgrade SPAR models to reflect most recent operating data 
- Update model documentation and Plant Risk Information eBooks (PRIBs) 
- General model cleanup/improvements 

Letter to NEI from OEDO on Use of SPAR models (2007, ML072490566) 

This letter addressed an NEI proposal to use licensee PRA models instead of SPAR models. A 
detailed review was conducted and concluded that SPAR was needed to: 
• Maintain independence of NRC analyses. Differences between NRC and Licensee 

assessments is not due to the base model, but by the assumptions for each specific event 
or condition analysis 

• Provide standardized model framework for efficient analyses - industry does not use a 
standardized modeling approach 

• Avoid inefficiencies in having agency risk analysts learn the conventions of over 70 licensee 
developed PRAs (utilizing up to four different software platforms) 

The basis for the staff conclusion remains valid today. 

Feedback from Regional SRAs on Potential Use of Licensee Models vice SPAR 

• More efficient and objective to use SPAR models for risk assessments. 
• It would take a significant increase in resources to use licensee models for event and 

com;Htion assessment activities due to their lack of standardization and need for SRAs to 
understand unique modeling conventions and new code platforms. 

• Use of licensee models would cause delays in the SDP process due to need to engage in 
additional requests for information to understand licensee PRA modeling assumptions. 

• NRC's ability to perform independent regulatory assessment activities will be eroded by not 
having a centralized system evaluating Generic Safety Issues, SBOJLOOP studies, etc. 



Nakoski, John 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Nakoski, Johli 
Tues_day, September 29, 20l512:28. PM 
Weerakkody, Sunil 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Coyne, Kevin; Tetter. Keith; Circle, Jeff; Kichline, Michel!ei Glitter, Joseph; Lee, Samson 
RE: Chan~es made to RES SECY on ASP/SPAR Status 

Sunn, 
Thank you for the.feedback. Kevin and I will be meeting with Brian Sheron and Steve West this afternoon to discuss 
RES' responses to NRR's comments. · 
If you would lik~ lo propose alternatives to the comments that we have received, of course I welcome them. I do 
however ne'ed to caveat my acceptance of your revised comments with the re-emphasis of the RES position that it is 
not appropriate for an RES status paper to inform the Commission of an NRR initiative to pilot the use of the 
licensee's PRA models in the SOP - that is something that NRR should do in a separate Notation Vote paper to the 
Commission. With regard to Project AIM 2020, as we discussed yesterday - if thi$ is the Agency wide policy to add a 
statement into every SECY going to'the Commission on Project AIM 2020, RES will happily add such a statement. 
However, as we discussed yesterday, it is not appropriate to selectively apply such a statement to Commission 
Papers as it inappropriate suggests to the Commission where Project AJM 2020 will recommend discontinuing an 
activity. Project AIM 2020 has not finalized its prioritization - let the process work as planned. 
John Nakoski 

From: Weeri;ikkody, Su.nil 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 i2:21 PM 
To: Nakoski, John 
Cc: Coyne, Kevin; Tetter; Keith; Circle, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Giitter; Joseph; Lee, Samson 
Subject: RE: Changes made to RES SECY on ASP/SPAR Status 
John, 
Michelle has reviewed the changes in the mark-up. Subsequently, the thre,e of us (Jeff Circle, myself, and Michelle)· 
met and discussed. Michele agrees with most 'of your changes. We found a couple of areas where we could make 
suggestiQns ta enhance. We also fouhd a coLsple of other places where, you (or your desJgnee) ~houlp go bac~ to 
Jennifer and ask for clarifications. · 
In my view, there are three issues that RES falls .short of addressing NRR ET comments. I suggest that we elevate 
them to Joe\Rich as opposed to working them at our l!Svel: 

1. Bill Dean wanted to in¥1ude the resources that we spend on SPAR updates and ASP. For reasons that you 
mentioned, RES doesn't believe that ihformation should be included in this SECY. 

2. Jen l'.lad proposed a sentence to say that we wo1,Jld be lool~ing at ASP and SPAR (in my words) u_nder Project 
Aim. I don't believe the s~ntence that you have proposed goes far enough. (Jen1s sentenc~ may be going too 
far). If you want, we can send a proposal. 

3. Jen provided a Ya page Insert on how we plan to pilot the use of licensee's· models. This has not been 
addressed. I agree that the words J~n has proposed not ideal. We can send a: proposed bullet that may 
address the "overall intent. 

I am leaving for our division meeting. Will be back here tomorrow, 
Surlil D Weerakkody, Chief 
PRA Operations & Human Factors Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nµclear-Regulatory Commission 
Address: Mail Stop 0..,10 C-15, US NRC, Washington DC 20005-0001 
Tel: 301-415-2870 
Black Berry: ,~(b'!"!'!/ll>""'J ----

From: Nakoski, John 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:09 PM 
To: Weerakkody,.Sunil; Circle, Jeff 
Cc: Coyne, Kevin; Correia, Richard; Tetter, Keith 
Subject: Changes ma,de to RES SECY ori ASP/SPAR Status 
Sunil and Jeff, 

- 1 



Attached are the changes that we made in response to the comments we received from NRR ET. If you would like to 
add some context with regard to the broader agehcy response to Davis Besse and Byron events, please send me
and Keith Tetter your sentences. 
Regards, 

~//.~-
Chief, Performance-and Reliability Branch 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Research 

. 301-415-2480 (w) 
Joi(o) I (c) 
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Nakoski, John 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Nakoski, John 
Tuesday, Septemb.er 29, 2015 8:52 AM 
Correia, Richard; Coyne, Kevin 

Subject: RE.: additional comments from Bil! Dean on the ASP\SPAR SECY 

Will do - Kevin and I are setting up a meeting with John Monninger to go over NRR's comments. John's preliminary 
feedback to Kevin was supportive of our po$ition. 

John 

From~ Correia, Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:42 AM 
To: Coy11e1 Kevin; Nakoski, John 
Subject: Fw: add.itional r,:omments from Bill Dean on the ASP\SPAR SECY 

No and no. E:ven if we did agree to say something about SPAR vs licensees PRA, we would have to do a FULL cost benefit 
analysis. Please see Brian and Steve about NRRs comments. They are way out of line. 
Rich 
Send_ by BlackBerry 

frt:u1': Weerakkody, Sunil 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 03:23 PM 
To: Nakoskf, John 
Cc: Glitter, Joseph; Correia, Richard; tircle, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Tetter, Keith 
Subject: additional comments from Bill Dean on the ASP\SPAR SECY 
John, 

1. On page 6 of the paper where Jennifer added information about doing a pilot with Vogtle PRA, Bill wants 
words added to ·indicate how much we spend on SPAR model and SAPHIRE development and mafntenance. 

2. On page 6 of Enclosure 2 where Jennifer m~ntioned that RES shquld not work on adding parallelism to 
SAPHIRE since the runtime is fast enough, BUI adds that NRR funds should not be applied on this task or on 
developing a web~based version. 

Suflil D Weerakkody, Chief 
PRA Operations & Human Factors Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Address: Mall Stop 0~10 (>15, us NRC, Wa$hington oc iooos-0001 

Tel: 301-415.,,.·.;;;.,28~7..;;,0 __ _ 
Black Berrvl_'0_l1u_i ___ __ 
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Nakosld. John 

from: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

John, 

Nakoski, John 
Monday, September 28, 2015 4:59 PM 
Coyne, Kevin; Correia, Richard (Richard.Correia@mc.gov); Monninger. John 
NRR ET comments on the ASP\SPAR SECY paper 
[Untitl~dJ.pdf; ASP _SPAR..SECY·lS·XXXX Ern::losure 2 ·Status of the SPAR Models_NRR comments addrassed.dw::X'; ASP _$PAR 
SECY-l!M<XXX Enclosure l_NRRcomrnents addressed.docx: ~SP_SPAR SECV-15-XXXX_NRR comments addressectdoclt 

High 

Attached is a pdf with Jennifer Uhle1s comments on the ASP/SPAR Secy. I have also attached potential changes 
that RES may make to the paper and the enclosures to address the comments. The short version is that we only 
plan to address the editorial comments and provide a sentence or two·to address the comment on Project Aim 2020 
and the NRR concept of a pilot for using licensee PRAs in the SDP process. When we meet tomorrow at 12:30, we 
can discuss this further. 

Bill Dean had two additional comments: 

1. On page 6 of the paper where Jennifer added information about doing a pilot with Vogtle PRA, Bill wants 
words added to indicate how much w~ spend on SPAR model and SAPHIRE development and 
maintenance. 

2. On page 6 of Enclosure 2 where Jennifer mentioned that RES shquld not work on adding parallelism to 
SAPHIRE since the runtime is fast enough, Bill adds that NRR funds should not be applied on this task or on 
developing a web-based version. · 

I do not think we will be adding anything about the resources spend on SPAR Model and SAPHIRE development as 
this ls something that we historically have not done in a status paper. 

With regards to the comment that NRR funds should not be applied on this task or on developing a web-based 
version - this appears to be counter to the user need request that we received from NRR SAPHIRE already has the 
capability to parallel process and this is in response to a request from Regional and NRR users of SPAR and 
SAPHIRE to make t.he processing of model runs quicker to support their needs - while some of the runs can be done 
in mi<nutes, more complex model analyses can take hours1 which in an iterative process can add significant.delay to 
finalizing the analysis. This is not rela,ted, to developing a dynamic PRA {which was removed from the most recent 
user need request from NR.R). Also, the development of a web based code would provide for improved access by 
users that may currently be using their personal computers contrary to establish federal information policy. 

Regards, 

John Nakoski 

From: Weerakkody, Sunil 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:26 AM 
To: Nakoski1 John 
Cc: Circle, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Glitter, Joseph; Lee, Samson; Tetter, Keith; Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Plan to disposition NRR ET comments on the ASP\SPAR SECY paper 
Importance: High 

John, 

! have attached a copy ofNRR ET comments .. (I tried to send the complete paper including the unmarked pages, but 
the printer kept jamming.) It is best if we meet ASAP and discuss them before your staff begins dispositioning 

l 



them. There are couple of high-level comments pertaining 
baseUning effort ·.and use of Vogtle as a pilot to test the use 

the treatment of the ASP program under the re~ 
'""a""'"'.:i'""."" models vs SPAR 

Rich Correa has a oopy of the mark-ups as well. Jennifer has sent a note Brian Sharon about the high-level 
comments that shE: has made. wm discuss details when we meet 

Please have Keith schedule a !4 hr among us (you; me, Michelle, your cognizant staff, Jeff). We really should try to 
meet tomo·rrow. · · 

St.mil O Weerakkoqy, Chief 
PRA Operations & Human Factors Branch 
Offic;e Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Tei: 301-41S~2~m:> 
Slack Berry:l'""(b""'i(o"""l ----""'I 

From: SUNILWEERAKKOOY@NRC.GOV[mailto:SUNIL.WEERAKKODY@NRC.GOVJ 
S~n~: Monday, Septerpber 28, 2015 7;52 AM 
To:. Weerakkody, Sunil 
Subject: yy· 



EB.QM: 

SUBJECT: 

PURPOSE: 

The Commissioners 

Brian W. Sheron. Director 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 

STATUS OF THE ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSOR 
PROGRAM AND THE STANDARDIZED PLANT ANALYSIS RISK 
MODELS 

To inform tile Commission of the status, accomplishm~ts, and results of th~ Accident 
Sequence Precursor (ASP) Program, incl1,1dfilg quantitatlVe ASP results. ·and .to cornmuni~te 
the status of the development and maintenance of the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR} 
models. This paper does not address any new commitments or resource lmp_lk;ations. 

BACKGROUND: 

In a rnemorandum to the .Chairman dated April 24, 1992, t~e staff of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commi~s!pn (N_R9) committed to report perioclically to the Commission on the·statµs 
of tl)e ASP Program. Subsequently. in SECY ·02:.0041, "Stab.is. of Accident Sequence 
Precursor and SPAR Model Development Programs," dated March 8, 2002i the staff expanded 
the. annual ASP status report lt) Include: (1) an expanded evalu.aticm of precurs.ordata trends 
and insights, and (2) the development of associated probabilistic risk assessment· (PRA) models 
(e.g,. SPAR models). 

CONTACT: Keith M. Tetter. RESJDRA 
. 301-415--2407 ' 



The ASP Program systematically ~valuates U,S. nuclear pllWJ:if plant (NPP) operating 
~xpertericeto ldenu<y; d~~ument, and rari!<'the ope@ll!lg events most likely to teed ~b 
if!adequate reactor care cooflng and severe core damage (i.e., pracursors).1 The.ASP 
Program provides a comprehensive. anq Integrated assessm.ent of plant risk a.ssocl11ted wiV1· 
•m~riani ,opera~ng events. The ASP'Program provides insigflts into the NRQ's rlsk..Jnformed 
and performance-based regulatory program$; evaluates ·performance .agair:u~t performanee 
indicators in the_ agencY.'s Congressional Budget J1,1sfffieat!on2"and h:idustry Trends Program:3 

and reports tQ Congress events of highs~~ significance ln accordance with ''.abnorma.1 
oceurrence" crllerla:4 · · · · · · · • · 

Uilderlh~ SPA~ Model Program, the. staff develops and m~lntalns.lndependent rlsk-a.na!ysis 
tools and capabllltles to supp\lrt NPP.related riSk~informed regulatory act.tvitles. ·The staff uses 
SP~R models for the Reactor Oversight Proce$$ (ROP) Signlflcance Determination Process 
(SOP);. the ASP Program; the Management Oirectiye (MD) ~t3, "NRC Incident Investigation 
Program,• eventassessmenlproeess;~andJhe MD 6.4, "Generic Issues Program; resolutlon 
pr'?cess: 1!1 ~ddltlqo, th~ staff uses the SPAR mode!s to risk lnf<:irm Nf3C Jnspection«activ!tles. 
to gain risk insights in support of reactor-related rulemaldng, arid !o suppo'rl 'other risk 
assessment studiei;1 such as systemtind component reliability studies,· 

DISCUSSION; 

This section summar~& the status, accomplishments, and resulia of the ASP Program and 
SPAR Model Program since the· pre1;£0us 'Stafu8 report, SECY ~14-01 o7 .. "Stat!.ls of the Acciderit 
Sequence Precursor Progran; and the S!3ndard!zed P!ant A;1alysis Risk Models," da~ed 
October 6; 2014, 

ASP'Pmgraro 

Program Scope. nte ASP i;trog~ is one ~f th~!!' agency programs that assess the ris)< 
sfgnlficance of events. The Qther two'programs a·re the SOP arid the awnt~response evaluation 
process. as defined in Mei s:s. cuirentjy •. the ASP Program' provides integrated •foa!ym of 
complex operating events not evaluated by the Se? or finaJized by MD S;3 evaluations. The 
SOP evaluates the. risk signiflcarice of a single Hceo,See peiforrrian~. dE!flclency. whila risk 
assessments performed um:ter l\llD 8.3: a~ used ~o determine, in P,art. !he appropriate levef of 
reactive inspection in re.sponi>e to· an event. An SQP'assessment has the benefit of inton:natio-n 
cibtalneCl.from the inspectlori,·'whereas ttie'Mo E)';s 'cissessmerii is expected tctb<.rperforme(I 
within a day ortwq ~fterfhe eventnotifica;ion .• In pontrastfo the other two, programs, a 
c'efirlprehensive·apd:iotagrated tis.Ii ~nalyi;l~ unoef ~heAsp'Prpgtam lnctUdes au anomalies5 

obserlied afthe time o.f the event or l:l!soovered after. the event. 

eneioourec 1 p~t!$ bacltg~und a~ tile p~s. !!!led by !h\1t staff .lo Kl9nll!y p~fflQ1'1' . 
. 1 See NURE~11®, vbiume 31~ ·201~Cong~'l3UdgetJuSluica!ian:mu:EidjiUiuaiy2o15. 
* $se'sscv~1H~1: 'F'l$(ia(Vear2ti14RasiJllsmUie!ndti$uyTren'¢1P~·for0il!l~lins~~~s: 
~ A{ll1l s, 2015. 

~ SeeA!lilil!li:ffi! A; ofNUf'~OOO. Vorume 37, 'Report (a~ or.A~! Oo::ooer;~!l!C!ll 
Yt11af::W14." ~May 2.01$, . . 

~ These aOOn!.-S on:oodi~ may lnc!utflO u~ble ri i:l!iiiiadedpl!W s~ieS; ~Si~ 
OOl'f!!lOO!l!\la (SsCs)j !l\ll?'..an rmoflY. and an lnl~ aveiif(~ !ffp), In ad<lillon, ~ u~ or deg~ed 
SSC ~not !law to; ~a perf<1tmailce iillllc!ei\ey or an ~ad oortdit!M !n Ille p!anl.'sbnsed·®sign u111~, 
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There are sfmilarlties in the risk assessm~nts conducted by the three programs. All programs 
use SPAR models, ttie same documented methods and guidance, and similar analysis · · 
assumptions, except where progl'l!ni objectives deviate from one another. To m11wniii..U.Y!ill.illl. 
and 1tnpmve effic1en~a:. S~!nce 2006, SOP results nave been used in lieu of independent ASP 
analyses !!J tM ex!ent Qt!;l5;ti®I and Gansis!ent with !he overall object1v0s of bojh qrogrnmfo·'I· 
lhe·SOP ene!yses-considered<illll·eor.rurr'3flt·degt~;;;o11ditions 0r-~ufpme11t-unava;!ab1Ht;es 
tnt1Htxish:K!·"1unr.g·ih&.tm1e ~40i1 ffi·the-<".or.;.;.-tit<,on. IYnical!y the SDP <il"lfil'!.§.~.ru:g_.!lfil'J'<l...m.!hll 
A§P PlQilrfilJJ..l:'L.~~!IJh.~J!flOly§lS gerior~d addresses the maier co~t(iti.JJJQrll9.I~'!tU£rJ!l~. 
event ba~ed_2.U.Jtf(:W!ew r.om:lucted by an ASP Promri,<;:.1$ analyst_ TypicalJffor initiating 
events, many of the modeling assumptions mad.e for MD 6.3 analys~ ~an be adop~ed by ASP 
analyses, However, so.me modeling assumptions are revised as detailed information about the 
event becomes available when inspection actMtles are. completed. these key similarities 
provide opportunities for significant ASP Program effici\!ncies. For a potential slgnific:an.t 
precucior (defined below). analysts from the three programs work together to provide a timely 
determination of plant risk. As such, duplication between programs is minimized to the extent 
practical within program objectives. 

Status and Results. The staff continues to reviei.v operational events from licensee even! 
reports (LERs) and NRC inspection reports (IRS)toidentify poteni.lai precursors to a reactor 
core damage evenl Operational events that exceed the ASP thresholds, mentioned in Ille 
Bad<ground section of Encio&ure 1, are 09nsidered precursors in th~ ASP Program. Significant 
precursors have a conditional core damage probability (CCDP)6 or a change In core damage 
probabmty (ACDP)7 greater than. Qr equal to 1 x1o·a, The staff has identified 16 preCllrsOr events 
for flscal~ar (FY) 2014, The staff did notldenlify any significant precursors for FY 2014 and · 
has not lden.tified any potentially sfgnificant precursora for FY 2015 to date, although the 
reporting of FY 2Q15 events in LERs and N~C IRs·~re still in progress. 

In addition to the identification of precursor events, the staff performs ~nd analyses on 
precursQrs for additional insights. Trend analyses are performed on the fotlowing precursor 
groups: 

• all precursors 
• precursors with a CCDP .or .&CDP greater than oreql!al to tx1tr' 
• precursors Involving an fnit!!;ltlng event 
• precursors Involving degraded panditi6ns ... 
• precuraors involving a complete loss ofoffSite power(LOOP) 
·• precursors that occurred at boiling-water lt;lactors (BWRs) 
• precursors thatoccuried at pn;Jssvrized-water i:eactors (PWR!i} 

For th~ period of FY 2005 through FY 2014, the staff found a statistically ~lgnificant Increasing 
trend in the mean occurrence rate of precursors ~esµltlng from a LOOP imtiating event. This 
ir:icreasing trend resulted from the o~urrence of 20. LOOP precursor events in the last 4 years 
after 7 precursor occurrences In the previous 6 ye11n>. 

nie !efm CCOP is llle probabi!lty of !he oceurrencs ofl:ore damage gtveo !hat !ill in!lla!ing event has oci::uae<t 
Tile teim at;DP ~ tlte i~ in ~!>ability cfcere.~ (fr0m the ba•iie!ine core damage probabilrty) due to 
a rajlu~ ofp!e!tl equipment e< an k!en!ll!ed ctef«:ieney aunng l,lie lime Ille fallure or ~e!lcleney el!isted. 
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l,n the FY 2012 and FY 2Q13'anntJal report. ?t~tistically significant increasing-trends were 
identified in the' mean'' occurrence rate of precursors with a CCDP or ACDP greater than or 
equal to 1x104

, However; with no additional precursor observed in this group in FY 2013 and 
FY 2014, the trend is no longer statistically significant As reported in last year's status report 
(SECY-14--0107), six ofthe seven precursors in this group were caused bY multiple electrical 
failures during a 3-year period. Based, if! part, on the obseryed Increases in electrical- flcnd 
LOOP-related precursors over ttie pa$t few years. the staff initiated. a detailed study in FY 2o14 
to better understand the contribution of e!ecbica.1 system and associated component failures on 
risk at NPPs. B,0isul!:> for Uii,§ study ~11ould bg a.vaifii!b!e. in FY 2017 

The staff roµnd no sta!ist!cally significant trends for any-of the other precursor groups dµring the 
FY 2005 through FY 2014 period. Ermlosure 1, "Results, Trencls,. and Insights ofttle Accident 
Sequence Precursor Program," provides additional details on results and trends of the ASP 
Program, 

SPAR Model Program 

The SPAR models provide agency risk analysts with an Independent risk assessment tool to 
support a variety of risk-informed agency programs. including the ROP af!d the ASP pr9gram. 
SPAR models are built With a.s~andard modeling ap.pioach, using consistent modeling 
conventions, that enables staff to easily use the models across a variety of U.S. NPP 
designt;. Unlik13.lndustry PRAm!Jdels, SPAR models are run cm a single sgflware platform, 
the Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliabllny Evaluations (SAPHIRE) 
computer code. The staff currently maintains and updates 75 SPAR mode.ls representing 
99 commercial NPPs.8 Tue scope.of every SPAR roodel Includes logic modeling coverlng
intemal initiating events at power through' core damage (i.e .. Level-1 PRA model). In 
FY ?01 ?,. the staffrilodified au SPAR models to tak_e a{hfant!lge of'n~w.SAPHIRE features 
and to improve the usabitity oflhe models. In addition t9 these globatchanges. 
approximately 30 models were updated to supporlspecific'SDP or ASP activities. The staff 
also performea more comprehensive ~pda~es to sel~tjed SP~R models to reflect recent pl~nt 
modifications and to incorporate significant modeling updates. In FY 2Cf15, the staff 
performed significant updates to six SPAR models to reflectchanges such as.the addition of 
logic fur new .~talion ~tack out gerierato~; battery charging generators, anq expansion of 
electrical power distribution modeling. During FY'2015; the staff continued to perform a 
comprehensive'data update to alt 75 SPAR models to reflect recent operating experienq;i and 
implement other enhancements t(,'l improve the usability and functionality of the models. ' 

ln'ac!dit!on, the:staff'continued to expand SPAR model capabillly beyond intern~! events _at 
full-poweroperaiion. For example, 2i of the SPAR models, representing'28 nuclear power 
reactors; include other h,azard groups and are referred to as SPAR AU-Hazard (SPAR-AHZ) 
moc!els:' Cuoyntly, 18 ofthe SPAR-AHZ models include hazards such as fires, in~ernal. · 
floods. and seismic,events based on assessments conducted for Supplement 5, "Individual 
PlantExaminatiqn of External Events tor severe Acci\:feht WlnerabUit!es: ~o Gei1erlc 

The: SPAR models a_ssocia!ed. with NPP;s ttlat·have recently perJ1lanently shut,down {Kewaunee. ·san Qnofre 
uolts'2 arid 3, Cryt!ta!Rlver Unil-3. and Vennont Yankee) am no longer being updated, but remain a·~ai!abte for 
ageflcyuse. · · ' · - · · 

~ These moUels were f9rmedy named SPAR ~ldemal event. (SPAR;EE) modelS, but \iaile been renamed Sf'AR
AHZ to reflect ~nt improvements In external hazard mode!ing efforts and for consistency with the. ASME PRA 
standard model Sc:ope: 
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Letter 88-20, "Individual Ptant Examinal:!on for Severe Accident Vulnerabl!lties-1 O CFR 
50.54(f)" (dated September 8, 1995), and other readily availa~le informallon. The staff also 
lncorpcmited internal fire scenarios from the fire PRAs done in comp!lance with National Fire 
Protection Asscclatlon (NFPA) 805, "Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for 
Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants," for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, 
the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant, and the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Generating 
Station. In addition to mor!3 detailed fire PRA modeling, the SPAR models for these NPPs 
include improved external ha2ard modeling and model validation. The staff has also 
leveraged the ongoing Level-3 PRA project for the Vog!le Electric Generating Plant. l)ni!s 1 
and 2, to develop Improved extemal hazard. and fire modeling for the VogUe SPAR model. hi 
FY 2015, a new SPAR·AHZ model for the Point Beach.site was created, and the SPAR·AHZ 
model for the Sequoyah slte underwent a major revision. . . 

In the new reactor area, ihE'l staff has developed SPAR models for ~he AP1000 Advanced 
Boiling-Waler Reactor (ABWR) (for both the Toshiba and General.Electr!c-Hitachl designs), 
U.S. Advanced Pressurized-Water Reactor (US-APWR), artd the U.S. Evolutlonary Power 
Reactor (U.S. EPR). The staff has expanded'the cap~J:i!li!y of the AP1000 SPAR model to 
include hazards such as seismic, fire, flooding, and tow-power shutdown events. A post-core 
damage.severe accident log!~ model (i.e .. leve!.-2 PRA model) Is also being developed for 
the AP1000 SPAR model. 

The Office of Nuclear n.1:~f1uu~l"''Y Research (RES) staff continues to work with the Regions, 
the Office of Nuclear . (NRR), and the' Office of New Reactors (NRO) lo 
identify future SPAR models; including continuing the development of 
new SPAR-AHZ nodels._E.~tJ:tJ.:!;~Ll::'fil!.lit.<,:.QI1:9Jl'.l!s::r~:a...tu:!YtJL;;.;sr:..irr1P1£'.'LS..:st1!'.1i~'d. 

In FY 2.010, the staff completii!:d PRA standet4·based peer reviews Of a representative 
BWR SPAR model and a representative P\11.IR !?PAR model. It performed these peer reviews 
1n· accordance with American Society of Mechank:a! Engineers (ASME)f Amer.lean Nuclear 
Society (ANS) RA-S-2008, "Standard for Leve!.-1/Large Ear!Y Re!ease Frequency Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications," and Regulatory Gulde 1.200, "An 
Approach for Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk.Assessment Results for 
Risk-Informed Aclivlt!es. • The peer-review teams concluded that, within the constraints of the 
('.!r¢gra.m, the .SPAR model is an efficient methoc;i to offer qualitative and quantitative insights 
for appl!catlons. SOP evaluations. inspections, event assessments, and model evalµations. 
The peer review teams atso noted tha\ the SPAR model structure was robust and. well 
developed, model fault trees were streamlined wilh an appropriate level of detail for the 
model's intended user&, and the model structure and the SAPHIRE computer software are· at 
the state of the technology. The teams also Identified a number of enhancements for the 
SPAR models and supporting documentail.on. Major actMtles undertaken to address the high 
priority peer·review items include thei'fol!owing: 

• Structuring lhe SPAR m<J<!el documenta!ion to more closely al!gn with the structure 
of ASMEIANS PAA standard. A majority of the peer re:vlew commerits were related 
to documentation Issues. 
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• Incorporating improved LOOP modeling.and support system fnltiating events modeling 
into the SPAR models (e.g., loss of service water or component cooltng water). 

• Expanding the SAPHIRE Web site.to better log and track model change requests. 

The staff completed these PWR and BWR SPAR Model peer-review enhancements in 
August 2015. 

On July 14-15, 2015, RES, in collaboration with Idaho· National Laboratory staff, held a 2-day 
public workshop ~m the agency's SPAR model program. Workshop discussions included the 
objectives ofthe.SPAR model program; data collection and analysis; hum1;1n reliabmty 
analysis; LOOP modeling; and SPAR model maintenance and qualfty assurance. The 
workshop participants Included representatives from NPPs, Industry contractors. intemationai 
partners, and public interest groups, In addltiori, NRC staff from NRR, NRO, and the Regions 
attended. A meeting summary of the workshop can be found in Agencywide Documents 
Access and Management System (ADAMS) at Accession No. ML i 519SA 191. 

The staff continues to maintain and improve !he SAPHIRE software to support the SPAR 
Model Program. SAPHIRE ls a personal-computer-based software application used to 
develop PAA models and perform analyses with SPAR models. During FY 2015, significant 
SAPHIRE activities incfuded the following: · 

• Oversight of the SAPHIRE software qua!ity-:assurance program, !nclud!ng 
performance of an annual audit of software qua!il)H:tssurance activities, tools, and 
documents in accordance with NUREGIBR-0167, "Software Quality Assurance 
Program and Guidelines." 

• lmplementa~on of new SAPHIRE features, inclutj!ng the capabl!il'J to eas!!Y sort model 
results by their oontributkm to diffurent aceident sequences and rmprovements to the 
reporting ftmctioms for external hazard model res,ults. 

• !;,'i.illlL!l.llilLQJFlee&&:cf'HJn code infrastructure improvements~""'"'""'· ... ·~ 
support a multl-userWeb-based platform for SAPHIRE, 

Enclosu~e 2, "Status oflhe Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models," provides a detailed 
status of SPA!1 models <!nd retated activities. 

Planned ASP and SPAR Model ActMt!e.s 

• The staffwl!I continue the s~nlng, review, and analysis (prelimlnaiy and ffnat) of 
potential precursors fur FY 2015 and FY 2()1!5 events. 

• The s.taffwm eormm.ie the detailed study of e.lectrical system and component failure 
contribution fo the risk at operating NPPs. 

• The staf{wifl continue to Implement ef}haneements to the internal event SPAR models 
for full-power operations. Planned enhancements Include mode! updates based on 
h:is!ghU,, from ongoing thermal-hydraulic analy~es and a comprehensive update of all 
SPAR models to reflect recent operating el(pertence, 
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• The staff.will continue quality-assurance acliVitles for both the agency SPAR models and 
the SAPHIRE code. This wlll ensure that agency risk tools contjnue to be of sufflcie11t 
quality for performtng SOP, ASP, and MD 8.3 event assessments in support of the 
staff's risk-informed regulatory activities. 

• The staff will continue to evaluate the need fof additional SPARmodel capabilily 
(beyond full-power internal events) based on Gl<perjence g~ined from risk 
assessment activities and feedback from users. In add!tlon, the staff lnteQds to 
continue to develop new external hazardcap.abilitJes with new SPAR-AHZ models. 

SUMMARY: 

Under the ASP Program, the staff continues. to \?Valuate the safety significance of operating 
events at NPPs and to provide insights Into the NRC's risk-informed and performance-bas~ 
regulatory programs. The .staff identified no significant ptacursors in FY :2014 and In the 
FY 2015 events evaluated to date. The staff identified one stcitistically significant increasing 
trend Involving the occurrence rate of LOOP precursor events for the period FY 2005 through 
FY 2014. The SPAR Model Program is continuing to develop and improve independent rfsk
analysis tools and capabilities to support the use of PRA iri the agency's rlsk-infonned 
regul~tory activities. 

COORDINATION: 

The Office of the General Counsel reviewed this Commission paper and has no.legal objection, 

Bria1iW. Sheron, Director 
Office of N!-!Clear Regulatory Research 

Enclosures: 
1. Results, Trends, and Insights of the 

ASP Program . 
2. Sta.tus of the SPAR Models 
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• The Staff will cy:mlinue QttaH}v~uyram::e agivitie!> fgr go!h the agency SPAR 
mQ.Q..efs am:I the SAP HI BE cy:j;de, This wm ensme !11ahgenex .rlsk lq9fs conllmie 10 
be cf svffii:ikmt qualrty for P@rfg,rmiOg SOP, A§P, am:! MO 8.3 \li:veni !!!Ssessmerits in 
l\l!i!'.!Ort of ttie sraf!ll !'.ill!l-infurmed regu!afory acti\iltms, 

SUMMARY: 

Under the A~P Program, t~e s{aff tonti11Ues.to evciluate the safety significance of operating 
eVl.'lntS at NPPS arid t<l provide lhslghts Imo the N~C's tisk-inrorffied and pe!formance:based 
regulatory programs. The staffidenJifiad no sfgnifiCii!ntp~cursors in FY 2014 and in the 
FY ·2015 ellt'lnts. evaiµated_ ~ date, The staff idenOOe.J one;statlsttcaHy .sign~nt incre(lslr_tg 
trend !nvol'-O"'g tl]e occurrence rate of LOOP precursor events fur the period f'.Y 200~ thr~IJgh 
FY 2014 .. The SPAR MQ(fel Program ls c~ntinuing to develop and fl',l'IPl'()ve Independent risk
analys!S tools and capabilities to su1wort the use:of PRA in the agency's r!sk~imotnted 
regulatory activities. · 

COORDINATION: 

The.Office of the:General Counsel.revi1?wed 'll)is Commission paper and has no legal objection~ 

Enclosures: 
1, · R~ults, Trends, af!d lnsighfa ofthe 

ASP Program 
2. Status ofttie SPAR Models 

Brian \/\(.,~heron, Qlrector 
Offit:e.of Nuclear R.egulatmy. Research 

O.FFICIAl RECORD COPY 
., 
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Nakoski, John 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subje¢ 

Coyne, Kevin 
Monday, September 28, 2015 3:03 PM 
Correia, Richard; Nakoski; fohn 
RE: weekly RES, NRR& fl!RO DD call 

As would have it, John ago - he did much 
out to an appointrnent). but !s a growing lift on 
does not understand for the NRR position, I told him that we comments NRR on 
the ASP/SPAR SECY related to performing a pilot to replace SPAR with licensee models and highlighting the , 
AIM2020 rebaselining activity. John said NRd would need to re--evaluate their concurrence on the paper if we made 
tho'Se -changes .. , 

Maybe a call with NRO tomorrow to qetermine how we get_NRR in the same room as RES!NRO to have 'a 
meaningful .discussion on this? 

Kevin 

From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Monday, September 2s, 20151:.59 P!Vl 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Fw: weekly RES, NRR & NRO DO call 

John.Monninger needs to see/hear about the NRR comments bnthe ASP/SPAR SECY 
Rich 
Send by Bla~kBerry 

·Frort1: Monninger, John 
segt: Monday, September 2.8, 2015 0~:03' Pflil 
To: Webber, Kimberly; amela, ~ichar~; Glitter, JQ,~ph; L,ee, Samscm 
Subject: RE: weekly RES, NRR .& NRO DD. call . . 

We should probably have a. meeting with all 3 offic~s to discuss SPAR moc!els. 

A question came up lastwe,ek during th~ New Ri9actors Commission 111eeth1g on the.'SPAR ntedeha. We expressed 
oµr support: for eontinued use and development of the SPAR models. 11 va ·11eard comments on the. side: that NRR is 
not supportive pf fu.tµre SPAR efforts, but l havenl t heard first~hand wtiat NRR! s concerns are and the basis 
concerns. · ·· 

From: 'Webber, Kirrlberly 
:Sem:: Monday,. September 28, 201S 12:54 PM. 
To: Correia, Richard <l,lJ:.11.·fil~:=~=~='""'-
":lli!.!!.l:J~l.!m.!.J.115S~~~t!! .... , Giitt~r, Joseph ~~~:L!.!.1.!.£.Ll~~;u.!:1 

WE?i~l<lv RES, NRR & NRO DD call 

J,oltn ~ncl J won 1· t' be. able to participate today, due· to meeting and. appoln~ment conflicts. f doril t have anything to 
dlscqss in p~rticul?tr. If there Is anYtliing we nee~ to discuss, please email or call. 
i:hanks, 
Kirh 

..... ~-~origlnal ~ppolritment-·-~
From: Correia;: Richa"r'd 



Sent: Tuesd.ay, May 20, 2014 8:13 AM 
To: Correia, Richard; Madden, Patrick; Monninger, John; Hawkins, Kimberly 
Subject: weekly RES1 NRR & NRO OD call 
When: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: office 

1-888-790-2553 passco 
'O)(!l) 
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Tetter, Keith 

From: Weerakkody, Sunil 
Sent: 
To: 

Monday, September 281 2015 9:20 AM 
Nakoski, Jahn 

Cc: Circle, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Giitter, Joseph; lee, Samson; Tetter, Keith; Correia, Richard; 
Lund, Louise 

Subject: RE: Plan to disposition NRR ET comments on the ASP\SPAR SECY paper 

John, 

I did not get any additional comments from Bill. If I do, I'll pass them to you right away. I'll wait for your 
scheduler. 

Sun!l D Weerakkody, Chief 
PRA Operations & Human Factors Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Address: Mail Stop 0-10 C-15, US NRC, Washington DC 20005-0001 

Tel: 301-415-2870 
Black Berrv:""'r.,.,.H0"""l---.... 

From: Nakoskil John 
Sent: Monday,5eptember 28, 2015 9:16 AM 
To: Weerakkody, Sunil 
Cc: Circle, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Giitter, Joseph; Lee, Samson; Tetter, Keith; Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Su_bject: RE: Plan to disposition NRR ET comments on the ASP\SPAR SECY paper 

Sun ii _... I am available all day today except 10-11 and 1 :;3Q-2:30. Yoµ and I can meet whenever it is convenient 
for you. I will set up a scheduler based on our mutual availability. I have looked over the Jennifer's comments 
last Friday. I understood that Bill Dean looked at this over the weekend. Did Bill provide any additional 
comments or feedback - the file you sent me only had the comments that Jennifer made. 

John Nakoski 

From: Weerakkody, Sunil 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:26 AM 
To: Nakoski, John 
Cc: Cirde, Jeff; Kichline,, Michelle; Giitter,Joseph; Lee, Samson; Tetter, Keith; Correia, Richard; Lund, Louise 
Subject: Plan to disposition NRR-ET comments on the ASP\SPAR SECY paper 
Importance: High 

John, 

I have attached a copy of NRR ET comments. (I tried to send the complete paper including the unmarked 
pages, but the printer kept jamming.) It is b~st if we meet ASAP and discuss them before your staff begins 

1 



dispositioning them. There are couple of high-level comments pertaining to the treatment of the ASP program 
under the re-baselining effort and use of Vogtle as a pilot to test the use of licensee's models vs SPAR. 

Rich Correa has a copy of the mark-ups as well. Jennifer has sent a note Brian Sharon about the high-level 
comments that she has made. Will discuss details when we meet. 

Please have Keith schedule a Y:i hr among us (you, me, Michelle, your cognizant staff, Jeff). We really should 
try to meet tomorrow. 

Sunil D Weerakkody, Chief 
PRA Operations & Human Factors Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Address: Mail Stop 0-10 C-15, US NRC1 Washington QC 20005·0001 

Tel: 301-415-2870 
Black Berry: ""j<°~l<5""'i ----. 

From: SUNIL.WEERAKKODY@NRC.GOV [mailto:SUNIL.WEERAKKODY@NRC.GOV] 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 7:52 AM 
To: Weerakkody, Sunil 
Subject: yy 



The Commission~rs -2-

The ASP PrograT systematically evaluates U.S. nuclear power plant (NPP) operating 
experience to idertify, document, and rank the operating events most likely to lead to 
inadequate reactqr core cooling arid severe core damage (i.e., precursors).1 The ASP 
Program provides a comprehensive and integrated assessment of plant risk. associated with 
important operatihg events. The ASP Program provides insights into the NRC's risk-informed 

r a11d performancetbased regulatory programs; monitors performance against performance 
·ndicators in the. ~gency's Congressional Budget Justification2 and Industry Trends Program;3 

and rep.arts to Cqngress events of high safety significance in accordance with ''abnormal 
. j. 8courrence" critef;ia. 4 

\\ ~~(9..w Under the SPAR fviodel Program, the staff develops and maintains independent risk-analysis 
\~'. tools and capabilities to support NPP~re!ated risk-informed regulatory activities. The staff uses 

'S SPAR models fo~the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) Significance Determination Process 
(SOP); the ASP Rrogram; the Management Directtve (MD) 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation 
Program," event $ssessment process; and the MD 6.4, "Generic Issues Program," resolUtion 
process. In additjon, ~uses the SPAR models to risk inform inspection activities, to 
gain risk insights j.n support of reactor-related rule making. and to suppo~ther ris~ 
assessment stud~s, su~h as system and component reliability studies. 

DISCUSSION: ~.w? +1. 1: ~ r 
This section swni)1arizes the status, Sccomplishments, and results of the ASP Pro~ 5 1 5 i-.' .. 
SPAR Model Program since the previous status report, SECY-14-0107, "Status of the Accident -l~ 
Sequence Precursor Program and the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models, u dated 
0¢ober 6, 2014. 

ASP Program 

Program Scope.I The ASP Program is one of three agency programs that assess the risk 
significance of e .. The other two programs are the Significance Determination Process 
(SOP) and thee esponse evaluation process, as defined in MD 8.3. Currently, the ASP 
Program provide$ integrated analyses of complex operating events not evaluated by the SDP or 
finaJized by MD 8~3 eva,luations~ The SOP evaluates the risk signi,ficance of a single licensee 
performance defl~iency, while risk a~essments performed under MD 8.3 are used to 
determine, in paii, oropriate leve1 or reao 1ve inspe mn in res onse to an event. A SDP 
assessment as t nefit of imormi:m 1 • · · . 1 ne mspection, t e MD 8.3 
assessment is expected to be performed within a day or two after the e ·oo., In 
contrast to the ot~er two programs, a comprehensive and integrated risk an9'<19sis under th~ 
ASP Program includes all anomaiies5 observed at the time ofthe event or discovered after'te 

~ . ~ . 
.. J~ ~·-cr'r: \,,ii ',. . /} ______ .,.., ---- 1.1 ('IJ· . • (j/'l'·.Jt..,,, 

Enclosure 1 pro.Jides background on the process used ~Y the staff to identify precursors. · , ;,· )......_ A 
1 
# A. 

z See NUREG·11 ~o. Volume 31, "2016 Congressional Budget Justification," issued January 201 S. / f);. ."'~ .11.~ <J 

3 See SECY-15-0Q61, "Fiscal Year 2014 Results of the lnqustry Trends Program for Operating Power'Reactol'$." vJ. r-"' 
dated April 8, 2op 5. • IJ " 

4 See. Append~ A ~.f NUREG-0090, Volume 37, "Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences-Fiscal ¥ Y' ~ 
1 

Alk \J 
Year 2014," 1ssu~d May 2.015. · \ll~ v-

s These anomali~ or conditions may include unavaiiabie ano degraded plant structures, systems, and 'i :~-. " 
components cssps); human errors; and an initiating event (reactor trip),. ~n addition, an un~vaiiabre or degrad~d £;, \ 
SSC does not have to be a performance deficiency or an analyzed cond1l!on in the plant's licensed design basts. 

I 
I 
I, 
i 



The Comn:ilssion~rs 

There are simiiarities in the risk: essmenfs conducted py the 1hree programs. All programs 
U$e:S~A.R mode\s, tJle)i~ · · .. ~9~.rn~rit~~ ~ett1'1'lds~andg'l~idan<;~~ $.nd-~imil~r ~nalysis 
assunipt1qns·,. exceptw . e·program ob1eqt1ves dey1ate from one another. Since 2006, $OP 
rest.lits have been'u ·a in lieu qf iridependent-A$P analyses, .irthe SOP analys~s considered an· 

·~:concurrent. deg~ '. ed conciltions or .equipment unav~ilabilities that existed dunng the time pengCI . 
o ... , · ~· :-pypically fotinit1~tin~l events. many ot the modeling assumptions made tor: MD -

· . ..:1 na yses ~an be adop1ed by ASP analyses .. However, some modeling assumptions are 
revised as detaiiE!d information-:a6ouf the event becomes availa,bh~· when ·inspection a"Ctivities 
are completed: Thes-e key simiiantles· provide opportunities for significant ASP Program 
~fficiencies. For'a potential .signifigant 'precursor (defin~d belowJ~ analysts fr9m. l'1e three 
pro_grams Work, togeth~i to provide a. time.ly dete.rmination ~fplant risk. As $licti,. duplicat!on 
betV{een progr~rrts is mjnimize_d to th~·extent pr~ctical within program: o_bjectives. 

Status·and Res~{ts~ The staff continues '.to ~.view operati.onaLeverits ·from licensee even~ 
· .reports (LERs) and NRC Inspection reports (I Rs) to· identify potential precursors to a reactor 

·care da!'li~ge:ev~nt Operational events that e~~~ed t'1e ASP th_reshotds, me.ntiQned in the 
JlaCkgrourid section· i;:ifEnC:losure '1, are ¢onsidered. precursors iil tf')e A~P program. $.ignificanJ 
pte~tsor~ have,'~ ~ondition~I ¢ore d~mage pro'babillty (CCDP)~ o~ a change. in'~qre damage 
probability (dQ0'7)7 greiiter th~119n~i:p.iafto,:tx·10~3• l;te staff. ha,s ider:itffled }6 pr:ecursor eV:erits 
'fOr.fis!:;::tl year .(F'() .~014~ The st~_ff di!il not.identify any sign_iflcl:]rit pr,ecu~9rs·(or r='( 2014 ~nd 
has ,not identifi~d;~ny potentially ~ignifi_cap( prec41'$Qr$ for FY 201'5 to dat~; although the 
reporting ofi=Y i01S ·events ·in LERs.and}JRC'IRs are $lUI in: progre_ss. · 

In addition to the.)dentification.ofpr~curaor evehts;the staff performs trend ·arra!yses.·on 
·prerursors for cd#itlonal in$ights~ · Treo~ ~naJys_es •~, perforrrie,d 9ri th~·foiloWip9, pre.Clirsc;ir 
~s!'Qµps: . . 

• . cilf precui-So.rs 
j . pr~~µ_rsQi'f'Witfl ti 9qpp::qfllCPP,greatef than.or egµal ,tP '1 x10-~ 
• · precurs.olf ih\iPl.vii;lQ.,a·n initjating ,ev~nt 
• precur,sors,involving degraded ¢onditi.ons, 
• preQurso~s lnvo.Mog: a C:ompl¢te· loss ofoffslte power (~QOP) 
·!I pre.cursor$.tpaf occiJrred at boiling"-water .reactors. (BWRs) 
.,. ·precursor! th;;1l occurred. at pressuriZed·water reaCtors-~PWRs) 

F or:.th_e period of '.r:Y 2005 throggh. FY 2014~ the ·s1afifound a statisticaliy. significant increasin~ 
!rend' ih~ the. meary,oceuiten~~ ratf)·O.f precursof$ r¢s_u11ihg fr~!Ti cf!l .· LOQP 'initi~!i!19. ~vent~. This · 
.mc.reasmg trend r~sult~dJrpm ttie occurrence of20 LOOP pre~ursor ev~n\s u:i ttie tast 4 years 
S.fte_r 7' pr,e~~rsof bccurreri~e~;jn thej:>revious .& years• · · · · · · · , · · 

in .FY 2012 .an,~. ~y 201 $i statisti~lly :Sig9lfi~rit.ih~eE1sing trends Were;-iCf~ritifle.d (n rn~~n· 
·o,ccl{rrence.rate pf pr~curt;ors with ·a COPP ·or:ACOP gre.ater,fhan :or e,quat to 1x10'"'. Howeyer, 
withno:additionai. precursor obs~rved'in this l;lroop in J=Y 201.3'and F"Y·2·01;4. the ti:end is no .. 
IOriQer statistican~ significant. ·As repor.fed.in.fast year's stafos report (SECY·14"..d1b7:). six ofthe 
. . : . ·. I • . . . . . . . ' • . . . . 

G The~~~ CCpP;!!; tti~,prC?b~bility Df tl'1e .occurrence· !?,fcore da.ma.9~. given tt:iat~n initialing ~ve.nt Jl?~ ()ec;urre_d" 
·7 ~e :term ACOP:is·,fhe lncr~ase In pi'Ob'abiTit}tof ~rE!°damage (from the bt?seline ·core. da~age prob~blljty):due;to 

a f~lh.~re of:plai:ti ~q~ipf!l~Ot ~r . .an ii:len_tjfjed .~E!fi¢!e!';:y ~-4~ng the time theJaill."r~ or defi~ie.IJC)' exi~ted:· ·· . 

44 ~t~~~;!:'ai;~~·· ~~;;;t:~~ 
• ~Afh.;;. ef./ : 1u . ·~(klj~ ~4 ~ Jlh1~ /...;rv~· 
- ~· :""!' ~'· .(7.~ tu ' r ~Tl · .. 
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The Commissioners .;_4 ·: w<~ ,:.., . ,' ' . '~ A 

- \~~~~ .q._ 
~eVE!.r'l P[~~UrSC>tS. fn'this:·gri. Ol,IP ~¢re ca.· used. b. y. ni. u_ltip.' le. el~ct.rical failures d ring.' a ~year: p~rio~. ;~.::,. • /}' 
Sa$ed, m part, on1the ob~·~l?'ect mcr~~s~s !n.~leqt[!Ca,1- _a"d ~OOP~related re;curs()rS ayer the , \I' 'C"l..JA' 
p~st r~w .yea~. ·~r. ~taff Initiated a•deta1led study I~ FY 2014_ to bettl!r un rstand the J9- ' . 
contnout1on of electncal system. and component failures on nsk at NPPs. / -a .. _ ·.·.-.. ·_· . · .·.·.;··· 
The staff found no)tatlstically-significant trendsfor any ot' the other precursor grQtips: during the · . 
. FY 2oos through FY. 2pi4' period: Enclosi.11'$ 1. "Results._ Trends.,and lnsights·ofthe Aecide~t 14.L 
Sequence Ptecur5or Program;"· provide$ addition~! detail$ on results and trend$ ofthe ASP · . • ~.,. ,. · 
Program. - - · · · · -- · [t" -· 

SPAR Model Program 

The SPAR models provide agencyrisk-anaiysts with an independenj risk assessmenttoolto 
support a -variety o(nsk-informed agency program~, including :the ROP and the ASP progr~m~ 
S~AR~?dels,arej ~uilt wi~h a staru~ar~_ m_odelitig ~PP.roach._ using-_qopsist~nt ,rno~$1irig 
conv~mt1ons, lhaten~b{es ~taff .to e~sdy use .the models across~ vanety _of U.S. NPP 
desJg·~s. .Unlik~ i~d-~stry PRA models:. SPAR mo(J~I§ ar.ii run 011 a single soft\vare platform, 
tl:le"Systems Analysis .Program~ for Htm(1s-on tnt~grated Reliability Evatuatiqns '(SAPH!RE) 
~omput~r cq(fe. Th~ staff c.._rrently·m~intain$,~n.ci updates the 75 SPAR models represeotibg 
99 ~orrimercial. NPPs. 8 The scope_ of every _SPAR ma.def includes logic. modeling covering · 
intemaJ,-initiating events at powertttrough._core damage (i.e .• LeveJ;.1 P~ model). ln· 
FY 2015, the staftmodified all SPAR models fo take advantage of new SAPHIRE features· 
andto .. make the modeis more understandable to users. Jp. additicm to th.ese gf()~al chang~s. 
spproxif'!lately -30 mode!s were upqatedJo _suppQrfspecifiQ SpP :(:)r"A$P actMties~ . The st~ff 
als9.performs•mor~fcompre}le;isive Lipda.tE?s to s~l~Cted ~PA~ll]Qdels to reflectfe~rit pta11t' 
rijo~ifi¢ations.,arid.incorporat~ ~ignjijcantmodeJirjg updates. In_ FY :zots .. th.e staff peiforined 
signffi~~nt updateS. to $ix $PARmodets to_reflect.changes_ $uch ~s the addition-QflogicJc>r 
n~w statiqn blacl<qutgenerators, battery _charging g~nerators, and expansion of electrical 
power ~i.stributio•J:i:nodeling .. Ourjn9 FY -2015, .ttie-staff continued to perform a. _ 
comprehensiV,e dat~ update· to-all 75 SPAR models to reflectJecenl operating expf!ri~nce. and 

. imptemenfother enhancements fo'Jmprove the~osabilify and funclionatity of the' models. 

hf additioni the sta!f con,inued to expa11d ~PAR !')1od¢l ¢apa~i_lity beyond Jnterri~ll. events-at 
fli.11 .. powet pper~~ic;n. f qr ~xample •. 22 ofth¢ ,SPARmo:del$~ r~pres¢nUng 28. nuclear powt;ir 
(ea~o~. in~!µde o~~etha.zatc:f gr¢~ps and ~.re·tef~~~ ~~ as ~.l?Af{Afl·Hazard <~PAR-:AflZ)' 
fOQd_E!l~~.9 Cµrrently, 1~tofthe_SPAR~AttZ mod~ls !nglude hazar:ds s,uphas fire~,.mt~mal 
flp?(jSi and. l3eai~mic:events .base~. on ass~s_sment~ condt!Cted for s·upplemenf5. "lndividuat 
f'l9nt Exam.lnatio~:of Extemaf Events for :severe:Accldent Vulnerabilities," to Generfc . · 
Letter 88.;20. "Individual ·ptant EXaminationJor Severe AccidenfVulnerabilities--.;JQ :CFR 
so.64(f)! (dated September a, 1·sss), and ·otheneadily 'avaiiabie: infc:>rtnatiQri: ;Tiie staff has 
a1~_o'c9mplete~:1n~orporatioli bf Internal fire scenarios (rp~ theflr~ PRAs d_Q eJn·cpmptianc:e: 
With ~National Fire ~rcitectlon Associat!on (NFPA)'~Q-~. ~P~rfp!iti~Qe~-B~S:¢ .. ~t~n~~r~ fo(Fit~:: 
f>(Qt~~i,o~f(>fLigh~V~at~r R~actt>r eJe.~tric C-1.eri~rjti~g P~ants;~ fcirt~e·~~- ?r?~-J1~rfj~- ... _ 
Nucl13ar PO\\f~r P1_~nt. ·th~ DQnaJd, Ch Oqol< Nuc;i~ar Power Pl_cint. :?i:td tti . - irgd C; Summer 

.. . . - . I . . . .. - . , . 
8 Th~. ~,PAR. m(!dels_ associated wlth ~f;IF's;tbat_ ~av¢ permanently ~hurt~ov : Ke,Waunee,,San 'Otiofre. Crystal 

, RiVlllr:'and V:emio~t'.Yatjkee) arfnoJorige(beirig !'Pdate.d~ but i'er,riain a · 1lable -fof agency'µse; i •'• : , ... -. : I_ -: • .;,· . , ,-, .: . . -~ r~ ..• l.,. . . . . . ' , . ' , .. ·. . ' ., .. , '·"~ 

'fJt~s·e ·~-Cl~e.!s.\'{~i'.8- rormet1y:,nam~~ SPA8:~xtel'.'TIS,I ev~nt (~eARi . models, .but have. been tenamed.SPAB~, 
:,AJ1Z f~ _refrect;re~nti~proveme!ll$ jn ~~errya1:_haz;i~~ JJ!Od~lil'.l _ . orts;an~ for ®nSisten~ \Wh_ til~ ASME; PRA. 
,Slanpard.m®el:s~op'e, 





T.he Comr:nissiori~ts 

·analysjs; 1.odp:~od~ling;.andSPAR· i:nodel m~intf!na_nce ~nd qUaljty assu~hce. The . 
workshop particip~nts.·inclllded representatives from NPPs,Jndustl'.'Y contractor~; international 
partnera~ and public interest groups. In addition. NRC staff·frotn NRR, NRO. and the Regions· 

. a~ended. A meeting summar"Y of the-workshop can be found inAgencywide Documents .. 
·Acc~ss and Mahagernent S:Ystr:rnCADA~S) at~Pt;ession No. ML151~BA191. 

The .staff continues· to m~intaln and improve 1he SAPHIRE sofiwa~ to svpport tne: SPAR 
·Mod~! Progr:am. l~~PHIRE is ... apers~nal·computer;._based·software appli~tion~~e~·to:· . 
develop .PRA mo.d1:1ls, and p~rfomumalyses with,SPARmodrals. Dunng FY-2015, significant 
SAPHIRE' activities included. the. following:. 

• Ovel'Sight Qf tile SAPHIR.E. sc;)ttware qual\ty-ass~rance prpgrarn.Jncluding " 
performance of art anr:ii.ia,I audit of,:sofiWate qUaJi(y-assU(alic~. aeli'{ities,,tOols, :and 
documentsJn accordan·c~ WiJh N.UREGJBR:01~'7. MSofMiar~ Ot.ialitY Assurance . 
. Program J:llld Guidelines:" 

I 

• Implementation 9f new SAPHiRE fea.tur~s. in~tuding the capabiiity to:.easily sort model 
. result~ bf~tieir c6f1lributi6n tg.differ~nt accident sequel')ces :and improve"1ents to the 

- r~pcirting f~.ncti<>n$ ~r extemat ha.zard model. 'results. ·.· . 
J::.V~ ~ . / 1\1.U;AJ.1.Mt.k 

·• :. Resaeiic~cod~:infras1ructure improvemerits'to support.a muUi:.user 
server-based 1>latform tor.- SAPHtRE. 

~nctoi;ure :2. "$t~tus of the $tanda_rdized Pl~~t:Analysrs .R.is_k Mo~~ls;~ provi~e~ ~ c;fe1a'lled 
$t~iu.s of &BAR t.ti.Od!i31S ai':ld telated):ict!Yilies. . 

.Rlanned ASP·and'SPAR Model· Activities 

• ·,The shiff-~lll·ccmtlnue:t~$seree,ning •. revfew,.and analysis (preliminary ancffinal) of 
po\t;!f'!tial 6recui;sots.for fY 2P15 ·and FY 2016 events·. 

• Th~ staf!.:-VllJ c~tWnueth~Odetailed s~udydf eleqtrica:I syst~rn and ·co:mponent faifµre 
·contribQtiQO tq the .ris~ at 9perating NPP$ . 

• , ·The,staff wilt contlnue't<>'ilTlPiement eribancementsfo the 'internal event SPAR models 
. for full-power· operations-. Pianned enhancements Include model updates based on 
·insights from ongoing thennai.;hydrauilc:analyses.and a comprehensive update.ofaif 
, S,PARm~tfefs to r~ije,cttt!~~t ope11lting, ~xpe~ence~ 

• ·The $laff Wi1i ~ontin.u~ qu~tity-assi,Jrance'~ctiv.ities·f9r bqt~the ag~flc:Y·-$PAR _models·and 
th~. SAP~IRE ve>d~. Tt'li~.win en~ur~ th.at agency ~.sk,topfs. ccmtinti~;t9 be d_f stJffiCient 
qual~ty ro~ Berformir:i9 sq.P; ASP •. ~".~'MD e.~ event assessments in~~t1ppo.rt .¢the 

··staff's .ns~~informed'. regulatory act1v1ttes. 

• T.~e_staff WJJt~o~tinue:io·ev~tuat_~Jhe nee.~fot a9d~io(:i~I ~PAR J'nqdel ~pability 
(beyo!'ld fµll;.power· !nt~rrtal :~vents) bas~d on e~perien~ gained f(pril_ ristr 
as¢es~menta~ivlti¢s':a~dJe.ec(backft'oil) users .. In .additi(ln, the $taff ihtetidsJq 
c:ontioue t~ deyel9g ~ew ~Xtern~I h;';lzard eapai)Uities: with n~w .SPAR·~1'Z mQc;lels. 

I ~ ~ 
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~ assessments p~rtonned under MO 8.3 are used to determine. Jn part. the appropriate l~vet of 
» reactive inspection in response to an event. A SOP assessment has the benefit .of information 
_r.:/ l obtained from the inspection, whereas the MD 8 .. 3 assessment is expected to be performed 
~ : within a day .or two after the event notification. · 

~~ i 
~ 
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~ 
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In CCJi~~rast to the ;other two programs. a ¢n:iprehensive an.d i~tegrated risk analysis under th~ 
ASP Program includes all anomalies observed at the time of the event or discovered aftel' the 
event These .anomalies may include unawilable and degraded plant structures, systems, and 
components (SSCs); human err~rs; .and an initiating event (reactor trip). In addition, an 
unavailable or degraded SSC does not have to be a performance deficiency (e.g., SSCS out for 
test and maintenance) or an analyzed condition in the plant design basis. The ASP Program 
has time to compiete an analysiS of a compfex issue and thus praduces a more refined estimate 
of risk. Analyses' schedules prov~de time s.o that NRC or licensee engineering evalliation·s ean 
b~ mac;te~v~ilabl~ fotreview. state.of.the-art method!? can be developed or current technique$ 
cari be-refine'd for unique condifions\vhen necessary. lh additkin, the SPAR· model can b~ 
modified for, sOAeial con$iderations (e.g ••. seismicf intemal fires, flooding). 

There are similarities in the risk assessmentS conducted· by the three programs. .Aff programs 
~ use SPAR mode~s. the same documented methods and guidance. and similar anaty5is "1. \l assumptions, exeept where program objectives deviate from one another. ASP and SOP 
~ L _analyses assumptions are typically the ~~me for slng1e perfPrm~nce deficiencies. Sin~ 2006, 
~ SOP results haVe bs:oenj.1se(I in lie.u ofl~dependentASP analys~s. ff the SOP analyses 
' ... 01 i::.1oere.d ~II concurrentJ!~grad~d-~onditions ·~~ e9uipm~,nt.un~\failabilities that. ~~isted during 

· • iM tn:ne·oenoo-or lnu;of!.S!.ll1on. Typaoally for lntbeittng events, ,many of the modeling 
• assu.mpt1ons made for MO S.3.analyses ~n be .adopted by ASP _analyses. However, som~ 

mQdeling assumptions are revise.d as. detailed information about the event becomes.avail.able 
when·inspection activities are completed. In addition, there are-program differences on how 
certain modeling aspects are incorporated (e.g •• SSCS ouUortestfng or maintenance). These 
key t?imilarities provide opportunities .for sfgniftcantASP Program efficiencies. FQr a poti;mtial 
sfgt?ificant precurSor', analysts from'the three programs work together to provide a timely 
determination Qf plant risk. As such, duplication between programs is minimized to tne e~ent 
prac:ti~wit~io program objectives. 

Currently~ the.ASP Programprovi®s integrated analysesofcomplex operattngev~nts not 
evaiuated by the SOP or flnatizeCI by Mp 8.3 evaluati.ons. Two no.table examples inc!ude the 
degraded re9ctot vesseJ head with muttipl~degraded conditions at Davis-Be,sse In FY 2003 
_<LeRs 346/02-002, 346/02-005, and346103•002) andthe,complicated LOOP ev~rrtat Byron 
Unit 2 in FY 2012 (LER 454/12-001). 

The Dav~esse preci.U's9revern involved (1) a potential loss.(lf-coo1a·nt accident (LOCA) dqt:I 
tc> rea~or pressure ve.sse! head ~rosion from the leakag,e of.a circumferential crack~ central 
r.od. dr.We mech~~ism no:zle, (2}'th~ potenti_a1 una~allabffity ~f sump reci~ulation due to ~n 
plugging foll!mITT9 a postulated LOCAJrom unqualified c~ntalnm~nt coatings and other debn$ 
(e.g .• Jnsulation) inside containment. and (3) the poteritiar unavailabllity of high·p~~ssure safety 
lnJeetiorlpumps.durfng the reclrc,IJl~ti~n phase of a postulatedtOCAdue to potentiaf deb.Os. 
generated by ce~_ain postulated LOCAs and entrained in pumped fluid. The SOP cited.three 
li.ce~ee,perform~nce defi.ciencies. A. nalyzed separa~e!y, the equivalent a.CDP forth: three. :IL 
deficiencies were 4x104 • 3x10.s. a.nd ax10.e, respecJ1vely •. The ASP Program analysts Vl"1f a., 
ln!e~ tttese ileffcleni:ies anil "9gregatell the risk which resulted In a Acoi: Of 6•10'3. ~-'1.e¢"fv..t 

°I; o,P1~<r 48- s IH ll.M1 (,{.I ~ NP. c. 4 . ' ' 
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The Byron Unit 2·precursor event resulted from a LOOP and unprotected under~vottage· 
conditions on safeJy-related electrical buses for eight minutes. The-loss of one of three phases 
(Ph;gse "C") of 345 kilovolts offslte power to the two unit statiqli auXiliary transformers (SATs) 
did not result-in an automatic under-voltage protection signal, f)ecause the u_nder-vottag~ 
protection schem~ did not provide adequate protection from a single loss of Phases "A" and "C". 
As a. result, all running safety equipment powered by the safety buses had tripped on over· 
current conditions1 These condltioos existed.until operators man1Jatly opened·(from the main 
control room) the SAT feeder breaker$ about eight minutes after'the event had Initiated. 
Following the opening of the SAT feeder b~'akers. both emergenc.y diesel generators started 
and loaded supplying power to the safety ~oses, as designed .. The MD 8.3 risk assessment of 
the event that was performed on the day of the event occurrence resul.ted in ~ CCOP of 7>< 1 o.&. 
The assessment did not include the aspects of the under-voltage condition of the safety buses 
that was identifie~ .as the result ofa special inspection. The irispection identified ~o performance 
deficlemcies: therefore, no SOP assessment was required. The.ASP analysis ofthis . .. .. ,. _n-:. ... _ A·,~ 
complicated LOOP event resulted in an aggregated plant risk of CCOP of 1><10'4.. ..$Wl fWl.YAW · 
a.o ASP Program Status. Ca.J.JJ'J.L Atfl<!_ 
The following subsections summ~rize the status and ~suits of the. ASP Program (as of -""' J.o · • ,, 
Septerp~er ~o. 2015). 

FY·2014 Analyse~. The staff eoms:>teted its screening and review of ~01 LERs·and their 
associated inspection findings for FY 2014. On the basis of that review, 36 events were 
selected and analYzed for potential precursors. Ofthesej theASP ~nalyses have identified 6 
precursors {initiating events) and the SOP identified 10 precursors (deQraded cohditlons). For 
10 of the 16 precursors. the performance defieieney ir,ientified under the Reactor Oversjght 
~recess documen~ect the risk-significant asp~cts of the ever1t:cor:npletely. In tnese cases". the 
SDP·signlficance. ~atego1y (i.e., the ·"color" of the f!nditjg) is reported iii the ASP Prograrri. For 
the remaining events. an independent ASP analysis .was perfQrmed tq determine the ris~ 
significance of th~ee LOOP Initiating events, two electrical transformer failures, and a 13 
kilovolts bus .fallure. · 

Table 1 presents the results of the staff's ASP analyses for FY 2014 precursors that involved 
initiatfng:event$. "table 2 presents the analysiSresut,tsfor FY 2014 precursors that invotved 
degraded·conditiohs. · , · · 

FY 2015 Analyses_. The st~ff performs an mitial ~eW of an .~n\s jo determine if they have 
t~e potential to ~e: significant precursors. Specificatly; the st~ff ~vleVIS LERs {reporte(I b.Y 
licensee$ in aeco1"9ance with Tltle.10 of the Code C)f Fec!eral Regulatlo/JS. (1Q C.F~) 50.73, 
·u~ensee Eve~t ~eport. System") and daily event-notffication i:eports (reported by licensees in 
accorda_nce with 1~tC.FRf;0.72, '"lmmediate.No~ification Requii:ements.for OpeJC!ting Nucff:?ar 
Power Reactors·).~() identify pcitential significant precursors. The0staff has co_mpleted the initial 
review of FY 2015. events and i9entified no potentially significant.precursors (as of 
Se~tember 30, 20? 5). The staff win info_nn_ the c~mi:Oission if a significant pre'cursor is fdentified 
.dunng: the more d~tail,ed evaluations of events. 
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Figure 8. Occurrence Rate of PWR Precursors. 

• Of the 10 pre~urso~ invotving_faUures of the aQX&liary f~dwater system, random hardware 
failures (7 p~curaor,s _or 70 p~rcent) and design ~rrors (2 p~cli~ors or 20 percent) were the 
largesUailure tQntributors. Nine of th$ 1 O pr~c9r$01'$ (9Q percent) invol\ied the unavailability 
of' the turbine;.(iriven-auxffiary feedwater pump train. 

• Of ttie 17 preeursorsJnvo.lvil"i9Jailures irHh~ ~mergef:icy power system, 14 precuraors (82 
perc~nt)\vereJrom hardware failures. · · · 

I' 

• Design erto~:contributed~ preeursom involving the.unavailability of safefy-retated 
•q\.fipment th~t oce,urrad.at PWRs. 

4.7 Operating Experience ln$1ghts feedback for PRA ~ta,.dardsand Guidance 

One ot;>j~ctiye· ofthe ASP Program Is to provide foslght$. into ~he .current state ,of: practice in risk 
assessment. -~SP event analyses, both p~cursors and events that did not exceed ihe ASP 
Program thresho,d, from FY 2014 were reviewe~ ·against the:approaches to PRA described in 
the American Society ofMechanicat Engineers (ASME)/American Nuclear Society(ANS) RA
Sa-2009, •Addenaa to ASMEJANS RA.S-2008 Standard for Level 1/Large Early Release 
Frequency Probab11istio Risk Assessment for N~ar Power Plant Applicatfons" (Ref. 11 ), as 
endo~ed in R.egulatory Gulde 1.~00. "An.Approach for De~erminlng the Technical Adequacy of 
Prob~bi{istic ~is~Assessment Results for~isk·Jrifg_rljle.dA~ivitieis" _(Ref; 12). This re\'.iew . 
so1.1ght to identify

1 
aspe$ of the event analyses for which the ri$k-~fgniftcant. ASMEf ANS ·PRA 

Standard did not provide :9Uidance. · 

Result$. None of the FY 20'.14 event ana!· es indicated an inadequacy in the st~te ~f PRA 
practt~ as descf}bed in_ASME/ANS RA·S ~009. The staff continues to work. with ASME/ANS 
on ~fining the st~ndard to er:tsure-.that It p, vides sufficient guidance to assess the risk 
slgnlflcance of e~emal events, including external flooding~ ·· 
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Approximafeiy 30 SPA~ ~odet~were also updated to.s_upport speclfie SOP orASP activiti~s. 
These more limited SPAR model updates are performed when requested by agency risk 
analyst$. These µpc1ates are normally required to better model specific features of an 
operational event that are. not normally captured in a base PRA or to reflect an enhanced 
understanding of.the as-built, as-operated plant as a result of event followup activities. 

During FY 201 s, the staff continued to perform ~ comprehensive dataupdate·tcrall 75 SPAR 
models to reflect ·recent operating experience aqd implem:ent other enhancements to improve 
the usabilify and functlonality of the models. In addition to upd~ting SPAR model parameters, 
this comprehens~ve -.,ipdate will also update mode! documentation; provide an integrated 
(i.e .• intemal events, external hazards. levet·2. and LPSD models) report; and resolve structural 
modeling issues.; Other data updates include modification of common· cause events to more 
closely follow the gvldance ·in the RASP Handbook. A plant·sp~cific model c;onvergence 
analysis (io asse~s the appropriate truncation level to run the model) and documentation· of the 
results Is al$o included in this ta$k. 

' .SPAR Models for the.Analysis ofAll Ha~rds (External Events). Development of SPAR All-
Hazar~ (SPAR-~HZ) models-wh.ich contain accid:nt$;CeOEirios from. all hazard categories . 
(lnci1Jd1ng seismic, high wind. and internal fire) appllcable to a·given site-has continued dunng 
FY 2015, although·at a lower intensity than the previous year because of budgetary constraints 
and balancing JimiJed staff resour¢es to work Of) other projects, such as· the Commission· 
direeted site Lev~l.·3 PRAprojectfor the'Vogtle site. Currently, 22 of the 75 SPAR models, 
representing 28 NPPs, include internal fue and e~emal hazard groups. Eighteen of the 
SPAR-AHZmodels are based on ;;t~essments c0n~u~e9 for Supplements. "lndivtc;lual Plant. 
t:xamination of EXtemal Events for Severe Accident Vulnerabiliti~s." to ~eneric·Letter 88 20, 
·1ndividua1 Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulne~bilities 10 CFR 50.54(1)," and other 
rf!adily av~ifable inforq'lation. In fY 201_5, on~ new SPAR".AHZ modet. which lncl!Jdes iotemal 
fire models extra~ed from the N~tionat Fire. Protection Association (Nf PA) St~ndard 805-
compliant :fir.e .model for_tne Vogtle plant has been constrµcted and. placeci In ~e SPAR model 
library for '-'se t>y;NRC risk analysts. SPAR-AHz mod~ls for the Shearon Harris. o.c.,cook. and 
V.C~ Summer N~Ps hadbeen previo~sly completed. Beca~se the flcensea.develo~e~ NFPA 
SO~omptiant fire PRA mpdels contain tho.usa.n<is of quantified fire sequences, a s1griificant 
fqcU$ ofth~:SPAR-:AHZ effort was cion)bin!f'!9 sln1Hiar s~qtiences .to erahe1nce moClel u~biJi\y 
wb,ile maintainlnQ the ability to retain the resolution contained in the licensee models. 

i 
I. . . . .· .. . . .. 

Rec~nUy. E! new ~f>AR:-AHZ mo.def for the.. Point Beach.site has b~en developed,_ and the . 
SPAR-AHZ modetfor the· Sequoyah sit~ h.a~ undergone;! ? majQr upgrade. The staff Is currenUy 
working on a major update, to the Peach Bottom Sf'A~-AHZ model. Development of ·the Peach 
Bottom SPAR!"AHZ·modelincludes licensee site visits.to gather informatiQn and discuss 
modeling assumptions and results. currently, the Offiee of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) 
and the Office of !Nucle~r Reactor Regui~tion {NRR) are working together lQ identify ways to 
41).~~Cl:o. · f $PAR;.AHZ:,m<idet ®vetop~ent, given expected resour~ constraints in 

/fV'2016 and beyond. 

New Rea~ot $P.AR Models. Before n\!w pla~toperati~m. the $taff may perform risk 
as~sments to inform potentl~I rjsl(-infont_'led ~pplications for CQmbined licen$es, f(JcUs 
COtl$lruction .ins~ction scope. or ~ssess the si~rifficanee of corastructiol'.' inspection fi.ndings .. 
Once the plants' b~gtn e>Peratlbn, independent assessments using SPAR models will be used.by 

\ I j ' 
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the staff for the evaluation of operational findings and events similar to the assessments 
performed for current op_erating reactors. 

There are currently five new reactor internal hazard SPAR models. These include one model 
for the AP1000, two Ad.vanced Boiling:"Water Reactor (ABWR) models (one for the Toshiba 
design and one for the General Electric-Hitachi design), one model for the U.S. Advanced 
Pressurized·Water Reactor (US-APWR), and one model for the U.S Evolutionary Power 
Reactor (U.S. EPR). In addition to these internal events models, there is a seismic model for 
the AP1000 and a LPSO model for the Toshiba ABWR. Since FY 2013, the staff has been 
extending the capabilities for the AP1000 reactor design SPAR model. The AP1000 SPAR·AHZ 
model includes an internal flooding model {completed in FY 2013) and an internal fire model 
(completed in FY 2014). The staff is in the proce$s of compteting a LPSO model and 
developing a new severe accident model {Level·2 PRA model) for the AP1000 reactor design. 

The staff plans to continue developing new reactor SPAR models, including AHZ and LPSD 
model$, as needrd· to support licensing and oversig.ht activities. 

MELCOR Themt,at Hydraulic Analysis for SPAR Model Success Criteria. The staff 
continues to perform MELCOR ~natyses to investigate success criteria associated with specific 
Level-1 PRA $eq'uences, In some cases, these analyses confirm the existing technical basis, 
and in other cases they support modifications that can be made to increase the realism of the 
agency's SPAR models. The lat~t round of acUVity is documented in two reports: (1) soon to 
t?e published NUREG-2187, "Confirmatory Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis to Support Specific 
Success Criteria in the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Models-Byron," and 
(2) NUREG/CR-7177, "Compendium of Analyses To Investigate Select Levet-1 Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment End·State Definition and s·uc~ss Criteria Modeling ~~sues/' publist1ecJ in 
May 2014 (ADAMS Accession NQ, ML 14148A 126). The results of these $tudies will be used to 
torifirm specific success criteria for a suite of four4oop Westinghouse plants. which a,ra similar 
to Byron. with appropriate consideration of the design and operational differences of these. 
plants. They also will b~ u~ed to support application·speclfic consultation on the use of the 
SPAR models. ! 

I 
. . . ; ' ' . . 

This effort directly supports the agency's goal of using state-of.the.;art tools that promote 
effectiveness an~ realism. The NRC is communicating the project plans and results to internal 
and external sta1Ceholders through mechanisms such as the Regulatory Information Conference 
and the industry's Modular Accident Analysis Program Users' Group. l . 

3.0 Addition~I Activities 
j ' -

'SAPHIRE M'ainthnanc:e and lmprpv~ment$. In FY 2015, n~w,features and capabilities· have 
been implemented in SAPHIRE fo better supporf NRC reguiatory activities. The newfeatures 
include: I . . 
• SAPHIRE offers multiple methods for solving PRA models. Models can be assessed by 

solving inCrnridual accident sequences or by grouping sequences by common end sta~es. 
A new capability in SAPHIRE allows users to trace 1he contribution of Individual accident 
sequences regardless of the solving method that 'is used. 

lmproverrlents to the reporting capabilities for external hazard model results . • 
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All of these Improvements to SAPHIRE have beer:i performed In accordance With ttie:sAPr.ttRE 
,;; software QA prQgram, A set of so!tWare QA d_ocuments has been developed fpr SAPHIRE . 

These doeumentS cover topics s,licti as the software developmen~ plan, configuration 
_

1 
management. requirements tracking, and testing and acceptance. The NRC project manager 
performs an annual audit of the SAPHIRE SQftware QA program. The most recent audif was 
completed on January 15, 201?. ·and no significant issues were identified. The NRC project 

· v manager confirm~d that the maint~nance and implementation of the ~APHIRE software.QA 
-~ program is consistent with the.guidancia eontained in NUREGIBR·0167, ·software Quality 
~ Assuraoce Program and Guidelines.! dated February·1993 (ADAMS Accession · 

·;.- No. ML15043A791). 
·~ 

.,; J 
) _;) The S.APHIRE qewlopers conqnue to explore advanced features and enhancements that may 

-~.:. " be implemented in future SAPHIRE· revisions. The SAPHIRE team has deve!oped a 
J- . ...., demonstration version of a Web-based SAPHIRE application. A Web·based SAPHIRE 

::.=:j.. applicatton is envisioned to have.several advantages that are not t!lvaitable with a desktop 
·---;· appllcatlon, such as improved configuration management of models and analyses, enhanc;ed 

1 .: collaboration capabilities. and remote acce$s to high-perfonnance computing resources. After 
·~ ~ successfully demonstrating ·a prototype version of the application, the ~APHIRE team is 
....,. 3 developing ar,iimptementation plan fo describe how. a fully fun~onal Wef>.based version could 

be completed and m~de availal;>!e to'users asa replacement to the cu,rrent version of $APHERE. 
~~ Tbe ation is exp~ecna occur In a phased approach over the next siav~ra.t years~ 
-~ . Th-e.WO*«)ri the vveo•QS$2Q vr;rsjQ!'l ~s a S() e . e t e AP l~E tea.ru~. exp ore new waYS 

to u~e pai:a e1~compu ng resources. ese metho(js may even ea e to l:)enefitnear~term 
~- ... ...:..upaates to"tfie commtvers1on·ot $APHIRE. In. addition to this work, the SAPHIRE team . ·'. 

) continues to remain cognlzant of academic and intematlonal research activities on advanced 
PRA quantification techniques. 

CQoperatlve Re~qarch for Pff.P.! .. The:.staff has ¢xec1Jted an addendum to the merno.randum of 
understanding wittl ttie Elec;tric Power Research Institute (EPAI} fo conduct cQqpe~~tive nuct~ar 
safety re~earchJor PRA. Several'ofthf) initiaHvesinctuded In the·a.ddendu_rh ar;e intended tp 
h~fp resolve teqbnieal issues that account for th~ key crrfferences between NRC SPAR models. 
and licensee PRA models. 

I . 

During FY 201!>~ significant efforts have been made in implementing PRA methods for support 
systel'l'.l initiating event (SSIE).analysis and treatment of LOOP in. PRAs. The SS le PRA · 
mod~llng apprq~cl:l was developed-in collabQ~tlon with EPFU and is. docum~nted hi 
EPRI Report 1016V41i "Suppgrt System lnitiatirig Ey~nts," published December 1_9; 2opa, 
these methods1are being Implemented in the SPAR models as one of the activities associated 
with addressfng:th~ peer review com'1)ents. To date, all SPAR. mod.els have been enhanced 
with the improved SS1E modeling r.netJ1odology. Various LOOP methodolo9y evhancements 
have been added :to !llll mod_efs, With the remaining .enhancements expected to be· comp~e,d in 
conjunction ~itJi routine SPA~ Jno~el updates~. The -~aff ,Plan,s Jo c.oritinue these cooperative • 
efforts with· EPRI and other stakeholders to address the remaining.issues over the next.several 
years~ 1 
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From: ~akoski, John 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 20iS 5:31.PM 
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Correia,-Richard (Richard.Correia@nrc.gpv); Coyne, Kevin 
Tetter~ Keith 
ASP/SPAR SECY and NRR's comments 

Rici'} and Kevin, 

I spoke with Bill Dean, Jennifer Uhlet an_d Samson Lee. I have a copy of Jennifer's comments. Bill Dean told me he 
will be looking at the paper over the weekend (he has Jennifer's comments too). 

I have looked at Jennifer's comments. Some I am ok with. Some are not appropriate for a status paper. The two 
major pushbacks I have are: 

1. NRR should not use this RES ASP/SPAR Program status.update SECY to inform the Commission of NRR1s 
plan to pilot the use of licensee PRA models and their results for the Significance beterminatfon Process. I 
b~lieve this would m_ake the paper a Notation Vote, since .this is a policy issue for the Commission to weigh in 
on before the -staff expends resources on it. further, the pilot: activity is riot something· that· 1 suppo'rt as I 
believe It is fundamentaliy counter to the NRC's principles of good regulation. It is not consistent with 
"Independent" ~ as i-t relies exclusively on the licensee's PRA models, r;nethods, and results td provide risk 
insights into NRC Reactor Oversight Program and i.ts Enforcement Program. It is not an "Efficient"· use pf 
NRC resources as J think it would take considerably more resources to restore some measure of 
independence by developing the internal or contracted support to understand the licensee PRA models and 
methods'. Further, if the. NRC wanted to do its own an~lysis of performance deficiencies the licensee's 
software ano models would need to be loaded into NRC·· Government-owned computers that-would create 
additional burden and cost to assure it is maintain compliant with Federal information technology 
req1.1iremelits. I am not sure that it would have "Reliability" as Well since the methods· and models would be 
outsi~e of our cor:itrol. ·Further, it. would give -~he appearance thatthe processes :are m>t "Open"' to the public 
since th~ licensee$ are not directly aC(:ountable fo the public whereas the NRC is~ We could add .a senten~e 
noting that NRR is considering options to improving the effectiveness of the SOP that may warrant 
co~forming changes ·in how the SPARmode,ls are used .. But I would stop there. 

2. There is a push in the comments to introduce the notation thafthe NRC will be looking at improving the 
efficiency and-effeCtiveness under Project AIM 2020 into this status paper. I do not think it is.appropriate to do 
so untess there· is a policy decision that every Commission Paper going forward includes the same caveat
that the. progr(!n:i~. processes, and procedures describ'ed in.this paper ar~ being evaluated within the c9ntext 
of Project AIM 2020 to.improve the efficient and effective implementation of NRC's statutory safety mandate. 
Doing otherwise would teli the Commission that the ASP Program and the SPAR Models have already been 
put on the-chopping block to: del_ete - something that RES does npt support - .and· that I Jhink would be bad 
public policy in that itwould creat.EHhe appearanc~ or actually cause a decline in the NRC~s focus on tho.se 
actMties that contribute the most to risk. We can add a sentence,or two in ttJe pap~rto not that RES _and _ 
N.RR contintJe to l(Jok al.ways to .enhance. the efficiency and effectiveness of the ASP Program and the. SOP 
..... but I would n'ot tie it to Pr9j~ct Aim, . . 

i think the rest of Jennifer's comments can be addressed with mii:ior changes to the text, or by educating her on how 
sorne of our regulatory processes work. Or we could Just adopt the NRR approach of just telling them, we took your 
editorial comments-aricJ disregarded the rest..~ (No, really, I don't think. we ~holJld do that). 

I look forward to getting Bill's comments early next week. Have a great weekend. 

Best.regards, 

{iiJ4't//. ~ 
Chief, Performance an~ Reliabilily Branqh 
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Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Research 
301-415--2480 (w) 

r)(o) I cc> 
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Nakoski, .John 

From: 
Sent. 
TQ: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

"ohn . 

Correia. ~ichard 
Friday, $eptember 2s. 20~5 1:91) PM 
Nakoski, John · 
Sheron. Brian; West Steven 
fW: ASP/SPAR paper 

. Se.!eSarn Lee on Jennifer's comments 011 tt:ie ASP paper 

r.R,Jcli 

Rlctiard Correla, PE . . . . 

Director. 
Dii/isipn 9f ~isk Ana!.vsi~ 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

ricnard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: Uhte, Jennifer 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:40 PM 
T~:·Correia, Richard <Richard.~orrei~@rirc.gov> · 
Subject:. RE: ASP/SPAR paper 

Rich. I discussed my comm~nts with Sam. L~e and he can me·et with your .staff 011 my behalfloday, 

From: Correia, Richard 
sent: Frid.ay, September,25, 2015 9:01 AM 
To: Uhle, Jennifer <Jenolfer.Uhle~nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE.: ASP)SPAR pap(!r . . 

Great and thanks Jennifer. I'll.send someone bver to get them. 

Best 

(]Qcli. 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.eorreia@nrc.gov 

Fro.m:. Uhle, Jennifer 
sent:: Friday; September 25;.2015 8:4.7 AM 
Jo; Correia; ~icha.rd <RTchard.Corrfiia@ni'c·'.gov> 
~ubjett: Re: ASP/SPAR paper 

... 



HI Rich. Yes you will get them today. 

~------------------··-- ·---- ,.,.._:...... ___ ---- .... ---- ... -.;,- ~ -----. ...... - .... ~ -- .. ~~-- -...... 
From: Correla, Richard 
sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 08:31 AM 
·To: Uhte, Jennifer 
Subject: ASP/SPAR paper 

Hi Jennifer.Jong time no see. 

Would you be willing to share your comments with us on the ASPiSPAR SECY today so we can start 
revising? The paper is due soon and we want to give Brian & Steve enough time for their review. 

Best 

r~fcfi 

Richard Correla, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: Uhle, Jennifer 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2015 5:38 PM 
To: Sheron, Brian <Brian.Sberon@nrc.gov>; Weerakkody, Sunil <Sunil.Weerakkody@nrc.gov>; Glitter, Joseph 
<loseph.Giltter@nrc.gov>; Lee, Samson <Samson.Lee@nrc.gov>; Rosenberg, Stacey <Stacey.Rosenberg@orc.gov> 
Subject: SPAR paper 

Brian. I have comments on,the paper, nothing really difficult. .I would like.to add wording about under rebaselining 
doing a pilot with Vogtfe PRA $nd also roo~ing -at ASP, SQP, MO 8.3 ancf figuring out the most streamlined efficient 
way to get what we need out of the analyses in the most efficient manner. 

I have other comment$, odcls and ends. l plpn to meet with NRRIDRA staff tomorrow and explain the comments to 
them _and then I would expect they would talk to RES/ORA staff. 

Thanks, 

Jennifer 
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Stutzke. Martin 

Frc>m: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:45 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Appignani, Peter; Siu, Nathan: Stutzke, Martin; Coyne, Kevin; Nakoski, John 
RE: SPAR vs Licensee models outline, latest version 

Thanks Pete 

qQcli 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard;correia@nrc.gov 

From: Appfgnani, Peter 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 11:23 AM 
To: Co-rreia, Richard <Rlchard.Correla@nrc;gov>; Siu1 Nathan <Nathan.Slu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin 
<Martii:a.Stutzke@nrc.goV>; Coyne, Kevin <Kevin~Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Subject RE: SPAR vs Llcensee models outline, latest v~rsion 

Rich 

As we discussed yesterday, ·1 incorporated Nathanis comments, attached. 

Pete 

From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Thursday, Sept~mbE?r 24, 2015 ,12:46 PM 
To: Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; StutZke, Martin <Martin.Stutzke@nrc;gov>;Coynet Kevin 
<Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
C~ Appignani,, Peter <P9ter.Appignani@orc.go'!> 
Subject: RE: SPAR vs Licensee models outlin~, latest version 

Th~nks Nathan. Great insights and recommendations. we·re a "bit" defensive .given we are under 
attack to do away with SPAR (and thus SAPHJRE). 

I'll ask Pete to revise the write up as apprQpriate considering Nathan's comments. We need to get 
something to Brian fairly short term for his 30 Sept meeti~g with Bill Dean and allow Brian time to 
read, question and absorQ the info. Kevin has been sending pieces and respo,nding to questions but 
it's better to have it all in one document. 

Thx 

<'iQcli 
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Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of R;sk Analysis 
Office ,of Nucf~ar Regµlatory Research 
USNRC • 

richard.correfa@nrc.gov 

From: Siu, Nathan 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: COrreia, Richard <Richard.Correia@rirc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martin.Stutzke@nrt.gov> 
Cc: Appfgnanl, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: SPAR vs Licensee models outline, latest version 

Rich~ 

Looks good. (I was a little confused at first by the first section, but eventua.lly realized it was a summary.) 

One tone thing - it appears to be an advocacy paper. Would it play better with the principal audience ifit were 
. an options,paper (with pros and cons)? Of course there's a possibility of f~cts being cherry picked to support a 
pre-de•ermined position: 

A few other comments; 
I'd have to see the writeup for Secti,on 3.3. It isn't clear to me why eliminating the SPAR mo(iels would 
violate the spirit or the PRA Polley Statement. We could use licensee models (although there are lots of 
good reasons why thJs wouldn't be as good). 

- The discussion in Section 4 may have to be nuanced (i.e., talk in terms of a reduced degree of 
independence, rather than complet~ loss). For exampl&, if NRC staff/contractors are independentry 
nianipulatrng a licensee's model, OGC mlght decide this is sufficiently indepenctent. f don't know of 
specific analogous (non-PRA) situations within the agency, but I imagine there might be some. 
It may be OK because the paper will have a number of different audiences, but Section 5.2 might be 
getting a Httre too detailed. I think the emphasis Should be on why standardization is·a good thing (vs. 

· what things are standardized). I recognize some of this is covered in Section 6. If technical information 
Is important. it can be retained but perhaps would be better suited for an appendix. 
Section 6.1.2. See above point abOut pr0s and cons. I've heard there are some good features in the 
other tools that we might not have .. 
I suspect one of the implications for Seetlon 6.3.1.1 is that we'll need more trained staff because it may 
be too hard for a small number offolks to remember all the plant-specific.modeling nuances. I guess 
this will be covered under Seetion 8.2.5. 
Section 7. Would loss, of SPAR (ahd therefore SAPHIRE? - not sure there woult;J be sufficient 
justification absent SPAR) inhibit our ability to develop tailored mo,ctels when new situations arise? (f 
recall the Grand GulfLPSD analysis required changes in SAPHIRE to accommOdate the model.) 
Sectlon 7.7. I presume the Vogtle SPAR model was useful to the Lever 3 project. I think the SPAR 
models also provided important input to SOARCA. 

• Section 8.2. There would llkely be startup costs every time we want to do a new analysis of the sort, 
discussed in Section 7.7 •. We'd have to pick the plant(s), the project staff would have to get trained up 
on the model(s)., etc~ 

One last thing. For an audience of decision makers, It may be useful to create an overall paper structure (or at 
reast add a discussion) that directly addresses the principles of good regulation: independence, openness, 
efficiency, clarity, and reliability. I think that.hi the SPAR vs. licensee.model discu~sion, something useful ·can 
be said about each of these principles~ Interestingly, the list of principles doesn't include effectiveness. 
Perhaps that's a higher princlple1 · · · 
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Nathan 

From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, September23, 2015 2:57 PM 
To: Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Slu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martin.StuUke@nrc.gov> 
CC: Appignanl, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov> 
Subject; FW! SPAR vs Licensee models outline, latest version. 

Nathan, Marty, 

FYI.. .any ccimments? 

(]?jcli 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.correia@nrc.gov 

From~ AppignanJ, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15; 2015 4:19 PM 
To:-Correia, RiChard <Rlchard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Rivera, Tammie <Tammie,Rivera@nrc.gov> 
Subject: SPAR. vs Licensee models outline, latest version 

Ri~h, Tammie 

The latest.version of the outline 

Pete 

'· 
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Principles of Good Regulation 

Independence: Nothing but the highest pos~ible standards of ethical performance and professionalism 
should tnfluence regulation. However# Independence does not Imply Isolation. AU 
available facts and opinions must be sought openly from licensees and other interested 
members of the pubilc~ The many and possibly conflicting public f nterests Involved must 
be considered. Final decisions must be based on objective, unbiased assessments of all 
Information, and must be documented wt~h reasons expllcittv stated. 

Openness: N4clear regulation is the public's business, and it must be transacted pubtldy and 
candidly. The public must be informed about and have the opportunity to participate In 
the regulatory processes as required by law. Open channels of communication must be 
maintained with Congress, other government agencies, licensees, aod the pu~lic, as 
well as with the international nuclear community. 

Efficiency: The American taxpayer, the rate-paying consumer, and licensees are·all entitled to the 
best possible management and administration of regulatory activities. The highest 
technical and managerial competence is required, and must be a constant agency goal. 
NRC must establish means to evaluate and continually upgrade Its regulatory 
capabilities. Regulatory activities should be consrsterit with the degree of risk reduction 
they achieve. Where several effectiVe alternatives are avallcible, the.option which 
minlm.lzes the use of resources sl)ould be adopted. Regulatory decisions should be 
made without undue delay. 

clarity; Regulations should be coherent, logical, and practi.cat The(e should be a clear nexus 
between regulations and agency goals and objectives whether explicitly or impltdtly 
stated. Agency positions should be readily understood and easily applied. 

Reliabfllty: Regulations should be based on the best available knowledge from research and 
operation~lexpertence. Systems interactions, technologlcai uncerlalntfes, an~ the 
diversity of licensees and regulatory activities must all be taken Into account so that 
risks are maintained at a11 acceptably low level. Once established, regulatio.n should.be 
perceived to be reliable and not unjustifiably in a state of transition. Regulatory actions 
should always be fu!ty consfstentwith written regulations and should be promptly, 
fairly# and decisively administered so as to iend stability to the nuclear operational and. 
plannfng processes~ 



Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

1. Summary of Key Considerations for using licensees' PRA Models 

1.1. Regulatory Processes 

1.2. PAA Policy Statement 

1.3. Model Quality 

1.4. Maintain independence of NRG 

1.5. Standardizati.on of modeling and assessment techniques 

1.6. Use by the NRC staff of licensees' PAA models 

1. 7. Effect on other NRC Programs 

1.8. Costs 

2. Regulatory Processes 

2.1. Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) 

2.1.1. ROP is an NRC process 

2.2. Significance Determination Process (SOP) 

2.2.1. Today's SOP outcomes using NAC versus licensee PAA 

2.2.1.1. The PAA models are often in close agreement. 

2.2 .. 1.2. Differences in SOP outcomes between the NRC and the licensee are 
driven by factors other than the baseline PRA model 

2.2.1.2.1. Engineering assumptions 

2.2.1.2.2. Modeling assumptions 

2.2.1.2.3. 

2.2.1.2.4. 

Human reliabilify assumptions 

Other ••• 

2.2. 1 .3. These issues are also applicable to the other regulatory processes and 
other risk-informed licensing related actiVities 

2.3. MD 8.3 - NAC Incident rnvestigation Program 

2.4. Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOEDs) 

2:s. Technical basis for rulemaking 

2.6. Generic issues 

2.7. Oth~r risk-informed licensing related activities 

3. PRA Polley Statement 

3.1. The PAA f3olicy Statement enco.uraged the NRG to Increase the use and application of 
PAA to the greatest extent practical. 

3.2. SPAR models are one of the key incarnations of that effort. 
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Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Anaiysls Risk {SPAR) models 

Outline 

3:a. Eliminating SPAR models would violate the spirit of that policy because it could 
undermine confid~nce in PRA·based findings. 

4. Model Quality 

4.1. SPAR models have been peer reviewed by industry led peer review teams1 

4.1.1. SPAR models were determined to be adequate for their intended application 

4.1.2. Confidence on the part of staff and industry that the current generation Of SPAR 
models accurately portray the plants that they model. 

s. Maintain Independence of NRC: 

5.1. ROP provides fdr an independent regulatory assessment of licensee performance, 

5.1.1. StaJf may lose ability to verify • "trust but v~rify" 

5.1.2. Licensee's initially indicate an event as low safety significance in LERs that are 
later established as a g~eater than Green finding 

5.2. Coi1flict of inten:1~t issue$ 

5.2.1. Since the ROP is an NRC .Process, how wm the appropriate level of 
independence be establishei:I if the licensee's PRA is used? 

5.2.1. 1. Does the independent manfpulation of the ·licensee's model by NRC 
staff/contractora establish an appropriate l~ve1 of independence? 

5.2.2. OGCmay nS'ed to endorse use of licer:"tsee PRA 

.. 5.2.3. OGC may need to endorse allowing the licensee. to perform the assessment 

5~3. Public CQOfidence 

· 5.3;:1. Use of licensee PRA andfor allowlng the licensee to perform the aSsessment 
could erode public confidence 

s.3.2. In effect, the licensee is communicating events a.nd degraded plant conditions to 
the public and other stakeholders if they perform the analysis. 

6. -ndardizatlon .of modellng and a8sessment techniques 

6.1 ~· Stafidardization provides fOr. 

6.1.1. Efficiency 

6.1 ~2. Consistency 

'6.1,3. Automation 

G.2. t=fficieo_cy of $landardization 
; 

1 Orte t}ipkalBWR and on& typtcal PWR SPAR model was peer revieWed since they are stand(lrdized. Recently 
completed a rnult!-year peer review resoh.ition acliVity to,addtess peer review findin!JS across an SPAR models. 



Con~lderatlons for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

s.2~1. Modeling assumptions ·. 
6.2.2. Modeling conventions 

6.2.3. Naming schemes (basic events, fault trees, event tress, etc.) 

6.2.4. Post processing rule construction 

6.2.5. Reporting functions (built Into SAPHIRE) 

6.2.6. Consistency in event tree/fault tree construction 

6.2.7. Single Software platform 

6.3. Consistency 

. 6.3.1. Uniformity of assessments (RASP Handbooks) 

6.3.1.1. Risk Assessment Standardization Project (RASP) Handbooks 

6.3.1.2. Uniform because SPAR models are standardized 

6.4. Automa1ion 
6.4.1. Software platform .is standardized (SAPHIRE) 

6.4.1.1. SAPHIRE was deveJQped and modified ~pecificatly to support th~ 
regulatory pr~sses 

6.4.1.2. SAPHIRE has evolved over the years to meet the needs of the NRC 
analyst to help them better perform their tasks when utilizing the SPAR 
models. These features were built directly into SAPHIRE to eliminate the 
analyst performing offline calculations and then placing those calct'.Jlated 
probabilities back Into the SPAR model. 

6.4.1 ;3. Reporting functions (built into SAPHIRE) 

6.5. Experience indicates the use of NRC developed standardized models supports the 
principles of good regulation: independence, openne$s, efficiet:lcy, clarity, and reliability. 

7. Use by the NRC staff of licensees' PRA models 

7.1. Additional logistical and resource requirements 

7 .1.1. Seventy (70) plus licensee PRAs 
7.1.1 .. 1. No standardization 

1.1.2. FQur (4) dJfferenrcommercial softwar~ plaHorms. 

7.1.2~ 1. CAFTA (EPAI) 

7.1.2.2. WjnNUPRA (Soientech) 

7 .1.2.3. Riskman (ABS Consulting) .. 

7~ 1.2.3.1. Cutsets are problematic (used to gain und~rStanding ·of riSk 
insights) 

7.1.2.4. RiskSpectrum (Lloyd's Register Consulting. Sweden) 

7.1.3. All lack reporting features of SAPHIRE. 
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Considerations for uslng other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) modets 

OuUlne 

7.1.4. All lack automation and easy to use analysis tools in SAPHIRE 

7.2. Need' for additional NRC risk analysts 

7.2.1. Additional staff training requirements 

7.3. Management and control of licensee models and model updates 

7.3.1. Non-uniform modeling assumptions and limitations 

7.3.1.1. Each model will need to be examined anp understood 

7.3.2. Availability of PAA models and supporting documentation 

7.3.2.1. W~l all of the licensees formally submit their PAA to NRC? 

7 .3.2.1.1. Under oath and affirmation? 

7.3.2.1.2. Subject to 10 CFR 50.9? 

.. . . . 7.3.3. How Will staff ensure NRC ha~ the latest licensee model? 

8. Effect on other NRC Programs 

8.1. Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program 

8.1.1. Abnormal oocurrence report to. Congress 

8.2. Industry trends/operating experience programs 

8.3. New Reactors (PAA & licensing) 
8A. Inspection programs 

8.4.1. Inspection resourc:es 

8.4;2. Inspection decisions will become reactive based on deterministic criteria alone 

8.5. Use of SPAR models to support s}tstem and component studies 

8.5.1. vvould inhibit our ability to develop tailor~d models when new situatrons arise. 

8.6. SPAR models are used to develop Plant Information Risk eBooks (PRIBS) - superseded 
1he SOP Notebooks 

8.7. SPAR Models used for other purposes 

8.7.1. An~wer Commission questions 

8.7.2. Japan Le~n LeamecJ rerated issues (flooding, vents, sei~mic) 
8.7.2.1. SPAR model results (CDFs) used to as$ist inthe resolution of Fukushlma-

NTTF Rec. 5.2 (containment venting for plants other than BWR with Mark I 
and Mark II containments), and Rec. 6 (hydrogen control and mitigation). 

$.7.2.2 •. , SPAR rri0dt31 data (equipment failure ra1e$) $Upported the risk evaluation 
of Fukushima NTTF Rec. 5.1 (containment venting in BWA Mark I and Mark II 
pf ants) 

8.7.3. SPAR·EE models supported Gl-199 (updated seismic hazard curves for plants 
east of the Rocky Mountains) 
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Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysts Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

8.7.4. Gain understanding of key basic events.in the SPAR fire PAA mod.els 

8.7.5. SPAR nice.leis used to identify the most likely core-damage ~equences for 
SOARCA analysis, as well as other important input. 

8.7.6. SPAR models and data (equipment failure rates) supported staff's analy~is of 
containment accident pressure '(CAP) credit in BWR plants. 

a.1.1. Gain understanding of CDFs as estimated by SPAR (supported work for 
Commissioner Apostolakis, 2013). 

8.7.8. NRA made heavy use of the SPAR models (event trees) while reviewing the 
Browns Ferry extended power uprate (EPU) license amendment (equest 

9. Costs 

9.1. Costs to both NRC and Industry 

9.2. NRC 

9.2.1. Ucensee model reviews 

9·,2.2. Logistical requirements 

9.2.3. Training 

9.2.4. Commercial Software licenses 

9.2.4.1 ~ Commercial PRA software typically requires .additional software (licenses) 
to be comparable ta SAPHIRE (e.g. CAFTAIFTREX) 

9.~.5. AddiUonal analyst staff 

9.2.6. Other 

·9.3. Industry 

9.3.1. Cost for licensee to submit their PAA to. NRC 

9.3.1.1. Will ALL licensees voluntarily-submit there PAA to NRC? 

9.3.1.1.1. If not, we will need to maintain limited number of SPAR models. 

9.3~2. Cost for a minimum of model standardization 

9.3.3. Cost to implement a single RG 1.200 compliant standardized'mo~eling approach 
ac(oss multiple analysis platform 

9.~.3.1. Re~invenra FIASP Hand~ook for uniformity of assess.ments 

9.3.4. Cost .to implement SAPHIRE reporting features and other automation tools 

9.3.5. How·will industry provide support to NRC Analysts? 

.9.3:5.1. INL is currently responding to approximately 2 requests for assistance per 
day via the Technical Support contract. 

9.3.6. Other 
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Coyne, KeVin 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject 

Rich, Nathan-

.Coyne, Kevin 
Thursday,.September 24, 2015 2;14 PM 
Coyne, Kevin 
Re: SPARvs Licensee models.outline. latest version 

I'm not sure I agree that - at this stage - this needs to be a neutral pro/con discus5ion. The fact is that the agency has 
already expended significant resources on this question, answered it, and yet we.keep revisiting it because a mis
informed senior manager thinks lt represents a significant cost savings to the agency. I think we are In an advocacy role 
because - speaking as someone who lived and sent my kids to school within a 10 mile epz ·the nrcneeds to be an 
independent regulator and having our own risk tools is a key piece to maintaining this independence. As John Craig once 
remarked; sometimes people need to be told when they•re wrong (and rm paraphrasing the exact quote ••• ). 

I personnaHy believe conducting a pilot study for use of licensee models is a miss use of our extremely limited resources 
• and it will be unlikely to sway the opinions on either side. We have yet (as subject matter experts) to engage nrr in a 
briefing· on this topic~ which seems like a necessary prerequisite to developing an outline of a document whose purpose 
has not been fully vetted. ln·my opinion, the tack of engagement by nrr on this does· not meet qur organizational values. 
as a regulator and yet we continue to air this as if it is a neutral question to be decided by an arbitration panel. And I 
would want to hear the views from ogc before we spend much more time on thi~ topic. But if nrr wants a pilot activity, 
then per our· own office instructions we would need a user need because It will clearly exceed the ·300 hour threshold 
{even more so when considering the time we've already sunk into the issue). 

As an aside, I'm not sure·that the summary will resonate with Brian - the level Qfdetail i~ quite variabte. and It l~ difficult 
for someone not elbow deep in the issue to.figure out what the outline/summary Is trying to convey - I get lost in 'Pete's 
summary and I have b.een responsible for the program for 7 years ••• I think the summarY has the potential to generate 
more confusion than it resolve • So, I've put more effort into developing talking p·oints and shorter summary information 
for the front office he is more likely to be able to digest quickly. 

Kevin 

Sent.from an NRC Blacl<berry 
Kevin Coyne 

From: Correla, Richard 
sent: Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:46 PM 
To: Siu/ Nathan; Stutzke, Martin; Coyne, Kevin 
Cc: Appignani, Peter 
Subject: RE: SPAR vs Ucetisee models outline, latest version 

Thanks Nathan. Great insights and recommendations. We're a "bit" defensive given we are under 
altack~o do away with SPAR {and thus SAPHIAE). 
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I'll ask Pete to revise the write up as appropriate considering Nathan's comments. We need to get 
something to Brian fairly short term for his 30 Sept meeting with Bill Dean and allow Brian time to 
read, question and absorb the info. Kevin has been sending pieces and responding to questions but 
ifs better to have it all in one document. 

Thx 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: Siu, Nathan 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: Correia* Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <MartinStutzke@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: SPAR vs licensee models outline, la.test_ version 

Rich, 

Looks good. (I was a Htt!e confused at first by the first section, but eventually realized it was a summary.) 

One tone thing- it appears to be an advocacy paper. Would it play better with the principal aud_ience if it were 
an options paper {with pros and cons)? Of course there's a possibility of facts being cherry picked to support a 
pre-determined position. 

A few other comments: 
I'd have to see the writeup for Section 3.3. It isn't clear to me why eliminating the SPAR moders would 
violate the spirit of the PAA Policy Statement. We could use licensee models (although there are lots of 
good reasons why this wouldn't be as good). 

• The discussion in Section 4 may have to be nuanced (i.e., talk in terms of a reduced degree of 
independence, rather than complete loss). For example, if NRC staff/contractors are independently 
manipulating a licensee's model. OGC might decide this is sufficiently independent. I don't know of 
specific analogous (non-PAA) situations within the agency, but I imagine there might be some. 
it may be OK because the paper will have a number of different audiences, but Section 5.2 might be 
getting a little too detaifed. I think the emphasis should be on why standardization is a good thing (vs. 
what things are standardized). I recognize some of this is covered in Section 6. lf technical information 
is important, It can be retained but perhaps would be better suited for an appendix. 

.. Section 6.1.2. See above point ab.out pros and cons. I've heard there are some good f ea tu res in the 
other tools that we might not have. 
I suspect one of the implications for Section 6.3.1.1 is that we'll need more trained staff because it may 
i)e" tbo hard for a small number of folks to remember all_ the plant-specific modeling nuances. I guess 
this will be covered under Section 8.2.5. 
Section 7. Would loss of SPAR (and therefore SAPHIRE? - not sure there would be sufficient 
justification absent SPAR) inhibit our ability to develop tailored models when new situations arise? (I 
recall the Grand Gulf LPSD analysis required changes in SAPHIRE to accommodate the model.) 
Section 7.7. I presume the Vogtle SPAR model was useful to the Level 3 project. I think the SPAR 
models also provided important input to SOARCA. 
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Section 8.2. There would likely be startup costs every time we want to do a new analysis of the sort 
discussed in Section 7.7. We'd have to plck the plant(s). the project staff would have to get trained up 
on the modeT(s), etc. 

One last thing. For an audience of decision makers, it may be useful to create an overall paper structure (or at 
least add a discussion) that directly addresses the principles of good regulation: independence, openness, 
efficiency, clarity, and reliability. I think that in the SPAR vs. licensee model discussion, something useful can 
be said about each of these principles. Interestingly, the list of principles doesn't include effectiveness. 
Perhaps that's a higher principle? 

Nathan 

From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 2:57 PM 
To: Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <:Martin.Stutzke@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignanl@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: SPAR vs Licensee models outline, latest version 

Nathan, Marty, 

FYl •.. any comments? 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
US NRC 

richard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:19 PM 
To: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Rivera, Tammie <Tammie.Rivera@nrc.gov> 
Subject: SPAR vs licensee models outline, latest version 

Rich, Tammie 

The latest version of the.outline 

Pete 
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Dennis. Suzanne 

From: 
Sent; 
To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Appignani, Peter 
Thursday, September 24, 2015 li:41 AM 
Alferink, Steven; Ferrante, Femandoj. Gonzalez, Michelle; Helton, Donald; Hudson, 
OaniE!I; Kuritzky, Alan; leschek, Walter; Li, Ming; Ning, Lauren (Killian); Sancaktar. Selim; 
Wessels, Steven; Wood, Jeffery; Ireland, JoAnn 
NEI Letter - Industry Recommendations for NRC ~roject AIM 2020Prioritization and 
Re·basetining Initiatives 
Industry Recommendations for NRC Project ~M 2020 ~rioritiza.tion -and Re·.basefining· 
lnitiatives.pdf 

r thought I had sent to everyone in the Branch. obviously I did not 

Pete 
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-· 
Appignani, Peter 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Frid~y, September 25, 2015 11:2$ AM Sent 

To: 
Subject: 

Correia, Richard; Siu, Nathan; Stutzke, Mart.in; Coyne, Kevin 
RE: SPAR vs Licensee models outline, latest version 

Attachments: Outline Considerations for using other than lhe Standardized Plant Analysis Risk rev 
2.docx 

Rich 

As we discussed yesterdayJ I incorporated Nathan's comments, attached. 

Pete 
.. - --· --- . ____ ___. ______ _ 

~-------*" - _ ... _..._ __ ............ _~---"'---· 
From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 201512:46 PM 
To: Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martfn.Stutzke@nrc.gev>; Coyne, Kevin 
<Kevin.Coy~e@nrc~goV> 

Cc: Appignanr, Peter <Peter.Appignant@nrc.gov> 
Subj~: RE: SPAR vs Ucensee q1odels o~line, latest version 

Thanks Nathan. Great insights· and recommendations. We're a "bit" defensive given we ar:e under 
attack to do away with SPAR (and thus SAPHIRE). · 

I'll.ask Pete to revise the write up as appropriate considering Nathan's comments. We need to get 
som~t_hlng t_o Brian fafrry short term for his 30 Sept me:eting with Bill Dean and allow Brian time to 
read, question and absorb the info. Kevin has been sending pieces and responding to questions but 
It'$ better to have it atl in on,e document. 

Thx 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
OivislQri of Jtisk Analysis 
Office .. of Nudaar Regutatory Research 
USNRC 

richard,correia@nrc.gov 

From: Siu, ~athan 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: ~()rrela, Rich~rd <Rlchard.C:orreia@rirc.goy>;-$tutzke, MCirtin.;Martln.stutzke@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Appignani, Peter <eeter.Appignani@nmgov> 
Subject; RE: SPAR vs License(! models outline, latest version 

Rich. 
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.Looks good. (I was a little confused at first by the first section, but eventualfy realized it was a summary.) 

One tone thing - it appears to be an advocacy paper. Would it play better with the principal audience if it were 
an options paper (with pros and cons)? Of course there's a possibility of facts being cherry picked to support a 
pre·determined position. 

A few other comments: 
I'd have to. see the writeup for Section 3.3. It isn't clear to me why eliminating the SPAR models would 
violate the spirit of the PAA Policy Statement. We could use licensee models (although there are lots of 
good reasons why this wouldn't be as good). 

.. The discussion in Section 4 may have to be nuanced (i.e., talk in terms of a reduced degree of 
independence, rather than complete toss). For example, if NRO staff/contractors are independently 
manipulating a licensee's model, OGC might decide this is sufficiently Independent. I don't know of 
specific analogous (non-PRA) situations within the agency, but I imagine there might be some. 
It may be OK because the paper will have a number of different audiences. but Section 5.2 might be 
getting a little too detailed. I think the emphasis should be on why standardization is a good thing (vs. 
what things are standardized). l recognize some of this Is covered in Section 6. If technical information 
is important, it can be retained but perhaps would be better suited for an appendix. 

• Secliqn 6.1.2. See above point about pros and cons. I've heard there are some good features in the 
other tools that we might not have. 
r suspect one of the implications for Section 6.3.1.1 is that we1ll need more trained staff because it may 
be too hard for a small number Of folks to remember all the plant-specific model!ng nuances. I guess 
this will be covered under Section a.2.5. . 
Section 7. Would loss of SPAR (and therefore SAPHIRE? - not sure there would be sufficient 
justification absent SPAR) inhibit our ability to develop tailored models when new situations arise? (I 
recall the Grand Gulf LPSD analysis required changes in SAPHIRE to accommodate the m9del.) 

• Section 7.7. l presume the Vogtle SPAR modet was useful to the Level 3 project. I think the SPAR 
models also provided important input to SO ARCA. 
Section 8.2, There would likely be startup costs every time we want to do a new analysis of the sort 
discussed In Section 7.7. We'd have to pick the plant(s), the project staU would have to get trained up 
on the model(s), etc. 

One last thing. For an audience of decision makers, it may be useful to create an overall paper structure (or at 
least add a discussion) that directly addresses the principles of good regulation: independence, openness, 
efficiency, clarity, and reliability. I think 1ha1 in the SPAR vs. licensee model discussion, something useful can 
be said about each of these principles. Interestingly, the list of principles doesn't include effectiveness. 
Perhaps that's a higher principle? 

Nathan 

--··-· ----- ----·- ____ ,,, ____________ ---------·--·--·-· 
From: Correia, Rictiard 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 2:57 PM 
To: Siu, Nathan <Nathan.Siu@nrc.gov>; Stutzke, Martin <Martin,Stut2ke@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Appignani1 Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov> 
Subject; FW: SPAR vs Licensee models outline, latest version 

Nathan, Marty, 

FYl.Hany comments? 

Richard Correla, PE 
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Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nude~r Regulatory Research 
US NRC 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:19 PM 
To: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Rivera, Tammie <Tammie.Rlvera@nrc.gov> 
Subject: SPAR vs licensee models outline, latest version 

Rich, Tammie 

Th.e latest version of the outline 

Pete 
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Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

1. Summary of Key Considerations for using licensees' PRA Models 

1.1. Regulatory Processes 

1.2. PAA Policy Statement 

1.3. Model Quality 

1.4. Maintain independence of NRC 

1.5. Standardization of modeling and assessment techniques 

1.6. Use by the NRC staff of licensees' PRA models 

1.7. Effect on other NRC Programs 

1.8. Costs 

2. Regulatory Processes 

2.1. Reactor Oversight Process (AOP) 

2.1.1. AOP is an NRC process 

2.2. Significance Determination Process (SOP) 

2.2.1. Today's SOP outcomes using NAC versus licensee PAA 

2.2.1.1. The PAA models are 9ften in close agreement. 

2.2,.1.2. Differences in SDP outcomes between the NRC ahd the licensee are 
driven by factors other than the baseline PAA model 

2.2.1.2.1. Engineering assumptions 

2.2.1.2.2. Modeling assumptions 

2.2~ 1.2.3~ 

2.2.1.2.4. 
Human reliability assumptions 

Other ... 

2.2.1.3. These issues are also applicable to th~ other regulatory processes and 
other risk-informed licensing related activities 

2.3. MD 8.3 - NRC Incident Investigation Program 

2.4. Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOEDs) 

2.5. Technical basis for rulemaking 

2.6. Generic issues 

2. 7. Other risk.:.informed licensing related activities 

3. PRA _Policy Statement 

3.1. The PRA Policy Statement encouraged the NAC to increase the use and application of 
PAA to the greatest extent practical. 

·3.2. SPAR r:nodels are one of the key incarnations of that effort. 
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Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

3.3~ Eliminating SPAR models would violate the spirit of that policy because it could 
undermine confidence in PAA-based findings. 

4. Model Quality 

4.1. SPAR models have been peer reviewed by industry led peer review teams1 

4. 1.1. SPAR models were determined to be adequate for their intended application 

4.1.2. Confidence on the part of staff and industry that the current generation of SPAR 
models accurately portray the plants that they model. 

5. Maintain independence of NRC 

5.1. ROP provides for an independent regulatory assessment of licensee performance 

5.1 .1. Staff may lose abllity to verify - "trust but verify" 

5.1.2. Licensee's initially indicc:t_te an event as low safety significance in LEHs that are 
later established as a gr~ater than Green finding 

5.2. Conflict of interest issues 

5.2.1. Since the ROP is an NRC process, how will the appropriate level of 
independence be established if the licensee's PRA is used? 

5:2.1.1. Does the independent manipulation of the licensee's model by NRC 
staff/contractors establish a:n appropriate le'!el of independence? 

5 .. 2.2. OGC may· need to endorse use of licensee, PAA 

5.2.3. OGC may ne·ed to endorse allowing the licensee to perform the assessment 

5.3. Public confidence 

5.3.1. Use of licensee PRA and/or alloWing the licensee to perform the assessment 
could erode public confidence 

5.3.2. In effect, the licensee is·communicatlng events and degraded plant conditions to 
the public and other stakeholders if they perform the analy$is. 

6. Standardization of modeling and assessment techniques 

6.1. Standardization provides'for: 

6.1.1. Efficiency 

6.1.2. Consistency 

6.1.3~ Automation 

a.2~ Efficiency of standardization 

1 One typical BWR and one typical PWR SPAR moc:l!ill was pe~r revi_ewed ~Ince they are stMdardized. Recently 
ecqmpleted a multi-year" peer rev!~w resolution activity to address peer review. fin\:lings across all SPAR models. 



Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

6.2 .. 1. Modeling assumptions 

6.2~2. Modeling conventions 

6.2,3. Naming schemes (basic events, faulttrees, event tress, etc.) 

6.2.4. Post processing rule construction 

6.2.5. Reporting functions (built into SAPHIRE) 

6.2.6. Consistency in event tree/fault tree construction 

6.2.7. Single Software platform 

6.3. Consistency 

6.3: 1. Unikmnity of assessments (RASP Handbooks) 

6.3.1.1. Risk Assessment Standardization Project (RASP) Handbooks 

6.3.1.2. Uniform because S.PAR models are standardized 

6.4. Automation 

6.4. l. Software platform is standardized (SAPHIRE) 

6A.1.1. SAPHIRE was developed and modified specifically to support the 
regulatory processes 

6.4.1.2. SAPHIRE has evolved over the years to meet the heeds of the NRC 
analyst to help them better p<:?rforrn their tasks when utilizing the SPAR 
models. These features were built <:lirectly into SAPHIRE to eliminate the 
;:Inalyst performing offline calculations and then placing those calculated 
probabilities back into the SPAR model. 

·6.4.1.3. Reporting functions (built into SAPHIRE) 

6.5. Experience indicates the.use of NRC developed standardized models supports th,e 
principles. of good regulation: independence, openness1 efficiency; clarity; and reliability. 

' . . 

7. Use by the NAC staff of l~censees' PRA models 

7: 1. Additional logistical and resource requirements 

7 .1.1. Seventy (70) plus licensee PRAs 

7 .1. 1.1. No standardization 

7.1.2. Four (4) different commercial software platforms 

7.1.2.1. CAFTA (EPRI) 

7.1.2.2. WinNUPRA (Scientech) 

7 .1.2.3. Riskman (ABS Consulting) 

7.·l.2.3.1. Cutsets are problematic (used to gain understflnding ·of risk 
insights) 

7. i .2.4. RiskSpectrurn (Lloyd's Register Cbhsultfng! Sweden) 

7.1.3"' All lack reporting features of SAPHIRE 
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Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Prant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

7.1.4. All 1,ack automation and easy to use analysis tools in SAPHIRE 

7.2. Need for additional NRG risk analysts 

7 .2. 1. Additional staff training requirements 

7.3. Management and control of licensee models and model updates 

7.3.1. Non-uniform modeling assumptions and limitations 

7.3.1.1. Each model will need to be examined and understood 

7.3.2. Availability of PAA models and supporting documentation 

7.3.2.1. Will all of the licensees formally submit their PAA to NRG? 

7.3.2.1.1. Under oath and affirmation? 

7.3.2.1.2. Subject to 1 o CFR 50.9? 

7.3;3. How will staff ensure NRC has the latest licensee model? 

8. Effect on other NAC Programs 

8.1. Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program 

8.1.1. Abnormal occurrence report to Congress 

R2. Industry trends/aperating ·experience programs 

8.3. New Reactors (PAA & licensing) 

8.4. Inspection programs 

8A. 1. Inspection resources 

. 8.4.2. Inspection decisions will become reactive based on deterministic criteria alone 

8.5. Use of SPAR r:nod~ls to support system and component studies 

8.5.1. Would inhibit our aoility ·to deVelop tailored models when new situations arise. 

S.6. SPAR modelsare used to develop Plant Information Risk.eBooks (PRIBS}-superseded 
the SOP Notebooks 

8.7. SPAR Models used for other purposes 

8.7.1. Answer Commission questions 

8.7.2. Japan Lesson Learned related issues (flooding, vents, seismic) 

8.7.2.1. SPAR model results (CDFs) used to assist in the resolµtion of Fukushima 
NlTF Rec. 5.2 (containment venting for plants other than BWR with Mark I 
and Mark II containments), and Rec. 6 (hydrogen control and mitigation). 

8;7.2.2. SPAR model data (equipment failure rates) supported the risk evaluation 
of Fukushima NlTF Rec. 5.1 (containment venting in BWR Mark I and Mark II 
plants) 

8.7.3. SPAR~EE models supported Gl-199 {updated seismic hazard curves for plants 
~ast of the Rocky Mountains) 
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Considerations for using other than the 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) models 

Outline 

8.7.4. Gain understanding of key basic events in the SPAR fire PAA models 

8.7.5. SPAR models used to identify the most likely core-damage sequences for 
SOARCA analysis, as well as other important input. 

8.7.6. SPAR models and data (equipment failure rates) supported staff's analysis of 
containment accident pressure (CAP) credit in BWR plants. 

8.7.7. Gain understanding of CDFs as estimated by SPAR {supported work tor 
Commissioner Aposfolakis, 2013). 

8.7.8. NRA made heavy use of the SPAR models (event trees) while reviewing the 
Browns Ferry extended power uprate (EPU) license amendment request. 

9. Costs 

9.1. Costs to both NRC and Industry 

9.2. NRC 

9.2.1. Licensee model reviews 

9.2.2. Logistical requirements 

9.2.3. Training 

9.2.4. Commercial Software licenses 

9.2.4.; . Commercial PRA software typically requires additional software (licenses) 
to be comparable to SAPHIRE (e.g. CAFTA/FTREX) 

9.2.5. Additional analyst staff 

9.2.6. Other 

9.3. Industry 

9.3.1. Cost for licensee to submit their PAA to NRC 

9.3.1.1. Will ALL licensees voluntarily submit there PAA to NRC? 

9.3.1.1.;. If not, we will need to maintain limited number of SPAR models. 

9.3.2. Cost for a minimum of model standardization 

9.3.3. Cost to implement a single RG 1.200 compliant standardized modeling approach 
across multiple analysis platform 

9.3.3.;. Re-invent a RASP Handbook for uniformity of assessments 

9.3.4. Cost to implement SAPHIRE reporting features and othe,r ~utomation tools 

9.3.5. How will industry provide support to NRC Analysts? 

9.3.5.;. INL is currently responding to approximately 2 requests for assistance per 
day via the Technical Support contract 

9.3.6. Other 
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Coyne, Kevin 

From: Correia, Richard 
Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:38 AM 
Appignani, Peter 

Cc: Coyne, Kevin 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Thanks Pete. 

:J<jcfi 

Richard Correia, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
US NRC 

' 
rich a rd.correla@nrc.gov 

From: Appignani, Peter 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 7:21 PM 
To: Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Rich 

My short responses to Brian's question. We should discuss this further. 

1. There is no regulatory requirement for the licensee's to give their PRA to the NRC. If they did, I do not 
believe the SRAs nor INL is familiar enough with the commercial software to make changes to the models, at 
least not very efficiently. 

2. Without the SPAR models we would have no PRA capability- completely dependent on the licensees. The 
following non-regional capability would be lost: 

Technical basis for rulemaking 
Generic issues 
Other risk-informed licensing related activities 
Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program 
Abnormal occurrence report to Congress 
Industry trends/operating experience programs 
New Reactors (PRA & licensing) 
Inspection programs 
Inspection resources 
Use of SPAR models to support system and component studies 
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From: R!ni, Brett 
Sent Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:21 AM 
To: Sheron, Brian <Brian.Shernn@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
Subject: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian, 

Per ym,ir request, here's DRA's 2~pager on SPAR models and their uses. 

Brett 
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Appignani, Peter 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Sheron, Brian 
Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:23 Alv! 
Coyne, Kevin 
West, Steven; Appignani, Peter; Correia, Richard; Rini, Brett; Nakoski, John 
RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Your last bullet sort of captures this thought. Perhaps we could expand on it a little. 

From: Sheron, Brian 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:21 AM 
To: Coyne, Kevin <Kevin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Rini, Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Subjec~: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary anq Uses 

Can we add that if the Regions wanted to run licensee models on an NRC machine, each of the different 
platforms would have to be loaded onto regional computers, and all would come under FISMA requirements. 

My guess is that the only practical option if we did away with SPAR models is for NRC to require the· licensees 
to perform the SDP with their models, and the SRAs would just review them. 

From: Coyne, Kevin 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:57 PM 
To: Sheron, Brian <Brian.Sheron@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Appignani, Peter <Peter.Appignani@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard 
<Richilrd.Corre!a@nrc.gov>; Rini, Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc.gov>; Nakoski, John <John.Nakoski@nrc.gov> 
Sut,Jject: RE: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian-

Modeling almost every operational event-requires some change to the PAA model -this is true for both SPAR 
and licensee models. The changes can range from simple data updates (such as changing a human error 
probability} to qomplex revisions of modeling logic. SRAs are able to make many of these changes to the 
SPAR models (sometimes in consultation With INL or RES staff) because all of the models work in a standard 
way - so a given change to a SPAR model has predictable q,nd consistent results. There is no standardization 
across licensee models, so an SRA would have to relearn the modeling logic and conventions for each plant in 
order to do an SDP, NOED, or MD 8.3 ~nalysis. And there is often a lot of logic modeling working behind the 
scenes that can be difficult to find and modify if you don't know what you're looking for (these are generally in 
the form of logic rules that do things like remove TS prohibited cutsets, adjust HRA values, and turn on and off 
basic events depending on the accident context) .. Assuming that a licensee would provide the SRAs access to 
their PAA model, it would take significantly more time.for an SRA to competently modify the licen!?ee model 
than a SPAR model. And all that assumes that (1) the licensee would even provide the model to the NRC 
(there is no regulatory requirement to do so) and (2) the SRA was familiar with the PAA software the licensee 
used (there are· several codes available, and while most use the EPRI developed CAFT A code, not all 
do). That said, the model itself would be accessible if we had the model and the software and knowledge to 
run it (so there isn't an issue with a compiled vs source code version)l but the real challenge is understanding 
the logic model and efficiently making changes. We developed a great understanding of the challenges of 
doing this with the Vogtle Level 3 project-initially, even running the iicensee's PRA in its native software was 
a challenge. And although we have had access to a tremendous amount of PAA information from the site and 
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have had several years to review the model (advantages an SRA would never have), there are still aspects of 
Vogtle's modeling that is impenetrable to our feeble minds (we can discuss with you in greater detail if you'd 
like, but something as basic as assigning unavailability values for equipment can be done in many different 
ways - and we are $till scratching our heads over how Vogtle did this for some risk significant equipment). So, 
we might be able to help the SRAs. but it would be an extremely difficult process compared to what we can do 
with the SPAR models (and that is assuming we had the right software, the knowledge to run it, and the full set 
of documentation supporting the licensee PRA model). 

If we did not have SPAR models, we would not have any independent capability to assess risk for ASP, 
generic issues, rulemaking technical bases, etc. 

I've added these points to the "key talking points" - revision attached. The first bullet now reads: "SPAR 
program provides the NRC's only independent risk analysis capability in support of reactor oversight process 
(ROP) and a variety of risk-informed technical applications". And I added a final bullet that states "Given the 
lack of standardization in licensee PRAs (and the variety of code platforms that can be used), it would be 
extremely inefficient for SRAs and other agency risk analysts to use licensee models for risk assessment 
activities.". 

Let me know if you have any other qµestions or would like us to set up a more detailed briefing. 

Kevin 

From: Cdrreia, Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 3:53 PM 
To: Sheron, Brian; Rini, Brett; Coyne,· Kevin 
Cc: West, Steven; Appignani, Peter 
Subject: RE: REPLY: .SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian, 

We'll get you answ~rs soon. 

Richard Correla, PE 
Director, 
Division of Risk Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
USNRC 

richard.correia@nrc.gov 

From: Sheron, Brian 
Sent: Wednesclay, September 23, 2015 1:57 PM 
To: Ri:ni, Brett <Brett.Rini@nrc.gov>; Correia, Richard <Richard.Correia@nrc.gov>; Coyne, Keyin <l<evin.Coyne@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: REPLY: SPAR ModeLSummary and Uses 

Good summary. Is the following also true: 
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1.) If an event occurs for which the licensee's PAA model cannot accurately model the event, do we think 
that the licensee would let an SRA add the necessary models to their PAA (in other words, if the 
agency were to use a licensee's model, would the licensee likely give us a source deck or a compiled 
version? Even if we got a source deck, is an SRAcapable of developing, programming, and 
incorporating a model into a licensee's code? 

If the Region or NRA came to RES with a licensee's PRA model and wanted us to add a model into a 
licensee's code, could we even-do it? 

2.) If we did not have the SPAR models, what PRA capability would we have, and could we continue to 
use this capability for all of the non·tegional stuff we currently use it for (e.g., Gls)? 

If it turns out that these two items are also a problem, can we list them in the Summary Use Table 
(attached)? 

From: Rini, Brett 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:21 AM 

. To: Sheron, Brian <Brian.Sheron@nrc.gov> 
Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
Subject: REPLY: SPAR Model Summary and Uses 

Brian, 

Per your request, here's DRA's 2-pager on SPAR models and their uses. 

Brett 
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Kev Talking Points for the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) Model Program 

• SPAR program provides the NRC's only independent risk analysis capability in support of 
reactor oversight process (ROP) and a variety of risk-informed technical applications 

• Plant-specific SPAR models (99 operating plants are represented by 75 SPAR models) use 
standardized modeling and naming conventions. Standardization increases analyst 
efficiency and accuracy and supports cross comparison across models. 

• The program leverages available licensee PRA information to reduce program costs, but 
includes validation of licensing modeling assumptions and integrates licensing model 
conventions into standardized SPAR modeling framework. Although SPAR models use 
some simplifying assumptions compared to licensee models~ in several areas most pertinent 
to ROP applications, the SPAR models are generally more detailed (e.g., CCF, LOOP, and 
support system initiators) 

o SPAR models and the SAPHIRE PRA code are designed to support event and condition 
analyses by performing "delta-risk" analyses (e.g., change in CDF from base case to 
performance deficiency). Licensee developed models and supporting codes lack this 
capability (requiring additional calculations and manual sequence/outset result comparisons) 

• All models run on a single code platform (SAPHIRE). SAPHIRE can be updated and 
configured to directly support NRC risk assessment activities through coding changes and 
customized reporting functions. 

o Although licensees have made progress in developing RG 1.200 compliant PAA models, 
these models lack the standardization and ROP-specific features that are essential to the 
agency's needs for performing event and condition analyses. 

• Given the lack of standardization in licensee PRAs (and the variety of code platforms that 
can be L(sed), it would be extremely inefficient for SRAs and other agency risk analysts to 
use licensee models for risk assessment activities. 

SPAR Model Uses 

• Significance Determination Process (Reactor Oversight) - Regions 
• Accident Sequence Precursor Program (used as an input metric to the performance budget 

process) - RES 
• Evaluation of Notices of Enforcement Discretion - Regions, NRR * 
• MD 8.3 Incident Investigation Program Risk Evolutions (e.g., determine level of inspection 

response to an event) - Regions * 
• Establish ·technical basis for rule making - RES, NRR 
• Evaluate genetic issue safety significance - RES 
• Perform system and component studies "" RES 
• Inspection Planning (e.g., risk· insights from Plant Risk Information eBooks) - Regions 

* These applications typically are performed with limited time~ highlighting the importance of 
model standardization for SPAR · 

SPAR Model Annual Budget 

The SPAR/SAPHIRE annual bupget for FY2015 was ..,.$2.2 million. This amount is scalable 
depending on agency needs and available resources. Major activities include: 

Base Resources (i.e .• minimum requirements for the program): 
• SPAR Model Configuration/Quality Control and User Support Help Desk-$500k/year 

- Help desk handles - 2 calls/day from SRAs 



- Ensures model version control and maintains INL Website 
- Performs model updates to support specific SOP/ASP activities (-30 models were 

updated to support a specific analysis in FY2015). These updates are often highly 
specific to the event/condition that occurred and would also need to be performed for a 
licensee PAA model 

• SAPHIRE QA and User Support-$300k/year 
- Maintain NUREG/BR-0167 QA program 
- User help desk Support 

Resources needed to Support Specific User Enhancements: 
• Model Updates to Reflect Significant Plant Changes (-12 models/year)- -$250k 

- Incorporate station blackout EDGs 
- Battery charging generators 
- Significant model upgrades 

• External Hazard and Fire Models - - $400k/year 
- Add NFPA 805 fire modeling 
- Add seismic and high wind model capabilities 

• SAPHIRE Enhancements -$300k /year 
- New reporting features and code capabilities 

• Data Updates (performed every 3 years)- -$500k (every three years) 
- Upgrade SPAR models to reflect most recent operating data 
- Update model documentation and Plant Risk Information eBooks (PAIBs) 
- General model cleanup/improvements 

Letter to NEI from OEDO on Use of SPAR models (2007, ML072490566) 

This letter addressed an NEI proposal to use licensee PAA models instead of SPAR models. ·A 
detailed review was conducted and concluded that SPAR was needed to: 
• Maintain independence of NRC analyses. Differences between NRC and Licensee 

assessments is not due to the base model, but by the assumptions for each specific event 
or condition analysis 

• Provide standardized model framework for efficient analyses - industry does not use a 
standardized modeling approach 

• Avoid inefficiencies in having agency risk analysts learn the conventions of over 70 licensee 
developed PRAs (utilizing up to four different software platforms) 

The ~asis for the staff conclusion remains valid today. 

Feedback from Regional SRAs on Potential Use of Licensee Models vice SPAR 

• More efficient and objective to use SPAR models for risk assessments. 
• It would take a significant increase in resources to use licensee models for event and 

condition assessment activities due to their lack of standardization and need for SAAs to 
understand unique modeling conventions and new code platforms. 

• Use of licensee models would cause delays in the SDP process due to need to engage in 
additional requests for information to understand licensee PRA modeling assumptions. 

• NRC's ability to perform independent regulatory assessment activities will be eroded by not 
having a centralized system evaluating Generic Safety Issues, SBO/LOOP studies, etc. 
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SAPHIRE-SPAR Model inter-relationship paper.docx; Outline Considerations for using 
other than the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk rev l.docx 
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SAPHIRE/SPAR Model inter-relationship 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) maintains a set of risk models, called standardized 
plant analysis risk (SPAR) models, for the operating U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. SPAR 
models are used by the NRC on a day-to-day basis to support risk-informed decision-making activities 
such as the accident sequence precursor (ASP) and significance determinati.on process (SOP) programs. 
The primary objective of the ASP Program is to identify, document, and rank operating events most likely 
to lead to inadequate core cooling and core damage. The main purpose of the SDP is to determine the 
safety significance of inspection findings. 

In addition to supportif!.g the ASP and SDP analyses, SPAR models confirm licensee tisk analyses 
submitted in support of license amendment requests and other related activities. The SPAR models 
utilize the software tool Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation 
(SAPHIRE), developed by the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) for the NRC. SAPHIRE is a state-of-the .. 
art probabilistic risk analysis (PRA)'tool used to evaluate event tree/fault tree logic. The software 
provides multiple risk metrics to help the analyst make risk informed decisions. There are many features 
that are built intO' SAPHIRE to help the different analysts (e.g., Senior Reactor Analysts. Resident 
Inspectors). The following features of the software will be discussed along with how the software and the 
SPAR models have been integrated together to help the NRC analysts perform t~ir tasks more 
efficiently. 

SAPHIRE has evolved over the years to meet the needs of the NRC analyst to help them better perform 
their tasks when utilizing the SPAR models. These features were built directly into SAPHIRE to 
eliminate the analyst performing offline calculations and then placing those calculated probabilities back 
info the SPAR model. Some onhese important fe:;ttures are discussed below. 

Common Cause Failure (CCll') modeling: 

CCF modeling require.s ~he use of a m~thematical model to determine the failure probability of multiple 
redundant components. The cafoulation of this probability has been·built directly into the SAPHIRE 
software tool. which efiminates the analyst from offline calculations (i;e .• use of'calculator. Excel) and 
then manually adding this probabi_lity into the software. The manual method can induce different types of 
input errors. 

The most important part of having these CCF models directly built into SAPHIRE is the automatic 
adjustments that SAPHIRE performs during analyses. SAPHIRE makes the correct adjustment 
conditional on the deficiency identified and eliminates any manual manipulation. More information about 
this process will be discussed in the.SOP and ECA module parts. · 

Human Reliability Analysis (BRA) modeling: 

The HRA modeling that is built into SAPHIRE provides the analyst with different cues and performance 
shaping factors to help perform an HRA analysis. This bui1t in worksheet provides the analyst shaping 
factors to generate a bas.eline (i.e .• nominal) operator failure probability and then the flexibility to adjust 
this probability conditioned on the event being analyzed. 

Level 2 Modeling~ 

SAPHIRE has been updated to provide the analyst with the ability to integrate the Level I core damage 
PRA with the Level 2. plant damage state PRA. This new feature provides the analyst with a transparem 
means to take the Level 1 sequences and then changing the PRA to a new phase, which represents the 



Level 2 part of the PRA. This process streamlines the integration Qf Level 1 sequences with the Level 2 
sequences. The advantage of this feature is the Level l cut sets that make up the different Level 2 plant 
damage states are available for review. This will allow a better uncertainty evaluation of the Level 2 
results. 

SAPHIRE also has the capability to assign LERF factors to sequences based on rules related to initiator or 
equipment availability or can be assigned explicitly for each sequence. 

Power related modules: 

A module built into SAPHIRE is the ability to calculate the non-recovery of offsite power given a loss of 
offsite power (LOOP) and/or station blackout (SBO). This module calculates the non-recovery 
probability based on the time until core damage and the type of LOOP that occurred. These recovery 
factors can be automatically updated given a change in the parameters based on the different potential 
events that are evaluated. This automatic update eliminates manual calculations using oth~r software 
programs, which makes the analysis streamline and efficient. 

A new module has been incorporated into SAPHIRE that calculates an adjustment factor that takes into 
account the time at which core damage can occur. This new module is developed to move the static event 
tree/fault tree process into a more correct dynamic evatu·ation. This module convolves the failure rates of 
the operating components with the non-recovery events to determine the true core damage frequency and 
then divides this by the static core damage frequency. The result is an adjustment that should be applied 
to the certain time related cut sets ro obtain the correct sequence frequency. 

SDPModule 

The SOP module was originally deveioped to help the Senior Reactor Analysts evaluate at-power 
potential deficiencies that were observed. However, given the ease of use of this module and flexibility 
and-detail of the SPAR models, this SDP module and SPAR models are available to all Resident 
Inspectors to help them perform their tasks. 

The SDP module is designed to help guide the analysts through setting up potential deficiencies to 
determine their risk significance. Once a deficiency has been set up using the interface, SAPHIREISDP 
will evaluate the potential deficiency and provide the risk measures. The risk measures are conditional 
core dan1age frequency-(probability) and the delta core damage frequency. The following will show some 
user-interfaces that belp the analyst set up the event being analyzed. The interfaces streamline the ptocess 
of setting up the evaluation, which in turn makes the analysis part more efficient. 

The first interface provides a button for the user to select, which system contained the deficiency. The 
SPAR models integrate the required. fields that theSDP interface uses to parse thecomponerttS into the 
correct system. Figure l is a subset of systems in a typical SPAR model. The analyst· selects the sys~em 
of interest and all of the components that:are modeled for that system are listed. From the list the analyst, 
then selects the component of interest to evaluate the deficiency. 
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Figure l. y tern related to a typical SPAR model. 

n the c mp n nth be n identified and i placed in a fail d tate, th P module be ome an 
efficient t I f r valuating model. Th analy i interfa e pro ide many option to help the analy t 

rrectly valuate the defi i ncy. Figur 2 ho th calculation incerfa . 



Significance Determination Process 
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Figure 2. Calculation interfac . 

Thi · interfa e tell · SAPHIR how to evaluate the deficien y. The fir t part all w, f1 r duration of the 
deficien y t be incorporated. This duration can be de i!mated by selecting the duration time (i.e., hours, 
days w ek ·, r month ) or th actual dat can b input. The duration i important, becau e thi becom 
pru1 of the final re ult. Th interface automatically convert th unit and perform the correct valuation. 
Otherwi , th naJyst"' oul have to perform this calculation by hand. 

Another feature i the built-in option to et all te t and ma.int nance failure modest a probability of 0.0. 
lf the analy i · is imilar to c nfiguration ri k management operation to verify the utility PRA re ·ult, the 
analy l c uld identify the c mponent that i b ing removed for testing of maintenan e and then et all 
other maintenance relat d component to 0.0. The re ult from thi should provide in ' igh about the 
current c nfiguration f th plant. 

The last part of thi interfa e i the ability to type in note about thee aJuation. Th notes will become 
a record with the evaluation for later reference purpo e . 

The interfa are designed to treamline the proce for etting up the evaluati n. The r al benefit of the 
SDP modul in SAPHIR i when the logic is b ing solved to provide the ri k metrics. The SDP modul 
performs many auto-adju tm nt to the different calculation m dels. The DP module will automatically 
re-calculat the CCF probability conditional n the failure that wa ob erved. A part of the CCF 
adju tm nt, if the component has multiple failure mod i.e. fail to run fail to tart) the DP modul 
will correctly adju t the non- b rved failure mode. Thi pro ide the correct resultant cut et . 

Anoth r adju tment that i · p rformed during the evaluation i the correct application of po t-proce ing 
rule . Th DP module will olve the logic twice to make ure the po t-proce ing rule get applied t 
orrectly reco er compon nt and/or rem e in alid cut et . Thi proce will fir t olve the logic m del 

for the minimal cut ets by etting the failed component to probability of 1.0. By tting the component 
to a probabil.ity, en ure that it remain in th re ultant cut t . Thi group of cut et will ha e th po t-



processing rules applied to them to ensure correct recovery and removal of invalid cut 'ets. This new 
group of cut set are re-evaluated given the failed component i set to a guaranteed failure of TRUE. This 
two tep proces is an enhanced feature of th SOP module to ensure correct resultant cut ets and 
eliminates the analy t from performing these tep individually and potentially having to manually 
manipu late the cut sets. 

The re ults from the SOP module provide the analy tall of the ri k metric need to make a ri k infonned 
decision. Figure 3 shows the bar chart developed for a qui k view of the importance of the defi iency 
(delta CDF in relationship to the SOP colors) and the calculated CCDP and CDP. The CCDP i the 
conditional core damage probability of event and the CDP is the core damage probability gi en nominal 
random failure of all components. 

Increase in Yearly Core Damage Frequency 
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Figure 3. Result of the DP evaluation. 
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Figure 4 show a graph of the change in delta CDF a a function of duration. Thi plot show that if the 
condition la ted for roughly 12 days, it would trigger a white type finding and if the condition lasted for 4 
months it would trigger a yellow finding. This plot give some insight on how long the condition could 
be in before triggering one of the next significant color . 
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Figure 4. Change in D !ta CDF as a functi n of tim . 

Event Condition naly ·i Module 

The ECA module i a di.fferent module built into the SAPHIRE oftware in rder co help the enior 
Rea tor Analyst and oLher NRC taff to perfonn event evaluation ·. Thi module allow for b th 
condition type as m n (condition found for om duration prior to being fixed) and an initiating 
e nt as e m nt conditi n where one of th initiating event occurred). The interface helps the analyst 
et up which type of valuation i nece ary. The first interface has th analy t select the type of 

evaluation b ing p rformed as shown in igur 5. 



Select the kind of Events apd Cqrtditions Assessment you want to do. 
Choose the assessmertf. type amt then identi/Y the related inputs · 

Assessmentl)pe 
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Sperl the start date and time -
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Figure 5. ECA condition asse ·srnent interface. 

The duration portion is the same as discussed above for the SDP module. Once the pecific condition 
assessment is elected, the interface streamlines the next question on what component need to be 
evaluated as above. The difference here i all of the component basic events are Ii ted, which give more 
flexibility to the analyst on selecting the components and make different changes. 

After the component of intere t has been elected and it correct change ha been made, the next interface 
is the calculation options. This interface is hown in Figure 6. The ECA calculation int rface i similar 
to the SDP calculation interface as the analyst can et all test and maintenance components to 0.0 prior to 
evaluation. The evaluation is a multiple pas operation a di cus ed above. The difference between the e 
two calculation interfaces are the ability to change the truncation for the pecific calculation and perform 
an uncertainty analyst on the evaluation. The uncertainty evaluation will provide additional risk insights 
on the importance of the deficiency being evaluated. 

The automatic adju tments discussed above are al o perfonned when using the ECA module. Tho are 
CCF adjustments and po t-processing rule for multiple pass operation. 
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Figure 6. Cal.culation interface. 
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Other SPAR/SAPHIRE features facilitating rapid and efficient evaluation of risk impacts 

• Full suite of automated reports on a variety of topics 
• Model documentation and supporting P&ID accessible directly from SAPHIRE 
• Auto generation of the Plant Ri k Information e-Book (PRIB). This summary document 

provide a quick and handy reference to the risk importances of all systems and equipment 
included in the SP AR model. 

• A set of documentation reduced. to only key information necessary to support SDP/ECA 
analy e . 

• A feature (Change ets) that allows rapid and temporary modifications to specific model 
data . This feature is beneficial when attemping multiple 'what if' type analyses. 

• Integrated Model type/Pha e type applications. A single basic event can be developed in a 
way that allows it to be susceptible to multiple Model types e.g., Random failures, Seismic 
failures) and. Phase type e.g., level 1 and level 2). This give the analyst the ability to assign 
different failure probabilities for each Model type and Phase type and then solve the logic 
and store the results in these different areas . 

• 



Conclusion: 

The modules and the advanced features discussed above for the SAPHlRE software tool were developed 
as an integral part of the SPAR models to help all NRC staff perform their job in a streamline and 
efficient means. SAPHIRE and the two modules provide many risk metrics from the SPAR model that 
can be used to help make risk informed decisions. 




